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ILLITERACY IN AMERICA

THURSDAY, AUGUST 1, 1985

Hoy= OF REPRESENTATIVE% SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMEN-
TARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, COM-

, MIME ON EDUCATION AND LABOR, AND SENATE SUB-
comstrrnm ON EDUCATION, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES,

Washington, DC
The subcommittees met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
(chairman of the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vo-
cational Education) presiding.

Present: Representatives Hawkins, Williams, Owens, Martinez,
and Gooding, and Senators Stafford and Simon.

Staff present: Dr. Beth Buehlmann, education staffdirector.
Chairman HAwxnis. In starting the hearing today, on behalf of

Senator Stafford and myself, rd simply like to announce that the
lights on the clock to my _right indicate, as most of you know, a
vote in the House. We will therefore have the members go over and
vote and come back just as quickly as possible. and at that time we
will formally open the hearing and proceed wi th the scheduled wit-
nesses of the day.

So, if you will be patient with us, this may happen throughout
the day, but I want you to know why we suddenly exit and then
run back and interrupt sometimes sc ,e of the witnesses.

Thank you very much.
[Recess.]
Chairman STAFFORD [acting chairman]. This joirl meeting of the

Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Educa-
tion of the House and the Senate Subcommittee on Education,
Arts, and the Humanities will come to order.

As a personal note, I'll say it's been quite a few years since I've
had a chance to pound the gavei for any reason on this side of the
Capitolgoing on 15 nowbut it's always nice to be back on the
House side.

As soon as Chairman Hawkins gets back here, I'll return the
chairman's seat to him.

Today, the Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and the Humanities
is meeting with the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Second -
ary, and Vocational Education to hear testimony on the problem of
illiteracy in our country. Illiteracy is an issue of increasing impor-
tance to the well-being of this Nation and has recently become the
focus of heightened public attention.

On September 7, 1983, the Department of Education's Adult Lit-
eracy Initiative was launched under former Secretary of Education

(1)
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T.H. Bell. One of the outcomes of this initiative was a recently pub-
lished report, "Becoming a Nation of Readers," the report of the
Commission on Reading.

This 2-year commission's purpose was to examine the teaching of
reading and to make practical recommendations for improving edu-
cational instruction in America. In addition to Federal programs
providing literacy skills, which are primarily funded through the
Adult Education Act, there are many other exemplary public and
private activities which have been described in previous testimony
before the Senate Education Subcommittee.

Despite these fine efforts, the fact remains that 23 million adult
Americans, or 1 in every 5, are functionally illiterate as defined by
the simplest test of everyday reading, writing, and comprehension.

Adult illiteracy is found in every segment of society. Any single
literacy program is not likely to be an appropriate response to the
needs of the unemployed, dislocated workers, housewives entering
the job market, retired persons, or the close to 1 million teenagers
who drop out of high school year. Also, refugees and immigrants
with little or no facility with the English language are entering the
United States at an accelerating rate.

Seventy-five percent of those Americans out of work today have
inadequate reading and writing skills. Any efforts we can make to
reduce this problem are clearly in the Nation's best interests.
There is no do .ibt in this Senator's mind as to the need to seriously
examine the problem of illiteracy in America.

Our subcommittee would like to extend an exceptionally warm
welcome to our witnesses today. We are pleased to have Mr. Wil-
liam Woodside from the American Can Co. as our first witness. Fol-
lowing him, on a panel, we have the president of the International
Reading Association, Dr. John Manning; Mrs. Elliot Richardson,
who is chairman of the board for Reading is Fundamental and who
is accompanied by Mrs. Ruth Graves, president of Reading is Fun-
damental; and Mrs. Monica Sullivan, a general education develop-
ment certificate recipient in Virginia, who is accompanied by Mrs.
Helen Whelan, a Learning Center coordinator and placement coun-
selor.

We look forward to hearing the testimony of the witnesses, and I
should note on the record that Senator Powell, the ranking minori-
ty member of the Senate Subcommittee on Education, is unable to
join us, although he had hoped to this morning, because of commit-
ments on the Foreign Relations Committee.

I deem it personally a privilege to be here with my friend, the
very able chairman of the House Committee, Congressman Haw-
kins, and I am very pleased to be here.

At this point, without ob*.t4.11I don't see anybody to object
we will go ahead, Mr. Wooe, with you, but we will interrupt so
that Chairman Hawkins can make whatever statement he wishes
to at the conclusion of your testimony, or, this being his side of the
Capitol, whenever he wishes.

With that understanding, Mr. Woodside, we'd be pleased to hear
from you.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. WOODSIDE, CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, AMERICAN CAN CO., GREENWICH, CT

Mr. WOODSIDE. All right, Senator. Good morning.
It's indeed an honor to address this joint hearing as it embarks

on its very important mission to address illiteracy in America.
As both a businessman and a private citizen, I am appalled and

dismayed by the extent of the problem of illiteracy in this country
and by our apparent inability to stem its growth and its size.

There's an unmistakable relationship between illiteracy and un-
employment, high crime rates, and many other social problems. Il-
literacy and functional illiteracy cast a shadow on the ideals of our
society. Left unattended, it will sap our national vitality in danger-
ous ways.

Illiteracy poses special problems within buciness and industry.
Millions of employees with varying degrees of illiteracy cost their
companies daily through low productivity, workplace accidents, ab-
senteeism, poor product quality, and lost management and supervi-
sory time.

A survey of employers conducted by the Center for Public Re-
sources indicates that general productivity costs were ranked first
in importance, the cost of additional management and supervision
time was ranked second, product quality was ranked third, and
time and effort to remediate skills was ranked fourth.

Various levels of illiteracy seriously reduce the pool of competent
persons that businesses can hire and restricts the promotability
and mobility of man) of our current workers.

In response, corporations are paying hundreds of millions of dol-
lars annually to operate in-house basic skills and literacy pro-
grams A number of recent reports verify the skyrocketing growth
of corporate educatiol and training programs.

Our so-called literacy gap exists at a time when changes in the
labor market are increasing the premium on communication skills
and when literacy standards are higher today than they were 10
years ago.

Service industries and technology-oriented businesses require
workers to be able to handle comprehensive tasks which are based
more on reading, writing, and listening than on vocational skills.
The "lift, place, take, put" jobs are rapidly being replaced by tech-
nology. Retraining and the ability to relearn are new career reali-
ties.

Within this context, I would like to refer the committee members
to a new monograph just released by the Northeast-Midwest Insti-
tute. It is entitled

monograph
at Work: Developing Adult Basic Skills

for Employment" and is the second in a series on education and
economic development issues funded by a grant from the American
Can Company Foundation.

Most important in this monograph is the accounting of successful
remediation programs administered or funded by corporations, by
public schools or community colleges, and 4-year colleges. I hope
that this monograph will assist you in your deliberations.

[The booklet follows:]
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American Can Company Foundation
This series WaS made possible with the generous support of the
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Northeast-Midwest Institute:
The Center for Regional Policy.
David 8. Harrison, Executive Director

The Northeast-Midwest Institute is a private, nonprofit organization
devoted to research and public education on issues of regional concern.
Since the Institute was established in 1977, its primary goal has been to
insure that federal policies are geographically equitable and responsive to
the needs of the 18-state region that long has formed the nation's
industrial heartland. The Institute's primary constituency is policy-
makers from the Northeast and Midwest. Business and labor leaders and
members of the press from all regions also make extensive use of its
work.

The Institute is unique among Washington policy centers because of its
close working relationship with the Northeast-Midwest Congressional
and Senate Coalitions and its strong ties to state officials in the region.
These important constituencies insure tnat the Institute's agenda
addressee the needs of the region and, equally important, that its work
will have an effect on national policy.

The Institute's research program provides timely analyses of current
and pending federal legislation to members of Cdngress, state and local
officials, and other groups. These studies provide a regional perspective
on the consequences of national policy choices in a wide range of issue
areas Institute publications also identity important resources and
options for policy-makers. The conclusions and opinions expressed in
these publications are those of the authors or Institute alone.

The states in the region served by the Northeast-Midwest Institute are
Connectiout, Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, MinLesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
vork, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island. Vermont, and Wisconsin.

For further information on the Northeast-Midwest Institute and its
publications, write:

Northeast-Midwest Institute:
The Center for Regional Policy

218 D Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

(202) 544-5200

NORTHEAST
MIDWEST I

INEITUTE -----

.;.-- ---=

THE CENTER FOR REGIO I AL POLICY
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Preface

Adult illiteracy and ite effects
in the workplace oonstitute a
chronic problem of growing con-
cern in public policy debates. Illit-
eracy has a direct bearing on the
economymarginal or Motional
illiterate3 often have difficulty
finding and holding jobs, and
their skill deficiencies create costs
for companies.

The phenomenon of workers
displaced from their jobs presents
a practical case of the complex in-
teraction of literacy and the de-
mands of the workplace. "Dislo-
cated workers" hF a work
histories, often long ones, and
skills. But frequently they have
difficulty finding new jobs because
their basic skills in reading and
computation are too limited for
today's labor market.

Industry now demands higher
levels of attainment in basic edu-
cation than ever before. Advanc-
ing technology brings higher skill
requirements. Prospective employ-
ers now place greater emphasis
on "credentials " For job seekers,
the result is the same: employers
demand an improvement in the
level of basic skills in their
employees.

The following discussion identi-
fies steps that businesses, educa-
tion communities, and public pol-
icy makers can take to define
literacy standards and raise basic
competency levels in reading,
writing, and mathematics. It ar-
gues that programs to improve
literacy also can increase employ-
ment and productivity in the
economy.

Employers know that a literate

work force and a robust economy
go hand in hand. Economic devel-
opment depends on brain power.
A Task Force on Education for
Economic Growth, sponsored by
the Education Commission of the
States, concluded in 1983 that
"... trained intelligence is the
chief component of individual and
national productivity, of a na-
tion's capacity to innovate, and of
ite general economic health."

This link between education and
economic growth is a compelling
concern in the Northeast and
Midwest, where educi....ion tradi-
tionally has given the region's
economy a competitive advantage.
The region has benefited from
high public investment levels in
both K-12 and post-secondary ed-
ucation over the last decades. It
has an impressive network of
public and private universities
which have played a direct and
substantial role in generating ec.3-
nomic growth.

The Northeast and Midwest
continue to undergo a ilinclamen-
tal economic transformation. The
region's economy is adjusting to
change brought about by the in-
ternationalization of trade and
shifts in technology. Conse-
quently, it has a disproportion-
ately large share of the nation's
long-term unemployed-82 per-
cent in 1983for whom literacy
skills are particularly crucial.

Efforts are well underway to
spur business expansion and new
job creation across the region.
The public and private educa-
tional systems of these states are
essential to their revitalization.

15
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Leadership from the education
community and the private sector
is indispensable to state and local
economic revival.

This is the second volume of a
six-monograph series designed to
promote stronger ties between the
region's educational resources
and the economic development
process. Focusing on a single crit-
ical Issue, each monograph is de-
signed as a tool for public policy
makers and their counterparts in

vi

business an% academic institu-
tions to translate available ideas
into pragmatic solutions. The se-
ries will explore strategies that
touch all eduoatir,nal levels, from
local K-12 public school systems
to higher education.

This education-economic devel-
opment series is made possible
through the generous support of
the American Can Company
Foundation.
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1. The Illiteracy Problem
in the United States

Dimensions of the
Problem

The connection of literacy to
the domande of the modern work-
place has become a major concern
for employers and public policy
makers. A person has =puny
acquiring necessary job skills or
even looking for employment in
the absence of literacy. Yet evi-
dence continues to mount that il-
literacy Is pervasive in some seg-
ments of the population. The
director of one skill training pro-
gram believes that "illiteracy Is
the hidden shame in this commu-
nity."' The fib:thee/at-Midwest re-
gion of the country has lc-1g been
noted having a well-educated
and adaptable work forcean as-
set that has served as an attrac-
tive inducement in business loca-
tion and expansion decisions.
Maintaining and enhancing this
"edge" is an important part of the
effort to build the foundations of
economic stability. Literacy Is
crucial to that effort.

Recent statistics indicate that
up to one-third of the adult popu-
lationperhcps 80 million men
and womencannot read the
front page of a newspaper. The
Adult Performanoe Level study
has shown for the past several
years that perhaps 20 percent of
adults are functionally illiterate
unable to read, write, or compute
with the profi.oiency needed to
function in society. Among adults,
18 percent of whites, 44 percent
of blacks, and 58 percent of His-
panics are either total, functional,
or marginal nonreaders. The Na-

tional Assessment of Educe anal
Progress, the ongoing study f
student achievement, finds I. tt
13 percent of U.S. high echo(
graduates fail to reach readir
and writing competence beyo.
the sixth-grade level. The U.S..
partment of Education estimat4
that 2.3 million people are adds
each year to the ranks of the
functionally illiterate: 1 million
teenagers who leave school with-
out elementary skills and 1.3 mil-
lion non-English-speaking
arrivals.

In 1982 Navy officials told the
presidentially appointed National
Commission on Excellence in Edu-
cation that one-quarter of recent
recruits did not read at the mini-
mum level (ninth grade) needed
to understand written safety in-
structions. Without remedial
courses they could not even begin
the sophisticated training neces-
sary for modern military service.
Based on evidence of this kind of
erosion of basic skills, the com-
mission concluded that the United
States Is "a nation at risk."

This literacy gap exists at a
time when changes in the labor
market are increasing the pre-
mium on communications skills.
Employers in service industries
expect employees to be able to
read and write wellin many oc-
cupations these abilities comprise
the major part of the job. Many
companies are moving to involve
employees more fully in planning
and organizing work; this kind of
worker participation in decision-
making calls for good verbal
skills. Even in more traditional

17
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manufacturing oompanies, the
content of many jobs is changing;
higher levels of reading and writ-
ing ability are becoming neces-
sary. One adult illiterate describes
the situation aptly:

... today, even if you're a
janitor, there's still reading
and writing involved. Like if
they leave a note saying, 'Go
to room so-and-so, this and
that.' You can't do it. You
can't read it. You don't know.
Ant they ain't going to hire
somebody to run along and
tell people what to do.*
Research confirms these recent

increases in literacy needs. The
Business Council for Bffecthe Lit-
eracy found that literacy stan
dards are higher today than they
were ten years ago. In the face of
these changing standards, 11 per-
cent of today's professional and
managerial workers are function-
ally illiterate, as are 30 percent of
semi-skilled and unskilled work-
ers. Workers face more difficult
literacy demands on the job than
students encounter in high
schools; today even blue-collar job
manuals and directions average a
tenth-grade level of reading diffi-
culty. The requiremente of Army
job printed materials, for exam-
ple, range from a tenth- to a
twelfth-grade level. While esti-
mates of necessary reading levels
for specific occupations are im-
precise, several studies have con-
cluded that a twelfth-grade read-
ing level generally defines
essential literacy for today. Stud-
ies also have found that workers
who perform better on reading
tests are rated higher in job profi-
ciency and productivity as well.

The link between competitive-
ness and a literate work tree is a
compelling reason for concern
over the current state of basic
skills. Business losses attributable
to basic skills deficiencies ru-

2
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into the hundred° of millions of
dollars annua' y because of low
productivity, errors and accidents,
and lost management and super-
visory time. Jonathan Korot
whose Death at an Early Age ex-
amined the effects of poor school-
ing on children, writes in his re-
cent book Illiterate A112011011:

The dollar cost to our soci-
ety for our neglect of this in-
justice is intolerably high
$20 billion yearly to support
unemployable, imprisoned or
disheartened people, and in
losses caused by workplace
accidents and damage to mili-
tary equipment, billions more
lost in lowered G.N.P. The Fed-
eral Government budgets
something like $1.66 a year
to reach each illiterate adult
in our society.
Critical as the problem is for

adults of working age, it has in-
tergenerational effects as well.
Children's participation in the
learning process is related to the
educational attainment cif their
parents; illiteracy thus can be
"handed down." The Commission
on Excellence in Education ex-
horted parents to read to their
children, help them with home-
work, and act as role models by
reading themselves for both
knowledge and pleasure. The com-
mission saw this as one way in
which parents could support the
work of the schools and improve
the educational enterprise. How-
ever, many of the people to whom
the recommendation was ad-
dressed could not read it One illit-
erate young mother expressed
frustration with the effects of her
situation on her children. She said,

I can't read to them, of
course that's leaving them out
of something they should
have. Oh, it matters. You be-
lieve it matters! ... Donny
wanted me to read a book to
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Company in St. Paul, Minnesota,
offered remedial instruction to 30
employees. The company renewed
the program in 1984 when it dis-
covered that one in six production
workers needed the instruction.

The Conference Board, a net-
work of business leaders which
conducts research on the soon-
omy and public policy, reported
that 20 percent of the nation's
banks and insurance companies
provide remedial and basic liter-
acy courses to employees lacking
the necessary skills. Travelers In-
surance Company has had a re-
medial education program for the
past 18 years. By December 1982,
818 Travelers employees had
completed the program success-
fully. Participants receive eight
weeks of Aill-time classroom
training, studying math and Eng-
lish as well as basic offtoe skills.
Successtil oompleters then spend
ten weeks in a combination work-
study component, with mornings
devoted to classroom instruction
and afternoons to on-the-job
training Company officials attrib-
ute the program's success to sev-
eral factors.

Trainees are Travelers em-
ployees from the outset.
Therefore, the relationship
between completing the
training and doing well in
the job is clear.
The physical environment
simulates real work situa-
Aons rather than a classroom.
Everything taught, including
English and math, is shown
to be directly relevant to the
job. There is a concrete pur-
pose for the learning.
Participants have access to
individual counseling to im-
prove life-coping skills. This
service is particularly impor-
tant to persons with low lev-
els of reading comprehension
because they have difficulty

8
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with written information°
Although examples can be

found, company-sponsored in-
bowie programs focused solely on
remecliation account for only a
small fraction of private-sector
training investments. One recent
study found that only 8 percent
of courses offered by employers
during wanking hours are basic
remedial courage. The American
Society for Training and Develop-
ment, an association of private-
sector human resources managers,
estimates that lees than 1 percent
of company training !Undo are
spent on remedial education. Even
so, corporate participants in a re-
oent series of forums on business
and education felt that business is
spending too much time and
money on remedial training in
communications and other basic
skills. Typical company programs,
such as Travelers, are geared to
new entry-level employees and
are combined with training in the
company's operations. Often they
are partially supported by federal
job training ftuids aimed at the
disadvantaged. Only very large
corporations with major in-house
training oapatle are likely to
find it efficient, co oover the entire
cost of their own basic literacy
training

The American Telephone and
Telegraph Company offers its em-
ployees courses in basic reading,
writing, and mathematics at an
annual cost of 98 million. How-
ever, the company's policy shows
the cautious approach of most
corporations. It calls for a rev ew
of the coat and benefits of alterna-
tive methods of providing reme-
dial education, such as contract-
ing with community institutions
or providing tuition aid. It also
calls for assurances that gradu-
ates can be placed in jobs before
undertaking such training. "In
most companies, efforts are con-
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stantly being made even to reduce
the cost of specifically job related
training, so it is small wonder
that employers are generally con-
servative about literacy training
for which the cost- benefits are
lees clear ... 7 said a company
officiaL°

Company polity also calls for
the definition and measurement
of program objectives beforehand.
Standards should be sat for meas-
uring sumss in terms of partial-
parts' job behavior, not merely
their ability to pass tests. Any
program should have realistic
goals tied to practical business
needsthe development and
maintainenoe of a proficient and
motivated work force. The pro-
gram also should be evaluated
systematically.

As this policy suggests, mope-
ales may do well to merest
with edaeational hastitatioas
or oommemity-based organisa-
tions for their employees' re-
medial needs. Several Maryland
companies, including Baltimore
Gas and Electric, Marriott Corpo-
ration, and Singer-Link Simula-
tions Systems, contract with the
adult education branch of the
state department of education for
basic skills classes conducted at
company sites. Costs are shared
by the companies and the adult
basic education program.

This approach can be used by
companies planning to shut down
or relocate. Carter Carburetor
Company in St Louis contracted
with the local school system to
have adult basic education in-
structors hold classes in the plant
prior to its closing in 1984. In
this way the company made a ma-
jor commitment to helping its
employees make the transition to
new jobs. In 1983 the Levi
Strauss Company helped relieve
the potential for dislocation
among its laid-off workers in

Charleston, South Carolina, by
purchasing needed educational
services. The company arranged
with Trident Technical College for
a program of assistance as lay-
offs began. The program prepared
workers for retraining by helping
them develop coping skills. They
were then given instruction in
math, English, and reading. Exer-
cises were designed in individual-
ized units so participants could
work at their own pace, even
completing them at home. All par-
ticipants received counselling on
career decisions using peer role
models. They reported that the
basic skills instruction increased
their confidence and self- esteem.
Only when they overcame their
fear of learning and began to feel
comfortable with the basics did
participants feel ready for skill
retraining.

Perhaps the best-known dislo-
cated workers programs are the
ongoing efforts sponsored by the
United Auto Workers in coopera-
tion with Ford and General Mo-
tors. The Ford-UAW model empha-
sizes the necessity of combining
community resources to help the
newly unemployed. In the Milpi-
tas plant closing in Ban Jose, for
example, Ford and the UAW oon-
treated with the local adult educa-
tion offtoe to provide courses at
the plant, including remedial
math and reading. Eight hundred
persons altogether participated in
adult eduoatien, and 183 received
high school diplomas or GEDs.
The UAW-Ford program recog-
nizes remedial education as an
important, sometimes crucial,
component in an overall worker-
reagjustment strategy. It is this
new mastery of the basics that in-
creases workers' self - confidence
and opportunities for reemploy-
ment Other dislocated worker
programs have duplicated the
UAW-Ford approach.
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The Kelly Springfield Tire Com-
pany realized that an alternative
to closing its Tyler, Texas, plant
was to convert it and upgrade the
basic skills of employees so they
could run the new facility. Pres-
ently 230 employees take part in
the remedial program, which op-
erates during regular working
hours and gives full pay for the
first 100 hours of participation.

In addition to working on spe-
cific literacy needs of their own
employees, both current and for-
mer, companies contribute to the
solution of the national illiteracy
crisis by forming partnerships
with educational institutions and
community-based groups to im-
prove basic skills. The attitude of
AT&T toward cooperative projects
is typical of many forward-look-
ing businesses.

Communication between
business and education must
be greatly expanded. This
must take place on a national
level, but it is even more im-
portant on a local level. There
must be a combined effort of
business and education to
provide the literacy skills nec-
essary for productive
employment"
Several models already exist

which businesses could adapt to
fit their own needs and the partic-
ular circumstances of their local
communities.

Companies can commit
themselves one-to-one with a
particular secondary school
"Adopt-a-School" programs pair
schools and businesses to work
on jointly identified problems.
While they generally concentrate
on school-to-work transition ac-
tivities, some 441.;pt-a-Sochool pro-
grams fame o i basic skills. Some
companies provide useful advice
to schools on the literacy expecta-
tions of the local business com-
munity. Corporations with active

8
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outreach policies such as IBM and
Hewlett-Packard pair company
employees with individual stu-
dents as tutors in reading, writ-
ing, and mathematics. B. Dalton
Bookseller and McGraw Hill Pub-
lishing Company, both active
school adopters, have a special in-
terest in the broad goal of a liter-
ate society.

Adoptive relationships have
other outcomes as well. In some
programs one company and one
school work together to improve
curricula. In other places oom-
pany employees visit their school
to counsel students and provide
role models to encourage them to
further achievement. Come loan
equipment to their schools to en-
sure up-to-date vocational instruc-
tion. Company officials also work
with school administrators to im-
prove management

The Adopt-a-School movement
is growing. In Nashville, for ex-
ample, 30 area businesses have
allied themselves with specific
schools. In Dallas, over 1,000
businesses have adopted virtually
all a the city's more than 200
punts schools. In Milwaukee. the
Chamber of Commerce manages
the process of teaming companies
with schools. All activities under-
taken in these collaborations are
arrived at jointly.

Companies also must blooms
more broadly involved in pol-
icy-making, resource alloca-
tion, and planning for their lo-
cal secondary school systems
as a whole. Business leaders are
joining top-echelon educational
administrative and contributing
their resources, time, and exper-
tise to designing system improve-
ments. Many of these efforts focus
on basic skills. The goal is to im-
prove the quality of literacy train-
ing in the oommunity's secondary
school system so as to raise the
average skill levels of new en-
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trants into the work force.
Financial investment is one

type of system involvement for
business. Many corporations have
instituted social responsibility
programs that include making di-
rect grants to school systems. The
John Hancock Mutual Life Insur-
ance Company established a $1
million endowment for the Boston
school system in 1988 that will
generate $100,000 annually in in-
terest. The system will use some
of the income to improve the
reading program in the city's mid-
dle schools, which enroll 10,000
students.

Companies also can become
partners with the education sys-
tem in planning and policy-mak-
ing. The Boston Compact is an ex-
ample of such a community -wide
partnership. Executives of major
corporations in the city, the ad-
ministrators of secondary schools,
colleges and community colleges,
and leaders of community groups
make decisions on how best to
use all available resources to raise
the skill levels of high school stu-
dents. In return for educational
system improvements, the corpo-
rations pledge to look first to the
city's schools as a potential
source of new employees.

The Boston Compact is a true
partnership in that responsibility
and accountability exist on both
sides of the business-education
equation. Improvements in the
school system translate into jobs
for its graduates. Also, coopera-
tion is more than financial; the
time and expertise of top execu-
tives on both sides are thoroughly
engaged. The compact can com-
mand this level of involvement be-
cause it is a locally generated
agreement arising from mutual
needs for better performance and
because it has the sustained inter-
est and support of the city's politi-
cal leadership. Other system-wide

partnership efforts, including the
Oakland Alliance in California and
the Portland Partnership in Ore-
gon, have these same
characteristics.

These industry-education collab-
orations conoentrate on second-
ary schools and youth just enter-
ing the work force. Many were
spurred by the well-publicized cri-
tiques of the nation's school sys-
tems, especially A Nation at Risk,
the report of the National Com-
mission on Excellence in Educa-
tion in 1983. However, the Com-
mission on Higher Education and
the Adult Learner pointed out
that the excellence commission
limited its recommendations to
reforms in the education of youth,
reinforcing the idea that learning
is only for the young and that
adults have completed their
schooling.

Yet adults' education needs
are at least as great as those
of the young and constitute
an equivalent obligation for
policy and societal action.
Clearly, a major effort is re-
quired to raise the level of
awareness among education
providers, government, pro-
spective adult learners, and
the general public."
Companies can target their

concern and activities on
adult illiterates in the wider
community beyond the
schools. Businesses should in-
volve themselves in commu-
nity-based adult literacy ef-
forts and pregame in adult
basic education. Company ac-
tions are wide ranging. Numerous
corporations are contributing
!wide to public literactpawareness
efforts at national, state, and local
levels. The Ashland 011 Corpora-
tion provided a major grant
through its charitable foundation
to the Kentucky educational tele-
vision network for a campaign
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encouraging adults to earn their
GED certificates. Viewers will be
directed to a variety of programs
designed to suit their individual
needsschool-based instruction,
on-site courses provided by em-
ployers, or study-at-home
programs.

IBM Corporation makes grants
to community-based organizations
as part of its commitment to the
literacy movement. In 1984, IBM
joined with other companies in
Washington, D.C., to give financial
support to Pursue Literacy Action
Now (PLAN), a community-based
program to help city residents
with basic skills It also contrib-
uted funds to Philadelpia's Center
for Literacy to expand adult basic
skills services at several tutor.al
sites around the city.

Companies can encourage their
employees to participate in com-
munity-based volunteer programs.
B. Dalton Bookseller, already in-
volved in many adult education
strategies in the 500 communities
where its outlets are located, re-
cently undertook a campaign to
enlist employees on all levels to
tutor adults in basic skills. It
hopes to recruit 10 percent of the
company's 8,500 employees. A re-
cent company survey showed that
over one-half of its regional man-
agers serve on boards and advi-
sory committees of local and state
literacy organizations. Recently
Time, Inc. expanded its remedial
education strategies beyond direct
funding for literacy programs to
include organizing employee vol-
unteers. Pacific Gas and Electric
Company gives release time to
employees who tutor students in
the basic skills program of the
San Francisco Community College
District.

Some companies have opened
their in-house remedial programs
to the larger community. In Win-
ston-Salem, North Carolina, R.J.
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Reynolds Tobacco Company uses
the services of Forsyth Technical
Institute to provide an in-plant
adult basic education program.
The program is open to dislocated
workers in the community as
well. Classes meet four days a
week at times chosen to accom-
modate day, evening, and mid-
night shifts and unemployed per-
sons. Treasure Isle, Inc., a Florida
shrimp company, set up a small
training cente on company
grounds to upgrade its workers'
skills. Now the center is open to
all adults in the com-nunity. The
company pays custodial and util-
ity costs, the county school sys-
tem provides teachers, and the
adult education program fur-
nishes money for supplies and
equipment. Since the program be-
gan, 300 learners have advanced
from finictional illiteracy to
eighth-grade reading levels.

Companies can contribute to
publie awareness of the liter-
acy problem by documenting
its scope and impact. At the na-
tional level, several blue-ribbon
groups of corporate leaders have
announced their concern ove:
basic educational attainment. This
national perspective must be
brought home to the local level.
For example, Standard Oil of Ohio
currently is sponsoring a project
in the Cleveland area to dart"
the extent and nature of the inn;
eracy problem there and deter,
mine what action is needed. In
other areas, local Chambers of
Commerce could take the lead to
study the literacy needs in their
communities from a business per-
spective. Trade associations could
assess the occupational structures
in their member companies and
the literacy requirements of var-
ious job categories. This research
contAbution would be invaluable
in raising the level of public de-
bate and suggesting directions for
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the graduates of programs
and institu ions that provide
strong biallU skills- and
exercise political clout in
support of the public institu-
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dons and programs charged
with imparting the basic
skills needed for work to
youth and adults.
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ing needed for the Job. Courts
have been stringent in their ap-
plication of this rule, even though
few Job- specific reading tests have
been developed. Thus people read-
ing at subetanaard levels find
their way into the workplace.

Public agencies can be en-
listed to identify illiteracy
and oontribute to the effort to
overoosie at. Senator Paul Simon
(D-Illinola) has suggested that
the welfare office and the unem-
ployment insurance office could
be used effectively to establish
who needs help.

In the area of welfare, we
have to take a look at who
signs up. You don't have to
ask them if they can read or
write. If they can't fill out the
form, that ought to be noted.
We ought to get help for them.
We shouldn't simply be saying
we're going to give you a
check. A check, yes, but let's
give people some help on
their problems. Unemploy-
ment compensationthe
same. A huge number of peo-
ple are involved and we ought
to find the illiterates among
them."
Every state has Employment

Service offices that also could pro-
vide assistance. When the federal
government reduced this agency's
budget in the early 19808, the
Employment Service (ES) out
back on testing and amassment
activities in favor of keeping local
offices open. Now, however, these
priorities should be reviewed.
Those involved in the new (since
1982) ES planning prooessespe-
0181W local elected officials and
private-sector business leaders
oould explore ways to reprogram
available resources to strengthen
and expand testing and assess-
ment services. They could, for ex-
ample, convince state policy mak-
ers to target these functions as a

14
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priority for discretionary state ES
funds.

Adequate assessment is essen-
tial to placing adults with basic
skills problems, including many
dislocated workers, in skill-train-
ing programs that match their
abilities or into Jobs appropriate
to their capabilities. When a mis-
match occurs, the person is frus-
trated and the productivity of
companies and economic goals of
the community are impaired. Cor-
poratinns such as Digital Equip-
ment have recognized the value of
the assessment funotlon in de-
signing skills development pro-
grams. Digital uses extensive di-
agnostic testing to design
programs to help their employees
realize their full potential in the
workplace.

Community colleges, veto-
tional-teohnleal schools, and
other training program opera-
tors also must assess nor*
carefelly the basic skill levels
of intoning 'Went' and
trainees. They should guide new
entrants into Waning programs
and remedial activities corre-
sponding to their proficiencies.
=mato= also Mislaid roe*
nise the implicit expectations
la these courses of the level of
basic skills needed for suc-
cess. Recently, two parallel stud-
ies funded by the National Insti-
tute of Education reached the
Joint conclusion "... that teachers
in community colleges rarely talk
with each other about the literacy
requirements of their individual
courses and programs?" Thus
publics ratouroes may be wasted as
those people seeking to improve
their employment potential
through training and education
fail and drop out. Better assess-
ment of basic skills on both sides
of the equationindividual attain-
ment and program assumptions
is one key to harnessing the na-
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WY the basic skill levels needed
for training in 94 military service
occupations. Competency levels
are defined by desired perfor-
mance on the Job, not by refer-
ence to years completed in school.
New diagnostic tests were devel-
oped to analyze tasks, and new
curricula currently are being de-
veloped to teach basic skills in
each job context. According to the
Army, these products may be
transferable to civilian training
and education in related voca-
tional skill areas.

The Boston Private Industry
Council favors programs that de-
velop basic competencies and Job
skills simultaneously. The previ-
ously mentioned programs of the
Travelers Insurance Company and
Downriver Community Conference
also use this approachwhich
recognizes that adult learning oc-
curs more readily on the Job or in
other practical situations. When
remedial instruction is delivered
in tandem with skill training, at-
tention is focused on the particu-
lar kind of reading or math
needed. Remedial efforts become
more relevant to trainees, who
otherwise may not be aware of
basic skills deficiencies. Workers
also have greater incentive to
learn when there may be a direct
payoff in a new job.

The Career Development Insti-
tute at Cuyahoga Community Col-
lege In Cleveland structures its
program to guide participants to-
ward making these informational
and motivational connections be-
tween remedial education and
training. Its director insists, "this
is not an abstract program."18 In
1982, Portland Community Col-
lege in Oregon provided instruc-
tion in remedial mathematics or
math upgrading plus job skills
training to a selected number of
the city's unemployed residents. A
German company, Wacker 811-
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tronic Corporation, helped the col-
lege design the program and se-
lect the instructors. This
guarantee of specially trained
workers was a major factor in
convincing the company to bnild
its new $60- million plant in Port-
land. The first 480 production
Jobs were filled by workers who
developed or upgraded their basic
and technical skills through the
Portland-Wacker partnership.
This 1s a prime example of what
an investment in adult learning
can contribute to a community's
development.

Adminietrators should use
self paced, indLtvidualimd,
competency.) ed methods of
instraetion a. Institute open
entry-open en programming.
Participants in self-paced ro-
grams begin at their own conven-
ience as soon as they have decided
on a course of action. Bach person
devotes the needed time, but only
that, to mastering the course con-
tent. For this kind of program to
operate successfully, the curricu-
lum should be modular con-
structed in discrete unitsso that
different people can work on dif-
feren parts at the same time. Ide-
ally, it should be computerized in
an interactive mode so students
can learn from their mistakes
without fear of embarrassment
before their peers. In this pro-
gram design, the teacher is a
manager of the learning process
rather than an instructor.

Flexible, nonthreatening pro-
grams are particularly important
for adults, many of whom must
overcome psychological barriers
and an aversion to schooling
caused by earlier failures. Adult
workers dislocated from their
Jobs, who worked for years and
never anticipated a return to
school, find the freedom and self-
reliance permitted by this pro-
gram design attractive. The Job
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Corps, a work preparation pro-
gram for very disadvantaged
youth, is the most systematic user
of this type of educational pro-
gramming. While the Levi
Strauss-Trident program previ-
ously cited trained dislocated
workers this way, too few Job
Corps instructional methods have
been adopted in mainstream edu-
cational institutions.

The city of Cleveland operates a
sucoessitil remedial reading pro-
gram developed when it found in
1982 that 50 percent of the disad-
vantaged unemployed population
over the age If 28 was ftmction-
ally illiterate. Cleveland's pro-
gram, budgeted at 812 million for
1988, uses Control Data Corpora-
tion's computerized "PLATO" sys-
tem to prepare the disadvantaged
for jobs requiring a high school
education. The program proceeds
in three stages. Those with skills
below the sixth-grade level go
through a remedial program that
aims to move them up two grade
levels in ten weeks. Participants
then are ready for training and
job- directed remediation. After 12
weeks, tile prepare for the GED
examination and high school
equivalency status. The state of
Ohio currently 14 planning to
spend 83 million of its federal job
training funds to replicate this
program in other cities.

Zdneational administrators
should seek the espertise and
support of the 170111/1111111 com-
munity regularly to solve
basic skins problems. The cur-
rent patchwork quilt of adult edu-
cation programs needs a focal
point to capture business atten-
tion. Employers may need a new
institutional structure around
which to frame their involvement
in adult literacy efforts. Schools
should organize the existing piece-
meal efforts in remedial and adult
basic education into a coherent

55-587 0 - 86 - 2

system. With a more clearly de-
fined structure, the business com-
munity would have a more direct
avenue for its views, recommen-
dations, and assistance.

Educational administrators also
can obtain private - sector help
through their local Private Indus-
try Counollsorganizations of
leading community employers.
These councils decide on appro-
priate uses of federal job training
tUnds for disadvantaged youth and
adults and, in some oases, for dis-
located worker programs as well.
Involvement with a F1C offers ed-
ucators the opportunity to under-
stand local employers' expecta-
tions and problems with basic
skill levels. They also can get ad-
vice on how schools could im-
prove their product and better tap
into the hiring process. Coopera-
tion also gives educational admin-
istrators a chance to market edu-
cation services to employers. In
demonstrating how schools can
fill the training and remedial edu-
cation needs identified by the PIC,
schools can become "delivery
agents of first resort" for F1C-
sponsored programs.

St Louis Community College
and the Private Industry Cancil
designed the Metropolitan Be-Em-
ployment Project to help dislo-
cated workers find new jobs. It
started with private-sector oontri-
buttons and funding from the Job
Training Partnership Act and the
Fund for the Improvement of
Post-Secondary Education in
1981. In its first year of opera-
tion, the project found that lees
than 2 percent of laid-off workers
were seeking retraining or fur-
ther education on their own. Each
dislocated works- believed, "I'm
not the sort of person who needs
that sort of thing." But assess-
ment showed that nearly 20 per-
cent of its potential clients were
reading at only a fifth-grade level.
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The project expanded its activities
to provide testing, assessment,
and counseling and made refer-
rals to adult basic education
courses in community oolleges
and high schools (as well as to
retraining programs and new
jobs). The college-PIC collabora-
tion has provided a myriad of
services to 5,000 workers in the
last four years. Funding for the
project continues with the help of
Civic Progress, an organization of
the chief executive officers of the
largest corporations in 8t. Louis.

The public response to the liter-

icy crisis involves numerous in-
stitutions and individuals in the
education and training oommuni-
ties: the Employment Service,
oommunity oollegee, secondary
schools, tra.ning programs, Pri-
vate Industry Councils, and so on.
The success of their activities has
an effect on the abilito of local
businesses to fill their labor needs
and compete suocessfully. Compa-
nies have a stake in literacy levels
and must be enlisted in the basic
skills battle. Public institutions
have their own mandate for as

as well.

Recommendations

Educators and trainers should:
assess both basic skill levels
of those reeking training and
identity the levels needed for
success in training courses to
assure a match between
them;
provide remedial and literacy
instruction as necessary;
organize the array of adult
education and remedial pro-
grams to make them oompre-
hensible and aooessible for
companies and the public;
make remedial activities rele-
vant to participants' job goals
and employment prospects;
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institute open entry-open
exit, self-paced, competency-
based programming to make
educational services appro-
priate and attractive to dislo-
cated workers and other
adults in need;
seek business reoommenda-
Lions, support, and assistance
by organizing employer com-
mittees or joining the Private
Industry Council; and
join community -wide busi-
ness and education partner-
ships to invest in the improv-
ment of the overall quality of
education for work.
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4. State and Federal Responses
to the Problem

State policy makers must play
their part in strengthening the
basic skills of their citizens to en-
sure a strong work force :'se for
economic growth. They set the
context for local action even
though actual servicesliteracy
training and remedial programs
in reading, writing, and math
are delivered locally. State policy
makers sea promote pester
reeognition of and oommit-
meat to solving the literacy
problem. They can eombine
state and federal aid to maxi-
mise resew's' available for
the effort. The national call for
educational reform has ied every
state to take some stare for
change. More than 250 state task
forces have sprung up to date to
study every aspect of education.
Most have focused on the achieve-
ment of youth in secondary
schools; few have devoted atten-
tion to the issue of adult literacy
and the remedial efforts necessary
to achieve it.

Governors should take the
lead by establishing as state
policy the goal of a fully liter-
ate work force. Business recog-
nizes it as an essential part of a
favorable climate for economic
growth. Robert Orr, governor of
Indiana, recently sigr aled his un-
derstanding of this connection. "I
see the Indiana Literacy Initiative
as helping us not only with our
fight against illiteracy, but with
our overall economic development
strategies as well," he said." Gov-
ernors could engage the state's
business and educational leaders
in examining the extent of liter-

acy needs and recommending ac-
tion. These leaders might be
charged with developing a re-
source inventory of literacy pro-
grama, both company- sponsored
"Id publicly funded, around the

state. Communities and compa-
nies then could use this informa-
tion to locate program models ap-
propriate to their own
circumstances and share ideas
and experiences with other pro-
gram managers. Such a network
of data and people could beet= I
an important service to business
from the state's economic develop-
ment arsenal.

Rate legislatures should as-
sure adequate appropriations
for adult literacy programs.
States now provide over one-half
the funding for local education.
State legislators are in constant
communication with local busi-
ness and educational leaders. Leg-
islatures thus.are well positioned
to champion the cause of adult lit-
eracy. Business leaders should
make known to the appropriate
legislative committees their views
on the soundness of the educa-
tional enterprise and its products,
and extent to which they
match workplace needs.

Federal policy makers
Congress and the executive
branch should sort out compet-
ing claims for merge federal
education funds and focus
them on tree national priori-
ties. Congress should direct fed-
eral spending in vocational and
adult education to leverage im-
provements in program design
and services for population
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groups in particular need, such as
illiterate adults. Federal aid-to-ed-
ucation acts should enable state
and local efforts to meet the im-
portant national goal of a fully lit-
erate work force, rather than dic-
tating and specifying minutely
how this goal is to be
accomplished.

Slate education officials
should minim how federal
education sesames, =oh as
vocational education and adult
education funds, are spent
These officialschief state school
officers and members of state
boards of educationcan work for
the integration of these resources
with state and local spending to
produce a comprehensive system
of work force preparation pro-
grams. They should analyze how
effective those federal Hinds are in
enhancing and improving ongo-
ing state efforts, and how they
might better be used to improve
adult literacy. They should look
particularly at how these educa-
tion-oriented funds can be used to
complement job training
programs.

State officials responsible
for the Job Training Partner-
ship Act (JTPA) should look
for the most effective uses of
this laves various sections. Ti-
tle III of JTPA directs binds to
states for the establishment of
programs of training and reem-
ployment assistanoe for dislocated
workers. State JTPA administra-
tors can make sure their state's
JTPA-funded dislocated workers
pro, 3cts contain sufficient educa-
tion components. They should di-
rect more of these funds to reme-
dial efforts, if appropriate. Title
III officials also could tap educa-
tional sources to complement job
training programs. If federal Title
III funds must be matched with
state contributions, remedial edu-
cation activities might provide the
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source. Another section of JTPA
provides that C percent of the
state's allocation for Title II
should be used for educational
services and coordination. State
officials responsible for this set
aside could use the 8 percent
funds for more adult remedial ed-
ucation and encourage simflar ef-
forts in the education oommunity.

The Carl D. Perkins Vocational
Education Act of 1984 contains
provisions that commend it to
state education and training offi-
cials. It authorizes funds for coor-
dinated services and activities be-
tween vocational education and
the JTPA dislocated workers pro-
gram. It also allows the use of
funds for upgrading the skills of
workers threatened with disloca-
tion. Joint programs focused on
improving basic skills in the
course of vocational training
would be a practical way to imple-
ment these legislative priorities.

A taird part of the Job Training
Partnership Act establishes a spe-
cial fund of 10 percent of a state's
allocation for the Employment
Service. This set aside, aimed at
local program improvements,
could provide the means for
strengthening the assessment and
testing capacity of the Employ-
ment Service. The special needs of
illiterate adults and the dislocated
workers among them would be
well served by this use of funds.

State omplsyssent and train-
ing officials can tap the exper-
tise of business leaders on the
Rata Job Training Coordinat-
ing Council, the governor's advi-
sory committee for the Job Train-
ing Partnership Act. These
private-sector members know the
work force needs of the state's
employers and any literacy prob-
lems that may exist They can
take the lead in achieving the
kind of education and training
system that the state's economy
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requires for growth.
State and federal policy can

spur local action to benefit the ef-
forts of employers and educators.
By enlisting the state's business
leaders in making literacy an es-
sential part of state development
goals, governors can rally local
companies. Legislators can high-
light the need as they design and
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Mr. Woonsmz. Illiteracy obviously retards the individual. It also
burdens the corporation and blemishes the image of equal opportu-
nity in a democratic society.

But what I have described thus far is an end result of illiteracy. I
applaud the programs that exist to provide remediation for a large
number of adult illiterates, but I think our primary focus should be
at another level. Specifically, I believe that both business and gov-
ernment must reaffirm their support of public education and join
in efforts to improve the education of young people.

The businessman with an eye on the future, for example, will
recognize that the traditional cream of the crop of young workers
will not adequately meet future labor force demand in this country.

A continuation of current dropout and illiteracy rates will mean
a larger proportion of marginal or unacceptable new hires to
choose from, and upgrading and revitalization of public schools
now would be a strategic national investment for the 1990's.

The businessman with an eye on the future will also realize that
our public schools are becoming increasingly populated with those
young people who have historically been most dependent upon
public education as their way out of the trap of poverty.

More than 25 percent of our public school population already is
of minority and the proportion of blacks, Hispanics, Asian
Americans, and native Americans in public schools continues to
grow. Twenty-three of the largest school systems in the Nation are
already,majority-minority systems, and by the year 2000 1 of every
3 Americans will be black, Hispanic or Asian.

The problem is not the growing percentages of minorities in our
public schools; the problem, I submit, is the decline in our national
commitment to public education which effectively deprives too
many of our children of the opportunity for the economic and
social advancement that was available to my generation.

The problems of adult illiteracy will continue to be with us until
our public school systems reduce the number of graduates or drop-
outs they send into the ranks of adult illiterates. Dropout rates
continue at unacceptably high levels, especially in urban areas and
among minority youth. The social consequences of school failure
are symbolized by the label "illiterate."

I believe that remedial and supplementary education p
should be available to help prevent the sense of failure wli:itraciolt2ira
young people feel. Preventive p can help reconnect youth
with their schools, their peers, and improve their own self-esteem.

One legislative example is a bill currently being sponsored by
Co en Fish and Edgar, House bill 1722. It would appropriate
fun for school systems to provide for a remedial education compo-
nent in the youth summer jobs programs.

More important, though, there is a critical need for a broad-
based, firm commitment to the quality and vitality of public educa-
tion. There are signs, unfortunately, that economic conditions or
demographic trends or political ideologies could foreclose the oppor-
tunities that exist. This should not go unchallenged.

I believe that a first-rate system of public education is every bit
as important to our future as our national defense system, and I
have yet to hear an argument that persuades me that we should
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not increase that portion of our GNP that we spend on public edu-
cation.

I think we must put aside for good the idea that there is a cheap
and easy solution lying around somewhere that will enable us to
improve our schools without using more resources, or using re-
sources differently, or changing the organization incentives em-
bodied in our public schools.

I suggest that we view our educational programs and proposals
for educational reforms as investments and that we focus attention
on their future benefits as well as their immediate costs. For exam-
ple, is it really in our national interest to turn away so many chil-
dren eligible for Head Start programs because of the short-term
costs? I think not.

Now, I would like to conclude with a comment about how busi-
nessmen work on behalf of public schools and help to fight the illit-
eracy we are talking about.

In my opinion, the business community needs to focus more of its
support for our publi schools within the political arena. This is
where the major decisions are going to be made about the funds,
the priorities, and the programs that will make or break our
system of public education.

For example, the administration's tax proposal for ending the de-
ductibility of State and local taxes will make it more expensive for
taxpayers to support increased expenditures for our public schools.
It's in our collective interest to make sure that any outcome of tax
reform not undermine the ability of State and local governments tofins. ,ublic school improvements.

For ainesses concerned about public education and about illit-
eracy to be effective in the political arena will mean more than
telling our lobbyists to put in a good word for public education
every now and then. It will mean more than sending a corporate
executive to Washington or to the State capitols for an occasional
goodwill visit. It will mean o ourselves into an active, sus-
tained, support mechanism on be of public education. It will
mean building ad hoc coalitions that seek major and permanent
improvements in such areas as teacher training and certification,
in salary scales, in the educational standards for students, and in
special programs for the disadvantaged.

Finally, it will mean actively acknowledging that preventing illit-
eracy means good public schools, good school buildings, good school
libraries, and good schoolteachers. This will cost more of our
money, require more of our time, and take more of our effort, but,
like the saying goes, we can pay up now or pay up later at many
times today's cost.

Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Woodside.
The Chair will make a statement later, but at this point I will

ask the members of the committee to address their questions to the
witness so that we may move on.

Senator Stafford, I will call on you first.
Chairman Sunman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Woodside, in regard to the new in, nograph released by the

Northeast-Midwest Institute. could you describe some of the suc-
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cesaful remediation programs administered or funded by corpora-
tions, public schools, community colleges, or 4-year colleges?

Mr. WOODSIDE. I can't speak with any conviction this morning,
Senator. The report was released this morning, and I have seen it
about as long as you have.

Chairman STAFFORD. I see.
Mr. Woomnim. So there isn't much that I can say except to say

that there is a separate chapter on both the public commitments
area and business programs that are going on.

I can talk a little bit about the business p that are under
way today. I suppose the largest of all, as you ow, in basic educa-
tion is AT&T's program which runs over some $6 million a year
just to teach basic reading, writing, and calculating skills. Of
course, they are also the largest employer of high school graduates
in the United States today and have been historically. So this has
been a long-term program with them.

I think the other kinds of companies that have active programs
going are those technology companies that require additional skills
even on their manufacturing floors and, oddly enough, the service
industries that use large clerical labor forces but also have to be
able to add, subtract, to write memorandums, and to deal effective-
ly over the telephone. So you find most major insurance companies
with educational training programs.

Chairman Sr AFFORD. Do you believe, Mr. Woodside, that business
involvement in the literacy field has increased over the past sever-
al years?

Mr. Woonems. I think so. If there was ever an area with soft sta-
tistics, I think this is it. My impression is that most businesses are
doing more. I think most 13usinesses, though, are sort of like my
partic Aar company at this point in time, where they are address-
ing some of the fallouts of the illiteracy.

We have health and safety programs that also involve a lot of
teaching of just the ability to read signs and to understand what
the instructions are rather than addressing the basic problem of il-
literacy itself. But I think we are all moving in that direction.

Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Woodside, for
the Senate subcommittee that's here. We appreciate all that you've
done to bring this matter to the attention of the public and to us;
we appreciate it.

Mr. Woonsmx. Thank you.
Chairman Hswxnrs. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. Goonum. I, too, Mr. Chairman, have a statement to make

whenever we get around to that point.
Chairman HAWKINS. I thought at the conclusion of Mr. Wood-

side's testimony that we would do those little housekeepii-g func-
tions.

Mr. GOODLING. Fine.
Mr. Woodside, I'm pleased to see that on page 3 of your testimo-

ny you say the businessman with an eye on the future will recot
nize that the traditional cream of the crop of young workers will
not adequately meet future labor forr demand.

What percentage of the busine' =unity has that eye on the
future?
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Mr. Woonsms. I can speak only with firm conviction about my
own. On the other hand, since I am a member of the Business
Higher Education Council Forum, there are many businesses that
are directly now involved in the standards of education and seeing
what can be done to improve them in all parts of the educational
process, but I can't give you a percentage of those firms that are
more interested today than they were 10 years ago.

Mr. GOODLING. I ask the question because, with 23 years in
public education myself, we got an awful lot of criticism from the
business community when it came to employing people who they
said couldn't read, write, function properly, et cetera. We never
really got their wholehearted support in trying to do anything
about it.

The other question I would ask is, is there anything being done
in the business community to educate the community in relation-
ship to how do you attract the brightest and best to the teaching
profession. For instance, if you are going to pay them $12,000, or
how do we get them to the teaching profession before business
people steal them?

In the ADEA, I always used to tell the chairman, we educated
them just enough in math and science so that, as a matter of fact,
the business community wanted t' steal them, and did. They didn't
really get back to help us in th areas.

Mr. WOODSIDE. You have to understand my background. I have
taught, but I represent a large corporation, and large corporations,
as you know, are bureaucratic, but not quite as bureaucratic as the
education system, I think.

Part of what needs to be done, certainly in the school systems
that I'm familiar with in Baltimore and in New YorkI think a
substantial lift to the whole attitude toward teaching will come
with less of the enormous number of rules and regulations that are
part of any large, complex school system today. The teacher has
very little discretion in many, many areas that I think were not
true when I was graduating frcm public high school. So I think
that's one of the things.

Albert Shenker and I don't agree totally eye to eye on which
comes first. It's sort of a chicken and egg problem, and we have
spent a lot of time talking in New York about it. He is a very
strong advocate now of teacher examinations, and my problem is, I
guess, I say unions. you raise the basic compensation level, the ex-
aminations aren't going to mean a thing if you are going to keep
some flow of teachers coming into the system.

So I am doing, in a personal sense, everything I can to stimulate
the action that is going on and to try and translateI think at the
latest count there have been 11 major reports on education, the
teaching .profession, standards, and the restinto some kind of con-
crete action that will really produce some results rather than fol-
lowing the traditional American pattern of studying, anabrning,
patting yourself on the back for doing such a good job, and then
turning your back and walking away from the problem.

Mr. UOODLING. I pig came back from Japan, and I told them, in
relationship to their educational system, that it appears that they
are now whe: e we used to be. They want to go where we are, and
we're planning to go back to where we were. is rather interesting.
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I have no other questi.n. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAwangs. Thank you.
The Chair will call on the members as they came into the room.

Mr. Martinez, I think, was next.
Mr. MAamiIz. One time somebody asked me why I am such a

strong supporter of education. I said, "Because I didn't get none."
But, you know, I can look back at 'Lae problems I had when I en-
tered into school. One, I was primarily Spanish-speaking when I
entered kindergarten. They had a class there that they calleda
complete misnomer, but it was bilingual educationthey used to
call it speech correction class.

It took a while for me to begin to comprehend. Jr. that reference,
my children have young friends who went thr igh school but
didn't get the same encouragement that my kids got at home, and,
as a result, they had problems in their family lives, and that result-
ed in problems in schools.

One of the that was evident to me is, the biggest problem
they had was reading they didn't know how to read. There was a
young man graduating from high school, a senior, with my son,
who did not know how to readabsolutely did not know how to
read. It was unbelievable to me that he was graduating.

It wasn't because he was dumb, because this young man had a
musical group, and he composed the music for them, and he could
read and write music like you wouldn't believe. He has even had a
song published since then. So it means that he had the wherewith-
al, but he just missed out somewhere.

I found, when my son entered into a special school, Don Bosco,
which provided academic and vocational training through the high
school years, rd like to see more hich schools like that, and I think
the businesses would end up a lot better off if they had.

But to get him through there, we sent him to a sped reading
course where he not only improved his speed reading but his com-
prehension also.

I'm wondering if you, in your experiences both as a teacher and
in industry, find that the biggest problem we have with yo
people whom you consider illiterate is, they just don't unde

wri , comprehensionthey don't have any comprehen-
sion of the languageand if there isn't somewhere in the
cllementary years that we ought to just maybe focus in on those for
whom it's a little more difficult to learn, they don't have as great a
capacity at a younger age as some other kids do, and as a result
they get left behind. What is your response to that?

To me, reading is the most important thing. If people are going
to learn, they have to first be able to read.

Mr. Woonsms. I can't pretend to the expertise that I think the
panel members are going to have who will be following my presen-
tation here this morning. That is one of the reasons that I men-
tioned in my speech what I think are the horrendous statistics
around Head Start. We are only accepting 400,000 out of 8 million
Qualified applicants for Head S' tart programs because of lack of
filIId8.

I think those are the kinds of programs that get people off to an
early start and help to overcome some of the very things that
you're talking aboutlanguage deficiencieswhich make compre-
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school on the west side of New York City, was that the teachers
felt that the greatest contribution we had made was to provide all
kinds of options that their students really didn't know about. We
suddenly got people very much interested in education.

We run a whole seriesI won't bore you with all the detailsof
intern programs, and we supplement teachers' salaries fir club ac-
tivities, and we provide uniforms, and books, and manuals, and a
whole lot of other things.

But we have really gotten that school excited, and the percent-
age, using the same system, that is now applying for colleges, being
acceptedscholarship students, SAT scores have all risen dramati-
cally, and this is all by raising the expectation level of the student
body.

But that, while it's good and helpful, does not really replace a
systematic policy dealing with teached salaries, teachers' training,
proficiency, standards for students, and the rest, and those are big
problems that still remain every place in the public education
system.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Woodside. I certainly agree with

Chairman HAwinis. Mr. Williams.
Mr. Wn.wars. Thank you.
Mr. Woodside, good for you. Yours is a refreshing voice of logic

at a time when we need that, not only on this issue of illiteracy,
but many other public issues as well.

You say that, as many don't understand, there's no cheap or easy
solution. Good for you.

You sayif I may quote you"It's in our collective interest"
speaking of you and your colleagues, I assume"to make sure that
any outcome of tax reform not undermine the ability of State and
local gover meats to finance pvblic school improvement," and you
say it means organzng ourselves into an active, sustained, support
mechanism on behalf of public education, and you end by saying,
"The answer is good public schools, and good public school build-
ings, and good school libraries, and good teachers." Good for you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WOODSIDE. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's good to be back in

my old haunts, my old committee. I thank you, and I thank my col-
e from Vermont for calling this joint hearing on literacy.
e prepared statement of Hon. Paul Simon, a Senator from the

State of Illinois follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OE HON. PAUL SIMON, A SENATOR FROM THE STATE Or kuNom

the Crisco label. because
A woman home a gallon of Crisco for her family's dinner. She thcaght

that she had t the fried chicken that was pictured on
she could not labels she bad always bought groceries by looking at the pictures.
Now she had enough Crisco to last a year, but no more money to go back and buy
food for-411=r.

This woman lived in Detroit but she could have been in any city, in any town.
Earlier this year, the Department of Education estimated that 72 million adults in
this country are functionally illiterate. Thirty million of these cannot write a check
or read a "help-wanted" au. The remaining millions can do these things only with
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difficulty. Adults who are illiterate do not advertise their inability, but though we
may be unaware of it, more than one in three American adults cannot read. We are
talking about a problem of crisis proportions.

Crises have their costs, and adult illiteracy costs taxpayers and businesses $20 bil-
lion every year. People who lack the basic skills necessary for employment get $6
billion in unemployment coin and child welfare, not to mention the cost in
lost income and tax revenue. adults who are working cost their employers
and the government billions in workers' compensation, damage to industrial equip-
ment, and industrial insurance from the accidents they have beams they can't
read an operator's manual or understand a safety warning. The rate of illiteracy is
twice as high in the prison population as in the general population, and the cost of
crime, law enforcement, and incarceration related to illiteracy runs in the billions.
Illiteracy may mortgage this country's economic future because, as former Secretary
of Education Ted Bell has said, three-fourths of those who are currently unemployed
lack the basic skills needed to retrain them for jobs that the changing economy will
create.

The human costs of illiteracy that we can't quantify compel us to give our atten-
tion to this problem. People who can't read can't know if their gas bills are accu-
rate. Millions of middle-aged and older Americans whose basic skills were once ade-
quate for day-to-day living lack the skills to cope with the complexities of today.
Parents who can't help their kids with school work set up the possibility of illiter-
acy that is foamed from generation to generation.

This problem that Americans have ad for so long has been successfully _ad-
dressed around the globe. It is unacceptable that the U.S. ranks 49th in the world in
literacy, behind countries like Cuba and Nicaragua. It is time we addressed our lit-
eracy problem. We need to look at federal programs like Adult Basic Education and
others, to see how we can make them more effective. We need to examine the ele-
mentary and seconds'', school system, to see why some children can go through so
many years of school only to emerge as illiterate adults. We need to harness the
increasing interest of the business community and volunteer organisations, so that
when they ask bow they can become involved in the literacy effort they can receive
a coherent response that them to commit themselves and makes their
commitment as effective as . In short, we need to give a serious and compre-
hensive problem our most serious and comprehensive efforts.

Today's joint hearing, the first in a series of five hearings, gives us a chanp to
listen to experts who research literacy issues or work out in the field. It is my
that by listening to their testimony we will increase our awareness and understand-
ing of the problem and commit ourselves to addressing it.

Senator SIMON. I want to commend you, Mr. Woodside. I was not
here for your statement, but I have read it, and I've heard your
responses. It shows a vision and an understanding that we neeit in
business, need in Government, and we need all over.

If I may: Monday morning I was in a meeting with Frank Consi-
dine, who is the chief executive officer of National Canif you will
forgive me for mentioning a competitorand it strikes me as ironic
that the two big can companies of this country are providing the
kind of foresight and understanding in the field of education that
we aught to be getting from Government leaders, from education
leaders, from many, many others.

Here we have a problem that we now hide like we used to hide
mental retardation; we used to put people in the closet.

One of the things that I did when I was a Member of the House,
when I had my open office hours, when people came in one at a
time with Social Secui fitly or whatever their problems werewhen
they came in and said, I'm desperate for a job," I learned to ask
one question first: "Can you read and write?" and when there was
that awkward moment of silence, I knew what the answer was
going to be.

We ought to take that problem out of the closet. We ought to
attack it vigorously. It would be the best investment we could
make as a country in our future.
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I have no questions, I just wish to commend you. I'm going to
follow American Can on the New York Stock Exchange. Any com-
wily that has the vision and the good sense to have a CM like you
has to be a company with a bright future.

Mr. Women:a Thank you very much.
Senator Simon Thank you.
Let me add, my investments are very, very modest. [Laughter.]
Chairman HAWKINS. We'll can it then.
Mr. Woodside, I think you've answered some of the questions

that I had. Let me just simply confine it to one.
You have indicated in your statement that there is a cost to the

business sector that either we'll pay now or much later we'll pay a
lot more than what we would pay now. You treat doing something
about the problem as an investment.

In view of those statements, are you saying, in effect, that in
terms of a deficit reduction, shortchanging education today, in-
creasinc thereby illiteracy, is a bad investment and that actually
not voting for the type of programs that you indicated now would,
in effect, cause an mcrease in the budget deficit rather than a re-
duction?

Mr. Women:a Is that the only alternative you're presenting me
with?

Chairman HAWKINS. No; you may dwell on it as you see fit. I
wish there were some others.

Mr. WOODSIDE. I feel rather strongly about the deficit. My trade-
off would be somewhat different than education and the deficit. It
would probably be education and defense.

But I think in terms of the dollars we're talking about, we're not
talking about massive sums of money. I'm as worried about com-
mitraent as I am about the money that we're spending. We're being
driven by the demographics that lie ahead of us. Less than 18 per-
cent of the adults in this country have a child in the school system,
and that number is going to be dropping steadily, as we are watch-
ing it now in colleges and as we are beginning to watch it in the
lower K through 3 grades in public schools.

This means that local communities are going to be fighting to
at least that 82 percent of the adults that don't have children in
the public school system are not going to be anxiously sponsoring
increases in their educational costs and therefore their taxes. I do
worry about that, and it's a problem I don't really know how to
solve.

The most successful cases have been done by finding a coalition
that's effective in both raising money and causing some changes in
the system itself. I suppose the most successful has been that in
California, where they raise an enormous new amount of tax desig-
nated to be spent only in the educational area and, at the same
time, set up new standards for teaching and new salary guides and
the rest of the things, so that it was really a whole package that

iwas a joint effort by communities and businessmen in that State.
But it took a major upheaval to do it and was really a result of the
tax actions they took on property taxes 10 years earlier. But it is
possible to be done, and we can begin to look at coalitions.

My own feeling is that, from a community standpoint, looking at
the fact that I think public schools are always going to be basically
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funded by the State and local governments, I still think the Feder-
al Government has a very key role in helping to establish stand-
ards.

I think that great progress can be made with a great deal of
energy, commitment, and not a great amount of money in these
next few years.

Chairman HAwangs. Thank you very much.
Are there any further questions?
[No response.]
Chairman HAWKINS. If not, Mr. Woodside, again, we commend

you and congratulate you as a business person for your very en-
lightened point of view. As Senator Simon said, we just wish there
were many more of you. Certainly we appreciate your appearance.
This will not be the last time; *e'll keep up with you.

Mr. Woonsmx. All right. 'Thank you very much.
Chairman HAwinqs. Thank you.
At this time, we will dispose of a few statements that were not

made earlier. The Chair has a statement, which I will ask to be
printed in the record. I will not read it at this time. I will read only
the last paragraph which attempts to describe why we have these
hearings.

Certainly I want to express my personal appreciation to Senator
Stafford, who chairs the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts,
and Humanities, for agreeing to meet with the House Subcommit-
tee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, who felt
that this would be the most economical and most efficient way of
dealing with the subject. I think that's certainly part of the pur-

dealpose

of these hearings. We think that they can accomplish a great

First of all, they can certainly call attention to this serious prob-
lem. Second, we feel that the hearings can pull together a body of
research, information, and recommendations concerning the
nature, extent, and causes of illiteracy, and deal with the success-
ful approaches and the possible solutions.

Finally, we hope that these hearings will begin to forge a biparti-
san consensus to discuss an appropriate Federal response, which
we would hope we can perhaps conclude in the spring of ne ri year
in time for us to act upon some initiatives that may come Jut of
these hearings.

The Chair will stand on those purposes, and I hope that we can
accomplish at least substantially most of them.

[The opening statement of Hon. Augustus Hawkins follows:]

OPZICING STATE:MINT or HON. AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS, A RIFIUMINTATIVR IN CON-
CISION FROM THE ETAT/ OP CALIFORNIA AND CHAIRMAN, COMMIT= ON EDUCATION
AND Luca

This morning the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities and
the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education are
conducting a joint hearing on the problem of illitoracy in America. This is the first
time in many years that our two Subcommittees have come together for a hearing,
but the gravity of the problem facing us warrants extraordinary concern. I com-
mend Sen. Stafford for his interest in this joint venture and the cooperation he has
extended us.

The quest for universal literacy is one of the goals upon which our school system
and our nation was built. By many measures we have made remarkable progress
toward this goal over the past two centuries. We have developed the most extensive
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and sophisticated system of public education in the world. Three quarters of our stu-
dents graduate from high school, compared with 8% in 1910. The 1980 Census tells
us we have achieved 99% literacy. This, however, is misleading.

As our society has changed over two centuries, so have our expectations and
needs. The census definition of literacycompleting 6 years of school or being able
to read and write a simple messageis no longer an appropriate measure of literacy
in a world of high technology, sophisticated defense systems, and global economics.
Thus, a new concept of literacy has arisen which considers the ability of an individ-
ual to function effectively in society.

The number of adults in the United States who are functionally illiterate is large
and growing. Estimates of this population range from 28 to 72 million. An estimated
2.8 million persons join these ranks each year. About the same number-2.8 mil-
lionare reached altogether by government and voluntary programs. So we are
running just to keep standing still.

These fimctionally illiterate adults include the young and elderly; dropouts and
graduates; immigrants and native-born; poor and well-off. The diversity of the popu-
lation makes the problem of illiteracy that much more complex. Different people
have different literacy goals: some want to learn enough to get a job; others to
achieve high school diploma equivalency; others to acquire :ft. glish language skills;
and others to be able to help their children in school.

Illiteracy is expensive. Tay percent of prisoners are illiterate; the annual cost of
their imprisonment is estimated at $6 billion. A survey of corporations led to an
estimated cost of $10 billion in remedial programs in reading, writing, and math for
employees. The American Library Association calculates the cost of functional illit-
eracy among adults at $224 billion annually, in terms of welfare payments, crime,
job incompetence, lost taxes, and remedial education. In addition, our national de-
fense becomes compromised when service personnel cannot understand military
technology. Our democracy suffers when individuals cannot make rational and in-
formed choices.

The price paid by individuals is as great or greater, especially when illiteracy is
perpetuated through generations.

Many programs exist to address illiteracy and its consequences. In the Federal
government alone we have the Adult Education Act, the Job Training Partnership
Act., the Vocational Education Act, the refugee education programs, veterans' pro-
grams, and Department of Defense basic skill training programs. State and local
governments have developed programs, as have libraries, community based organi-
zations, and volunteer groups. Many of these programs are very successful. But even
with all these efforts together, we are reaching only a small percentage of the target
population.

These hearings, in my opinion, can accomplish several purposes. First, they can
call attention to this serious problem. Second, the hearings can pull together a body
of research, information, and recommendations concerning the nature, extent, and
causes of illiteracy, successful approaches, and possible solutions. Finally, I hope
these hearings will begin to forge a bipartisan COWMEN to discuss an appropriate
Federal response.

We plan to continue these joint hearings on October 1 and 8.

I have introduced an "Even Start" bill. I've been trying since I've
been here to get rid of the terra "Head Start." It's a bad term. If
you're in the business of public education, you realize that all the
parents whose children aren't allowed to participate in Head Start
think that the youngsters who are participating are getting a head
start, and that isn't what we're trying to do at all; we're trying to
give them an even start.

But I have introduced a bill, which I believe we'll talk about in
September, dealing with this whole idea of intergenerational illiter-
acy, because I think unless we attack the two together we're just
not going to be successful.

My colleagues on the House side have heard me say many times
the beet use of title I money that I ever was involved in was taking
title I money and going out into the homes of 8- and 4-year-olds
and working with the, children and their parents at the same time.
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It's criminal that we have so many families who could do the
kind of things that have to be done in order to get a child ready to
read before the child comes to school, but they don't take the time
to do it.

But when you think of these 25-60 million illiterate adults,
you're talking about parents who don't know what to do, who want
to do something to help their child become ready to read, but they
don't know what to do.

In my bill, we try to set up some pilot p where we can
bring the two together and work on the prob m with parents in-
volved as well as children. I really believe that's the only way we'll
solve that problem.

The unfortunate part about that programI had to fight the
school board all the time because their children couldn't partici-
pate in that program; and therefore the school board wasn t very
much interested in the . I understand that the minute I
left the program disappeared also.

But when you saw those parents and the enthusiasm that they
had and they showed because they, too, were becoming part of the
educational system and for the first time knew how to participate
and were 1 all of the things that they had to learn in order
to help their chil n at home, it was a great thing to see.

If I could go back and now do a statistical study, I would imagine
that we did, as a matter of. fact, break the cycle in some of those
cases, and that's what it should be all about.

So I hope that this hearing, realizing that we have a lot of dedi-
cated people who are testifying before us, who are working as vol-
unteers, as business people, to try to combat probably the greatest
problem facing usif you're from a farm community, you might
say that's the greatest problem facing us, but I think illiteracy is
the greatest problem facing us in relationship to our future.

So I look forward to not only participating in this but then to
move ahead with some innovative ideas as to how we might attack
the problem and, as a matter of fact, solve the problem. It's going
to take the entire community in order to do something about illit-
eracy. It's much bigger than the Congress of the United States.
We'll look forward to a total cooperative effort.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAwzna. Thank you, Mr. Goodling.
Mr. Williams, I think you had a statement.
Mi'. WmuAms. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairmanboth

chairmen.
Mr. Goodling, I liked that quote from the Office of Education.
My favorite quote about education I believe was from Mark

Twain. He said, '"The schools aren't as good as they used to be, but
then again," he said "I guess they never were." That says a lot
about our criticism of American education sometimes.

In my four terms on this committee, I've become alarmed at the
cost to society and to individuals because of illiteracy. I've intro-
duced a couple of bills; I'm working on a couple more; I hope to
present them as a package along, Mr. Goodling, with your good ef-
forts, to see if we can't really develop some strategies at the Feder-
al level for doing what we can to attack this problem which is cre-
ating two Americas. Before this century is outjust 15 yearsthis
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country will be a much different place than it is today if we do not
stem this wave of illiteracy that is sweeping over the United
States.

Illiteracy is America's shame and our national tragedy. It's a
waste for those individuals who are illiterate, a drag on our econo-
my, a danger to our defense, and a block on our democracy. It's a
waste for individuals who cannot read a newspaper or the direc-
tions on a medicine bottle or correctly fill out a check.

It's a drag on our economy. I worry about that as a member of
the Budget Committee, particularly in these waning days before
the recess.

This Nation spends $6,600 million a year to keep 750,000 illiter-
ate people in jail. The annual cost of welfare programs and unem-
ployment compensation due to illiteracy is estimated to be an addi-
tional $6 billion a year.

An informed guesswhich, obviously, is the best we can dois
that the price tag for efforts by the business community to address
the lack of basic skills in their work force is $10 billion a year.

Author Jonathan Kozol, in his new book, says the total cost, as
best he can determine, is that America pays $100 billion a year di-
rectly related to illiteracy.

America's standing in international competition is being signifi-
cantly eroded by illiteracy here at home, and that's something that
we have to strategize together about, my friends. If we're ving to
properly compete in the international marketplace, our people
have to be the best and brightest, and we're creating two Americas
with about half not the best and brightest.

I said it was a danpr to our defense because, as many of you
know, many of our soldiers can't even begin the training they need
to handle sophisticated military equipment. The Department of De-
fense is now paying $1,000 a page to convert weapons manuals into
comic books so the GI's can understand them$1,000 a page. A
well prepared defensive forcewe all worry about it; we all want
to achieve it. A well prepared defensive force requires well educat-
ed adults at all levels, to to bottom, throughout the military.

Finally, I said it's a blot on our democracy. This is an experi-
ment. We're trying to determine whether .people can rule them-
selves and do it better than the brightest king or prince that ever
lived.

Americans have inately understood the importance of education,
because we came here as a ragtag bunch, and we knew that if we
were to compete we had to be well educated. If we were to improve
ourselves, we had to count on our schools to bring us up to the
level where we could do it correctly.

Having a significant percentage of our people unable to properly
take part in this experiment is a terrible scar on this democracy.
So it is a national shame, and this Congress today must commit
itself to develop a strategy to end it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Chairman HAwKINS. Thank you, Mr. Williams.
Mr. Martinez.
Mr. MARTINEZ. It's something that Mr. Woodside said that brings

me to make this statement, and that was when he referred to
"commitment," because it reP.Ily takes a commitment.
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I can remember that our commission that was study ng the prob-
lems in our schoolsthe Commission on Excellence I believe it was
described ascame up with a report that called our Nation at risk.

I hate to think that our Nation is really at risk with the re-
sources we have, but I think that it can be a nation at risk if we
don't commitand that's the word, "commit."

I'll never forget the day that you, Mr. Chairman, were present-
ing the Education Act on the floor, and in trying to demonstrate
the minimal amount of money that was eapended on education
versus the amount of money that we spent on defense, you referred
to two of our colleagues from Califcrnia and the different appro-
priations they had voted for when one was always calling the other
a big spender.

You asked the question tantamount to, who is the big spender,
considering what they vote forsocial and domestic programs
versus defense?

I thought to myself that probably you were the bigger spender of
the two because you believe in a strong, well equipped, militarily
equipped country for strong national defense, but you also believe
in a healthy and well educated America, one that's not hungry for
food or hungry for jobs Ir standing in bread lines, like 'hey were
during the last depression.

But I think you, more than anyone else, are really committed to
the excellence in our schools, which is what the commission was
trying to point out that we needed to do.

I remember the one colleague, the next day, rose to the floor in
the well to defend himself, and he saidand I quote"The only
reason for the Federal Government's existence at all is to provide
for the common defense."

would suggest to him that the common defense means many
different things, and part of that common defense is a well educat-
ed and healthy people with domestic tranquility here at home.

But more than that, I think that those people that believe that
the only reason for the existence of the Federal Government is for
the common defense fool themselves, and they don't read the pre-
amble to the Constituti n completely, because it says that we are
repired, in the Constitution, to do other things. One of those
things is education.

So I would simply say that we need to make that commitment.
The same commitment we make to defense we need to make to
education, and, in doing that, I think we'll solve a lot of the prob-
lems we have.

Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
The Chair would like to announce the next panel, consisting of

Mrs. Elliot Richardson, chairman of the board, Reading is Funda-
mental; she is accompanied by Ruth Graves, president, Reading is
Fundamental; Dr. John C. Manning, professor of education at the
University of Minnesota, president of the International Reading
Association; and Mrs. Monika Sullivan, an adult basic education
student of the airfax County Public Schools in Virginia; she is ac-
companied by Mrs. Helen Whelan, Center coordinator
and placement counselor for Fairfax County A.dult and Community
Education.
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Will those witnesses please be seated at the table?
May I be forgiven if I make one personal reference?
Mrs. Richardson, those of us who knew Elliot Richardson are de-

lighted to have you with us today because we had a great admira-
tion and respect for your husband, and certainly we're delighted to
see you today, it reminds us of the great service that he performed
when he was in Washi on and elsewhere and subsequent to his
leaving Washington. So it is a delight to have you among the
others present this morning.

Mrs. auseic Thank you.
Chairman Hamm& Senator Stafford.
Chairman STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to be associated with

what you have just said and also claim Elliot and Mrs. Richardson
as fellow New Dftglanders. So we're very happy you're here.

Mrs. RICHARDSON. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
We will call on the witnesses in the order in which they were

presented, Mrs. Elliot Richardson being the first one.

STATEMENTS OF MRS. ELLIOT RICHARDSON, CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD, READING IS FUNDAMENTAL, ACCOMPANIED BY RUTH
GRAVES, PRESIDENT, READING IS FUNDAMENTAL; JOHN C.
MANNING, PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF MIN-
NESOTA, AND PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL READING ASSOCIA-
TION; AND MONMA SULLIVAN, ADULT BASIC EDUCATION STU-
DENT, FAIRFAX COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, VA, ACCOMPANIED
BY HELEN WHELAN, LEARNING CENTER COORDINATOR AND
PLACEMENT COUNSELOR, FAIRFAX COUNTY ADULT AND COM-
MUNITY EDUCATION

Mrs. RICHARDSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairmanboth
chairmen. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak to you
on a situation that we all agree threatens our health, not just our
economic health but our health as a democratic society.

We are very gratefulall of usthat these committees are ad-
dressing the issue and hope that in your deliberations you will give
serious con.s!deration to the prevention of illiteracy as well as its
treatment.

I have in my written testimony some of the distressing facts
which have been so eloquently portrayed here both by Mr. Wood-
side and by members of both committees this morning, and I'm cer-
tainly not going to burden you with more.

We do have a somewhat different figure than the one used by
Mr. Williams that the Coalition on Literacy added up the costs of
illiteracy annually to be $225 billion per year, and this figure was
also used by the Department of Education in a recent report on the
Library Services and Construction Act.

The adult literacy efforts are working valiantly to help grown
people open the doors now closed to them because they cannot
read. Though excellent, these efforts alone cannot solve the prob-
lem.

According to current estimates, the number of functionally illit-
erate adults in this country is increasing by 21/4 million people
each year. In order to break into this vicious circle, we must not
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overlook the 67 million young people under 18 growing up in
America. Unless we take preventive measures, too many will add
to the already alarming illiteracy statistics.

Experts have said that the current generation is the first in our
Nation's history to grow up less skilled in reading end writing than
their parents. Thirteen percent of all 17-year-olds in this country
can already be considered functionally illterate. Eighty-five percent
of the juveniles who appear before courts are functionally illiter-
ate, and, as has been pointed out here this morning, one-third of
our young people drop out of high school before graduation.

What can we do to prevent our young people from becoming
grim statistics of tomorrow?

We certainly endorse Mr. Woodside's statement on the need for a
commitment. From mj own work in the literacy field for the last
16 years, I have learned that several factors are essential to pre-
venting illiteracy. The first is motivationawakening in young
people the desire to read and to learn.

Although motivation comes from within, it can be sparked from
without. In Reading Is Fundamental, we have seen previously dis-
interested youngsters become avid readers through programs such
as ours and the efforts of caring parents and concerned citizens.

Reading is a skill, and, like other skills, it improves with prac-
tice. Extensive reading also quickens the capacity to , to
write, and to use verbal skills clearly and effectively.

According to a survey reported in SJence '82, Fortune 500 execu-
tives rate communication Allis as the top priority of business lead-
ershipwe have certainly heard that reiterated here this morn-
ingeven more essential than financial, marketing, and technical
know-how. These executives are well aware that American busi-
nesses lose billions of dollars each year because so many employees
don't know how to read, write, or think.

The thousands of youngsters who write to RIF each year thank
us again and again for helping them to discover that reading is
fun. What they call fun is the ingredient that propels them to read.
It is fun with a serious purpose and proven results.

iThe second element involves parents, a child's fast and most in-
fluential teachers. Even before children go off to school, parents
can nurture an interest in reading by reading aloud to them, by
providing a wide variety of books in the home, and by reading
themselves. Mr. Goodling has cited the importance of this aspect,
and we certainly sgeca very strongly with it.

Since its inception in 1966, Reading Is Fur "%mental has empha-
sized the essential role parents play in their children's develop-
ment as readers. Parents are strong supporters of our programs.
Nearly 40 percent of our 98,000-plus volunteers are parents, and
the deluge of mail we have received in recent months indicates
that parents, even those who have difficulty reading, are eager to
help their children.

This year, some. 40,000 parents have written to RIF for guidance
and suggestions, and we have developed publications to help
answer those needs.

The third essential element in preventing illiteracy is to ensure
that children have an abundant supply of books. If motivated to
read and free to choose what interests them, youngsters will read
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and continue to 'read, gradually building skills that are crucial to
effective communication.

For almost 20 years, these three elementsmotivation, parent
involvement, and an abundant supply of reading materialshave
helped Reading Is Fundaments! to reach millions of young people
and to turn them into readers.

A recent NIE study, which has been cited here and is in your tes-
timony, "Becoming A Nation Of Readers," underscored the sound-
ness of RIF's preventive approach.

Our future as a democracy is in the hands of our young people.
We simply must provide that ounce of prevention that will assure
that they grow up reading. We need strong reading programs in
our schools, we need to help parents to help their children, we need
to surround our young people with books in their schools, their
community libraries, and their homes, and we need the kind of vis-
ibility for the problem of illiteracy that this committee is provid-
ing.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Congress and,
in wticular, these two subcommittees on behalf of the millions of
children who have been reached by our services through the inex-
pensive book distribution program. Your sustained support has
helped these youngsters to become enthusiastic readers who will
grow up to be literate citizens.

Thank you very much for inviting me to testify.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Elliot L. Richardson follows]

PAIPARZD STATIMINT OF Mae. ELLIOT L. RICHAMON, Cluaimmq OT TUZ BOAT.%
Raminro Is FUNDAMINTAL,

Mr. Chairman, Members of Congress, thank you for giving me the opportunity to
speak to you on a situation that threatens our economic health, our military pre-
paredness, Ind even the democratic foundations of our countrythe problem of iMt-

e We are grateful that the committees are addressing the issue and hope that in
their deliberations they will give serious consideration to the prevention of illiter-
acy. Our experience shows that this matter is of great concern to the public.

The members of this committee are well aware of the distressing facts that one in
five American adults is functionally illiterate, that costs related to illiteracy exceed
$225 billion annually, and so on.

Adult literacy efforts are working valiantly to help grown people open the doors
now closed to them because they cannot read. Though excellent, these efforts cannot
solve the problem alone.

According to current estimates, the number of functionally illiterate adults in this
country is increasing by some 21/4 million each year.

In order to break into this vicicus circle, we must not overlook our young. There
are 67 million young people under age 18 growing up in America. Unless we take
preventive measures, too many will add to the already alarming illiteracy statistics:

Experts have said that the current generation is the first in our nation's history
to grow up lees skilled in reading and writing than their parents;

18% of all 17-yeasolds in this country can already be considered functionally illit-
erate, though they are not yet counted as adults;

85% of the juveniles who appear before the courts are functionally illiterate; and
Nearly one-third of our nation's young people drop out of high school before grad-

uation; among inner city minority youth, dropout rates often exceed 50%.
What can we do to prevent our young people from becoming the grim statistics of

tomorrow? From my work in literacy programs for the last 16 years, I have learned
that several factors are essential to tang illiteracy.

The first is motivation awaken in young people the desire to read and to
learn. Although motivation is often regarded as something within, it can be sparked
from without. We in Reading Is Fundamental have seen previously disinterested
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youngsters become avid readers through programs such as ours and the efforts of
caring parents and concerned citizens,.

Rim is a skill. Like other skills, it improves with practice. Extensive reading
also fi

y
rens the capacity to dna, to write, and to use verbal skills clearly and

effectivel.
According to a strvey reported in Science 1982, Fortune 500 executives rate com-

munication skills as "the top priority for business leadvship"even more essential
than financial, marketing, and technital know-how.

These executives are well aware that American businesses lose billions of dollars
each ymr

ec
bectivelyause so many employees don't know how to read, write, or think clear-ly and eff.

The thousands of youngsters who write to REF each year thank us wit? and
again for helping them discover that reading is "fun." What they call "fun" is the
ingredient that propels them to read. It is fun with a serious purpose and proven
results.

The second element involves parents, a child's first and most influential teachers.
Even before children go off to school, parents can nurture interest in .-eading by
reading aloud to them, by providing a wide variety of books in the home, and by
reading themselves.

Since its inception in 1966, RIF has emphanad the essential role_pnyents play in
their children's development as readers. Parents' strong sumit of RIFprograms
nearly 40% of RW's more than 98,000 volunteers are parentsand the deluge cf
mail we have received in recent months indicate that parents, even those who have
difficulty reading, are awn to help their children. This year, some 40,000 parents
have written to RIP for guidance and suggestions. RIF has developed publications to
answer these needs.

The third essential element in preventing illiteracy is to ensure that child:en
have an abundant supply of books. If motivated to read and free to choose what in-
terests them, youngsters will read and continue to read, gradually building skills
that are crucial to elective communication.

For almost 20 years, these three elementsmotivation, parent involvement, and
an abundant supply of reading materialshave helped Is Fundamental
reach millions of le and turn them into readers. The recent NIE study,
"Becoming a Nation " undenicored the soundness of Mrs preventive ap-
proach.

Our future as a democracy is in the hands of our young- people. We simply must
provide the ounce of prevention that will enure that they grow up reading.

We need strong reading programs in our schools.
We need to help parents help their children.
We need to surround our young people with books, in their schools, their commu-

nity libraries, and in their homes.
And we need the kind of viability for the problem of illiteracy that this commit-

teeTraid:Nlitn for inviting me to testify.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mrs. Richardson.
The next witness is Dr. John C. Manning, professor of education

at the University of Minnesota.
Dr. Manning.
Dr. MANInNo. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Subcommittee on Edu-

cation, Arta, and the Humanities, and the House Subcommittee on
Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, I am John Man-
ning, professor of education at the University of Minnesota and
president of the International Reading Association.

Our association is a society of over 60,000 members and 1,180 af-
filiate councils in the 88 nations interested in reading, reading edu-
cation, and the promotion of literacy.

My involvement in reading and literacy encompasses classroom
teaching, teacher education, program development, university
teaching, parent involvement, and the development and testing of
instructional materials. I am, however, primarily interested in the
teaching of reading to beginning reading instructors and the teach-
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ing of reading to children who have severe problems in learning to
read.

I thank you most sincerely for the opportunity to testify here
today on this vital subject crucial to our Nation's well-being and
security.

My written testimony is part of the record of this hearing. I
would like to very briefly comment on some issues that I think are
of major import to the deliberations of this particular forum.

First of all, I think that any discussion related to literacy needs
to be placed in what I might term the literacy environment in
which we live. We are primarily now in an environment where
communication is visual. That is, the motion picture, the television,
the videotape are the primary means by which many, many of our
adults and young citizens get their information.

I think within the last year we have seen some instances, wr-
ticularly in the communication media of television, where the Na-
tion's interests were highlighted perhaps in a way that needs fur-
ther scrutiny.

What I'm indicating is the reality to which television and the
other forms of visual communication can, in fact, influence not
only the thinking of a citizenry but indeed the direction and the
policies of a nation and republic. This distresses me more than
other factors, primarily as this relates to a society that seems to be
coming in

em
jingly illiterate.

Without the balance of the written word and the wisdom and re-
flection which the written word allows, the visual media can, un-
bridled, become a communication media which needs additional
governmental scrutiny. We are in that particular literary environ-
ment, in my view, now.

We have an increase in our technological process in both the
physical sciences and medicine. That technological progress, and in
other areas of the physical sciences, to me, brings with it many
moral and ethical problems which, it seems to me, a literate society
needs to address.

Here again, I think that history has indicated that the written
word and reflection upon the written word can five individual citi-
zens and certainly the literate adult that reflection and that scruti-
ny that allow us to make those moral and ethical decisions that are
appropriate to us as individuals and are appropriate to our families
and are appropriate to the societies in which we live.

Additionally, we have a growing population of citizens who
cannot read. That data has been documented here over and over
again, and I shall not bore you further.

We have, however, equally distressing and more debilitating, I
believe, a faster growing population of children and adolescents
who choose not to read. The data which comes from the report on
becoming a nation of readers indicates very, very clearly that the
majority of time which children spend in school is not in reading at
all, and the fact of the matter is, the extremely limited amount of.
time which children do in fact spend in reading in schoolswhich,
I might add, may very well be the last sanctuary for any kind of
reading in our societyis, to me, appalling or distressing-5 or 10
minutes per day, for example, depending upon the grade level of
investigation.
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It seems to me that schools ought to be, or create at least, a liter-
ary environment that is more substantial in terms of time than
that. That report also has some recommendations based upon those
particular statistics.

So I think we do have some mor problems in the area of Miter-
acy_and literacy development in this nation.

If I might just transpose for a moment, however, the observa-
tions of Dickens in "A Tale of Two Cities" and give them in the
reverse order, it was the worst of times, but perhaps again it is the
best of times.

I think, first of all, that there are some immediate solutions, or
at least possibilities for solutions, to our existing problems in the
area of illiteracy. I would propose that there would be established a
literacy corps which would be primarily developed in consortium
with the public schools and the colleges of teacher education to
forcefully address the existing problems of illiterates or potential
illiterate adults in this Nation. This is . ly true, and I am
delighted to hear from Congressman . , because I believe
very, very directly and forcefully that unless cycle of the illit-
erate parent and the illiterate child is broken, we will make very
littlerogress in terms of becoming a nation of readers. That is a
cru issue.

Unless schooland, what I am proposing here a literacy corps
by whatever nomenclature so designatedcan address that major
social issue, we will make no substantial progress in the schools, in
my view. It is a parental home problem just as much as it is a
school problem.

Second, I believe that this literacy corps, also because of, I be-
lieve, who we are as a people and what we represent, could very
well provide a model and an example for similar literacy corps in
other parts of the world, particularly as this relates to Third World
countries where illiteracy is extremely, appallingly high.

I believe that we can resolve our illiteracy problems here in the
United States that exist in every major American city, that exist to
a marked degree in the rural South, that exist in the great San
Joaquin Valley in California and parts of Texas. I think we can re-
solve those problems with commitment and resources.

I believe that we have, in addition to that, the potential for at
least attempting to resolve many of the major problems which exist
in other parts of the world by virtue of the fact that we have done
so with our own citizens and our own people.

The long-range solutions, however, are a little bit more complex.
We do need, in fact, as Mr. Woodside suggests, to dramatically =-

rove .the quality of our schools. I believe that a major step in that
on is a dramatic ..tiange in the teacher training programs

that we have in existence today. I think that we have major prob-
lems in the area of teacher education, particularly as it relates to
the methodological and/or technical preparation of those teachers.

In my view, the major problem which we have in this country
related to our inability to teach children how to read is the inabil-
ity of teachers technically and methodologically to teach those chil-
dren how to read. Our problems are not in motives, our problems
are not in direction, our _problems are in our instructional incapac-
ity, and unless and un*" our teacher education programs work in
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concert and much more closely with our public school practices,
again, we will make no significant improvements in our teacher
education programs.

I su rt most enthusiastically the observation of James Conan
made oet 25 years ago in the education of the American teach-
er. The colleges of teacher education need to move much more
closely to the public schools, and we need to have the courses in
methodology and teacher education programs taught in the public
schools, which is where they belong; the methods courses need to
be moved out of the colleges and into the schools and, may I also
say, the education professors along with them. Unless and until
that occurs, we will have no significant improvement in the quality
of our prwervim programs:

Lastly, and with your indulgence, coming here to Washington
and sitting in this forum, I am always overwhelmed and, indeed, in
awe of the complexity of our society and in the needs of our socie-
y, but if we can learn from the historians, Gibbon, McCauley, De

Tocqueville, Santayana, Spier, there have been those societies
before us that have had equal technological advances and improve-
ments, and unfortunately their national policies and directions
have not been in that direction; their people have suffered; there
has been ignorance; there have been inhumanities; there has been
prejudice and violence and war. There have been societies before
ours that have had those same technological improvements; and,
indeed, they have made the right decisions; they have established
the correct national priorities; they have brought peace to our
world; they have taught their people; there has been economic sta-
bility; there have been strong family structures; there has been a
vision that indeed this can be a better world.

If I may quote one of the very famous American poetsand I
trust with the indulgence of Senator StaffordRobert Frost, "Two
roads diverged in the woods; and I, I took the one less traveled by;
and that has made all the difference."

As I traveled about the world this year under the auspices of the
International Reading Association, I met with leaders of countries
in Basel, Switzerland, in 1984; San Jose, Costa Rica, in Central and
South America in 1986; in Hong Kong from Asia and other Third
World countries; Ireland again in Europe in 1986. I will go into
Seoul next week to meet again with leaders in Southeast Asia.

If there is one thing that I have learned in talking with these
leaders in the area of literacy throurhout the world, it is this that
there is an inexorable link that exists between literacy and free-
dom, that a nation that is literate is a nation that is free.

Among our Founding Fathers, that was said most emphatically
by Thomas Jefferson who, in the early days of this republic, cau-
tioned that a nation that is illiterate deserves the government
which it gets.

I thank you for allowing me this testimony.
[The statement of Dr. Manning follows:]

PUPAS= STATIMINT or JOHN C. MANNINO, Pn.D., ON NMI" or THE
bITIZINATIONAL BRAM° ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Subcommittee on Educrtion, Arta and
the Humanities and the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vora-
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A discussion of the statistics must also include the fact that illiteracy rates are
not equal in all segments of our society. Hispanic Americans, Native Americans and
Black Americans all have rates of illi higher than the national average. Using
the older definition of the Bureau of the Census, in 1980 white American illiteracy
could be determined to be 0.4%, Black American illiteracy to be 1.6%.

In contrast, using different definitions, the APL study found that 56% of the His-
panic Americans and 47% of the Black Americans were functionally illiterate, as
compared to 16% of white Americans. With respect to nomEnglish individ-
uals in the country, many of them are illiterate not only in lSh but also in
their primary language.

This situation creates a massive problem for teething literacy skills to these indi-
viduals. In a recent study funded by the National Institute of Education (Rader,
1983), a study of noith speaking immigrants found that individuals who were
literate in their primary language acquired English literacy skills at a faster rate
than their non-literate coup

Another special Americans, has a higher than average
rate of illiteracy. Ciliati4leition inel learning disabled adults who have per-

cerproblems which create massive barriers to learning to read.
:11hort, illiteracy has been shown to be a problem of significant magnitude. Defi-

nitions and estimates may vary but the importance of the issue is agreed to by all.

COSTS TO SOCIZTV

The costs of illiteracy to society are massive. On Sri Lanka, the tiny republic off
the southeastern tip of India, waterborne diseases crippled thousands of people. In
program after they tried to teach the to cover their water pots

food. They all failed. However, once the people were taught to
;ad, they their orientation toward health and hygiene. Waterborne dis-
ems were no longer rampant.

Within the US, the report "A Nation At Risk (1983)" stated that "Business and
military leaden complain that they are required to spend millions of dollars on
costly remedial education and training programs in such basic skills as reeding,
writing, spelling and computation."

In this country, an adult illiterate is a lost resource. The individual has trouble
reading subway signs, tax forms, children's report cards, and consumer information.

An obvious result of illiteracy is unemployment. Illiterates in a recent study were
found to be unable to find their way to a job interview without a great deal of assist-
ance. While trying to remember the address, they had to find their way around the
city by attempting to read street signs, bus and subway inside a buiMing, using wall
mays and asking directions. Once there, they had to fill out a job application form.
It is not rprising, then, that adult illiterates frequently do not even try to find
their way out of the patterns they have come to depend upon in order to live and
survive. In a nation that prides itself on individualism, the potential of these indi-
viduals is lost to society, to their Wales, and to themselves.

A PPROACHIS

Models of adult basic education and literacy programs vary. General speaking,
adult illiterates are taught how to read in community-based programs, -based
programs, industry-based program!, and government-based programs. Each one
thing in commonthere is a teacher who cares. Skilled teachers use a variety of
instructional approaches. Most incorporate phonics into their teaching. Some pro-
grams are computer or technology based. Effective reading instruction has always
been characterized by two important factors: (1) the tet tier has a method and
knows how to use it, and (2) the learner wants to learn.

The adult as a learner is different than the child as a learner. Adult learners
bring to the learning environment a broader background of life experience, a sense
of why they are participating, specific expectations and goals, and a personal sense
of past academic accomplishments. Some educators have described the teaching of
an adult learner as being as much personalized counseling as it is academic instruc-
tion. Much is still unknown about the adult learner. The Federal government
should be funding research on reading for the adult learner.

VISDIRAL RIMPOIRM

Around the world, national responses to illiteracy have usually followed one of
two models. The first approach has been to institute a national mass literacy effort.
The other model is a community-based approach. In a 1984 Unesco synthesis by
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Bola, fifteen national mass literacy campaigns were studied. In all rograms the
major focus was to raise the entire nation's literacy level. These mass literse ), ef-
forts often proved to be short-lived. The second approach, to work on a national
movement to build literacy programs in each community and to link resourc..-e to
economic development, has gained favor by many observers in the United Statv,
(Hunter and Harman, 1979).

Braically, the United States has no national policy. Currently, the Administration
is funding the Adult Literacy Initiative, which is working with the national Coali-
tion for Literacy and the Advertising Council to produce public service announce-
ments designed to build a wider awareness of the illiteracy lem and to enlist
volunteer tutors and corporate sup t. The Adult Literacy dative is also encour-
aging the development of state and local literacy councils. The Department of Edu-
cation is also funding the National Assessment of Young Adults through the NAM)

. This study may provide a clearer &regiment of the extent of the illiteracy
problem. All of these efforts are useful and important, But they are not enough.

Paul Delker, the Department of Education official in charge of the Adult Educa-
tion program, has reported that each year more students enter the category of adult
illiterates by leaving school without the ability to read. There are several reasons
for this situation.

Only one half of the students eligible to receive special programming under Chap.
ter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act are funded to participate
in the remedial reading and mathematics offered to disadvantaged stu-
dents. When do the rest go to learn how to

Many students who cannot read are labelled handicapped the schools and are
sent to special classes for the disabled. Tt.e usually taught by
teachers without training in the of reading. What happens to ? Since
the major presenting symptom of learning disability is usually a reading problem, it
seems reasonable to require that the learning disabilities and special education
teacher be trained in the teaching of reading.

Many hi0 risk students such as these, without effective reading instruction,
eventually berme part of the adult illiteracy statistics.

Some adults who want to learn how to read well enough to meet a prsonal goal
find instruction through the community-based services of the Laubach or Literacy
Volunteers programs. Others receive help on the job. Still others find help at tutor-
ing programs conducted by their local libraries. But most who find programs find
them as pert of the adult basic education program. However, all of these sources of
knowledge are blocked to many adults because of problems associated with sched-
ules, transportation, or child are or simply because of lack of room in the pro-
grama

What else can be done? A massive spending program aimed at fully flinding the
elementary and secondary education programs now on the books would make a dif-
ference. But full funding is unlikely to occur. Fully developing a set a community-
based programs linked with the Adult Education programs of the states could work,
but that too is unlikely to occur,

What then can be done with limited resources? The Federal government could
take a much more active role in the fight to reduce adult illiteracy by

1. Increasing educational research in areas of adult learning, adult illiteracy and
the instruction of adults;

2. Promoting the development of teacher education and certification programs for
teachers of adult learners;

3. Promoting the development of new learning materials for the adult learner, in-
cluding computer-based materials.

4. Encouraging the development of programs to coordinate the many community-
based, adult basic education programs and non-traditional education programs;

5. Promoting the development of television-based education programs either
h the cableiledicated channels or microwave mediums;

6.
five workers;

employers who train adult illiterates to become literate and produc-
and

7. Coordinating the Federal government's education, health and human services,
defense, agriculture, and labor programs that affect the illiterate adult.

Literac7 demands are increasing for almost every job in the country. Tom Sticht's
work wit,' the reading requirements of various Iccupational categories of the Army
determined that flinctioning as a soldier require;' measurable literacy skills. A mili-
tary policeman needed to be able to read on the .eleventh grade level and an infan-
tryman on the tenth grade level. Just since Win td War II, the literacy levels re-
quired by the military have increased. Literacy is r of a static notion. To arrive at a
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definition of literacy, one must take into consideration both the skill level of the
individual and the demands of the world around him.

Literacy is vitally important in the workplace and for the continued growth ofour
economy. Literate workers can adapt and change. Illiterate workers must depend on
developed patterns in order to cope. The country needs workers who can adapt and
change with the changing economy.. There is a national responsibility to create the
opportunity for all citizens to acquire those literacy skills necessary to ensure not
only their own productivity but that of the next generation as well.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Manning.
The next witness is Mrs. Monika Sullivan.
Mrs. SULLIVAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

my name is Monika Sullivan. I live in Annandale in Fairfax
County, VA. I rcame to this country in 1959 from Germany. At that
time, I could hardly speak English. I had been taken by the Nazis
from Czechoslovakia to Germany when I was 12 years old and in
fifth grade for forced labor on a farm.

After World War illiteracy was over, I escaped to West Germany,
where I met my husband, who was an American soldier. When I
first arrived in the United States, I worked as a waitress, and my
husband and I started a family. I became a citizen of the United
States in 1964.

I followed my husband who, as part of the military, moved every
3 or 4 years. We settled in Virginia in 1973. Since then, I have
done volunteer work for the fire department and the Fairfax Hos-
pital thrift shop.

Last December, I wanted to apply for a job as a crossing guard
with Fairfax County Public Schools. Because I had never had the
opportunity to finish school, the supervisor of the crossing guards,
Captain Clark, told me I would need tc get a GED, a high school
equivalency diploma.

I called Fairfax County's Office of Adult and Community Educa-
tion, and on January 2, 1985, I started school. I attended class two
mornings a week from 9:30 to noon. I had to study reading and
writing, math, science, and social studies. I didn't know anything
besides a little math. Science, naturally, was the hardest.

With the help of my teacher and the push and encouragement
from everyone else in the adult education office, I made fast
progress. The teacher took so much time with each student. There
were volunteer tutors to help in class when I had questions. You
sure need them. I was in a hurry, so my teacher gave me home-
work, a lot of homework. When I had trouble, I could even call my
teacher at home. I never could have succeeded without the help of
my_ family and the encouragement from the school.

This past June, I took the GEDGeneral Educational Develop-
menttest and passed. I didn't believe that I was going to pass, but
everybody else told me that I would. When I opened that letter
-ith the diploma, I jumped in the air 10 meters, I was so happy. I
called Captain Clark. She was so proud of me. Then I got the job.

I can see now why I needed this education for more than just a
job. It has helped me in writing to people and in talking. I feel
more confident in conversations. I am surprised that so many
American neople did nn t finish high school. I'Nm been telling every-
one to go back to school, no matter what age.

I hope that you will cuntima the adult basic education program.
It is every important for everyone. The class serves people who are
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younger than I am, too, and people from many different back-
grounds.

An Iranian girl who has a diploma needed to study English to
get into a nursing program. One of the other girls in the Learning
Center is going to try for a diploma now that she sees that I did it.
I have given her some confidence.

Only in this country do you get such an opportunity in the first
place. When I told my friends in Germany and Czechoslovakia
about adult education, they couldn't believe that at my age the
schools would still accept me in a free program. Please continue to
support adult basic education for all people in America who need
education.

Thank you for letting me come here today to tell you about my
experience in this program in Fairfax County. I am very proud to
be here.

Thank you.
Chairman HAwxms. Thank you, Mrs. Sullivan.
Mrs. Graves, do you care to make a statement?
Mrs. GRAVES. Mr. Chairman, I would only add to what the other

witnesses have said and our thanks to this committee for what you
have done in bringing about a public awareness of this problem
and for your commitment to education for our young and continu-
ation of services for the adults who need them.

Chairman HAWIUNS. Thank you.
Mrs. Whelan.
Mrs. WHZIN. I'm just very happy to be here also, and I thank

you all for all your commitment.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Senator Stafford.
Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Richardson, what do you see as the most notable accom-

plishments of the Reading is Fundamental organization?
Mrs. RICHARDSON. I suppose that the success that has accumulat-

ed over its 20 years of history in knowing how to help children
become readers and also more and more how to help parents help
their children. I think those are our biggest.

Maybe Mrs. Graves would like to add something from her per-
spective.

Mrs. GRAVES. I think there area couple of major accomplish-
ments. One of them is, because it's such a simple program to oper-
ate, it's managed to mobilize commvnities and bring into the
schools, for example, parents who would never go to school under
other circumstances, either out of shyness, or intimidation, or
whatever, but they have brought parents into their child's educa-
tion and into the schools. It has mobilized other community leaders
as well.

In terms of the children, simply surrounding them with litera-
ture. In many schools, they simply do not have books, other than
textbooks, for children to read, and of course the NIE study pointed
out that that was one of the great drawbacks of many of our class-
roomsthat the books are not available for the youngsters.

Bringing books to the children, letting the children choose the
books and read a wide variety of books, has been a major accom-
plishment, with the result that children are reading more in these
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programs, they're reading better, and we just get letter after letter
from school superintendents and others who tell us that the read-
ing scores have actually risen since RIF came into the schools.

Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you very much.
Dr. Manning, your testimony, I thought was very interesting

when you touched on the lack of time devoted to reading in school.
I wonder if, to some extent, at least a few years ago, lack of disci-
pline in the schools on the part of faculty had something to do with
the lack of time devoted to reading and maybe to other important
subjects.

I remember going to a college that mainly produces teachers in
my State, Vermont, some years ago and having lunch with the stu-
dent body and faculty. When the president of that institution led
me to one of the faculty tables, I was under the impression that
several loggers from a nearby logging camp had come in to have
lunch, and when I inquired who they were, I was told they were
members of the faculty. I wondered how faculty dressing like that
could expect to produce teachers who would impose any kind of dis-
cipline, mcluding reading, writing, and arithmetic, on their stu-
dents.

I hope that situation is improving. I think it is in the college I
have in mind But I wondered what impact that was having on
education in our public schools.

Mr. MANNING. I think, Senator, a good deal. I think that we
have, in some instances, indicated and given teachers direction
that would indicate that, particularly in working with minority
children, what we need to do is to bring manners and courtesies
down to the least common denominator. I violently oppose that
notion.

I'm of a mind that teachers, in their appearance and their
manner and dress and in their speech, ought to reflect the very
best of what those communities seek to become, not what those
communities at the present time are.

In bringing my students to the schools, I absolutely insist that
they appear, in my view, in what is appropriate for what a profes-
sional person ought to be. I feel extremely strongly on that point,
Senator.

Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you. I think we agree.
Doctor, it seems that those individuals most in need of education

programs may not recognize the advantages of participation. What
do you think could be done to attract these people?

Mr. MANNING. Forgive me, Senator. Do you mean the young
people who are going into teacher education?

Chairman STAFFORD. No. I'm talking now about students them-
selves who may not recognize the desirability, for example, of
learning to read and what they are missing in personal enjoyment
as well as opportunity for themselves in the future by remaining
functionally illiterate.

Mr. MANNING. Senator, I think that this committee willand
particularly from the business communitywill hearand from
the Reading is Fundamental groupthat there are many ways in
which we can motivate young people to want to learn to read, and
I believe that any activity that does so increase that motivation is
to be applauded and encouraged.
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However, my own feeling relates' to public school practice is that
the very best means of getting children to read is the presence of a
well read teacher. I am particularly distressed at the knowledge of
adult and children's literature, for example, that we have in terms
of teachers in our schoolswhat it is that teachers are reading
themselves.

We need to do a much better 3 in terms of not only what I con-
sider the professional preparatit n of teachersthat is, the meth-
odological, the technical one but what kind of individuals are we
getting in there in the firs. place? That is, what has been the aca-
demic preparation prior to the point that they come into the pro-
fessional programs?

A teacher education program can do very little to improve a life-
time of non-reading habits on the part of teachers, and so I think
the best means of motivating children in the long run is the well
read teacher and one who is conversant with children and young
adult literature.

Chairman STAFFORD. 'Dank you very much, Doctor.
Mrs. Sullivan, would you have taken advantage of the GED pro-

gram in Fairfax County whether you were interested in the croes-
mg job or not?

Mrs. SULLIVAN. Yes, I would, but I didn't know enything about it
until Captain Clark told me about it.

Chairman STAFFORD. All right. I noted that when you had
learned you had passed you leaped 10 meters in the air. I wonder
if, additionally, you shouldn't apply for membership on our Olym-
pic team.

Thank very much, Mr. Chairman.
aieurman HAwimis. Thank you.
Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I regretI have a meeting I'm already late for that I'm going

to have to 1 lave this hearing.
Again, I want to commend you and Senator Stafford for calling

these hearings, and I want to commend all of you.
Mrs. Sullivan, you are, in a spacial way m --c...±.g dizrespect

to the other witnessesyou are a special heroine, because you rep-
resent what has to happen, and we thank you.

Mrs. SULLIVAN. Thank you.
Senator SIMON. Just a couple of observations. One, we now have

5 percent of the world's population, roughly one-third of the
world's economy, we are 49th among the nations of the world in
our literacy ranking. If that bottom fiure-49thdoes not move
up, that figure of one-third of the world's economy is going to move
down, I think just as certain as we are sitting here now.

The two things 1 think we have to keep in mindI'm talking to
my colleagues non are, one, we have to identify people who need
assistance to become literate. I think we ought to use teachers in
our schools. I think frequently they know when parents can't read
and write.

I think when people sign up for public assistance, if they can't
read and write, we ought to notify them of programs that are avail-
able. Or when people sign up for unemployment lompensation
there are a whole series of things that take place in our society
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where we can identify disadvantages, and we ought to take that op-
portunity. It is not to force or embarrass anyone but to seize that
opportunity to bring this issue out. It will vary from community to
community. What is the right answer in Gus Hawkins' community
is not the right answer in Bob Stafford's community; it is going to
vary.

Finally, we have to find answers that provide opportunities with-
out embarrassing people. People are not going to walk into a high
school to learn to read.

Dr. Manning, _your idea of a literacy corpsit's very interesting
to me that the Kai finger report recommended that we establish a
literacy corps for Central America. I'm not opposed to that; I think
its probably a good idea; but maybe we ought to start a lift' closer
to home than Central America with a literacy corps.

I hope we are creative, those of us who are on this side of the
witness stand and those of you who are out there, awl that togeth-
er we really approach this thing and really do something. I tnink
we can, for very minimal costs, have a significant impact on this
nation in a critical way.

Again, I thank you, both chairmen, for calling this meeting. I
think it's extremely imortant. And I thank the witnesses.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Senator.
Just one roferance to the ranking of this country in connection

with others I thought was very in'Nosting, becatse the Bureau of
the Census has indicated that our alteracy rate is almost 99 per-
centsome very high percentage. So it's pretty ObViOUS the Census
enumerators, using the forms that they used, asked people, "Can
you read?" Those who could read answered yea, and those who
couldn't read didn't answer, so that that has been very misleading,
I think.

Bob and I, in foreign countries where we travel sometimes, I
think, would not dare get up and say how illiterate we as a nation
are. We try to convey the idea that we're on the way to that high
percentage.

But it is embarrassing, and I think your point is well taken.
Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
A couple of questions. First of all, connected with this whole illit-

eracy problem, I think, is the idea that somehow or other we
haven't made parents understand that there is no certain age that
your child is ready for a formal education.

I don't know if there is a role on the Federal level we can play or
not to make parents understand that five-and-a-half or six-and-a-
half may just not be the time for their particular child to begin a
formal education program.

Then, even worse, my wife is a first grade teacher. From what I
understand from the affluent community in which she teachesa
pretty good onethe end of the year is one of the most devastating
periods she goes through, becalm of course in that lock-step of first
grade, second grade, third grade, how do you convince the parent
that it's in the beet interests of the child not to go on to a formal
second grade sitting. They are embarrassed, their neighbors might
talk, or something of that nature?
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I don't know whether we have a role to play in that or whether
we have a partnership to play, but it seems to me it's part of the
problem that we're talking about today, particularly when we talk
about a preventive program.

I don't know if any of you have any comments on that or not.
Mrs. RICHARDSON. I think tha+ again, I would reiterate, in break-

ing into the cycle you described as mtergenerational, we need to do
a great deal more, and this committee's giving visibility to the
problem will help in this, to convince parents that they have a very
important educational role with their children before the five-and-
a-half, or whatever the age given to go to school is, and that a child
who has had no preparation, has not been exposed to reading
matter, to numbers, to all the different things that we can do if we
think about it, is going to have a much harder time, even on the
first step of that lock-step ladder that you describe. If you don't
catch them early, I think it makes it very hard to start them out.

Mr. GOODLING. Dr. Manning, would you elaborate on this state-
ment? If rm quoting you correctly, you said, "We have to get the
teacher training and the faculty of the teacher training institutions
out into the public schools if we are going to improve teacher train-into

Air. MANNING. Yes, I would.
I think that if you look at the professional preparation of the

teacher, it consists of what I might call an academic preparation in
the 2 years or more prior to the time that the student enters into a
professional preparation program.

In most instances, that entire preparation program, as it relates
to the courses in method which constitute a major portion of the
time which students spend in their professional preparationI
would say conservatively that students spend 24 academic hours in
courses labeled as methods.

The distressing fact., Congressman Goodling, is that they are not
methods courses at all; they are courses in credit for listening.
They are courses that are taught within the safety of a college or
university lecture hall where there are no children involved.

What I am proposing, and I try at my own university and with
my own students, is to take them into the public schools and to
teach these metheAa minion dur4-2 the time 4.hat the children are
in school and during the time tht it is clear that the reiationship
between what the student is doing in a public school context HI
readily apparent to the professor who is teaching the course.

Now, the argument that this is done after the professional prepa-
ration and during student teaching is an indequate argument.

When the student goes into a student teaching context, generally

speaking,
the student operates within the system of the school, not

he university, and the morale and dynamics of that particular
school. Sc the student teacher becomes much more attuned to the
traditional practices that are existing rather than to the practices
that may or may not have been advocated by the university profes-
sor.

If the university professor is within the school, it seems to me
very clear that the methodologies that are proscribed and encour-
aged ought to be put to the test of children and materials and
teachers. What I'm saying is to make the teacher education institu-
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tions much more responsible for the education of beginning teach-
ers. That primarily is what I'm getting at, Congressman.

Mr. GOODLING. I thank you.
My colleagues here have often heard me say that I learned how

to be a superintendent of schools not it my master's program or
doctoral program but by being a president of a school board and a
president of a PTA. That's how I learned how to be a superintend-
ent of schools. So I think your program has a lot of merit.

Mr. MANNING. Yes, sir.
With the indulgence of the Chair, if I may comment on your ear-

lier question to Mrs. Richardson, I think that the immense contri-
bution which programs like RIF can 'make is in providing books to
the parents of young children, and, whether or not those parents
can read, they can read wordless books, picture books, of which
there are many, many.

I believe that the sin?le major reason for children failing to
learn to read in school s that they have not been read with at
home. I can document that academically, neurologically, but, in the
vernacular, the major reason why they fail in school is that they
have not been read with at home.

Mr. GOODLDIG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Williams.
Mr. Wn.uatms. Thank you.
First, just a brief response to the concern, which I share, about

the necessity of civility, deportment, and appearance of teachers
and administrators. Teachers are an important model for students.
Theemy

.
also need to be an appropriate model and properly relate to

th
We ought to worry more about the length of knowledge within

your head than about the length of hair outside your head. But,
having said that, deportment is very important.

I guess the ultimate university is Plato at one end of a log and
the student at the other, regardless of how Plato is dressed. I don't
mean to diminish in saying this the importance of civility, but it
should not take away from the necessity of a well educated teacher
who can relate appropriately to the student.

Dr. Manning, let me pursue a little bit with you your good notion
about a literacy corps. I had mentioned h, an earlier statement this
morning that T was pursuing some additional legislation to intro-
duceto sort of round out a literacy package that I've been work-
ing on. A literacy corps is what I've been struggling with, and the
makeup of that corps in particularly.

Currently, about 25 percent of VISTA's volunteer effort is devot-
ed to literacy. The problem is, the efforts are small, and they are,
frankly, underfunded.

I'm wondering in this 20th anniversary of VISTA if we couldn't
turn that corps into soldiers in a war on illiteracy. What would you
think about that possibility?

Mr. MANNING. I, Congressman, frankly, do not know. I know of
the VISTA Proven', of course. I do not know the amount of train-
ing which the WSTA volunteers receive, nor do I know the popula-
tions with which they work.

I would, however, certainly endorse any movement in terms of
legislation that would indicate a national commitment in terms of
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personnel and resources in addressing that particular p
Now, whether it is a literacy corps or a VISTA corps, whigirra
certain redirection or a renewed emphasis in one particular area, I
would certainly be comfortable with that.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Can the colleges and universities provide us with
manpower to staff that literacy corps, and could those people be
newly graduated teachers or the teacher practitioners who have
not yet graduatte Can we deal with illiteracy with people who
have not had a great deal of experience in teaching r.wg?

Mr. MANNING. It would depend, Congressman, upon the training
of those individuals.

While I would indicate that I believe that we need to increase
the quality of young reople coming into teachingand that seems
fairly apparentand that can be documented, I think, when we
look at the graduate record exams of students who have the incom-
ing Miller analogy scores of students coming into teacher education
prgrams.

Bout the point is, I think that in working in the area of reading
and providing the basic skill of reading, I believe that certain col-
leges, in terms of the way they prepare teachers, could in fact re-
spond to that particular concern.

I believe that we need to start with the colleges of teacher edtha-
tion and the degree to which those delivery systems can give us the
kind of volunteers who can, in fact, work within the environments
and produce demonstrable results.

So, I would say yes; there are some colleges, I think, that could
do that, and I think primarily where to start is those colleges that
are located in the major urban cities, where I think we have major
problems of illiteracy. That's where I think we should start.

Chairman WILLIAMS. Thank you, and my thanks to all of you for
your good counsel.

Mr. HAWKINS. Major Owens.
Mr. OWENS. I have just one basic question which I'd like any of

the panelists to address themselves to, and that is, in most of your
testimony you don't mention libraries at allschool libraries, com-
munity libraries, public libraries. I'd like to know from you wheth-
er you think they have a significant role to play.

I go into a lot of low-income housing projects, people on welfare;
the only books that I seeno magazines, seldom even a newspaper
in the homethe only books I see are the books that the very
youngest children bring frog the library. They wander in out of cu-
riosity in many cases, and thy bring books home from the library.

I understand libraries are having difficulty getting their budgets
funded. School libraries in New York City are m terrible shape, ac-
cording to a recent report.

I'd be interested in whether you, and - *pie in leadership roles
such as you, consider libraries to be s cant. If you don't consid-
er them significant, there's not muc . hope that we're going to
solve these problems of getting funds to provide those books via
public libraries or school libraries, et cetera. So I'd like your com-
ments on that.

Mr. MANNING. If I may respond briefly, Mr. Chair?
Chairman ILtwxprs. You may.
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Mr. Mazonno. I would say, first of all, that childrenand again,
Becoming A Nation Of Readers -dicates this clearlychildren are
spending too much time in commercially developed materials in
school and not enough time in books. They ought to be spending
much more time in library-type reading, and I would certainly en-
dorse and su ' notions to Have school reading programs become
much

.
more rary-based than they are, let us say, school text

based
But therein lies a problem of parent education. Many parents be-

lieve there are school books and these are good, and then there are
those library books, and those are sort of what you do if you don't
have anything to do in school, and that's a notion that is ppeerr ye
among school people. That is, they think that if the children are
not in the school book, they are, in fact, not purposely involved.

I would argue the other way. I would argue that they perhaps
are more purposely involved in a library type book than they are,
let us say, in commercially prepared materials in which they are
filling in blanks or &cling or whatever.

But also, Congressman Owens, I think there is, regarding what I
see also as a decline in the amount of library book& I think that is
directly related to the emphasis that has been given to computer-
assisted instruction in the schools, that much of the funding for
computers has come out of library budgets. The fact of the matter
is, I have seen this over and over again. When the choice is made
between buying computers or buying library books the choice has
always been, in the recent past, in buying computers, and that, if I
may say, with your indulgence, Congressman Owen is a terminal
decision. [Laughter.]

Mr. Owlets. Would anyone else care to comment?
Mrs. RICHARDSON. I might just add that our experience in Read-

ing is Fundamen'al, which has programs in all 50 States, is that
the problem of lia's of libraries and lack of books is appallingly
widespread.

There are many communities in this country, in rural areas as
well as in inner-city, where there is no access to free library books
for people, and therefore it's very hard for people to find the mate-
rials to read. I wish we could all get together with the kind of com-
mitment that Mr. Woodside referred to earlier to try to increase
the availability of reading materials nationwide.

Mr. Owlets. Thank you. I have no further questions.
Chairman HAWKINS. May the Chair ask you, Dr. Manning, be-

cause I think you touched on it several times, but there seemed to
be a little inconsistency at leastat least that im 'on. This is
not by way of criticism. You spoke of instructional incapacity, and
several times you mentioned the parental home problem in connec-
tion with illiteracy.

do in my particular congressional districts and in other districts
Most of the people le that I have some acquaintance with in what I

throughout the country represent low-income homes; the mother is
on welfare; many of them come from limited English-speaking fam-
ilies; and so on. So we are talking about parents who cannot read
themselves.

So, regarding these individuals who come from such environ-
ments minority environments, families who do not speak English,
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where books are not even present, and so forth, are we co
these individuals to neglect? Or how can we reach thesenindivid-
uals?

Before this committee several ears , Dr. Ron Edmondsyou
may or may not know himat and also Michigan State
developed the effective schools approach in which he made a state-
ment that I have never fo . He said, "No matter wherever
they are, whenever we e, we can teach all children to read.
The reason we don't do it is that we don't desire to do it."

I'm wondering whether or not the emphasis that has been placed
on parents this morning is exactly placing the responsibility where
it is. Obviously, parents who can read are going to offer to their
children a great opportunity, but what about those who can't?
What about those who have themselves been denied the

incometo become readers? What about those who are in the ncome sit-
uation that I described and who constitute most of the illiterates?

How, within the context of what you mentionedI thought you
were coming close to it when you talked about the instructional
qualifications of teachers, many of whom are not going to teach
these individualsthese children that I speak of, y them-
selves have some expectation that every ch:Id can learn, unless
they themselves assume that responsibility, regardless of the home
from which the child comes.

It seems to me we have set the schools up as that institution that
should be equipped to overcome these environmental factors, re-
gardless of what the odds are, that every child is entitled to be
taught.

I'm wondering what your response is to that.
Mr. MANNING. My response, Congressman Hawkins, is one of op-

timism. My concern for the home environment has to do with what
I believe are matters related to attention that children have to
print form.

What I would encourage, even if parents cannot read, based upon
the cultural backgrounds and the language differences of which
you speak, certainly are wordless books and picture books

iwhich parents can use to introduce their children to the world of
books. This has very little to do, Congressman, with the fact that
parents cannot read. It is the fact that the book is there.

But in a more meaningful way, I believe very strongly that the
best place to train teachers is in fact in the very schools which you
describe.

In the University of Minnesota, I believe that it is of little conse-
quence to take our undergraduates to the schools in St. Anthony
Village, which is where I live, because the children are going to
learn to read anyway.

Congressman, there are two kinds of children who come to
school: The kind of child who comes to school and is going to learn
to read no matter what the school does, and the child who comes to
school and who desperately needs the school in order to learn to
read. It is that kind of child that I believe the colleges of teacher
education have not prepared our beginning teachers to teach.

What I'm indicating is that I believe in my own context I try to
take my students to the Mary McLeod Bethune Element School,
which has the largest minority population in the city of Minneapo-
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lis, and I believe that the place to train those teachers is in the
Mary McLeod Bethune Elementary School, which is where those
young people are needed so desperately, where we can provide,
using these undergraduates, tutorial experiences.

But at the same time that we are in Mary McLeod Bethune, I try
very hard to involve parents by either sending books home, by
sending them to the library, by trying to get the home much more
intimately involved.

So if I did confuse, Congressman, I apologize. I think it is a two-
step process. I think we do in fact need to influence the home envi-
ronment, but T think we do need to take the young teachers into
the schools with the professors and particularly those schools
where we have the highest incidence of readipg disfunction; I think
that's where they belong.

Chairman HAWKINS You certainly didn't confuse; I don't want to
leave that impression. I thought that some further explanation
might clear up what seemed to be an inconsistency. I think you
have done that.

The only problem I see is, how do we attract those highly compe-
tent teachers into those areas where they are most needed? We
know that it's human nature not to want to go into some of the
areas because of even fear of physical security and other reasons.

Have you anything to suggest in terms of how we attract those
highly competent teachers? liany of them go into those areas, and
they become so competent, until they end up as administrators and
go into other areas as a reward. So there's a constant turnover,
leaving to those areas where the best teachers are needed a
vacuum.

Mr. MANNING. I think as undergraduates, Congressman, we can
control that a little bit simply by assigning the claws to be taught
in those areas. We do have control of our undergraduate programs,
and we can put our young people in there. However, once they
have completed their programs, then it becomes much more diffi-
cult to get them to stay in those particular schools.

A week ago, I shared a platform with Sean McBride, a Nobel
prizewinner, who spoke about the fact that young people had lost
their idealism. I think Mr. McBride has a pomt. I think we need to
get the very best of our teachers who are now in service into those
schools, and by their example, and by their model, perhaps we will
encourage other yo um people to do the same.

I have to be an idist about the matter. I think that legislation
can do only so much. I think it is when people of good intentions
decide that the problem will be resolved the problem will be re-
solved.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mrs. Richardson, suppose we give you the opportunity of making

the last comment, if you wish.
Mrs. RICHARDSON. I'd just like to say that it has been both a

pleasure and a very good learning experience for me to be here
today, and it's very encouraging to know of the commitment of
these committees to trying to focus attention and to find a common
way to go forward and do something about the problem of illiter-
acy.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you very much.
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If there are no further questions or comments, the meeting is ad-
journed.

[Additional information submitted for the record follows:]
[Whereupon, at 12:00 noon, the subcommittees were adjourned.]

PRZPARIO STATEMENT OF SENATOR EDWARD M. HI:NNE:DT

I am pleased that the committees are here today to discuss the problem of illiter-
acy, a problem which threatens our children, their parents, our economy, our na-
tional security and the future of our country.

There are many definitions of illiteracy. Some say illiteracy is the inability to
read and write. Others say illiteracy is the inability to perform a wide range of
skills necessary to function in everyday life.

There are just as many estimates of the number of Americans who are illiterate.
Some say there may be 1 million people who are illiterate in America. Others esti-
mate that as many as 60 million people are illiterate.

I am sure it is safe to say that their are millions of Americans who do not have
the skillsreading, writing, communication, or job skillsto function adequately in
our modern day technological society.

We also know that because these adults do not have these necessary skills, we are
jeopardizing our economy, our businesses, our society as a whole, and, most impor-
tantly, the potential of each individual in our Nation.

We are here today to discuss what we can do to aid those adults who are illiterate
and what we can do to prevent our next generation from growing up illiterate. I
believe that there are several points that we must keep in mind when discussing
this complex problem.

First, it is important to emphasize that reading and writing are just two of the
wide range of skills that are required to be functionally literate in today's modern
society. We must keep in mind that adults must acquire all the complex skills
needed for them to function effectively in their environment.

Second, along with acquiring a wide range of complex skills to be functional in
society, many adults need other support services such as welfare, food stamps, ade-
quate housing, child care services, and transportation services, to move up and out
of the trap of poverty and illiteracy.

Third, we must expand the programs that provide adult education to the millions
of people across the country who need these services. The Adult Education Act
funds only a fraction of the adults who are eligible. We must continue to encourage
help from businesses and we must increase coordination of literacy and training ef-
forts at the State and local levels and among the private sector.

And last, we must work hard to provide excellence in our schools so that we can
prevent mother generation from up illiterate. We must enhance our Feder-
al commitment to public education and our support for targeted education
programs. We are faced with staggering statistics on Me number of students who
are dropping out of school. Today it is estimated that 1 in every 4 students entering
9th grade will not graduate on time or will not graduate at all.

The United States has become a great nation because of the contributions of each
individual citizen. Our country cannot move forward without support and assistance
from every American. It is our Nation's responsibility to guarantee that each indi-
vidual has the opportunity to reach her or his fullest potential and education is the
most important path to reaching that potential.

The causes of illiteracy are many and the answers are just as varied and complex.
There is no one program nor one solution to solve this national problem. But, I be-
lieve we have the knowledge, the resources, and the ability to help our young people
to complete their education and to aid our adults in obtaining the skills they ne44i
to reach their fullest potential. Our investments today will reap a harvest of riches
for every American and for our great Nation.

PRRIPARED STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY PM TRAINING AHD DIWILOFMENT

The American Society for Training and Development (ASTD) is the world's larg-
est membership organization for professionals who specialize in workplace training
and human resource development. Organizations represented by ASTD's 50,000
members provide work for more than half of the nation's anployees. Employers are
the principal providers of training, retraining and education of the adult workforce.
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We commend the House Education and Libor, and the Senate Labor and Human
Resources Committees for holding hearings on the problem of illiteracy. Illiteracy is
a problem that rightfully attracts the attention of public policy makers, educators,
and employers. However, the problem should be defined much broader to include all
basic skills. ASTD members are responsible for corporate strategic planning and
productivity objectives including employee development for entry-level youth to top
management. We are pleased to outline today some recent examples of company-
sponsored basic skills and literacy .programs.

Illiteracy is a widespread and lingering problem facing the United States today.
Remedies are not simple, but they are achievable. Estimates from the Department
of Education indicate that more than 23 million adults (both employed and unem-
ployed) are functional illiterates. They can not read, write or solve problems at a
level enabling them to cope with such simple tasks as completing a job application
or passing a written driving test. In addition to these functional illiterates, it is esti-
mated that 47 million adults are borderline literates, able to function but not profi-
ciently. The loss to the American economy from illiteracy is estimated at about $100
billion.

The population of illiterates is estimated-to include almost 1 million huh school
dropouts and 150,000 high school (graduates. It is also estimated that 15 million
adults hold..ig jobs today are functional illiterates. Estimates are that one-third of
all dislocated workers do not have a high school diploma. A lack of proper training
in basic skills is a serious problem in all areas of the workforce. The problem re-
volves around deficient reading, writing and computational skills, complicated by
poor attitudes and poor work habits. With changing demograptics, a lack of infla-
tion, and deficit reduction, the unemployment rate will slip below six percent. Em-
ployers will no longer be able to hire at the front of the unemployment queue, and
workers hired will have significant basic skills deficiencies. A large percentage of
new hires will be women, minorities, youth and unskilled who will need basic skills
traihing.

Employers are forced, then, to offer remedial and lissic skills courses at the work-
place. In a survey of employers, 87 percent said they were training employees in
basic skills that should have been acquired in school. These courses in basic skills
require significant corporate investments of time and money. In a recent ASTD
study on employee educational assistance (e.g., tuition aid), 52.4% of all respondents
said at least one-fourth of all their employees receiving educational aid take courses
in basic educational skills. Additionally, the survey found that the educational as-
sistance programs offered in-house tended to be remedial and job-related. Examples
cited in the ASTD survey included remedial education, arithmetic, literacy and
other basic-skills classes.

Because employers are the principal providers of training and retraining for the
American workforce, they have the capability and desire to recognize and address
the need for basic skills. Today, business facer a shrinking pool of skilled employees
which results in reduced productivity. The costs are high for in-hvase remedial edu-
cation, but as can be observed by the following programs, they are worth the ex-
penee to the companies:

Texas Instruments, Inc. facility in Dallas, Texas employee participa-
tion in their tuition reimbursement program attracting 4,000 to 5,000 employees
each semester. Providing ppopportunity for all employees to further their education,
Training and DevelopmentpMl rs at Texas Instruments offer remedial courses
for their employees from third grade to high school level in reading and math.
Texas Instruments offers such courses after hours on an individual, tutored, self-
paced basis.

Sprague Electric Company in Sanford, Maine has set up a partnership
with local schools and universities. Sprague pays for their employees to parti pate
in local adult education programs. Included in there adult education chases are lit-
e classes offered under Sprague's "Right to Read" program to improve employee

skills. Because Sprague did not have classroom facilities in-house, the
courses are now offered at the local high school, community college or university.
Sprague provides the opportunity and resources for their employees to participate.
With the offite location, they feel no employee is singled out for a remedial course
he/she may be taking.
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Polaroid in Cambridge, Massachuse.ts also takes an active role in encouraging
basic stills for their employees based on skills needed for current jobs. Polaroid
offers many levels of reading and math assistance for their employees with individ-
ual line departments picking up the tab. With an organized program of referrals,
consulting and assessment systems, Polaroid's human resources staff can determine
individual needs of employees according to their particular job. Although offerings
exist for "literacy support groups" that aid in job-related needs, Polaroid concen-
trates on coordinating this literacy help for those positions requiring certain levels
of basic skills. Polaroid hires part time educators wh., teach employees basic skills
during regular work hours. Our members at Polaroid attribute low employee turn-
over to their basic skills program. Polaroid can hire the disadvantaged and hard to
employ and through remediation, bring them to a level in which they achieve a
competitive productivity rate.

Planter's Peanuts, a subsidiar of Nabisco Brawls, Inc. in Suffolk, Virginia astab-
lishP4 the Planter's Employee Training Pi Jgram in 1978. This program is designed
to help employees who want to improve their skills in reading, writing and mathe-
matics. Planter's program was the first of its kind in Virginia and is limited to 40
volunteer students. The adult education curriculum is based on each individual em-
ployee need, and p is on an individual basis. The employees enrolled in the
program are required to attend class on their own time for a minimum of four
hours per week. Instruction is provided at the plant by eduaitors from the Suffolk
CiV School System. Together, Planter's and the City of Suffolk fund the program.

These are just a few examples of the actions, programs and intitiatives ASTD
members inside firms are taking in response to the literacy problem. As the repre-
sentatives of employer-based training, ASTD members have created high quality
basic skills and literacy programs in-house, or in collaboration with local education
institutions. Training and retraining in the workplace has a significant impact on
productivity; illiteracy costa companies thousands of dollars in lost productivity
every year. One of the major sources of U.S. competitiveness is the skill level of
America's workforce. To strengthen, improve and expand these skills, the basics
must first be conquered. Business and industry have a stake in the fight against
illiteracy. Their participation and cooperation with education is a progressive step
in demonstrating concern and action.



ILLITERACY IN AMERICA

TUESDA7, OCTOBER 1, 1985

Housz SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OF MI COMMIT= ON EDUCA-
TION AND LABOR AND SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDU-
CATION, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES OF THE COMMITTEE ON
LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC
The subcommittees met, pursuant tc call, at 10 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
(chairman of the House Committee on Education and Labor) pre-
siding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Kildee, Williams,
Martinez, Good ling, Fawell, and Gunderson; and Senators Stafford
and Simon.

Staff present: Polly Gault, staff director, and Elizabeth Hackett,
legislative assistant, of the Senate subcommittee; and John F. Jen-
nings, counsel; Nancy Kober, legislative scialist; Reta Lewis, re-
search assistant, and Andrew Hartman, &publican legislative as-
sociate, of the House subcommittee.

Chairman HAWKINS. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. The
joint hearings by the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary and Vocational Education and the Senate Subcommittee of
Education, Arts and Humanities will now proceed.

As most of you realize, this is merely a continuation of the joint
hearings on the problem of illiteracy. I am informed that Senator
Stafford, the cochair of the hearings, is on his way; but because of
the time problem that we have with some of the witnesses, we are
proceeding now.

[Opening statement of Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CON-
GRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND CHAIRMAN, Hoven COMMIT= ON EDU-
CATION AND LABOR

This morning the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education and the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities con-
vene to continue our joint hear;mice on the problem of illiteracy in America. In my
view, the decision to have these hearings was one of the most encouraging develop-
ments of this session of Congress, and I commend Senator Stafford f-- his concern
about the problem and his esgernees to act on it.

Our last hearing on August 1 provided us with an understandin& the gravity
and scope of the problem of Ill We learned that the number . "nnctionally
illiterate persons is large and growing. We heard recommendations the. eventive
measures involving improvements at the elementary and secondary level and in the
colleges of teacher education are as important as remedial measures in reducing the
number of illiterate persons.
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I think it largely comes down to the challenge expressed by the late Ronald Ed-
monds when he stated: "We can, whenever and whereve we choose, successfully
teach all children whose schooling is of interest to us. We already know more than
we need to do that. Whether or not we do it must finally depend on how we feel
about the fact that we haven't so far."

Thus, if widespread illiteracy is, as writer Jonathan Kozol has stated, "not an ac-
cident," but "the logical consequence of the kinds of schools we run," we are suffer-
ing from a lack of political and moral courage.

We know what schools and programs are effective. We know that inv dating in
such programs as Head Start and compensatory education obtain results and actual-
ly save money. According to a new report on reading from the National Assessment
of Educational Progress, the benefits of Federal programs such as Chapter 1 seem to
be reflected in the improvements of reading scores of certain groups of students as
they move through school. Despite cur knowledge in these areas, we are financially
starving our schools and have cut Federal aid.

I believe we need to see a meaningful commitment from all levels of government
and from the private and voluntary sector if we are to solve the problem of illiter-
acy. I think William S. Woodside, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the
American Can Company, summed up the reasons why when he testified on August
1, stating, "I suggest that we view our educational programs and proposals for edu-
cational reform as investments and that we focus attention on their future benefits
as well as immediate costs."

Through today's and Thursday's hearings, I hope we might delve more deeply into
these and other issues, with an eye toward how we might fashion a bipartisan pro-
gram of education reform and what decisive actions we might take to mobilize the
country on a literacy campaign covering the entire citizenry. I look forward to hear-
ing the statements of our distinguished panel today.

Chairman HAWKINS. The cochair has a statement which, because
of the limited time available, I will not present at this time but ask
unanimous consent that the statement be included in the record at
this point. Without objection, it is so ordered.

[The statement appears on p. 82.]
Chairman Holmium. Mr. Goodling, do you have a statement at this

time?
Mr. GOODLING. I will forgo any formal statement also because of

the time problem. I will just indicate that I am especially interest-
ed in the role of the home and the family in preparing young chil-
dren for the task of learning to read and write. I think that other
people are also inte-ested in this same issue. I have had a lot of
experience along that line, and I am looking forward to having our
witnesses tell us how best we can play a role in doing something
about one of the greatest problems facing us, which is the literacy
problem in this country.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Goodling.
We are pleased to have as a witnessit is hardly descriptive to

describe him as a witness because he is also a Member of the
Senate and very much interested in the work of the joint hearings.
I I'm delighted to welcome and to have as the first witness this
morning the Honorable Edwin 1 Zorinsky, Senator from Nebraska.

Senator, I know that the farm problem is perhaps more immedi-
ate in your life at this time. I think it is an unusual honor for this
committee to have you during these troublesome times in Nebraa
ka and elsewhere to come before this committee to talk about an-
other serious problem, that of illiteracy. We look forward to your
presentation this morning.

All of the statements will be enterei into the record. Senator,
you may deal with your statement as ou so desire.

Mr. GoODLING. Mr. Chairman, I world thi.rdi that the Senator's
first job would bet o try to find some way to get the Cornhuskers to
score a few points. They're not doing very well out there.
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Chairman Hawn! 4s. I think you got a problem with the hogs as
well, do you not? Not the Redskins but the other kind.

Thank you, Senator.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD ZORINSKY, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEBRASKA

Senator Zoitnency. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
I appreciate the opportunity to be here this morning to testify. I

thank you for your interest in this very important issue. Certainly
agriculture is very important tf.. my State and the Nation, but also
the illiteracy problems confronting this Nation are a paramount
concern to all of us and, I think, take as high a priority also.

With that, I would like to briefly state that I am pleased that the
Education Subcommittees of the House and Senate are addressing
the issue of illiteracy. I read with interest the testimony of the wit-
nesses at the first hearing. While I agree with their observations
about the seriousness of this problem, I was concerned about what
was not said. I agree with the statement of William Woodside of
the American Can Co. that adult illiteracy will continue until our

iblic schools reduce the number of graduates or dropouts they
-end into the ranks of adult illiterates.

What we also need to ask is why the schools are graduating stu-
dents who can't read. And I think if we ask why students are drop-
ping out, we will find out that many are doing so because they are
not learning to read and therefore not learning much of anything.

Dr. John Manning of the International Reading Association gave
the following reasons for students leaving school without the abili-
ty to read: No. 1, not enough funding for chapter 1 remedial pro-
grams; No. 2, a shortage of remedial reading teachers. But he made
no mention of regular reading p . Isn't it possible that, if
reading were taught properly e first place, there wouldn't
have to be so much remedial reading followup?

Dr. Manning also said that many students who cannot read are
labeled handicapped by the schools. This is certainly true. An issue
we must address is the tragedy of mislabeling. Many children who
were labeled learning disabled and even uneducable because they
couldn't read were found to be normal after they were taught by
different methods.

Recently the report the Commission on Reading was issued.
Becoming a Nation of Readers is based on 20 years of research and
was designed to advance academic achievement in our schools. It
has not yet received the attention it should, so I am particularly
glad that Dr. Anderson, who served as its clrirman, is to testify
today before your committee.

Among their recommendations were that parents should read to
children and have books available to them. They also encourage
the development of reader primers which are interesting to the
children.

Toda7 we have material like this for beginning readers, and I
quote: `Tap, tap, tap, see me work. I make good things. See the red
ones. See the blue ones. See the yellow ones. No, no, no, I do not
want red ones. I do not want blue ones. I want green ones." In case
you don't recognize that, it is an adaptation of the fairy tale, the
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"Shoemaker and the Elves." But it does not use the word shoemak-
er or elves. It's an example of the dumbing-down of textbook be-
cause of rea&oility formulas which limit sentence and word length
and clan. ,e unfamiliar words. Some teachers blame u lack of pleas-
ure in reading for poor reading skills, but I would be interested in
finding out whether the lack of effective teaching has rei ulted in
these formulae. If children aren't learning to read, an easy answer
is to make the books simpler.

Probably the most important but least noted recommendation of
Becoming a Nation of Readers is that phonics should be used
through the second grade. However, testimony at a hearing last
year by the Senate Education Subcommittee indicated that 85 per-
cent of the schools in this country do not use phonics.

It seems that, if the top reading professionals in the country
have concluded that phonics is essential in the early years, b
most schools are not using it and most teachers have not learned
it, this surely is an area that must be addressed in any discussion
of illiteracy.

Last week, of three school administrators visiting my office, one
said that this report had not received much attention, and the
other two had not even ' az I of it. The Department of Education
and the education co' unity should be working to make aure that
it is disseminated.

Another report, that of the National Commission for Excellence
in Teacher Education, initiated by the American Association of Col-
leges for Teacher Education, stated that illiteracy is a threat to our
welfare. If you read on very carefully, you find st that they com-
plain that there is not enough money beitrg spent on reading re-
search; and in the next breath, they my they aren't using the re-
a, arch anyway and apparently have no intention of doing so. I be-
lieve that failure of the colleges of education to use the research
that has been done on successful reauing methods is negligence of
the worst sort. Teachers cannot teach w!..et they d't not know.

You are aware that I have introduced legislation to establish a
national commission to determine the causes of illiteracy. I am
pleased that nine members of the Education and Labor Comzattee
have cosponsored the House bill.

Because educators have been quarreling for years over the
merits of the whole-word method versus phonics, I proposed having
this commission made up of not only educators but persons from
outside groups as well. They would, among other th:ngs, determine
which teaching methods are successful. Just as we test which mod:
tines work best, we must look into the different methods used to
teach reading and ascertein the best approaches.

In summary, I believe that any discuss4m of illiteracy must ad-
dress prevention alonf with remediation. And any discussion of
prevention must take mto consideration methods of teaching read-
ing, particularly in the primary grades.

It was very interesting that not one witness at the first hearing,
especially the representative of the International Associa-
tion, mentioned either teaching methods or Bek,omi47 a ation of
Readers. It is alac interesting and, I must confess, .puzzling to me
that my legislation nos been opposed by the chairmen A' these
hearings. I am glad, however, that Senator Stafford has rt. consid-
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ered his decision of last April to plan no new initiatives on illiter-
acy until 1987 and is cochairing these hearings. I ho that both
chairmen will also reconsider their support of my 1 tion.

Recently, Robert J. Samuelson wrote in Newswee "Our educa-
tion debate is vapid because it avoids the issues that threaten the
vested interests of educators." I urge the education subcommittees
and the education community to address all the factors involved in
the problem of illiteracy. To do any less is to doom even more of
our children to reading failure.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Hon. Edward Zorinsky follows:]

PRZPAUD STAIIMENT or HON. EDWARD ZORDMR1G A U.S. SZNATOR FROM THE STATZ
Or HIMRABKA

Mr. Chairman and Committee Members, I am pleased that the education subcom-
mittees of the House and Senate are addressing the issue of illiteracy, and read with
interest the testimony of the witnesses at the first hearing. While I agreed with
their observations about the seriousness of this problem, I was concerned about
what was not said. I agree with the statement of WMiam Woodside of the American
Can Company that adult illiteracy will continue until our public schools reduce the
number of graduates or dropouts they send into the ranks of adult illiterates. What
we also need to ask is why the schools are graduating students who can't read. And
I think if we ask why students are dropping out, we will find out that many are

so because they are not learning to read and therefore not learning much of
an ing.

. John Manning of the International Reading Association gave the following
reasons for students leaving school without the ability to read: (1) not enough fund-
ing for Chapter 1 remedial programs and (2) a shortage of remedial reading teach-
ers. But he made no mention of regular reading programs. Isn't it possible that if
reading wreezt.napht properly in the first place, there 'wouldn't have to be rw: much

Dr. Manning alai said that many students who cannot read are labeled handi-
capped by the schools. This is certainly true, and an issue we must address is the
tragedy of mislabeling. Many children who were labeled learning disabled and even
uneducable because they couldn't read were fotmA to be normal after they were
taught by different methods.

Recently the report of the Commission on Reeling was issued. "Becoming a
Nation of Readers" is based on twenty years of research and was designed to ad-
vance academic as-hievement in our schools. It has not yet received the attention it
should, so I am particularly glad that Dr. Anderson, who served as its Chairman, is
to testify today.

Among their recommendations were that parents should read to children and
have books available for them. also encouraged the development of reading
primers which are interesting to children. Today we have material like this for be-
ginning readers: "Tap, tap, tap. See me work. I make good things. See the red ones.
See the blue ones. See the yellow ones. No, no, no. I do not want red ones. I do not
want blue ones, I wart green ones."

In case you do not recognise it, this is an adaptation of the fairy tale, "The Shoe.
maker and the Elves," but it does not use the words "shomalr' or "elves." It is
an example of the "dumbing down" of textbooks because of -eadability formulas
which limit sentence and word length and delete unfamiliar words. Some teachers
blame a lack of pleasure in reading for poor reading skills, but I would be interested
in finding our whether the lack of effective teaching has resulted in these formulas.
If children aren't learning to read, an easy answer is to make the books simpler.

Probably the most important but least noted recommendation of "Becoming a
Nation of Readers" is that phonics should be used through the a. And grade. Howev-
er, testimony at a hearing last year by the Senate Education Subcommittee indicat-
ed that 85 percent of the schools in this country do not use phonics.

It seems that if the to reading professionals in the country have concluded that
phonics is anent' al in the early years, but most schools are not using it and most
teachers have not learned it this surely is an area that must be addressed in any
discussion of illiteracy.

Lwet week, of three school administrators visiting my office, one said that this
report had not received much attention, and the other two had not even heard of it.
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The Department of Education and the education community should be working to
make sure that it is disseminated.

Another report., that of the National Commission for Excellence in Teacher Edu-
cation, initiated by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
stated that illiteracy is a threat to or welfare. If you read on very carefully you
find first that they complain that not enough money is spent on reading research,
and ;11 the next breath they say they aren't using the research anyway and appar-
ently have no intention of doing so! I believe that failure of the colleges of education
to use the research that has been done on successful reading methods is negligence
of the worst sort. Teachers cannot teach what they do not know.

You are aware that I have introduced legislation to establish a national commis-
sion to determine the causes of illiteracy, and I am pleased that nir members of
the Education and Labor Committee have cosponsored the House bill.

Because educators have been quarreling for years over the merits of the whole-
word methods versus phonics, I proposed having this Commission made up of not
only educators, but persons from outside groups as wt. They would, among other
things, determine which teaching methods are successful. Just as we test which
medicines work brat, we must look into the different methods used to teach reading
and ascertain the beet approaches.

We must also £+ermine what methods do not work. The Chicago school system
recently threw o" its mastery learning reading program, after an outside study
found that twoth If its ninth-graders were reading at an "spelling, low level."
Many school syste use this method. What is worse, several based
on this concept are use n the Department of Education's National Diffusion Net-
work catalog of "Educational Programs that Work."

In proposing my legislation, I envisioned public hearings where advocates of both
sides would have a chance to tell about their programswhich worked, and which
didn't workso that this information could be shared.

In summary, I believe that any discussion of illiteracy must address prevention
along with remecliation. And any discussion of prevention must take into consider-
ation methods of teaching reading, particularly in the

It was very interesting that not one witness at the first , especially the
repreeentauve of the International Reading Association, mention either teaching
methods or "Becoming a Nation of Readers." It is also interesting and, I must con-
fess, puzzling to me that my legislation has been opposed by the chairmen of these
hearings. I am glad, however, that Senator Stafford has reconsidered his decision of
last April to plan no new initiatives on illiteracy until 1987 and is cochearing these
hearings. I hope that both chairmen will also reconsider their support ofmy legisla-
tion.

Recently, Ruben J. Samuelson wrote in Newsweek, "Our education debate is
vapid because it avoids the issues that threaten the vested interests of educators." I
urge the education subcommittees and the education community to address all the
factors involved in the problem of illiteracy. To do any lees is to doom even more of
our children to reading failure.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Senator.
May I merely respond to one part of your statement? I think it

was a very excellent statement. The re seems to be some question
about whether or not we should accept the idea, the proposal to
create a commission rather than to proceed as the two bodies are
now proceeding, with these hearings being the primary activity for
several months. I know that we do have some difference on that
issue, but it was certainly the position of the chair that we have
these two subcommittees that are charged with the responsibility.
And to take the position that we needed guidance necessarily from
another commission might in some way delay a solution.

I think that some of the criticism that you directed at the kind of
witnesses that we had in the first hearing is perhaps justified.
However, this is merely the beginning, we amure you. I am confi-
dent that any witnesses that you would recommend that can get
into the question of teaching methods and others will be highly ac-
ceptable to the members of this committee.
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We had reports from about seven prestigious commissions in
1982 and 1983. We have the chairman of one of those commissions,
Dr. Gardner, with us as the next witness, for example. Among the
things we are interested in is whether or not recommendations
that have already been made by these commissionsand certainly
the Commission on Excellence in Education did make some rather
specific oneswhether those recommendations are being carried
out. Unfortunately, it seems to me that those of us in the Congress
are the ones who are not implementing recommendations that
have already been made. Until we get around, in my humble opin-
ion, to acting on recommendations that have eiready been made
that I think would take us a long way toward reducing illiteracy, it
just seems to me that a commission to solve the problem,
rather than acfing ourselves, is perhaps much more of a delay than
it would be something constructive.

I offer to you the opportunity at any time to join the members of
this committee in acting on what we eready know. There are those
who feel that we already know enough in the field of education to
be doing a lot more than what we are now doing, but we are not
applying what we already know. It was just that one judgment that
we had rather than the creation of a commission.

Your proposal to create a commission is also before this commit-
tee. I certainly offer you the opportunity to convince us that it is
desirable. I see no reluctance on our part to consider that proposal
of yours.

Senator ZoRINSKY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I agree with you. I
think working together we can accomplish a great deal. I just felt
personally that in discussing the illiteracy problem, no consider-
ation was being given to why students were not learning. In my
view, I think no Gait has really addressed the problem of why
teachere are not teaching. And that was the urgency for the consid-
eration of my bill.

Inasmuch as it only had a $500,000 cost cap on forming that com-
mission, and yesterday I understand the USIA reprogrammed $10
million of their hard earned tax money for a world's fair in Austra-
lia, I thought it was much more important to resolve the problem
of illiteracy in the United States of America than to build a pavil-
ion in Australia with $10 million.

I hope that we will have an opportunity to work together and
support one another in getting to the bottom of what is causing our
increased illiteracy in this country.

Chairman HAwxws. Thank you.
Senator Stafford is with us now. I would yield to Senator Staf-

ford in case he would like to make a statement at this point.
Chairman Samoan. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman
I am very glad to be hem I do have an opening statement, but in

the interest of time I will ask that it be made a part of the record
rather than delivering it.

I will say that I just came from the White House, where a meet-
ing was supposed to terminate at 9:80, but a spirited discussion was
under way at that point. It ran overtime quite a bit.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Without objection, the statement will be entered into the record.
[Opening statement of Hon. Robert T. Stafford follows:]
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OPINING STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT T. STAFFORD, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE
OF VERMONT

Today the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities is meeting with the
House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education in the
second of a series of hearings on the problem of illiteracy in our country. These ;fint
hearings address the increasing importance of the issue of illiteracy inour Nation !
commend Chairman Hawkins for his leadership in this joint venture.

Widespread illiteracy among American adults has recently, come to the forefront
of public attention. In many ways we have made remarkable progress toward im-
proving literacy in our Nation. Yet despite Federal, public and private programa,
the fact remains that 23 million American adults, or one in every five, are function-
ally illiterate as defined by the simplest test of everyday reading, writing and com-
prehension. In my home State of Vermont 15 percent of those Vermonters who are
age 16 and older lack functional literacy skills. It is clearly in our Nation's beet in-
terest to examine this serious prcAlem in order that we find the best possible solu-
tions.

Our subcommittee would like to extend a warm welcome to the witnesses today.
We are especially pleased to have Senator Zorinsky with us. We look forward to
your testimonies.

Chairman Hawsngs. Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't have any

statement. I want to commend you for your leadership.
I did not come from a meeting at the White House, incidentally.

But I am pleased to have my colleague, Senator Zorinsky, here. I
applaud his leadership in this area. It is extremely important.

I would just add, I put together a task force of leading educators,
business people, and others in the city of Chicago on what could be
done or the Chicago schools. One of the fundamental points is we
have to have homes where parents can read and write so they can
hebaslp

ics
their children. It is pretty basic, and we are ignoring the

Chairman HAWRINS. Thank you.
Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. Well, I wasn't at the White House either, but I

would have added to that spirit of debate because I would have
tried to bring up the issue of how we can got Donald Regan out of
the White House. I think he's dangerous, but that has nothing to
do with this.

Chairman STAFFORD. I might say, he was there.
Mr. GOODLINO. I'm sure he was. He probably did most of the

talking. He doesn't listen, either
Senator, I haven't read your proposal. I will have to do that if

you promise to read mine. I am trying to tackle this issue from
both ends because I agree with the Senator who just spoke. Illiter-
acy has been with us forever. The difference now is that it is no
longer acceptable, because there was a time you could be illiterate
and still do a job. We are moving so rapidly and changing technolo-
gy so rapidly that no longer is this acceptable. No longer can this
be, and our economy is going to suffer. But if you are a first e
teacher and you have 30 youngsters come to you at 30 different
levels of reading readiness, I will guarantee you that all the meth-
ods in the world would have to be used to try to bring a reading
readiness program, first of all, to those youngsters before you can
ever even get into the business of teaching e basics of reading.

If we could find some way to reduce that load to about six, per-
haps that first grade teacher would have a fighting chance. In my
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bill I am trying to tie the two together, the parent and the young-
ster. If we don't find a way to somehow or other help that parent
and that's why I tried to do with title I money as an administrator.
If we don't do that, then, of course, you are going to see the adver-
tisements on television where the father is trying to read to the
little girl and he can't read the words, and finally the little girl
gives him the word that he can't read himself. That reading readi-
ness and what happens in that home is so important.

I have always thought-if we had more title I money and we used
it in a home setting befike the youngster ever got to school, we
could not only help the youngster preparing them for formal educa-
tion, but we could also help the parent, who doesn't know what to
do to help their child proceed along a reading readiness program.

I am going to read your proposal. I hope you will read mine.
There is no question, we have a lot to do and we don't have much
time to do it in.

I appreciate your testimony and your interest.
Chairman Hawicms. Thank you.
Mr. Kildee.
Mr. Kum= I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Hamm& Thank you. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDIMMON. No quesbons, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman }lemma. Thank you, gentlemen.
Senator, I suppose that concludes the interrogation. Again we

thank you for appearing.
Senator Stafford.
Chairman ararromi. If you will indulge me, Mr. Chairman, I just

wanted to apologize to my friend Ed Zurinsky for the fact that I
was detained elsewhere and not able to hear him deliver his state-
ment. But I will read it, Ed, I promise you.

Senator ZORINSICY. Thank you and for your presence. I appreciate
your leadership in this issue, too.

Chairman &remark Thank you very much.
Chairman Hawiain. Thank you, Senator Zorinsky.
The next witness is Dr. David P. Gardner, president of the Uni-

versity of California and the former chairman of the National Com-
mission on Excellence in Education.

Dr. Gardner, we welcome you.
I would like to inform the committee that Dr. Gardner does have

an 11 o'clock appointment with another subcommittee of the House
Education and Labor Committee. We will try to accommodate his
time. I will not go through the long process of introducing you, Dr.
Gardner, but as a Californian as well as a co-chair of the joint
hearings, I welcome you. Certainly the University of California

isystem is one of the great educational systems in this country.
Being at least a byproduct of one of the units of that system, I cer-
tainly take great pride in being in the chair to present you at this
time. When I graduated from a little UCLA many years ago, I
hardly realized that one day I would be sitting in this position to
introduce and present to a committee the president of that great
university. We are, I think, honored to have a great president
being presented to this committee this morning. We certainly look
forward to your testimony.
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STATEMENT OF DAVID P. GARDNER, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA

Mr. GARDNER. Thank you very much, Chairman Hawkins, for avery warm welcome and a most generous introduction, and Senator
Stafford and members of the subcommittees.

Your prior witness had some comments to make about the Ne-
braska football team. I think, given the problems at UCLA this
year, I will defer any further observations, Mr. Chairman, on thatpart of our work.

I am David Gardner, president of the University of California. I
appreciate your invitation to testify at this joint meeting of yourtwo subcommittees as you examine the problem of illiteracy in
America. This issue demands the Nation's attention and action. I
commend you on your efforts to address it.M p this morning is to put the matter of illiteracy withinthe r context of educational reform in the United States.Since the publication in 1983 of the National Commission on Excel-
lence in Education's report "A Nation at Risk," more than a dozen
national reports have called for far-reaching reform in our educa-tional system. The Nation's response to this call for reform has
been clear, direct, and overwhelmingly on the side of major
changes to improve schooling in America.

In fact, the first thing to be said about the educational reform
movement is that it has achieved remarkable gains in a remark-
ably short time. Much of the reason, it seems to me, is that change
occurred where it counts most: in States, localities, districts, andindividual schools.

But the second thing to be said about the educatf anal reform
movement is that it is far from over. We are now in the process of
coupling with more effect than in the past our educational aims,
policies, programs, and practice. So, this is an excellent vantage
point from w hich to look at aspect', of educational reform that needmore attention.

I believe there are several important issues that need to be ad-
dressed. All were included in "A Nation at Risk" but have received
less attention than they might ha As or demand more attention
than they seem to be getting.

First, "A Nation at Risk" called for improvement in the recruit-

menthatraininge
, and working conditions of teachers by recommend-

ing that teacher salaries be increased generally and that salaries
be professionally competitive, market sensitive, and performance
based. Many States and localities have tried hard to do so. But the
gap between what teachers can expect to make and what other pro-
fessionals with similar training and experience can earn is still un-acceptably high.

Improvement is all the more important in light of predicted
teacher shortages in some States and in some disciplines natio:,-
wide. 'A the same time, the need to recruit more teachers presents
us with the opportunity to experiment with alternative routes tothe teaching profession, an opportunity we should embrace. As asaparate but related matter, we need to work harder on finding
ways to evaluate teacher performance that are sufficiently sensi-tive and demonstrably objective.
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Second, "A Nation at Risk" recognized that a rigorous program
in the fine and performing arts ought to be a part of the education
of our high school students. Moreover, we must dispense with the
idea that these disciplines are somehow less serious in intent and
execution than other kinds of courses. They are not frills and
should not be regarded as such. We should give as much attention
to the quality of instruction in the programs in the arts as we give
to the quality in science and mathematics and English. This value-

dimension of the high school curriculum needs more attention,
support, and encouragement.

Third, critics of "A Nation at Risk" have argued that our insist-
ence upon rigorous standards and high expectations for students
means that we run the risk of losing students to early failure and
discouragement. We, of course, already are losing students to early
failure and discouragement. But, on the contrary, raising standards
means that we have to pay more attention than ever to the diversi-
ty of students in our classrooms.

Some States and localities have made strenuous efforts to pay at-
tention to t.'s.e differences among students while at the same time
requiring high standards of perfurmance, but more work needs to
be dorm in this area. We need more information and more research
on how students learn. Only by understanding that complex proc-
ess can we give them the tools to take responsibility for learning
throughout their lives.

Fourth, "A Nation at Risk" insisted on the fact that learning, de-
spite its public aspects and its central importance to the public
good, is essentially a private activity and demands student effort.
Parents, teachers, school board members, legislators, and Gover-
nors can help. Only students can make learning happen. William
Raspberry put it succinctly in a recent column: learning, he said, is
not a passive exercise. It is not something that happens to you if
you can get yourself into .he right place. It is work. It may be rela-
tively pleasent work for those lucky enough to love learning, but it
is still workclose quote.

In connection with Congressman Goodling's comment, in the last
pages of "A Nation at Risk," specifically pages 34 and 35 and the
top part of page 36, we address a short note to parents; and we ad-
dreFs a short note to students in which we set forth what we think
are their respective obligations and responsibilities to improve the
schools and learning in them.

It maybe a truism, but it is surely relevant to education and all
too often overlooked. We must increase the ways by which we rec-
ognize student academic achievement, jus' as wo recognize student
athletic achievement. "A Nation at Risk," in fact, set as an overall
goal of educational reform the creation of a learning society, de-
fined as a commitment for all to seek and for education to offer,
the opportunity to stretch their minds to full capacity through life-
long learning.

The idea of a learning society is not simply idealistic. It is emi-
nently practical. The Nation needs skilled and educated people not
only to meet the needs of our technological economy but also to
make our complex democracy work through the creation of an in-
formed citizenry.
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Fifth, "A Nation at Risk" sought to define the appropriate role of
the Federal Government in the task of educational reform. We rec-
ognize that our decentralized system of education meant that the
principal responsibility for action lay with the States and local ju-
risdictions. But we believed there were functions the Federal Gov-
ernment in cooperation with States and localities is especially
equipped to fulfill meeting the needs of key groups of students
such as the gifted and talented, the socioeconomically disadvan-
taged, and minority and language-minority students, protecting
constitutional and civil rights for students and school personnel,
collecting data about education generally, supporting curriculum
improvement and research and teaching, learning, and the man-
agement of schools, supporting teacher training in areas of critical
shortages or key national needs, and providing student financial
assistance in research and giaduate training.

Finally, we concluded, the Federal Government has the primary
responsibility to identify the national interest in education. I refer
you to pages 32 and 33 of "A Nation at Risk," where these recom-
mendations are detailed.

Now that States and local jurisdictions have acted, now that it is
clear from the national response to the education reports that
major change is an important national priority, this is an especial-
ly appropriate time for those in the Federal Government to think
about programmatic initiatives at the Federal level that can com-
plement and reinforce the educational reform movement. I note
recent efforts by the Department of Education to make the results
of educational research more easily available to professional educa-
tors and to policy makers.

Given the momentum that has been built up by the educational
reform movementand I believe it is altogether fair and accurate
to say that much of the impetus for this could be attributed to the
tireless efforts of former Secretary of Education T.H. Bell and the
vigorous personal involvement of President Reagangiven that
momentum, buttressed by the longstanding commitment you and
your colleagues in the Congress have to help improve education in
our country, systematic and complementary programmatic initia-
tives by the Federal Government will now have a far greater
impact than they could have had even 2 years ago.

The Congress and the President now have a special opportunity
to build on what has already been accomplished across the Nation.
I urge the Federal Government to move actively and confidently
both to insure the reform movement's continuing success and to
play its complementary role with the freshness of spirit and a
sense of excitement fitted to this historic opportunity.

In thinking about the future of educational reform, one question,
it seems to me, to be of paramount importance; and I close with
this comment. Can we sustain the momentum for change that has
been created in the past few years? We are now at a turning point.
We have accomplished a great deal in the first flush of enthusiasm.
What remains is to incorporate reform as a lasting element in our
school system, no easy task.

Can we move from the assumption that educational reform is
something we do every 25 years, to the conviction that it is and
ought to be a continuing effort? If we can't do that, then at the
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least we need five more years of sustained effort, the minimum, in
my opinion, for lasting reform to take hold.

Can we summon the energy and the interest to follow through on
so many promising beginnings? A central message of "A Nation at
Risk" was that, if we truly care about our society, as indeed we do,
our economy, our future as a country and as a free people, we will
find a way to do so.

I deeply appreciate your attention, the opportunity to appear
before you today, and will be pleased to respond to questions for
whatever period you wish.

[Prepared statement of David Gardner follows:]

?MAUD STAITIONT OP DAVID PIIIIIONT GARDNZR, PRZBIDINT, UNIVERSTIT OF
CALIFORNIA

Chairman Hawkins, Senator Stafford, members of the Subcommittees, I am David
Gardner, President of the University of California. I appreciate your invitation to
testify at this joint meeting of your two subcommittees as you examine the problem
of illiteracy in America. the National Commission on Excellence in Educaton
published "A Nation at Risk" two years ago, we tod to the estimated 28 million
functionally ill, ---- adult Americana as a t indicator of the serious ed .ca-
tionid, economic, and social problems facing our nation. A few months ago the Los
Angeles Tunes put the number o functionally illiterate Americans closer to 27 mil-
lion. Whate7er the numbersand precise figures are hard to come bythey a-, ob-
viously too high. This problem demands the nation's attention and action, and I
commend you on your efforts to address it.

My purpose this morning is to place the matter of illiteracy within the broader
context of eductional reform in the United States. More specifically, I wish to speak
about aspects of "A Nation at Risk" that have received less attention than they
might hire or that demand more attention than they seem to be getting. I hope
that my ciacussion of this breeder topic will assist you in your more focused consid-
eration of illiteracy and what can be done about it.

NATIONAL WORM IMAM

Since 1983 more than a down national reports have been issued on the conditic.
and quality of schooling in America. And in the two years following their release we
have seen a burgeoning school zefonn movement throughout the ouuntry. Although
I do not believe the education created the national concern about educa-
tionit was the other way rs in factI do believe that the reports reflected
and reinforced a growing national consensus that something had to be done to im-
prove schooling In America. The nation's response to the call for reform has been
clear, direct, and overwhelmingly cm the side of the major changes in our system of
education. And in fact the first thing to be said about the education reform move-
ment, in my opinion, is that it has hieved remarkable gains in a remarkably short
time.

Virtually every state, for example, has raised high school oradution requirements.
Many have pared comprehensive educational reform legieUtion responsive to tho
issues of teacher status and compensation, standards for graduation and promotion
from grade to grade, the content, scope and of curricula, the quality of
textbooks, programs to meet the special needs gifted and dkedvantged students,
and the length of the school day and year. The business community nationwide has
contributed enthusiastically to school ref and a new generation of school-buel-
ness cooperation is the result. Institutions of higher education have also taken steps
to shoulder their share of responsibility for improving the schoolsincluding my
own institution, the University of Californiaand real partnerships between the
schools on the one hand and colleges and universities on the other have begun to
spring up.

We can point to same encouraging quantitative improvements as well. The long
and precipitous decline in SAT scores appears to have been arrested, at lout for the
moment, and average scores are beginning to climb. Pus/fail ratios on state
tency and graduation tests are improving. Teachers' salaries have gained -
candy, if not to the degree that is desirable and indeed essentiala topic will
return to in a moment.
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Given the magnitude of the problems American education faces, on the whole we
have made tremendous strides. Much of the reason, it seems to me, is that change
occurred where it counts most in states, localities, districts, and individual schools.That is just what we hoped for when we wrote "A Nation at Risk." It was, after all,
a report addressed as much to the American people as it was to the government. We
were convinced the, se answer lay not in national reports but in action by gover-nors and legislators, by parents and students, by teachers and administrators andschool board membersassisted by the Federal government in ways suggested onpp. 3223 of the

But the second to be said about the educational reform movement is that itis far from over. The various reports and activities of the past two years have
changed the educational atmosphere, and they are changing the definition of the
probietar the movement is now facing. Wa are now in the process of coupling with
more effect than in the pest our educational aims, policies, programs, and practice.And so this is an excellent vantage point from which to look at issues that need
more attention.

TIM TRACKING PROPIRISION: IMPROVZIOCNT AND AN OPPORTUNITY

"A Nation at Risk" called for improvement in the recruitment, training, working
conditions, and salaries of teachers by recommending that teacher salaries be in-
creased generally, and that salaries be professionally competitive, market-sensitive,
and performance-based. Several subsequent reports on teachers and teaching have
reinforced the message that without a bright future for teaching, the future of edu-
cational reform will remain clouded. Many states and localities have appropriated
and are appropriating money for salary increases, and some observers eb 'eve that
this development in one reesor for the relatively few teachers' strikes at the open-
ing of school this year. Yet it is difficult, despite these efforts, to claim that the situ-
ation has improved as much as it needs to improve.

Just a few weeks ago, for example, the Los Angeles Times reported that overall
increases in teachers' salaries have not kept them From varying widely from state to
state and community to community. And according to a recent survey by the Na-tional Educational Association, average state salaries for teachers range frum a low
of $15,971 in Mississippi to a high of $39,751 in Alaska.

The point is not that we should have a national salary scale for teachers, but that
some states and localities are still far behind in terms of realistic compensation for
a demanding profession. And everywhere, even in the states that pay the highestsalaries, a gap exists between what teachers make and what other professionals can
expect to earn for similar training and education. If we are serious about atsacting
outstanding people to the teaching profession, we must see to it that the overall
salary average continues to increase and that the gap continues to shrink. This isnot an issue that failed to attract public attentionfar from itbut it is an issuethat has, so far, been incompletely addressed. It is all the more important to do so
in light of predicted teacher shortages in many states and in a number of disciplinesand areas.

At the same time, I would like to suggest that the need to recruit increasing num-bers of teachers presents us with an opportunity. Some states and localities have
defined or are considering alternative routes to teaching certification as a way of
dealing with articipated teacher shortages. One such route permits people with
demonstrated competence in particular subjects to teach without extensive, formalpedagogical training. The National Education Association is unenthusiastic about
this development, regarding it as a lowering of standards for the teaching profes-
sion. But the fact remains that the mama arrangement is not working and we willbe obliged to explore alternative paths to the teaching profession if the future
demand for teachers is as great as now seems most likely. We should not, of course,
assume that such alternatives are bound inevitably either for success or failure. But
our uncertainty about the outcome should not render us unable or unwilling to trysome ;ng new.

Research indicates, in fact, that good verbal abilityan ability the Scholastic Ap-titude Test tends to measureis correlated with effective teaching. And in recent
years teachers education candidates have tended to score in the bottom quarter ofthose taking the SATs tar more often than we would like. So it is possible that alter-
nate certificatio requirement could attract more promising people into the profes-sion and thereby raise standards. We have ;. naturally occurring experiment here,
and perhaps a good opportunity to study that question to the benefit of the schools
and the teaching profession alike. Ws should take the opportunity, not miss it.
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"A Nation at Risk" recommended the use of performance-based merit pay and
career ladders as a way of recognizing outstanding performance and keeping good
teachers in the profusion. A number of states and school systems are trying to de-
velop these way of zvaluating and rewarding teachers. Their experience has under-
scored the difficulty of designing a process that will be fair and acceptable to every-
one, but it has also shown that the difficulties are not insurmountable. I suspect
that it will take a number of approximations before we arrive at a method of evalu-
ating teachers that is sufficiently sensitive and demonstrably objective. Obviously,
we need more research in this complex area. Iet many also believe that if princi-
pals, parents, and teachers can recognise good teachers, they can also =PPss the
basis for their judgments in some reasonable, fair, and objective manner. Ultimate-
ly, of course, the concerned partiesteachers, administrators, parents, students, and
taxpayersmust all have confidence in the fairness, utility, and sensitivity of any
proposed evaluation process. The fact that experiments are being tried, and that
more and more schools are seeking to refine their evaluation procedures, is an enor-
mously significant development.

It is imperative to restore the status of teaching as a profession, which means that
teaching must have professional ctandards of competence, conduct, and accountabil-
ity. The movement towards performance-based pay and career ladders is an auempt
to do just that. I believe it deserves more support than it has so far received from
everyone involved in education.

THE TINE AND PERTORMING ARTS

Although "A Nation at Risk" did not recommend that the fine and performing
arts be required among the New Basics (English, social studies, mathematics, sci-
ence) the members of the Commission stressed the value of the arts and urged that
the high school curriculum include them. And although the torrof the fine and

state l have included the arts in their new definitions graduation re-perf arts has not been the center of much public debate, percent of the

quirements. Ten states (and eleven programs-1)db the academic and diploma pro-
grams in Florida) require arts courses for graduation; nine other states
either an arts course or some alternative. Of the ten most demanding state di

seven require an arts course or an alternative, a figure that represents a
t increase in requirements in the arts.
- Commission believed that a rigorous program in the fine and performing arts

ought to be a part of the education of our school students. But if we believe
that a good education includes the arts, then we must also believe that they should
be as rigorous, demanding, and exciting as well-taught courses in science, history,. or

are friesills or less serious in intent and execution than other kinds of courses.
Moreover, we need to dispense with the that the fine and

We
should give as much attention to the quality of instruction and of programs in the
arts as we give to quality in science and mathematics and English. This important
pert of the high school curriculum needs more attention, support and encourage-
ment.

STANDARDS AA.. - .ODENT DIVERSITY

The question of standards of performance was central to "A Nation at Risk." We
recommended that schools, colleges, and universities "adopt more rigorous and
measurable standards, and higher expectations, for academic performance . . . [to]
help students do their t st educationally with materials in an environ-
ment that supports and authentic &atom nt (p. 27)." Critics have
argued that by demanding her standards we run the risk of losing students to
early failure and discouragement. And some have also that greater standard-
ization of the curriculum will be at the cost of lower-acWwing students, who may
well find tougher requirements in English or mathematics or science beyond their
abilities or irrelevant to their fiiture plans.

What these criticisms overlook is that "A Nation at Risk" did not argue or
assume that a single standardized, comprehensive curriculum or a single education-
al experience would be right for all student& Nor did we assume that all students
are the same. A, a matter of fact, raising standards means that we have to pay
more attention t .an ever to the diversity ofstudents in our classrooms. It may also
mean that we must provide more resources for tutoring, for developing different
kinds of curricular materials, and for tailoring courses and assignments to the spe-
cial needs of individual students. But reozepnisi- the fact of differing levels of ac-
complishment and ability among students doss no. mean lowering standards for any
or for all. To expect lees than the best from all of our students is to condemn them
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to the worst kind of intellectual impoverishment diminished expectations, whichlead to the failure to develop individual student talehts and abilities to the fullest.Some states and some localities have made strenuous effort?, to pay attention tothe differences among students while at the same time requiring high standards ofperformancesome states and localities, but not enough. This is one area in whichwe need more research and more information on what works and what doesn't. Ihope the Federal government will take the lead in disseminating this kind of infor-mation among the states.

LRARNINa HOW TO LEARN

Another area that needs more attention is teaching students the skills of learn-ing. There is a growing body of research that indicates these skills can be taughtthat there are ways of teaching students habits, practices, and approaches that willhelp them to master not just a particular subject but whatever it is they are tryingto learn. Traditionally, our schools have tended to leave such matters to the imagi-nation and resources of the students themselves. Schools of education have not doneas much research in this area, it seems to me, as its im ce warrants.Obviously, it is up to states and local schools to e which research is relevantand what works best for individual students and teachers. But the Federal govern-ment has an important role to play in supporting promising research and experi-ments and in disseminating the results. John Gardner has mid that "The ultimateaim of the education system is to shift to the individual the burden of hisown education." One of the most effective ware we can do this is by helping or stu-dents learn how to learn. And it is within that context that the National Commis-
sion hoped our recommendations for im the schools would be considered andimplemented and what we called the ' Society" nurtured and encouraged.

TIM CENTRALITY OF STUDENT "EFFORT

The Commission also recognized that learning, despite its public aspects and itscentral importance to the public good, is essentially a private activity. All the goodteachers and good programs and good intentions in the world can't make a studentlearn if he or she receives no encouragement at home, no stimulation to think andreflect, no direction about the importance of studying regularly and studying hard.William Raspberry emphasized this point in a recent column in the WashingtonPost. "Learning is not a passive enterprise," he said "It is not something that hap-pens to you if you can get yourself into the right place. It is work. It may be rela-tively pleasant work for those lucky enough to love learning, but it is still work." 1These words echo the conclusion of much educational researchthat the singlegreatest factor in student academic achievement is student effort. That sounds likea truism, but it is surely relevant to education todayand all too often overlooked.Parents, teachers, school board members, governors, legislators, and governmentcan help. They can't make learning happen. Only students can do that.
Schools across the country are beginning to recognize and to give appropriafe re-wards to academic success, but surely we can do more. If we can put the spotlighton athletically able youngsters, we can bring an equal measure of attention andpraise to academically outstanding students as well. The mechanism can be as time-honored as a word of praise from a teacher or specialized homework assignments oras innovative as giving students a letter for academic achievement in the same waywe give letters for athletic achievement. The point is that we must reinforce theusual kinds of encouragement with tangible evidence that we mean what we say.The school and home environment must both reflect the same message: learning isimportant and rewarding.

A LEARNING SOCIETY

"A Nation at Risk" set as an overall goal of educational reform the creation of "aLearning Society." We defined this as a commitment for all to seek, and for educa-tion to offer, the opportuni "to stretch their minds to full capacity" life-long learning. The idea of atLearning Society is not simply idealistic; it is eminentlypractical. The nation needs skilled and educated people not only to meet the needsof our technological economy but also to make -ur complex democracy workthrough the creation of an informed citizenry. mill in turn requires equal educe-

3 Washington Post, September 16, 19115.
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tional opportunity, high expectations of students, real opportunities for success and

self-confidence, and appropriate support to face the challenges of schooling.

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

So far, at least, most of the leadership in the educational reform movement has

come from state legislatures, elected officials, and committed persons from within

the educational community itself. Yet it is primarily the teachers, principals, super-

intendents, and school boards who are responsible for implementing legislative ini-

tiatives. In some cases, unfortunately, the result has been conflict rather than

mutual understanding and ppeerraation; not all teachers and school administrators

have welcomed the legislation Ling with schooling that has been enacted over the

past few years.
To some extent, at least, this is not surprising; no one expected total agreement

over so complicated a subject as schooling. But one aspect is troubling. The New

York 'Ames recently reported the results of a Harris Poll of teachers that indicated

a majoritysixty-three percent of those polledbelieved that their views were not

sought in shaping educational reform. At the same time forty-two percent also be-

lieved that recent moves towards improving education had had a positive effect on

students. What this may reflect, it seems to me, is a willingness to accePt change if

it clearly helm students and a desire to participate more fully in shaping what
those changes are. What happens in the future will be colored enormously by the

t of trust, judgment, and attitudes of professional educators and of the
=ea% legislators who are seeking change. Needless to say, the best interests of

all of us lie in the direction of mutual assistance and cooperation. But this is yet

another aspect of the current reform movement that will need care, sensitivity, and

attention.
THE FEDERAL RESPONSE

The National Commision assumed that, given the decentralized nature of our

school system, primary responsibility for change lay with !state and local juristic*.

lions. And that is, as i have mentioned, the place where change has principally

taken place. All of which is as it should be.
But we also envisioned a role for the Federal government We tried to be explicit

about that role in Recommendation B of "A Nation at Risk":
"The Federal Government, in cooperation with States and localities, should help

meet the needs of key grow of students such as the gifted and talented, the socioe-

conomically disadvan minority and language minority students, and the

handicapped. . . . In we believe the Federal Government's role includes

several ft-motions of national consequence that States and localities alone are unlike-

ly to be able to meet protecting constitutional and civil rights for students and

school personnel; collecting data, statistics, and information about education gener-

ally; supporting curriculum improvement and research on teaching, learning, and

the management of schools; supporti ng teacher training in areas of critical short-

ages or key national needs; and providing student financial assistance and research
and graduate training. We believe the assistance of the Federal government should

be Tided with a mini um of administntive burden and intrusiveness."
, we concluded, 'The Federal Government has the primary responsibility

to identify tho national interest in education. . . It must provide the national lead-
ership to ensure that the Nation's public and private resources are marshaled to

address the issues discussed in this. report (pp. 82-33)."
Now that states and local jurbdic have acted, now that it is clear from the

national response to the education reports that major change is an important na-
tional priority, this is an especially appropriate time for those in the Federal gov-

ernment to think about how twogammatic initiatives at the Federal level can com-

tomcat and reinforce the reform movement. I note recent efforts by

Secretary of Educe -ion William Bennett, for example, to improve the research func-

tion of the Department of Education and to make the results of educational re-

seal it more easily available tourkesional educators and to policy makers. Given
the movement that has been t up by the education reform movementand I be-

lieve it is altogether fair and accurate to say that much of the impetus for this caa

be attributed to the tireless work of former of Education T.H. Bell and the

vigrorous perusal involvement and participation of Piesident Resigngiven that
momentum, systematic and complementary programmatic initiatives by the Federal

government now will hrve as far greater impact than they could have had even two

years ago. The Congress and the t now have a special opportunity to build

on what has already been accomplished across the nation. I urge the Federal nov-
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ernment to move actively and confidently both to assure the reform movement's
continuing success and to piny its complementary role with a freshness of spirit and
sense of exciting fitted to this historic opportunity.

ILCgr'aiiNG AHEAD

In thinking about the future of educational reform in this country, one issue
seems to me of paramount importance, and it is with this question that I would like
to conclude. Can we main the momentum for change that has been created in the
past few years? The educational reform movement in the United States is at a turn-
ing point. We have accomplish .id a great deal in the first flush of enthusiasm. What
remains now is to incorporate reform as a lasting element in our school system, and
that takes time, patience, and commitment. It will require that we change come at-
titudes andme=tions. Can we move from the assumption that educational
reform is so we do every twenty-five years to the conviction that it is, and
ought to be, a continuing effort? If we can't do that, then, at the least,we need five
more years of sustained effortthe mimimum, in my opinion, for lasting reform to
take hold. We need to ask ourselves: Can we summon the energy and the interest to
follow through on so many promising beginnings? A central message of "A Nation
at Risk" was that if we truly care about our society, our econom,y, our future as a
country and as a free people, we will find a war to do so. I deeply appreciate your
attention and will be pleased to respond to questions.

Chairman HAWKINS. Let the chair first yield to Chairman Staf-
ford for such questions as he may have.

Chairman Smeroan. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. President, for your very good statement. Actual-

ly, there has never been, at least in front of this committee, a defi-
nition of illiteracy. I wonder if you would be willing to try your
hand at giving us a definition of that subject.

Mr. GARDNIR. I make no pretense at being an expert in this
w. ea. You can call before this commission people far more informed
P ad knowledgeable than I. I will try to respond as best as I can,
however.

Chairman emeroan. All right.
Mr. GARDNIR. As is true of so many other , the term tends

to be used by different people to mean different . For some it
means an absolute incapacity to read or to write. There, of course,
is a form of mathematical illiteracy. We shouldn't confine it just to
reading. Nevertheless, we tend to think of A in terms of reading
and writing. And there is an absolute incapacity on the part of
some to read and to write.

There are, of course, those who can read and can write marginal-
ly but have considerable difficulty comprehending what they do
read, or being able to express themselves in written form in any
meaningful way.

The National Commission as it studied this issue tended to focus
on what we called functional illiteracy. That is, persons who had a
nominal capacity to read and to write but who had great difficulty,
for example, in completing an application for employment, for ex-
ample, by the U.S. Congress or by the University of California or
by the city and county of San Francisco, who would have trouble
reading the morning newspaper and either grasping the signifi-
cance of the article or understanding many of the words.

With respect to that definition, our estimate was there were ap-
proximately 28 million American adults who were functionally il-
literate by the simplest test of everyday reading, writing, and com-
prehension. And about 18 percent of all 17-year-olds in the United
States can be considered functionally illiterate. Functional Miter-
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acy among minority youth may run as high as 40 percent. So, the
percentages, of course, will vary according to one's definition of
this term.

Chairman STA1PFORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Gardner, you have been involved in the quest for excellence

in our elementary and secondary schools. What are your views on
the state of our postsecondary institutions?

Mr. GARDNER. That is nearly as complex i question as the com-
mission was asked to address with respect to the scnuoia. I ainv it
is not unreasonable to suggest that the quality of the graduate
schools and professional schools in the United States is probably
the best in the world.

The quality of our undergraduate programs is quite uneven
across the country, enormous diversity of postsecondary education
in the country, which suggests that that would be so.

For the better universities and colleges in the country, by and
large, I think we do quite a good job at the junior and senior level,
that is, when students move into their major. While we may do an
adequate job and sometimes an excellent job, and sometimes an in-
adequate job for our lower division students, by and large, we do
less well by them than I think we are capshle of doing. Therefore,
most of the criticism that we have been experiencing the last year
with respect to the quality of undergraduate, especially lower divi-
sion work, is not without warrant. And I think it is altogether
pr "per that we be subject to accountability in this respect and do
what we can to improve it.

Chairman STAFFORD. We are in
Mr. GARDNER. Excuse me, may I add, Senator Stafford, that to

the extent we succeed in improving the overall level of education
in the secondary schools, it will by definition have a positive
impact on what we can do with our freshman and sophomore stu-
dents, just as it will have an impact on what we can expect of stu-
dents in the primary and elementary grades.

Chairman STAFFORD. We are in the middle of hearings on our
Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities on rewriting the
higher education program, which we probably will do next year.
One of the questions being asked frequently of witnesses is, do you
feel that the average student in college today is getting his or her
money's worth? I guess your answer to that would be probably yes.

Mr. GARDNER. It depends in part on how much they are expected
to Pay

rman STAFFORD. In all candor, would you answer that yes in
most instances?

Mr. GARDNER. Yes; I think on average they are. I think there are
exceptions. Some are receiving a good deal more than they are
paying for, and others are not receiving their money's worth. On
average I would say that it's fair return for the investment.

Chairman STAFFORD. Thank you.
I don't know what Senator Zorinsky said about Nebraska foot-

ball, but it reminds me of the fact that I was down at the Universi-
ty of Georgia last year. One of their vice presidents said: "Senator,
we want you to know that here at the university we are working
hard to make this an institution our football team can be proud
of."
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you.
First of all, Dr. Gardner, if I were president of the University of

California system, I would be very proud to have Congressman
Hawkins as an alumnus of one of my schools.

Mr. GARDNER. Indeed we are.
Senator SIMON. Let me_just ask the most basic question: If you

were a Member of the U.S. House or U.S. Senate, what would you
be doing to tackle this problem of illiteracy?

(44RDNER. I think the first effort I would make would be to
und. I the scope and scale and character of the problem, that
is, be r on our definitions, determine to the extent we can, the
origin_ and genesis of the problem itself, to what extent are the
schools a contributor to or a part of the solution for this problem,
how is it that such a high percentage of functional illiterates
manage tc find their way through the schools, certified as to level
of competence they don't possess. We understand all the social
pressures for that, but I think we need to understand the educa-
tional implications of it.

I think we should attempt to deal with the problem not by sup-
posing that a lowering of standards or expectations or watering
down of the curriculum of the school in general is a way of improv-
ing this problem; it is not, in my view. Indeed, I think it exacer-
bates it.

Discovering the relationship and the proportion of the weight
that should be accorded to the variables, for example, which varia-
bles tend to overpower the others? Is it the home environment, the
neighborhood environment principally? Or is it the school? Or is it
an absence of opportunity? Does it have to do with the degree of
rootlessness and mobility in the society? Even discrimination and
prejudice, whether it's unconscious or informed. What parts of our
society tend to be more afflicted than other parts of our society
with this problem. What programs have succeeded. Which ones
prove to be less effective.

That is how I think I would approach it, just as the National
Commission, for example, for 1 year had no substantive discussions
on the charter given to it. We met for 1 year listening to people.
We had 18 members of that commission, very different people, dif-
ferent views, different perspectives, different experiences, different
backgrounds, different biases, all coming to the table. If we had
started to discuss at the outset the issue, I think we wouldn't have
gotten very far. As it was, I tended to encourage them to say noth-
ing and instead to listen. We did for a year.

At the end of a year, our differences, rather than being this wide,
were only this wide and, therefore, manageable. We were able to
focus on them.

Another point, it does seem to me, if we can get it out somehow,
is a point that was made in the commission's report, if I may read
one sentence. It is one page 7. We had been talking about the im-
portance of improving education to the economic and social well-
being of the society. We also indicated it includes the intellectual,
moral, and spiritual strengths of our society which knit together
the very fabric of our society. The people of the United States need
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to knowand this is the pointthat individuals in our society who
do not possess the levels of skill, literacy and training essential to
this new era will be effectively disenfranchised, not simply from
the material rewards that accompany competent performance, but
also from the chance to participate fully in our national life.

Students who drop out of school, for example, who are function-
ing at the margins of literacy and who have experienced the ad-
verse circumstances that accompany that condition and who are
still young sometimes have a rapport and a capacity to influence
younger children to learn from their mistakes and to provide an
incentive to them in terms of their own aspirations and hopes that
might be useful. That is done in some drug programs and some
othei. areas.

I do not pretend to be an expert in this area. I am giving you my
best knowledge based upon my own limited experience.

Senator SIMON. I have no further questions. In response to Sena-
tor Stafford's question you mentioned the quality of higher educa-
tion is, to a great extent, dependent on what is happening in sec-
ondary schools, and ultimately it depends on what is happening at
home.

As you reflect on this, if you have some concrete proposals as to
how we can move on this, for example, could we use college work
study more effectively to have tutoring for literacy? Are there con-
crete ways in which you can use the tool of the University of Cali-
fornia to move on what is a very fundamental problem in our socie-
ty, a problem that is basically hidden at this point?

Mr. GARDNER. Senator, if this committee would welcome such
suggestions, I would be very pieased to seek the advice of col-
leagues within the University of California who are especially com-
petent in this area, couple that with the opinion of those who
within the uni*. rsity are obliged to deal with this issue, and offer
you my views on this in writing if you would welcome this.

Senator Som. We would beI don't want to be speaking for my
colleagues, but I think I can when I say we would welcome such
suggestions.

Mr. GARDNER. I would be very pleased to prepare and send it to
you.

Senator SIMON. Thank you, Doctor Gardner.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. We would join in that request also.
Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. First of all, let me say, Mr. Chairman, that Dr.

Gardner's excellence in the area of education is known beyond the
borders of California. Having said that, I probably shouldn't make
the next statement, but I have to in order to aka the question. I
was watching a television program dealing with education last
week. The statement was made that only 8 percent of the black
graduatc3 of California high schools were able to score high enough
in the examination in order to be admitted into the California uni-
versity system. After that statement was made, a very, very capa-
ble black teacher responded by saying, something to this effect: the
greatest problem I have is to motivate my students, because they
don't see a need to learn because their role models are millionaire
entertainers and millionaire athletes.
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My question is, Is there a role on the Federal level to do some-
thing to help that teacher? If there is, do you have any sugges-
tions?

I guess I am getting into what I said before and what Senator
Simon was saying in relationship to the home situation and the en-
vironment.

Mr. GARDNER. So that I think the record will be clear on this, in
California higher education is a highly rationalized enterprise.
That is, we have three discrete segments of higher education: com-
munity colleges, which are open to all

Mr. GOODUNG. I said the university system.
Mr. GARDNKR. Yee, but there are two of them.
Then there's the California State University m, which

draws from the top one-third of students completang school in
California; and the University of California, which draws its stu-
dent body from the top one eighth, or top 12.5 percent. And it's the
latter to which this 8 percent is made reference. I wanted to make
that clear.

The University of California, of course, has been very concerned
with this very issue, because a munch smaller percentage of our stu-
dent body is composed of minority students, black and Hispanic
principally, than are reflected in the high school graduation pool
generally, not to speak of the State's population as a whole.

The program we have found to be most effective in increasing
the percentage and numbers of underrepresented minorities in the
student body of the University of California is ptting them when
they are in the seventh grade, trying to idenUfr. promising young
people in those underrepresented pools and working with them and
the high school and the counselors and their teachers. We bring
them to campus in the summer. We bring them on the weekends.
We help tutor them. We help bring them along. For those young
people so identified, the percentage qualifying for admission to the
University of California is roughly twice the percentato of high
school students who on average qualify for the University of Cali
fornia.

So, the salvage rate is quite high if it is personalized in that
sense. Now, that will help us in the short run. It won't help us in
the low; run, because it is very difficult to expect that in the long
run we will have success in this area if we only work on individual
students who appear to have promise. We will be much better ad-
vised, it seems to me, as a strategic issue to try and improve that
overall high school or junior high school, as the case may be, so
that the learning environment is one reinforcing of and conducive
to learning.

We all know the problems of discipline in the schools. We know
the problems that these young people bring to the classroom, some
of which are of their own and some of which they have no
control over. It is true that we have very few minorities on our fac-
ulties, and therefore there are few role models. And even a smaller
percentage are moving from undergraduate into graduate school
than from high school into our undergraduate programs.

With respect to the teacher, I can't give you in 2 minutes an
answer to that. I think it is too complex a problem. I think there is
no simple answer to it. It is enormously complex, and it will vary
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from ethnic group to ethnic group in terms of how one deals with
it. I think it is a mistake to say underrepresented minorities and
assume the approach to all is equally effective with respect to each
of the parts.

I would like to point out, if I may, Congressman Good ling, that
the problem is not going to get any better. I would like to quote
from a very recent publication called All One System. It talks
about the demographics of education, kindergarten through the
graduate school, by Harold Hodgkinson of the Institute for Educa-

. tional Leadership, jiist to give you a sense of why this problem
rather than easing out will become, in my view, more acute. These
are consequences for education bearing in on the purpose for which
this hearing is held that arise out of demographic changes that we
know are 'going to occur in this country.

One, there will be more children in the future than there has
been in the past entering school from poverty households.

Two, there will be more children entering school from single-
parent households, which means that the mother and/or the
father, of course, is away most of the time.

Three, more children from minority backgrounds in the schools.
Four, a larger number of children who were premature babies,

teenage pregnancies, leading to more learning difficulties in school.
Five, more children whose parents were not married, now 12 of

every 100 births in the United States.
Six, more latchkey children.
Seven, more children from teenage mothers.
Eight, a continued drop in the number of minority high school

graduates who apply for college, which has to do with the role
model question.

Nine, a continued drop in the number of high school graduates
concentrated most heavily in the Northeast and of course, an enor-
mous increase in minority enrollments in the Southeast, South-
west, and the Western States.

I could go on. But I think the fact that this committee is examin-
ing the issue of illiteracy, which cannot be considered, obviously, in
isolation or absent the context of the educational system as a
whole, is not only timeli but crucial to the country, because the
trends and forces at work in this society, if left undeflected and un-
attended, will cause us to be more, not less, concerned about this
issue in the future than we have been in the past.

Mr. GOODLING. Just two quick comments, I won't ask for any re-
sponse because of time. I winced, of course, when you read some of
the things in A Nation at Risk and included market sensitive pay.
I winced simply because in the 11 years that I have been in the
Congress of the United States, all that means is pay math and sci-
ence teachers more money. And I never heard a first grade teacher
mentioned or a second grade teacher mentioned. I never heard a
reading teacher mentioned. I never heard a reduction "i the pupil-
teacher ratio in the first or second grade. It just means A+. the Con-
gress of the United States you pay math and science teachers more
money in order to get them. And that frightens me.

Mr. GARDNIR. Well, of course, we didn't say only that. We men-
tioned a number of other things.

Mr. GOODLING. I know.
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Mr. Gunnar.. With respect to that point, if I may, the statistics
are clear. Math and science teachers are leaving the profession
four to five times faster than they are being replaced. The present
system is not going to yield up a solution. Now, how we deal with it
is a source of enormous contentiousness and debate, but I think we
need to address it.

If market sensitive pay is not the answer, there needs to be an-
other one. In the University of California and in most universities,
for example, we pay professors who are in medicine, veterinary
medicine, dentistry, law, business and engineering more than we
pay other members of our faculty. Now, that is a source of some
irritation within the faculty, that we either pay more or we don't
offer those programs.

Mr. GOODLING. Yee, of course, that's a totally different system
than when you're talking about an elementary teacher where the
English teacher has io teach 200 youngsters a day, 90 percent of
which would prefer not to be there, and the math and science
teacher and the advanced courses may have eight or nine in their
class, all of which want to be there. I realize the problem. All I am
saying is, in the Congress of the United States I have never heard
it mentioned that you are talking about reading teachers or first
grade teachers or second grade teachers when you talk about that.

We have got to attract the brightest and best. If I had the time, I
would ask you to tell me about teacher education programs, be-
cause you seem to indicate that, once you get them to juniors and
sophomores, they are getting their money's worth. You have got to
attract the brightest and best to the field of education. it is going
to take a lot of money to do that. But after they get there, they
can't be killed in the teacher education program like ao many
teachers that have their enthusiasm destroyed. If it isn't all de-
stroyed in the teacher education program, depending who the
building principal is, it probably will be once they get into the pro-
fessirsn.

M.. GARDNER. I agree, it's a very real problem. The National
Commission held a full hearing on that very point. There are some
commission paper. and some other testimony that we had on that
which may be of interest to you, referred to in the appendix of this
report. It is a crucial problem and why I paid as much attention to
it as I did.

If I may, Mr. Chairman, on market sensitive paywe put a para-
graph in our report which talked about performance based pay and
market sensitive pay. It is in the same sentence. We put it in the
same sentence deliberately because, if you have an English teacher,
for example, who is superb and a math teacher who is mediocre,
the criticism, of course, of market sensitive pay is that, what is the
fairness of paying the mediocre math teacher more than a superb
English teacher? My answer to that is that's one reason we recom-
mended performance based pay, so you can recognize the superb
English teacher, irrespective of the field taught.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Williams.
Mr. Wiu.iuu Thank yau, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Gardner, illiteracy in its depth is obviously a national prob-

lem. It certainly crosses State lines. We are, of course, struggling
with what the appropriate Federal role is in trying to stem it.
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Surely, you have thought that through some, as we have. Can you
give us a definition, place some parameters around what would be
the appropriate Federal role in trying to attack in a concerted way
this problem of illiteracy among Americans?

Mr. GARDNIM. I will try to respond to that, first, by reference to
part of the commission's report I might add this was a strictly non-
partisan group. Pages 32 and 33 define what we think is an appro-
priate role for the Federal Government. Let me draw from one part
of it.

We believe the Federal Government's role includes several func-
tions of national consequence, that States and localities alone are
unlikely to be able to meet: protecting constitutional and civil
rights for students and school personnel, collecting data, statistics
and information about education generally, and so forth, and so on;
supporting teacher training programs, an area of critical shortage,
or key national needs, and providing student financial assistance
and research and graduate training.

We regard that as clearly within the national interest and there-
fore clearly within the purview of the Federal Government's re-
sponsibilities.

Now, if you look on page 32, paragraph 3, we talk about the role
of the Federal Government in cooperation with the States. It would
be within that paragraph that I would like to address this issue:
the Federal Government in cooperation with the States and local-
ities, should help meet the needs of key groups of students such as
the gifted and talented, the socioeconomically disadvantaged, mi-
nority and language-minority students, and the handicapped. In
combination with these groups include both national resources and
the Nation's youth who are most at risk.

We tried to point out, perhaps inadequately, that we expect a
higher level of performance. As the curriculum in the high school
tends to become more rigorous, that in turn implicating what is ex-
pected at the primary and elementary grades, we do run the risk of
making the dropout problem and the problem of illiteracy more
acute rather than less. Therefore, it seems to me both the States
and the Federal Government in a partnership effort here need di-
rectly to discover ways and means of addressing this problem.

of the State or local school districts. I think it is al proper
I think it is not correct to say that this is the sole ility

to say that the Federal Government has a legitimate and authentic
role to play here.

Now, exactly what the parameters of that should be, the scale
and scope of the effort, the targeted groups, at what point in the
educational system, what home environments might be modified in
ways that help mitigate this problem, are all issues that were
brought up before you came in and to which I indicated I would be
happy respond to in writing and which warrant a more careful

of a response than I am able to give here.
Mr. WIu.ih. MB. Well, those are, of course, the policy questions

that we are currently wrestling with. We have a dilemma. The
country seems to be twisting away from Federal innovation, other
Federal attempts at getting at major national problems. That twist-
ing is signified both by what goes on at the White House and result
in votes here on the Hill, House and Senate. Yet, it seems clear
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from all of the evidence that we can gather and the testimony we
hear that the most thoughtful among us agree that there has to be
an aggrearive partnership innovatively designed between the Fed-
eral Government and the States.

I am wondering if that is running in the face of having the Fed-
eral Government do less. I think I am just about convinced that,
had the Federal Government paid more attention to this problem
of illiteracy back in the 1960's, at which time we were giving a lot
of consideration to other education problems such as civil rights
and access, we would not have the illiteracy problem we have
today. Our dilemma is that this is today, and politically it's the
toughest day in the last half century in which to bring the Federal
authority to bear in to solve our problem.

So, the politics are standing in the way of this thing.
Mr. GARDNER. Let me offer a comment intended to be helpful in

that respect. The thrust of our report A Nation at Risk was to ad-
dress the message as much to the American people as it was to ad-
dress the message to Government.

Mr. Wieucms. That's why it was a bestseller.
Mr. GARDNZR. I think that's why it worked. That was the audi-

ence.
So, we wrote this reoort having the average citizen of this coun-

try in mind. So, we wrote it in everyday English. We kept it brief.
We didn't complicate it with jargonese. We just wrote a straightfor-
ward letter Here are the indicators of the problem we have; here's
how we've gotten from where we were to where we are; and here
are some suggestions for how we might get out of it.

That provoked, together with other reports issued about the
same time, as much momentum for change in tt e educational
system as we have had for at least a generation.

I think that if the Federal Government had come in in a very
aggressive way at that point, at the time this report was issued, we
would have run a risk of some States, perhaps more than we would
be comfortable with, believing that, well, the Federal Government
is go ft to come in and take care of this problem, and we're off the
hook. The fact that the Federal Government did not respond with
large-scale programs put the burden, in my view, where it princi-
pally belonged.

Now, they have responded. Local school districts, States, legisla-
tors, Governors, Stets school boards, the various teaching and aca-
demic professions have responded, albeit unevenly, nevertheless,
more overwhelmingly than any of us would have supposed.

It does seem to me now, therefore, given that, that it is altogeth-
er timely for the Federal Government against the backdrop of this
change to try and identify those aspects of the reform movement
where it is unlikely to anticipate major progress being made by the
States alone. This is one area, the illiteracy area, because the scale
and scope of it is so enormous. And then to try, against that back-
droLt; identify a role and place for the 'federal Government
wor with the States such that their combined efforts will
result in a more positive and constructive outcome than if either
were attempting to do it unilaterally.

My own view is that we are more likely to be successful ap-
proaching it from a Federal perspective with that arrangement in
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mind than if V.) Federal Government were to try and do this on its
own without regard to the efforts underway in the States as a
whole. I do think that the complexity of this problem, its social and
economic origins, and the relationship of the school system to it,

. and the various programs that are intended in both social and edu-
cational spheres now funded by the Federal Government are such
as to warrant clear Federal involvement. It does not, in my view,
warrant a Federal role independent of the efforts of the State; oth-
erwise, I think we will tend to be at cross-purposes.

Chairman HAY/amts. Thank you.
The Chair will forgo any questions, Dr. Gardner. I uon't want

you to believe, however, that it is a lack of response to your excel-
lent statements that you have made this morning before the com-
mittee. I think we have richly benefited from hearing from you as
chairman of the National Commission on Excellence in Education.
I understand the other committee is awaiting your presence. We
will therefore at this point excuse you.

Again, we express the appreciation of the joint committees for
your wonderful constructive approach, the update you have given
us in regard to what the States and other officials are doing. I
think that it certainly sets a new focus for the committee. We cer-
tainly appreciate your attendance.

Mr. GARDNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committees. I appreciate uoth those kind words, Mr. Chairman, and
the opportunity to share these thoughts with you. I commend both
committees, you and your colleagues, for addressing this issue,
which is really crucial to the well-being and future of our country.

I thank you for a chance to participate.
Chairman HAwanfs. Thank you.
The next witnesses will consist of a panel comprising Dr. Richard

C. Anderson, professor and director of the Center for the Study of
Reading, Univeraity of Illinois; Dr. Samuel Banks, national presi-
dent, Association for the Study of Afro-American Life and History,
Inc., who is accompanied by Dr. Herman Brown, professor of psy-
chology, University of the District of Columbia; and Dr. Thomas G.
Sticht, adjunct research professor of industrial psychology, Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA.

Would those gent.. 4n be seated at the witness table?
. Senator Simon.

Senator Spam. Thank you. Let me apologize to the witnesses in
advance and particularly to Dr. Anderson from the State of Illinois.
I have another meeting. I have to be over on the Senate side in a
few minutes, but I will read your statements, and commend you on
your efforts to address this problem.

Chairman HAwxngs. You have never been disagreeable, Senator.
Thank you.

We will call on the witnesses in the order in which they were
introduced, beginning with Dr. Anderson.
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STATEMENTS OF RICHARD C. ANDERSON, DIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR THE STUDY OF READING, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS;
SAMUEL L BANKS, NATIONAL PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION FOR
THE STUDY OF AFRO-AMERICAN LIFE AND HISTORY, INC., AC-
COMPANIED BY HERMAN BROWN, PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLO-
GY, UNIVERSITY OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA; AND
THOMAS G. STICHT, PRESIDENT, APPLIED BEHAVIORAL AND
COGNITIVE SCIENCES, INC., ADJUNCT RESEARCH PROFESSOR,
U.S. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEREY, CA

Mr. ANDERSON. I am Richard Anderson. I am director of the
Center for the Study of Reading at the University of Illinois. This
center is sponsored by the National Institute of Education. I thank
you for the 'donor and privilege of presenting testimony.

I suppose I am obliged to say something about football, though, if
you'rf- from Illinois, you're really depressed about football these
dr s. In fact, I think the only fans more depressed about football
are the fans of the Washington Redskins.

In the brief time allotted to me, I cannot go deeply into the topic
which has occupied my entire proieesional life, namely, the study
of illiteracy and the conditions in the home and the school that
promote the development of high levels of reading skill. What I
would like to urge you to do is read this report. I was very pleased
to see that Representative Goodling already has a copy in his
hands. As chairman of the commission that produced the report, I
am proud to say that it has been widely acclaimed as the most au-
thoritative statement available on literacy. It is only 32,000 words.
You are all skilled rehders. I would estimate that you could read
material of this density with comprehension at at least 200 words a
minute. That would be about 160 minutes. Allowing for a few
breaks and time for reflection, you ought to be able to get through
it in 3 or 344 hours. I commend it to your attention.

1 am going to make three points. They are rather simple points,
might even be thought to be obvious, but I think they do provide a
foundation for Federal policy in the area of literacy.

The first point is the most obvious of all. That is the Federal
Government ought to make literacy, reading in particular, the cor-
nerstone or the highest Federal education priority. This seems ob-
vious. We all know that reading is the cornerstone of excellence in
education, that it's critical for our society, that it's critical for indi-
viduals. We all know at least if we have had a child in our own
family so afflicted that a failure to learn to read is a family trage-
dy.

I don't think it's an exaggeration to say that a failure to learn to
read is the educational equivalent of cancer. Why then do I say
make sure the priority is on literacy and reading in particular? In
my experience over a number of years, whereas lip service is given
to reading, when the pie gets sliced, reading somehow doesn't get
as large a share as it ought to, considering its importance. So, I
would urge you in your roles in budp-ting authorization appropria-
tion oversight to make sure that reading does get the priority it de-
serves.

In the area in which I hm most familiar, funding of research in
the field of reading, unfortunately I was unable to get together sta-
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tistics that would portray the whole Federal picture, but with re-
spect to reading research presently, the National Institute of Edu-
cation spends only about 4 or 5 percent of its budget on reading.

Many issues of lesser importance get as much money. Why does
this happen? Well, here's one possibility. I think there is a tenden-
cy in Federal decisionmaking for every little special interest group
to get something, for every issue to get at least some attention.
This means we are not putting our bucks where our priorities are.

My second point is, be sure you don't imagine that there is a
singl a answer to the literacy problem. I know you &ill really be-
lieve that, but somehow we have crusades to deal with only a
single aspect of the issue. Please permit me to quote from my
report, "Becoming a Nation of Readers." Based on what we now
know, it is incorrect to suppose that there is a simple or single step
which, if taken correctly, will immediately allow a child to read.
Becoming a skilled reader is t. journey that involves many steps.
Similarly, it is unrealistic to anticipate that some one critical fea-
ture of instruction will be discovered which, if in place, will assure
rapid progress in telling. Quality instruction involves many ele-
ments. Strengthening any one element yields small gains. For large
gains, many elements must be in place.

Now, I do not include in my written testimony but I will add
here briefly that it is not a mystery what these elements are. We
need good teachers well trained. We need much better books for
our children than the publishing industry is now providing. We
need more access to library books, both fiction and nonfiction, par-
ticularly for poor children. We need teachers who teach using con-
tent and method based on best knowledge now available. In our
best classrooms that happens, but in many classrooms it does not.

We need schools with an ethos that supports literacy, where lit-
eracy gets as high a priority as the performance of the athletic
teams and the performances of the band, the orchestra, and the
chorus. We need order and discipline, collegiality. We need oppor-
tunities for advancing knowledge and continued renewal on the
part of teachers.

So, it is not a mystery what these elements are.
My final point is, invest in early childhood and primary school

education. I recognize that the tacit thrust of these hearings is on
adult literacy, and it surely is wise social policy to reform high
schools, to improve colleges, and to take any steps we can to elimi-
nate adult illiteracy. However, several different lines of research
quite clearly establish that a society gets a better yield, a bigger
yield from an investment in early chIldhood and primary school
education.

Let me briefly recount the evidence. First of all, there is the
work in human capital formation that began with the work of the
Nobel prize laureate, Theodore Shultz, at the University of Chica-
go. This clearly establishes that society gets a greater return on in-
vestment in the form of human capital, that is, knowledge, skill,
and ability with enduring value for an investment in the early
years of schooling. It gets greater returns for investment there
than it does in the later years of schooling.

Second, we now have good long-term data showing quite strong
benefits from quality early education programs These include, of
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course, improved test scores, but probably more important are
what are seen on a broader array of social indicators like increased
high school graduation, increased college attendance, reduction in
delinquency, truancy, crime, teenage pregnancy, dependence on
welfare.

So, my final point, to sum up then, in education it does seem to
be doubly true that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure.

Those conclude my prepared remarks I would be delighted to en-
tertain questions.

[Prepared statement of Richard Anderson follows:]

PUPA= STATZIONT OF RICHARD C. ANDERSON, Daimon, CENTER FOR THE STUDY
OF READING, UNITo. LITT or ILLINOIS

My name it Richard Anderson. I am O. actor of the Center for the Study of Read-
ing at the University of Illinois. The Center is sponsored by the National Institute
of Education. Thank you for the honor and the privilege of presenting testimony.

In the five minutes allotted me, I cannot go deeply into the causes of illiteracy or
the conditions in the home erd school Carl promote high levels of skill in reading
and the related language art 3. To get a fairly deep, but also concise and readable
treatment of these issues, may I woe you to reed the report, "Becoming a Nation of
Readers"? As chairman of the commission that produced the report, and one of its
principal authors, I em proud to say that it has been widely acclrimed as the most
authoritative statement available on literacy. You can read the report in less time
than this hearing will take.

I have three points.

1. MAKE READING THE HIGIUMT FEDERAL EDUCATION PRIORITY

Reading is the cornerstone of excellence in education and beyond. Reading is basic
to all other achievement, whether in the sciences, in business, in government, or in
the arta. Taking the perspective of the society, a nation of non-readers is not fit to
choose its own leaders or make its own laws, and it will not long continue to com-
pete successfully with other societies during the Information Age. Taking the per-
spective of the mdividual, a child wt..° in a non-reader it a family tragedy; it is not
an exaggeration to say that a failure to learn to read is the educations equivalent
of cancer.

But I know that you already know that there are good and sufficient reasons why
reading is the first of the three Re. Why, then, do I remind you of the centrality of
reading?

The ..newer is that over a period of many years my experience has been that read-
ing seldom gets weighted in przportion to its importance in Federal dealsionmaking.
One of the reasons for this tact is the way that governrn.r.4 decisionmaking works:
Every little special interest group gets something; evarr ism., big or small, receives
at least some attention. I do not suppose that ee.ocauon is any more Balitanized
than other fields, so I do not intend this as a special criticism of the Federal educa-
tion establishment, past or present. Still, because of a false even-handedness, when
the pie is sliced, reading gets a smaller piece than it ought to have considering its
importance.

As a citizen, I do not expect members of Congress to be experts on such matters
as whether the short a sound should be taught before the long a sound, but I believe
I should be able to expect the Congress to use its ers of budgeting, authorization,
appropriation, and oversight to assure that reading gets attention commensurate

as a national priority.
, as a reading researcher, I believe that the Congress should encourage

the Nati Ir Aitute of Education to spend 0-5 million a year, or approximately
8-1096 of its r resent annual budget, directly on reading reeee-oh (in addition to
monies spent m such topics as writh g and effective elementary schools that may
contribute Kdi-- ^di, to know:edge about reading). About half of this money should
fund a strong national center for reading research, the remainder a program of
smaller, shorter term projects.
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2. BEWARE OF SIMPLISTIC SOLUTIONS

I have already c'mpared a failure to learn to read with cancer. Like cancer, read-
ing failure provokes strong reactions. People have passionate convictions about the
cause of reading failure and its cure. Sometimes these beliefs are clearly wrong;
usually, at best, the beliefs represent an incomplete understanding of reading and
reading instruction.

As we wrote in "Becoming a Nation of Reading," "Based on what we now know, it
is incorrect to suppose that there is a simple or single step which, if taken correctly,
will immediately allow a child to read. Becoming a skilled reader is a journey that
involves many steps. Similarly, it is unrealistic to anticipate that some one critical
feature of instruction will be discovered which, if in place, will assure rapid progress
in reading. Quality instruction involves many elements. ',3tremill,,ning any one ele-
ment yields small gains. For large gains, many elements must be in place." (p.4)

3. INVERT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD AND PRIMARY SCHOOL EDUCATION

It is surely wise social policy to work toward reforming high schools, improving
colleges, and eliminating adult illiteracy. However, if resources are scarce and hard
choices must be made, research strongly suggests that there is a better yield from
invezttments in early education, when children are beginning to learn to read. Eco-
nomia; research on human capital formation establishes that a society receives a
greater return on investment in elementary education than investment in later
years of schooling. Long-term educational research shows that quality early educa-
tion for children at-risk for educational failure produces an array off' lasting bene-
fits , including increased test scores, increased rates of high school graduation and
college attendance, and reduced :-Istes of special education referral, delinquency,
crime, teenage pregnancy, and dependence on welfare. Moreover, the research sug-
gests that early education is more effective and less costly than programs to cure
problems once they have arisen.

Thus, in education it appears to be doubly true that an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure. There is no substitute for quality early education that gets
all, or most, children off': a good start in learning to read.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Anderson. We will wait
until the other witnesses have had an opportunity to present their
statements.

May I again remind the witnesses that all of the statements pre-
sented to the committee will be in the record. I think we can better
deal with the subject if we can summarize or can pull out of
statements the highlights so as to give sufficient time for q-estion-
ing as well as a presentation made by the witness.

The next witness is Dr. Samuel %nks. Dr. Banks, we welcome
you before the committee.

Mr. BANKS. Good morning, Choirman Hawkins, Senator Stafford,
and members of the joint Subcommittees on Education. I am de-
lighted to appear before you this morning in my capacity as the
National President of the Association for the Study of Afro-Ameri-
can Life and HistAny.

Let me, too. Mr. Chairman, indicate that I am delighted that in
1984, a little over a year ago, I appointed a national task force enti-
tled "Excellence in Education, a Black Perspective." The person
who was asked to chair that committee is present with me this
morning. I would like to present him to this committee, Dr.
Herman Brown, who is a distinguished professor of psychology at
the University of the District of Columbia and also Director of Con-
tinuing Edue-ttion at the University of the District of Columbia.

The recent review suggesting that Headstart has short-term but not long-term benefits is
probably attributable to the fact that of laser qualit. were included in the review,
and that the research in many of the studies covered was too NOLA to reveal long-term benefits.
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I would also mention, Mr. Chairman, in close propinquity to you,
that a membor of your committee on her own time rendered self-
less and significant service as a member of the national task force,
Dr. Harris. I believe you know her. We are grateful that she served
on her time and at sacrifice as a member of the national task force,
among others.

Mr. Chairman, in keeping with what you indicated, I will encap-
sulate my remarks, since you have the prepared statement that
you have indicated will become a part of the record. We are appre-
ciative of that. So, I will not read the statement which has been
disseminated to you.

I would make, Mr. Chairman, and consonant with the statement
that has been prepared, three points. One is that, as we look at the
various task forces relating to literacy and the amelioration of edu-
cation across our Nation and in particular the report "A Nation at
Risk," and we just heard the chairperson of that task force speak
to that, that of the 13 or so reports today, the latest being the CED,
the Committee for Economic Development's report, none of those
reports, Mr. Chairman and members of these joint subcommittees,
address a population that is on the verge of being pushed off the
precipice, namely, over 9 million black children in our Nation's
public schools who run the risk of being denied equal educational
opportunity in our Nation.

When we talk about the question of illiteracy, as you well know,
over 24 million in o.ar Nation, blacks who make up 12 pe cent of
our national population of approximately 237 million, represent
over 50 percent of those who are illiterate or marginal or who are
shut out of the economic, social and, I would say, too, the political
mainstream of our Nation. If you take blacks and Hispanics togeth-
er, they are disproportionately represented in terms of pushouts,
the noneducated, those viewed as nonteachable, and in special edu-
cation.

I would say, Mr. Chairman, until we make the commitment, a
sustained and concentrated commitment, that we are going to edu-
cate these youngsters, sequestered largely in urban school districts
such as New York and Boston and Baltimore and Washington and
Los Angeles, Chicago, and so on, we will not have excellence in
education nor will we eviscerate or extimate, to be more specific,
the matter of illiteracy in our Nation. The fact of the matter is,
although we have made a national statement in relation to equali-
ty of educational opportunity, we have not in terms of demonstra-
ble resources, monetary and

opportunity,
made the commitment.

I would say here as a very crucial point that we have made the
question of equality of educational opportunity for all of our yo
sters, 41 million in the 16,000 school districts of our Nation, really
a travesty. And we have not made the commitment as we did in
1945, when Europe was devastated by war, to turn the lights on in
the metropolitan urban centers in our Nation, but the poor and dis-
possessed and excluded, the miserables, if you will.

In support of what I have indicated, Mr. Chairman, we have sub-
mitted to you a voluminous report that we prepared on "Excellence
in Education, A Black Perspective," for your reading. Second as a
part of this testimony, we submit 25 specific recommendations as to
how do we ameliorate and turn the lights on, if you will, for those
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who have been historically left out because of institutional racism
and institutional exclusion that our Nation supported.

The second point, Mr. Chairman, that becomes very crucial is
recommendation one. I would just read this as it is Full and equal
fmancial support for Federal, State, and local governments. Mr.
Chairman, I submit we have not made that commitment. Even as
we talk about reforms and a proliferation of reforms, unless the
human and monetary resources are present, we will not have excel-
lence in fact that all of our children and youths in this Nation
need and deserve.

I made this point, Mr. Chairman, in a meeting on Friday with a
group of national black leaders to the Secretary of Education, Wil-
liam That really is chimerical, offensive to talk about ex-
cellence in the abstract. On the one hand, in urban school districts
we are being exhorted to do more with less. In the very affluent
school districts, (here is even more being spent. That kind of trans-
mogrif if you will, or burlesque of excellence, needs to be
enddeedd now.

Two other po!.nts I would make in closing: that is, as I have said
before, there must be a sustained and concentrated effort to pro-
vi ie equity and excellence in education. When we talk of 811 million
black Americans, we must keep in mind we are talking about
recent history. We go back to 1964, the 1965 Voting Rights Act, and
the 1968 Housing Act. Those are extremely crucial, Mr. Chairman,
because unless we deal with this issue holistically, housing, health
care, nutrition, the quality of teachers, the quality of curriculum,
teaching methodologies, and the quality of life in the community,
we will not be able to deal with these matters in an effective and
substantive way.

My final point, Mr. Chairman, is a comment that was made, a
very significant comment by a former Secretary of Education, John
Gardner. He said, and I quote, in his book "Excellence":

A nation is never finished. You can't build it and then leave it standing as the
pharaohs did the pyramids. It has to be recreated for each generation by believing,
caring men and women. It is now our turn. If we don't care, nothing can save the
nation. If we believe and care, nothing can stop us.

Mr. Chairman, I repeat a constancy of my testimony. We have to
truly care and act in support of equity and equality of opportunity
for all Americans. A enild's socW class, race, ethnicity, where he
or she lives, or point of national origin must not be the primary
determinant as to whether he or she receives the highest quality of
education our Nation can achieve. It is decidedly m our national
interest, Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, I submit,
to move forward affirmatively, fairly, and speedily.

Thank you.
Veepared statement of Samuel Banks follows:]

PREPARED STATIMUNT OF DR. SAMUEL L. BANKS, NATIONAL PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION
FOR THR STUDY OF AFROSIZRICAN UPI AND HISTORY, INC., SUPERVISOR, OPPICII OF
SOCIAL Srumis, BALTIMORE CITY PUBLIC Salome

Chairman Augustus F. Hawkins and Robert T. Stafford, respective Chairmen of
the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education and
Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities: I am profoundly honored,
grateful and pleased to have been invited to ar pear before these august subcommit-
tees of the United States House of Representatives and Senate to address the urgent
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and proliferating problems of illiteracy and urgent steps necessary to ameliorate
"basic skills of Black students." You and your colleagues have rendered a major
contribution to our nation in holding these hearings in order to provide succor and
educational uplift for he oducationally excluded, dispossessed and alienated in our
nation.

Mr. Chairmen, as you and the members of these subcommittees are fully aware,
the existence of over 24 million functional illiterates in our nation, disproportionate-
ly Black and Hispanics, constitutes a national disgrace. This lamentable and appall-
ing condition exists in the most prosperous nation in the world because we have not
made a demonstrable commitment to end this scourge (i.e., illiteracy) of our nation.
There is, to be sure, a painful socio-racial nexus between poverty and educational
attainment. Most functional illiterates in our nation are white, but Black and His-
panics represent the largest percentage of the poor and functional illiterates.

This morning, Mr. Chairmen and member" of the joint House and Senate Subcom-
mittees on Education, I speak in the capacuy of national president of the Associa-
'ion for the Study of Afro-American Life and History, Inc. The Association for the
Study of Afro-American Life and History, Inc., (ASALH) founded by the late Dr.
Carter Godwin Woodson on September 9, 1915 in Chicago, is a national organization
of Black historians, educators, academicians and lay people committed to serious re-
search, study and dissemination of information on Black life and culture. Dr. Wood-
son's seminal work, "The Mir- Education of the Negro," published over 50 years ago
represents a potent and enduring work focusing on the critial needs of Black chil-
dren and what is needed for enhancement and substantive improvement.

Mr. Chairmen, as one reviews the 16,000 school districts in our nation serving
over 41 million students, especially urban children and youths, the disquieting reali-
ty of the mis-education, under-education, and non-education of Black and poor chil-
dren continues in a nation with a Gross National Product in excess of $2 trillion.
This situation prevails in spite of the valiant, sacrificial and heroic efforts of educa-
tors in large urban school districts such as Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Balti-
more, Chicago, St. Louie, Richmond, Virginia, Los Angeles and other urban school
districts. The linchpin necessary for demonstrable excellence and equal educational
opportunity boils down to a national commitment and requisite human and mone-
tary resources. Until a sustained and concentrated national commitment is made to
close the historic socio-racial and fiscal chasm between urban and suburban school
districts, separate and unequal education will continue in our nation. The socio-eco-
nomic pathologies which flow from this lamentable situation as reflected in school
dropouts, now approaching 2 million a year, crime and other deviant behavior will
accelerate and expand. The end result will be a further fiscal and human drain on
the body politic.

It, too, is significant to observe, beginning with the "Nation at Risk" report warn-
ing the nation of a "rising tide of mediocrity" and eleven other major reports that
Black Americans except in a tertiary or peripheral manner were largely ignored or
relegated to the national back burner. If it had not been for the reports of the Na-
tional Alliance of Black Educators and the Association for the Study of Af. o-Ameri-
can Life and History (ASALH) the doleful and shoddy state of the preponderant
number of over 9 million Black children and youths would have been consigned to
further indifference and neglect.

Mr. Chairmen, I am heartened and encouraged that when I appointed ASALH's
national task force on "Excellence in Education: A Black Perspective," in Washing-
ton, D.C., in October, 1984 chaired by Di'. Herman Brown, distinguished Professor of
Psychology at the University of the District of Columbia, the educational needs of
Black children and youtba were given recognition. Dr. Brown was joined by Mrs.
Elizabeth Edmonds, Principal of Northern Senior High School, Baltimore, Md.; Dr.
Gwendolyn Cooke, Principal 3f the Lemmel Middle School, Baltimore, Md.; Dr. June
L Harris, Legislative Analyst, House Education and Labor Committee; Dr. Samuel
L Banks, national president of ASALH and Supervisor of Social Studies, Baltimore
City Public Schools. Each of these highly respected educators, on their own time and
without pay, rendered distinctive and selfless service. Our report, "Excellence in
Education: A Black Perspective," contains 72 recommendations and 15 basic conclu-
sions in terms of what we deem is critical for the resuscitation and revitalization of
urban education. A central thread that pervades our report is that equality of edu-
cational opportunity should be made available now to all of our children and
youths.

I am providing the following specific recommcr dation', as matters of urgency for
the consideration of the subcommittees:

1. Full and equal financial support by Federal, state and local governments.
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2. Full and vigorous enforcement of the Brown decisions of 1954-1955 and subse-
quent Federal court decisions in support of equal educational opportunities.

8. Concentrated emphasis on multiethnic and multicultural education, in all sub-
ject areas, that accentuate positive self-concept and analytical thinking. Multiethnic
education should be mandated by school board p licy.

4. Requirenint that all textbooks, especially in science, English, history and
social science Lassoes and fine ai*s claims (Le., art and music) be multiethnic.

5. Requirement that textbook publishers utilize Black and minority writers in the
conceptualization and writing of textbooks and instructional materials. School
boards should establish this as a matter of policy.

6. Insistence on high quality education at all levels (Le., elementary, secondary,
higher education). The concept of custodial education or simply keeping children
and youths from downtown or off the street must be ended now.

7. Work in concert with Black churches, civic groups, sororities, fraternities and
social groups to reestablish a sense of community and caring.

8. Assiduous efforts to support and maintain high quality predominantly Black in-
stitutions of higher education.

of Black students in education classes or non-college preparatory classes.
9. Careful review and a to action to curb the disproportionate placement

10. Development challenging and appropriate vocational and technical pro-
grams related to current and future job demands. Conversely, dead-end and inad-
equate vocational programs should be eliminated.

11. Development of strategies to maximize and sustain Black students in academic
and gilled Black students are seriously under represented in advanced
academic, and technical programs.

12. t of strategies and techniques to curb disproportionate level of
Black suspensions, expulsions and dropout&

13. Increase the number of assignments requir.ng writing, speaking, problem solv-
ing and critical thinking, as well as oral exercises.

14. Placement and souping of students, as well as promotion and graduation poli-
cies, should be guided by the academic progress of students and their learning and
instructional needs, rather than by age and the concept of social promotion.

15. To assess school board membershi; needs in terms of background, skills, and
diversity (ethnic, racial, sexual, age, geographic, social and political). School board
should reflect the populaelon of the school district.

16. Title I must be funded at full authorization and expanded.
17. Predominantly Black schools should be considered at effective schools with all

the necessary finance, budget, books and ann.inistrative support provided white
schools.

18. Techniques of desegregating schools (pupil assignment, faculty and staff as-
signment, pupil transportation, site selection, construction polities, etc.) (redrawing
zone lines, pairing and grouping schools, modified feeder patterns, skip zoning, op-
t'onal zones, open enrollment, transfers, schools, special programs, metro-

olitan cooperation, open housing, etc.) not put the burden
programs,

on Black
whools. (Costs, neighborhood school mystique, busing, etc.)

19. That kmblic schools should develop techniques to build up positive self-concepts
in Black children, as well as eliminate the concept of a deficient deficit model.

20. Teachers' starting salaries shvild be equivalent to starting salaries for college
graduates in the corporate world.

21. That all teachers in the elementary schools and junior high schools be eau'
matter specialists beginning with the third grade level. Subject matter
should be in the fields of reading, social studies, science, mathematics, literature,
writing, and the areas of critical thinking and oral discourse (i.e., communication).
Elementary teachers can not be %mishits in all subjects (Reading, Writing, Lan-
guage Arta, Arithmetic, Science, Social Sciences, etc.); so subject matter specialists
should be hired.

22. Student incentives to remain in school should include: work/study programs
academic credit for experiential learning; financial assistance, cooperative &loca-
tion internships and apprenticeships.

2-8. Development of a career ladder program (Le. Apprentice, Tenured, Master) for
all teachers as a means of incentive and enhancing morale.

24. Provision for full-time librarians and counselors m elementary and secondary
schools.

25. Closer articulation between vocational education and the world of work. In-
struction should be geared to practical realities and demands of industry.

Mr. Chairman, in conclunon, it must be noted that President Reagan's espousal of
supply-side economics and the "New Federalism" has exacerbated the tenuous and
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marginal socio-economic status of black Americans and the poor. The drastic cut-
backs in federal amport for education, nutritional programs, housing, day care,
health care and oil er vital social programs have placed an additional onus or strain
on the nation's urvan schools and society at large. Unemployment among Black
youths in urban center, approximately 53 percent and the rate of unemployment
for Black adults is 14 percent. The total level of unemployment for all Americans
for July, 1982, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, was 10.5 million. The
figure is now approximately 8 million.

Nonsthless, keeping faith with their forebears, Black Americans must set their
hands to the plow sad work assiduously and unremittingly, as in the past, for tap-
qn

the
uality

United States
education. It remains the passport to survival, upward mobility, and successi.

Today, a mood of retreat, obfuscation and hostility to human and civil rights,
Brown included, engulfs our nation. A national presidential administration, led by
President Ronald Wilson Reagan, exhorts the nation to support tuition vouchea,
tax credits for private schools, a frontal assault on the principle of affirm-ave
action and an end to busing as one of many tools to achieve school desegregation. In
point of fact, the Reagan Administration has urged over 50 communities across the
nation to forswear affirmative action programs, and to be assured of the support of
the Federal government in obstructing the implementation of active affirmative
action programs.

The situation is equally bleak for over 9 million Black children and youths in the
nation's public schools. The Federal government, in the celebrated Norfolk, Virginia
school case which seeks toreseg to Black students, has joined the case on the
side of the Norfolk School Board as amicus curiae. The Norfolk City Public School
System, as was true of the well-known Prince Edward County, Virginia Public
Schools, closed its doors in 1959 rather than desegregate in compliance with the
Brown decisions. We now have the painful irony of the national government seeking
to help a recalcitrant Norfolk City School Board in its efforts te Black
children. Additionally, the Reagan Administration pledges support to school
districts (via., Little Rock, Prince George's, Maryland, etc.) which seek to resegregate
Black children.

Black parents must remain constant, steadfast and vigilant in supporting hard-
earned educational rights and opportunities provide.' by the Brown decisions and
subsequent Federal court decisions. An operational pragmatism constitutes a cen-
trality for Black Americans supporting equality of educational opportunity. Oper-
ational pragmatism posits the belief that where the children of the white culture
are enrolled, the educational resources, human and monetary, necessary for demon-
strable educational excellence will be provided.

Equal educational opportunity re to the basis for the empowerment of Black
Americans and socioeconomic mobility in the American social order. Black Ameri-
cans and fair-minded citizens must not permit a deferral of this long overdue proc-
ess.

In summary, racial bifurcation or duality continues in American education at all
levels (i.e., elementary-secondary and higher education). The overwhelming number
of the 9 million Black children in elementary and secondary schools and 1 million
in institutions of higher education are the recipients of separate and =aqua: educa-
tion notwithstanding the momentous Brown a,*ons of 1964 and 1955 and subse-
quent Federal court decisions. In short, equity and excellence in education are far
distant and elusive realities for Black and poor students in our nation. Dui nation,
to date, has failed to mobilize the commitment and resources, human and monetary,
to ensure equality of educational opportunity and excellence for all children and
youths. Now is the time to begin in earnest.

Mr. Chairman, even as we sit and interact in this salubrious and majestic setting
on historic and awe-inspiring Capitol Hill, we are on the verge of losing another
generation of Black and impoverished youngsters in urban school districts, predomi-
nantly Black, Hispanic and poor, throughout our nation. These youngsters, essen-
tially, are the hapless victims of inadequate human and monetary resources and
monumental national indifference. It is in the national interest that the Federal

nt seize the initiative in urban areas, as was done so nobly and creativelygovernment
Europe in "turning the lights on again" through the massive and

sustained Marshall Plan which cost in excess of 15 billion dollars between 1945-
1948.

The time, Mr. Chairman, I believe, is long overdue to turn the educational, politi-
cal and economic lights on in the sprawling urban centers of our nation. Horace
Mann, a seminal and indefatigable advocate of public education, saw public educa-
tion as the "equalizer of the conditions of men (women)." We should now, through a
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sustained, assiduous and genuine national effort, redeem Mann's earnest belief for
all of our citizens.

John Gardner offers a highly potent and urgent admonition in his thoughtful
book, "Excellence," for all of us. "A nation is never finished, You can't buy' 1 it and
then leave it standing as the Pharaohs did the pyramids. It has to be recreated for
each generation by believing, caring men and women. It is now our turn. If we don't
care, nothing can save the nation. If we believe and care, nothing can stop us."

Mr. Chairmen, I repeat a constant of my testimony: We have to truly can and act
in support of equity and equality of opportunity for all Americans. A child's social
class, race, ethnicity, when he or she lives, or point of national origin must not be
the primary determinant as to whether he or she receives the highest quality of
education our nation can afford. It is, decidedly, in our national interest to move
forward affirmatively, fairly, and speedily.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Banks.
Dr. Brown.
Mr. BANKS. Dr. Brown would like to indicate a brief comment in

relation to the report itself. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Chairman HAWKINS. We would be very glad to have a comment

from you, Dr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you.
Our purpose was to conduct our own research study and come up

with our own findings. Needless to say, there have been a variety
of reactions to the problems in carrying out research on blacks.
Blacks are part of these major studies. If so, what recommenda-
tions have been for black children and black elementary
and secondary schoo

The absence of any recommendations in reference to blacks indi-
cates that there is a need for blacks to conduct their own research
study. We addressed the main issues as we saw them, but we have
not attempted to treat the minor issues in any detail. Supplementa-
ry reports will follow this major report.

Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
The next witness is Dr. Thomas G. Sticht.
Am I pronouncing that correctly?
Mr. Smarr. You are doing well. I call it Sticht, just like a stitch

in time.
Chairman Haman. Dr. Sticht, we are pleased to hear from you.
Mr. STICHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman I want to thank you for

inviting me to testify today.
I would like to say I have spent something like 20 years studying

adult literacy from all kinds of perspectives. I have done job and
task analyses of cooks' jobs, automobile mechanics' jobs, to find out
what are the cognitive skills required to do work. Currently I am
preparing an integrated basic skills and basic electricity and elec-
tronics course under sponsorship of the Ford Foundation to permit
people who read at a fourth to fifth grade level to enter into job
technical .

I believe that technological literacy is going to be one of the
major problems that adults are going to face. I am currently con-
ducting this research to transfer from the military environment a
lot of the methods that were developed over the last 80 years which
just have never been communicated. So, that report will be coming
out near the end of the year. It will be called Cast-Off Youth,
Training Methods From the Military Experience.
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We have been able to demonstrate that it is possible to develop
literacy within the context of the development of job relevant
skills. This reveals one of the major problems in the whole area of
literacy. And I would like to come a.ectly to the point. I believe
one of the things that the Federal Government can do starting
here is to educate people about the nature of literacy, its develop-
ment, and about its role in our economic and national defense.

I will say that for some 15 years I have conducted research
within the military context to understand the nature of literacy in
the area of defense. I am pleased that, having conducted this 20
years of literacy research in general and 15 in the Department of
Defense, to be able to share come of this with you, although I don't
think I could do that in 5 minutes; but I have a written commen-
tary.

I would like to say this. I believe that adult literacy is one cf the
most misunderstood areas of inquiry that I know about. I have seen
more mistakes made in the interest of trying to promote adult lit-
eracy than almost any other place. An example. recently a commu-
nity college president was extolling the virtue of technology, in
this case computers, in developing adult literacy. He made the com-
ment that what it used to take 3 years to obtain in terms of im-
provement in students could now be done in 60 hours on the com-
puter. They would make something like 2 to 8 years of gain.

Well, I submit to you that nobody who was not famous for their
original learning rates will be able to accomplish in 60 hours with
a computer what it t- Yes the normal average child in and out of
school to learn in 3 years. This problem is endemic within adult
literacy, that is, that we can wave our hand and in 60 hours of edu-
cation and training make up in 6 weeks during the summer what
we failed to achieve in the last 18 years in school. This is one of the
myths of adult literacy, that the people who enter these
have such highly developed levels of conceptual ability LT::
problem is they just never encountered this stuff in print and with
a little bit of phonics this coming summer, why, we'll have them
right up there and out in the field working and being highly pro-
ductive people in addition to being good parents, citizens, and com-
munity advocates.

That is a myth. That does not happen. It has never happened.
Yet, this whole issue of the quick fixthe cycle of concern with
adult illiteracy has been with us for decades. It is thoughtfully
chronicled by Dr. Wanda Cook in a book distributed by the Interna-
tional Reading Association.

We have periodically concerned ourselves with issues of adult il-
literacy. We discover it. We throw some money at it, and then we
disappear; and the problem is there again. There is a fundamental
reason for that. I might say that one of the things that I do in, I
serve with UNESCO en its international jury that selects the
annual prize winners. So, I have studied international development
to some extent. I know that what cannot happen is that you cannot
solve major problems of this type v.ith campaigns. 'Quick fixes
won't work.

The fundamental reason is this. Illiteracy cannot be stamped out.
The problem is that literacy mr:it be stamped in in each new gen-
eration. It is the natural condition of human beings to be born illit-
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erate. They must then be made literate within a society. That is
one of the fundamental issues that we must come to grips with if
we are going to develop approaches to adult literacy. That is, we
must recognize the role of the institutions for developing literacy in
our attempts toquote--stamp out illiteracy.

In that regard, one of the important things that has beer. discov-
ered is that, the higher the education of the parent, the more likely
it is that the child will achieve higher levels of education. So, there
is an intergenerational transfer effect of education. This happens
then before the child enters the school. It is predictable who will
not succeed in schuol, to A very large extent, based upon hack-
ground data, particularly how well the child performs in terms of
oral language comprehension.

I chronicled that in a volume that has numerous research studies
showing the effects of the oral language upon the subsequent
achievement of the written language. It is one of the most profound
effects there is, the most firmly established. By the way, it formed
the basis for the development of intelligence tests over 100 years
ago, since intelligence tests turned out to be merely oral
examinations of what people know. They then later on become autt
to demonstrate what they know through the written language, and
that's what the learneedd in school; but they couldn't demonstrate
any more know in the written language than they had in the
oral language in e early grades. Consequently, it was possible to
predict who would be high achieving in school just by measuring
their oral language achievement before they went to school, be-
cause what they do essentially is close that gap in initial literacy
achievement.

Additionally, though, literacy goes beyond the learning to recog-
nize in print what you could previously recognize in speech. That's
the problem that phonics deals with. Phonics teaches you to do
that. That's what the part p-h-o-n means, pertaining to sound

_ you to generate sound, and you can then compre-
hend, , in fact, you could comprehend that spoken language in the
first place.

The problem with literacy is that it goes well beyond that. You
have to learn nowadays, if you are going to become an electronics
technician, how to read some very, very difficult schematics. Those
are not represented in the spoken language; they are represented
in a graphics display which has its own properties and cognitive de-
mands.

Let me point out the one of the consequences of the fact that
oral language is needed in order to sum in school is that, if the
child C011166 from a home where the parents are poorly educated,
they will not be able to develop the oral language skills of that
child very highly. The child will lack vocabulary. It will lack the
cognitive skills of directing attention upon demand of teachers, if
the rents at home don't address the child as teachers would.

This is why I believe it is very important that we focus more at-
tention on the education of pp nts, because the parent can both
transfer the competence of lie and knowledge to the child
through the spoken medium and t....rough to the child. In
addition, of course, an educated parent will transfer attitudes posi-
tive to education. So, you get two things.
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Second, a problem with literacy and why we won't be able to
stamp out illiteracy, in addition to the fact that illiteracy is the
natural condition of human beings and literacy must be addressed,
the second problem is that the nature and extent of what it re-
quires by way of being literate is not fixed in society. It constantly
changes. Since the requirements for literacy constantly change,
that means we heve to have in place an institution and arrange-
ments for inculcating new levels of literacy whenever the economic
and international conditions demand, as they do today.

This latter problem is one which then means that we have a
moving target, if I can bring in some of the military background.
That means we have to be prepared to cope with higher and higher
demands. That is what is going on today in the military. Due to the
infusion of so much technology and equipment, it is finding it more
and more difficult to get people who have technological literacy to
learn how to operate, maintain, and repair those equipments. In
that regard, this problem means that they have to raise the entry
requirements on mental aptitude tests. That has the unfortunate
consequence of excluding many females and minority members
from military service. That means then, of course, they are not eli-
gible for education benefits such as the GI bill. Yet, it is such
things as the GI bill where one can demonstrate most profoundly
the intergenerational transmission of education.

So, it seems to me as though one of the things the Congress
needs to do is to address this issue of the moving target of literacy.
That can probably be best accomplished by bringing together and
consolidating or at least coordinating better the programs and vo-
cational education, adult education, and the Job Training and Part-
nership Act programs. Those programs canit should be recog-
nized, I should say, that literacy requires that you know something
about what you are trying to read. So, anytime one develops a body
of knowledge, one can be improving literacy.

Rut if one would recognize that one can also develop literacy in
the context of job training, then one could infuse more literacy use
into those job training programs and accomplish both the develop-
ment of technological skills and of literacy.

With that, I will end my statement. I will be, of course, pleased
to answer any questions.

[Prepared statement of Thomas Sticht follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS G. STICHT, PRESIDENT, APPLIED BENAVORIAL AND
COGNITIVE SCIENCES, INC., ADJUNCT RESEARCH PROFESSOR, U.S. NAVAL POSTGRADU
ATR SCHOOL

Mr. Chairman, members of Congress, Thank you for inviting me
to speak to you regarding problems facing our country as a
consequence of our failure to provide adequate literacy and
learning skills to millions of our fellow citizens.

For some twenty years I have engaged in teaching adults
in various settings: adult remedial literacy programs, in
community colleges, at major institutions of higher education
and in professional workshops and seminars both here and
abroad. Addit!.onally, for over fifteen years, I have been
engaged in research and development projects to understand
literacy and learning problems faced by the military services
of our country.

In my testimony today, I will first comment on adult
literacy problems in general, and then I will make comments
specifically regarding adult literacy problems affecting the
military.

Part I

The 'Illiteracy" Problema

Periodically, the problem of adult 'illiteracy' is
discovered in the United States. This cyclical phenomenon
has been thoughtfully documented by Dr. Wanda Cook in a
book published and distributed by the International Reading
Association. She notes that from time to time, usually in
association with some major social disturbance, such as
World Wars I and II, the civil rights movement during the
1960's, and periods of economic unrest, it is noted that
millions of adults cannot read and write, or that they do so
only with minimal skills. During these cycles of awareness
of adult literacy prnbiems, there are frequently calls for
"campaigns" to "stamp out illiteracy" once and for all.
Most rectintly, Mr. Jonathan Kozol, in his book titled
'Illiterate America" (Doubleday, 1985) asserts that some 60
million U.S. adults should be called "...illiterate in
terms of U.S. print communications at the present time.",
and he then goes on to call, once aslin, for "...an all out
literacy war in the United States." at a cost of some
$10 billion.

Unfortunately, it seems to me, no matter how well
intentioned, such calls for a "war" or 'campaign" against
illiteracy are misleading and distract from very serious
problems of adult education. These problems result in large
part from Ulm fact that, on the one hard, literacy must be
developed anew in each new generation and this process
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too often goes poorly in the case of the children of undereducated
adults and, on the other hand, the problem of "intergenerational
illiteracy" is exacerbated by the fact that the 'levels*
of literacy needed to function well in our society are not
fixed in either their nature or extent and so todays "literate"
may be tomorrow's "illiterate". Neither of these conditions
of contemporary U.S. education are addressed by 'quick -fix"
' campaigns' to 'stamp -out illiteracy*. Rather, they demand
institutional changes in both our attitudes toward adult
education and in cur commitment to provide opportunities
for lifelong adult education and training.

Intergenerational Illiteracy*

The recurrent nature of adult literacy problems is demon-
strated by the fact that, each year many students enter our
public schools who come from homes in which they have been
unable to acquire the minimal competencies needed to succeed
in school; many of these students later become dropouts and
failures of the school system; they then becoma the unemployed,
lower socioeconomic status, marginally literate parents of a
new generation of students who, in their turn, will enter the
schools without the minimum competencies needed to succeed, and
the cycle of marginal literacy and marginal living repeats
itself again and again.

Current attempts to break the cycles of marginal literacy
and marginal living focus resources on compensatory education
programs operated in the public schools, where it is hoped
that the disadvantages of the home can be overcome by dint of
extra effort at school. Recently, this extra effort amounted
to some $3.48 billion in Title I funding (fiscal year 84).

When it is discovered from time to time, as it has been
today, that, despite the billions of dollars of compensatory
education, millions of young people have dropped out of or
grduated from high school with reading skills below the 5th
grade level, or the currently perceived level of literacy thought
necessary for adequately functioning in our society, additional
efforts may be made to provide education to out-of-school
youth and adults. However, these efforts take on quite a different
character from the compensatory programs in the public
schools. Most noticeable is the difference in the amount
of federal funding for adult basic education, which this year
amounted to around $100 million, less than 3% of the Title I
funds. Furthermore, rather than providing for thousands of
professionally trained adult educators,as is done in the case
of special education teachers for children, it is expected that
adult basic education programs can be mostly staZfed with
volunteers, as in the current National Adult Literacy Initiative,
and Cut they will be of limited duration, fast-acting,
far-reaching, and bring about not only sizeable increases in
academic literacy skills, but also improvement in gaining
employment, parenting, community participation, and a host of
other things.
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The Changing Nature of 'Literacy"

Compounding the problems of "intergenerational illiteracy'
is the fact that tne standards for being recognized as 'literate'
in contemporary society have risen dramtically in the last
fifty years (see Figure 1). Problems facing the schools as
they attempt to ensure the achievement of rising standards of
literacy by each child, are magnified by the need to provide
education to an ever increasing diversity of learning aptitude,
cultural and language backgrounds. In 1980, for instance,
the public schools enrolled 3.3 million handicapped students,
11 million members of various racial or ethnic groups, and
soma 1 million students of limited English proficiency
(U.S. Department of Education, 1982).

The diversity of student backgrounds, coupled with the
need to have each child reach ever higher levels of literacy
strains the .c...;acity of the traditional school system, and
the traditional job of the teacher. In earlier times, schools
handled the problems of diversity by screening out a significant
part of the pupul;:.ion, for example, blacks, rural farm
children, and the learning disabled were permitted to avoid
school or to dros out in the elementary grades, and by permitting
a wide range of achievement, resulting in many high school
graduates with less than 9th grade literacy abilities. While
generally acceptable as a level of achievement a generation
or so ago, youth and adults with 6th to 9th grade literacy
skills are today considered as 'functionally illiterate'
or as "illiterate". For instance, in developing the foundations
for his call for a 'literacy war' in the United States, Mr. Kozol
argues that some 35 million adults reading in the 6th to 8th
grade range should be considered "...illiterate in terms of
U.S. print communications at the prosent time."

But here, it seems to me, we run the risk of trivializing
the problems of undereducated adults by referring to them as
"illiterates". Clearly, people who can ream with the knowledge
and skills demanded by the 5th through 8th grades are not
illiterate. In fact, in February of this year I taught a reading
skills program for young adults, some of whom read in the
6th to 9th grade range, and found that they could perform
a great number of reading tasks, though they frequently had
problems with spelling and analytical thought. But they were
not 'illiterate'. They, like millions of other youth and adults,
can benefit from a lot more serious, rigorous education
and training in many areas of knowledge. And they can use their
'middle-range' literacy skills to gain new knowledge by reading,
writing, analyzing, computing, graphing, reporting, and inter-
acting with knowledgeable teachers and peers. What they cannot
benefit much from is the 'phonics', "decoding', 'word attack",
and light reading that is offered in the 50 or so hours of
tutoring that most "illiterates" get in voluntary literacy
'campaigns'.
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Finding Solutions to Adult Literacy Problems

If we are to find solutions to problems of adult "illiteracy"
in the United 'Laces, we need to first come to an appreciation
of the ramificat ons of the two factors affecting education
discussed above. These a-e ,.) each new generation of "illiterate
infants must be educated to high levels of literacy, and
particular problems are posed by the children of undereducated
adults; and (2) the nature and extent of literacy needed to
function well are not fixed.

Regarding the first factor, we must recognize that both the
education of parents and their children is needed if ..mildren
are to enter the school system with the clmpetencies and
attitudes needed to succeed. From this point of view, adult
literacy programs should be regarded as compensatoy education
for the adults's children. Elsewhere I have reviewed a growing body
of evidence to suggest that the benefits of adult education
most usually transfer to the education of their offspring
(paper for the National Academy of Education, Human Resocrces
Research Organization, Professional Paper 2.83, February 1983;
see also World Bank Reprint Series Number 247, paper by Nancy
Birdsall and Susan Hill Cochrane, 1982 for international
evidence of the effects of parental education on the subsequent
educational achievement of their children). Perhaps the most

Figure 1
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dramatic demonstration of the effects of parent educatit...
on the subsequent educational achievement of their children
in the U.S. occured after World War II when veterans who used
the GI Bill to further their own education,were found to have
children who went further in school.

Thus, investment in programs for adult literacy development
may produce 'double duty dollars*, because by improving the
e ducation of the adults, we m:y improve the educability of
their children.

Regarding the second factor, by increasing our committment
to adult education, we should, over time, be better able to
cope with the problems posed by changing literacy requirements.
If adult education improves the educability of children, then
the schools should be able to do a better job of bringing
more jobs to higher levels of achievement without the need for
e xtensive, compensatory education programs for preschool and
e lementary school children. Additionally, we provide a means
to permit adults of ell educational levels to achieve their
e ducation goals, whether these be personal or vocational. And
of special importance to national economic and security interests,
arrangements will be in place for retraining and upgrading
the skills of those displaced by technology or international
e conomic changes.

With concern for adult literacy development currently at
a high level among community groups, business, and government
policy makers, the challenge, now is to avoid the "quick-fie,
e war on illiteracy*, 'campaign* mentality that has plagued the
field of adult basic education for decades. This does not mean
that good works underway should ztop. Rather, it means that
as current efforts progress, planning should be underway to
put in place what is currently missing in the United States,
that is, a comprehensive policy and system for human resources
development that recognizes the need for both childhood and
adulthood opportunities for sound education.

While it is difficult for me to conceive of what all might
be entailed by a committment to a total human resources
development policy, this will have to be determined by a national
commission or other appropriate forum after considerable thought,
we can anticipate that, if this policy links children's
and adults' literacy development then there should be some overall
cot: savings in compensatory education programs. Further, if
programs conducted by the Departments of Defense, Labor,
Agriculture, and Education could be, if not consolidated, then
at least coordinated, additional adult education benefits might
be secured without too much additional cost.

For instance, if the Department of Defense agreed to accept
up to 201 of its enlisted force from those young adults now excluded
because of education deficiencies, and to educate and train them
as they have repeatedly done in the past (see Part II of this
testimony), then those young people would receive education
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while in the military and they would also qualify for the new
GI Bill, and, presumably, their children would benefit
through the "intergeneratio, 'I transfer' of education. The
latter could be monitored by the Department of Education.

Additional benefits could be achieved by recognizing
that 'literacy' is not something different from education or
trawling. Rather, literacy is developed by engaging students
in tae use of written texts and in writing. More attention
to such activities in the context of job training in the Job Corps
or programs conducted by t'..e Job Training and Partnership Act
could pay dividends in developing both job skills and literacy
skills.

In short, better use of compensatory education funds,
educational opportunities provided by military, labor, community
colleges, 'correctional' facilities, industry and other existing
adult education and training providers, coupled with better pre-
pared educators from rejuvenated professional schools of
education, and some funds for needed research, could go a long
way to providing a more cost-effective education system for
'stamping-in' literacy in each new generation, and for meeting
the requirements of lifelong learning in the wake of inevitable
cultural change.

Part II

Literacy Issues Affecting the Militaryb

A major concern for military management is that the numbers of young adults from
which the military services have tradftiooally obtained their new personnel is shrinking and is
expected to show a drop from more than 33 million, individuals in the 18 to 24 year-old group

19111 to only some 24 million by 1993, a declbse of 22 print in less than a decade and a
half.

The implications for the military are that they will have to compete with higher
edneatien, business and industry, and other government agencies to fill personnel needs from
this group of young adults. Recruitment costs are preeendy in access of a billion dollars in
personnel, advertising, and benefit costs, and can be expected to rise higher and higher if the
armed services are to attract the young adults with the literacy and other mental skills, and
the education levels, that are associated with successful performance in the military.

In addition to witne..ig a decline in the traditional recruitment group, the armed
services face a second serious problem, and that is that the equipments and weapons systems
used by the armed services are growing in numbers and in technological complexity. There is
concern that the =Mil quality needed to maintain the Mew readiness of the military
services may be higher than can readily be retruked from the decreasing group of you
adults, at least if current standards of education and mental quality are maintained.

Literacy Levels of the Young Adult Population. The problems of recruiting high mental
quality and literacy skills from the young adult population are highlighted from a 1980 study
by the Department of Defense. This stud) examined the reading skills of a nationally
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representative sample of 18 through 23 yeavolds and found that 43%, or some 1222,196 read
below the Sth grade level. Some 41.4%, over 103 million, read below the level of a student
entering the ninth grade. Overall. the average young adult was reading like a student in the
fourth month of the ninth grade (grade 9.4). For black adults, the average reading level wan
eerie 7.0, and for Hispanics the average level was 7.7. In this same age group, the average
white rule who constitutes the bulk of the military's strength. read at the 10th grade level.

In recruiting from this group of young adults, the military services have, in recent yeas,
been successful in obtaining overall distributions of literacy that are higher than those of the
total group. For instance, in fiscal years 1961,1912. and 1963, the services accessioned almost
no one reading below the 5th grade level, although some 5% of the young adult population
reads below this level. Additionally, the percentages of new recruits reading below the 9th
grade level declined from 38.9% in FY 11 to 32.3% in FY 12 and 27.6% in FY 83.

Impact as Ifiworities. While the military services have been successful in increasing the
mental quality and literacy skills of new personnel through the use of higher selection
standarei, this has come at the expense of opportunities for minorities and females. For
minorities, the fact that the services have been able to rabe their entry standards for literacy
mews that, because blacks and Hispanics soars considerably lower on mental aptitude tests,
they *e excluded in greater relative numbers whenever mental standards are raised. For
females, traditional military and congrasional policies limit scone to military twice and,
females do not score as high as males on tit. /ark is submits of the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery ( ASVAB).

Figure 2 shows how the young adult population of 1910 scored en the various subtests of
the ASVAB (recall, this is based on a nationally tepreeentadve simple of 11 through 23 year.
olds). The figure shows data only for blacks and whiter Hispanics fall between these two
groups. There era two major trends to be acted in this figure. Firm, blacks score almost
uniformly 100 standard score points below whites, and second, females fall below males in
various subtexts that moan ischrlogkel literacy. The latter include the special :ad literacy
areas of automotive and shop knowledge (AS); mechanical comprehension (MC); and similar
areas of knowledge in which our caters generally moorages sale involvement.

A consequence of the fact that females fall well blow males in the technological literacy
areas is that they do not have as great a chines at qualifying far military service because the
maces me scores in the special literacy areas as supplemental scram* dukes, and.
furthermore, if females do qualify far service, they are not likely to be deigned to jobs in
which they could receive technics' skills asking is the more rewarding occupations. As
indicated in Renee 1, this problem is compounded for black females by their overall low
scores, s well as the trend far their scores in the technological Harvey areas to decline even
further. Hispanics and others who most learn English as a sawed language also suffer
additional burdens in gaining access to and benefiting from military training, as recently
documented by Dr. Frederick Chang in Navy research.

Literacy Requirements of Military Service

Major requirements for military service are encountered at the time of selection and
clarifier on testing on the ASVAB, as indicated above, and again upon entry into the

where one ant encounters the literacy and learning demands of military training
programs. Following training, the literacy and learning demands of the actual job are
encountered. and. finally, literacy requirements for career anywise through the mirage
and to panty for reenlimment,if so desired, was obstacles to be overcome.

Many studies of the technical staands sae learning materials that new military
personnel are expected to read and learn from have been conducted. These studies have
shown that the military's demands for literacy skills, reading and writing, are equal to or in
awes oi those demands in civilian businesses and industries. The armed services have
weapons systems that are accompanied by millions of pages of documentation. Writing in the
Armed Forces in Society Journal this year, Dr. Thomas Duffy of Carnegie Mellon University,
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notes that the Navy's nuclear aircraft carrier the USS. Carl Vinson requires documentation
which, if stacked in one pile, would be higher than the Washington monument. Analyses of
the reading fifflatIty of military technical in-tends revals reading difficulty levels for the
most part in the range that would be found in the materials used in the 10th through the 12th
grades in schools

But more importantly, the military services expect new recruits to spend the first months
of service in technical training programs that demand not only 9th or 10th grade reading
skills, but also the ability to rapidly tiara from lectures, textbooks, laboratory exercises,
sometimes involving complex and dangerous equipment. and to do this under the stress of the
militery environment with its requirements for teem activity and individual discipline. It is
doubly difficult for those who are unable to adjust to the institutional demands of the public
schools, and who dropout and join the military, to meet the literacy, learning, and discipline
demands of military life. High school dropout* have up to twice the chance of failing in the
military as do high school graduates, and this treed t lids true across ell levels of mental
qualiti. Whatever it is that helps people make it through the X12 school system seems to help
them make it in the armed services.

In addition to the literacy demands of training and job performance. the military poses
requirements such as passing promotion culminations that require pompano! to study
correspondence course materials and to participate in various training programs such as
controlling damage *- ships in the Navy, or 'acetyl's under nuclear. biological, ir chemical
warfare across the am. Additionally, to qualify for reenlistment; service persoanei must
once again meet me quality and literacy standards on the ASVAB and other literacy tests.
Recently, for bean. the Army has raised the ASVAB score needed for reenlistment from
90 to 110. This has the coma:mem of raising literacy *ill requirements from the 9th to the
102 grade level.

Literacy Training in the Armed Services

Given the increases in mental and literacy standards is the last five yam, and the
subagent amnion of more highly skilled personnel. one might expect that the military's
needs to conduct on-duty remedial, literacy (including mathematics) programs might have
decreased. But that is not the case. Army data indicate that the number of 10 hour
enrollments in Basic Skills Education Programs. the Army's an-duty remedial literacy
program, increased from 199,923, and a cost of 814,924,000 in local year 1982, to 507,346 and a
cast of $11,517,000 in decal year 1985. In the Navy. participation in the on-duty Functional
Skills Program increased from around 17,000 and a cost of some SL5 millions in fiscal year
INC to over 25,000 and a cost of over 82.5 million in fiscal year 1984. In both the Army and
Navy, where the bulk of the military's remedial literacy train's takes place, projections are
for higher casts and enrollments in fiscal years 1986 and beyond to 1990.

The increases in remedial literacy training stem from Increases in the standards for
literacy set in the armed services, s is the case of the Army's musing of the reenlistment
standard from the 9th to the 10th grades (u derived from the ASVABtype Army aptitude
tests). In the Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations has established a god of 9th grade reading
level for all Navy personnel. In actuality. however. the Navy permits Fences* with reading
levels as high as 12.9 to voluntarily enroll in remedial reading programs with the approval of
the Commander. Given this circumstance, the vest majority of Functional Skills students in
the Navy enter the programa reading at the Lfith pads level or above. Unfortunately. while
the Navy has many personnel reading below the 9th grade level, they are not repaired to
attend remedial literacy training, and there is no mechanism for determining who has or has
not attended such training in the Navy. This may lead to the situation in which those most in
need of literacy training do not get it.

A difficult problem for the military services is to obtain quality educational services for
remedial literacy prepense. Today. in the Navy, literacy training in the Functional Skills
program is conducted by some damn or so civilian educational contractors throughout the
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world, and there is no common curriculum, standards of performance, requirements for
instructor qualifications and so forth. As a consequence, there is no uniformity of educational
quality or accomplishment. The Army, too, has a multitude of educational service providers
and has no means of controlling the contents, method.; and quality of instruction. Altogether,
in fiscal year 1961, the last date for which information is available, the military conducted
some 19 different types of remedial literacy programs, and, using a variety of reading tests,
reported programs making se much as 2.3 years of reading improvement is as little as 14 hours
of training. and at little es 0.9 years pia in as much as 120 hours of instruction.

Though both the Army and the Navy currently have vacant and development projects
underway to address the plabbms of obtaining quality literacy instruction that makes
demonstrative pine in the ability to perform military literacy and numeracy tasks, the services
have a long way to go to develop a well maseged system for delivering high quality, useful
remedial literacy training to those most in seed.

Pmformsace of Marginally Litente Pessonnal in the Military
Despite all the concerns of military managers for obtaining higher mental quality

personnel, the record of the military in secemsfully training and utilizing very large numbers
of lower aptitude, low literate penionnel when annum Is excelleat. For example, as Figure 3
illustrates. since 1950 and the Korean war, there have been three times when large numbers of
lower aptitude personnel entered the Watery is large numbern during the Korean war, later
on during the Viet Nam main, and still Ina, after the impisoneatation of the All Voluntary
Force, when the ASVAB was endesonneer such that the services thought they were gettin,
higher aptitude personnel than was actually the nen

In recent research that modeles and I are conducing seder sponsorship of the Ford
Foundation, we found that, despite coesidetable eriticans by the gent', the lower aptitude
personnel who entered the services during the Viet Nam war under Project 100.000 performed
almost as well as did meow aptitude personnel, as Lidice:8d by the ratings of satisfactory or
better performance given by military commanders. Pipre 4 compares the perform :tee of less
literate, lower aptitude personnel to that at average aptitude personnel during WorliWar
Project 100.000. in which the military brought in up to 100.000 personael a year who would
have been excluded from military service seder earlier mental masdards, and during the
ASVAB misnaming, when it was unknown that such large numbers of recruits were, in fact,
sot average in aptitude but, ratite: At the lowest mental catesory permitted to enlist by
Congress.

As indicated in Figure 4 lower aptitude, marginally literate personnel did not perform
a well a did average aptitude personnel. But, and this is a matter of some judgement, they
appear to have performed almost as we a average ability recruits as such indicators
completion of the term of duty and achievement of the paygrade of E4, which corresponds in
the Army to corporal's rank, roughly.

Additional data indicate that some 1,200 of the lower aptitude personnel who entered
the military under Project 100,060 were still in the service in fiscal year 1963, and for many of
them. their years of education iscreated, their arlitudee increased, and they had achieved
"marabou positions. Also, for a sample at Project 100,000 veterans, data suggest that 61%
had used the 01 Bill to obtain additional training and education.

These endless regarding the petformence of lower aptitude, ins literate men should not
be taken to indicate that such personnel are not more difficult to train and utilize, because
they are. But, when faced with utilizing such "Nailed °margins? personnel, the military's job
classification, training, and performance system can meet the challenge, and the
undereducated can provide useful service and benefit from the military's assistance.

bass Regarding Adult Mersey and the Military
In this very brief statement of some of the banes facing the military relating to problems

of adult illiteracy there its three main points:
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(1) How will the military deal with the decline in the numbers of young people in the
uf Is IS through Y1 age without lowering mental. literacy, and education standards?

(2) How can the Nation ir mese the general and technological literacy skills needed to
preserve the security of our own and other free countries, and particularly as this need applies
to minerities and females?

(3) Can the demonstrated ability of the military in training and titillating leas literate,
undereducated young adults be put to better use in coping with the problems of adult
illiteracy in this and tie coming decade?

Footnotes:
a,
:he comments of Part I are an extension of comments

which appeared in an opinion editorial in the Wall Street
Journal of 3 September 1985.

b
The .mmments of Part II are my own opinions and do not

necessarily represent the official positions or policies
of the Department of Defense or its member services.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Sticht.
We will begin to question the witness. Mr. Goodling first.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think there is a portion of Mr. Anderson's testimony that really

caught my eye because it is so true. He says: The answer is that
over a period of many years my experience has been that reading
seldom gets weighted in proportion to its importance in Federal de-
cisionmaking. One of the reasons for this fact is the way that gov-
ernment decisionmaking works, every little special interest group
gets something. Unfortunately that is true. I guess a good example
is, there is no question we improved the vocational education bill
when it was reauthorized. We could have done a lot better, but con-
sensus was so important; and that doesn't make for the best pro-
gTain.

What I am going to do, I am going to try to get at least all the
leadership in education in my 19th District to read the book. I
think it would be very meaningful. And then if they can get it on
down to kindergarten and first and second grade teachers, I think
it would be also beneficial.

Dr. Banks, I would ask you the question that I asked Dr. Gard-
ner. How would you respond or how would you deal with the teach-
er's comment that, in trying to motivate, she has great difficulty
simply because the role models of her students are the highly paid,
the millionaire entertainers and the millionaire athletes? ich, I
might say, really let us down when they were finished testifying
about cocaine, only one of the group tLat I saw ever apologized or
said to young people it was stupid. And then on top of that I read
in this weeks paper where the quarterback of the Chicago Bears
said it's a fun game, it's a kid's game, and he likes to play it and
then get drunk. So, now we've told young people that the way to
get motivated, I guess, is use cocaine and gd drunk.

How would you respond to that teacher's dilemma?
Mr. BANKS. Mr. Goodling, I would make the observation that the

greatest motivation is success. As we look in our school districts-
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and I speak in particular, Congressman Cutici ling, of urban school
districtsthat if we have in place an opportunity for jobs, and
that's why I hope that there will be an expansion of the Hum-
phrey-Hawkins Act in terms of resources toward disastrous unem-
ployment levels for youths in large urban school districts. I think if
we have in place a sense of hope, Congressman, for youngsters,
that is to say, that they see the nexus or the connection between
education and a job and success, that will take care of the motiva-
tion.

I would make a further comment here that education is costly. If
we really want to motivate our youngstersand I come back, Con-
gressman, toand I was a youngster in junior high school when
this occurredthe Marshall plan of 1945. Here we had a war-dev-
astated Europe. The prophets and prophetesses of gloom thought
that Europe would not rise again, but it did rise. But we put in, as
you well know, over $15 billion into war-torn Europe, devastated
Europe.

I think another piece, as a final point here, I think we need to
give very serious thought, and that is to say that we have a painful
bifurcation in our Nation. We have those who are highly affluent,
and we have large urban school districts that represent educational
wastelands.

I hope that tk -I committee will give very serious thought, be-
cause it will be in the national interest in terms of multiplier
effect, of declaring large urban and rural school difitricts that are
poor, too, educational disaster areas. Put in the money that we put
in for Europe and other areas, to give a sense of hope to the young-
ster, for instance, in Baltimore, where I work. The unemployment
level among black youths is so high we don't really know. We know
it is over 50 percent. We know that. But if we factor in, Congress-
man Goodling, the so-called discouraged, it would approximate 60
percent, and you can replicate that across the Nation.

My point in summary is that the greatest motivation in terms of
education, in terms of a community is success. Put the people to
work. Help people to see the relationship between education, which
is power, and success in terms of the larger community.

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Sticht, I think you indicated that we have
thrown money at the problemor was that Mr. Andersonand
perhaps have not gotten a good return with some of the money we
have thrown. I guess I am thinking of the money we spent on
young people when they got beyond, let's say, about fifth or sixth
grade in attempting to do something about their reading skills.
What I observed was we were very effective in first, second, and
third grade, and that the money we spent, the Federal dollars, on
the senior high level was less effective. I think it goes back partial-
ly to what Dr. Banks said in relationship to at that age students
have to see a reason. Not only that, it's painful, I guess, to admit
that you need that remedial approach.

Whea a do you think we have failed, if you do, on our approach to
doing something about the whole literacy problem or education in
general.

Mr. STIcIFr. Let me say I was born and raised in Arizona. I know
some of the problems of the rural Indian population. The problems
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there, of course, are extraordinary, many cultural adjustment prob-
lems that interfere with education.

I would say in response that, to a very large extent, a lot of the
problemsthis will not make my friends in many quarters, per-
haps, but since I don't work for schools of education and institu-
tions of higher education, I can stand back and look at them. Many
of them are very bad. They don't develop professional educators
like professional educators could be developed. There needs to be
almost, in my judgment, a wholesale restructuring of schools of
professional education. I don't think any of us would want to go to
a physician who had no training in the basic medical sciences, who
had no physiology, no anatomy, no chemistry, no biology. Yet, I
know that, if you go to a school of education, it's pomade, for in-
stance, to graduate without taking a course in human learning. I
don't understand how come people can come out of a professional
school where your express purpose is to understand how human
cognition develops and what to do to develop it, without ever
having the foundations of cognitive science. In this day and age it
makes no sense.

Today, when we can computers to talk, sing, play music,
write papers, why, we're le to make the computers more literate
than a lot of the people. It doesn't make sense to not have profes-
sionally trained educators in schools of education who can come
out without the basic cognitive sciences, in addition who have no
training in instructional systems development, in human problem
solving, ;r1 teaching, even in many cases. And I recently hired an
instruct 1 technologist in my company in San Diego only to dis-
cover alp, this person had had no training at all in a course in
cognition. Yet, this person had a master's degree in instructional
technology, which is all about how you go about designing instruc-
tion to affect wtion.

So, I would think that one major place is to improve schools of
education. Within that category itself, I would focus and I would
target those institutions that are traditionally black schools, and I
would infuse lots of dollars into those schools to upgrade the capa-
bility of those schools of education to prepare prdessional educa-
tors because a vast problem exists among the minority groups. And
not only in basic literacy, I'm not talking now about being able to
comprehend in print what you can't in speech.

I am talking about reservoirs of knowledge. For instance, if one
looks at the armed services vocational aptitude battery, that meas-
ures one's knowledge not only in word knowledge and paragraph
comprehension, which we would call reading but which they call
verbal, but additionally there are tests that assess what one knows
about mechanics, that is, how do things work? How do mechanical
objects work? Automotive and shop information, general science.
And in all of those areas blacks score approximately 100 points
below the average for whites. And Hispanics fall in between.

Furthermore, though, with respect to females, if yoz look at
those traditional areas like automotive and shop, mechanical'cal com-
prehension, black females fall additionally further below males in
that area, where the males tend to do a little bit better. Even
among the white categories, females score almost 50 to 60 points
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below average then when one goes into those areas like automotive
and shop, mechanical, general science.

Those are the kinds of aptitude areas, by the way, that industry
will use to select people for technical training, that vocational
schools will select people for technical training, and it's the sorts of
things, of course, that the armed forces will use to select people for
technical training. So, if you're low in those areas, you're not going
to gst into technical programs.

So, it seems to me that, in addition to improving the schools of
education, one should focus a great deal of attention on this area of
technological literacy. This means improving the training and edu-
cation of people whose reading skills are, say, between the fifth to
the ninth grade level.

There has been some concern with focusing resources on people
who are reading below the fifth grade level. Clearly, more re-
sources should be focused there, because there is practically noth-
ing focused there now. That will constitute some 4.8 percent, let's
say roughly 5 percent of the new population coming out of school
each year could be expected to be reading below that level, rough-
ly, say, maybe 200,000 people a year.

But the bulk of the problem of marginal literacy and that prob-
lem where there are growing numbers comes in those people read-
ing between the fifth and ninth grade level, those people show up
many times in programs and present themselves for help. You
don't have to go out and beat the bushes to bring them in or exten-
sive recruitment. Yet, when they show up for help, so often institu-
tions fail them. We need to look at those institutions carefully.

I would say this: one of the major sorts of institutions that we
ought to carefully look at and consider enhancing a great deal are
community colleges. Community colleges are attractive to youth
and young adults. They aren't elementary or secondary schools;
they are colleges. They have developed middle studies programs,
but Prof. John Rouche at the University of Texas could testify
better than I. I know that he !would tell you that many of those
programs are a shambles.

There is a real opportunity where we could mix bash: skills and
content area teaching. That is, people show up to college to learn
college subject matter and then told to go sit in a laboratory some-
place reading 500 separate little cards about 500 separate little
topics. They have no chance to build a consolidated body of knowl-
edge.

Furthermore, we could be teaching them literacy skills within
the context of natural sciences, life sciences, but we don't do that
because there's the myth of literacy that says literacy is something
you first get and then have to apply. Of course, that is totally
wrong. You get it while you apply it.

If I were looking at where funds could be focused and emphasis
could be focused, because so many millions of people present them-
selves for help, I would focus on community colleges.

So, those are a couple of things in response to your question.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank jou.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Fawell.
Mr. FAWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I just have one question. I do want to express my gratitude for
what I have heard here. It has been edifying for me. I have just
recently read where the Secretary of Education has centered on bi-
lingual education and the failure, as he sees it, to do the job which
is basically to emphasize proficiency in English.

What opinions do any of the witnesses have in regard to whether
this, our use of bilingual education, has hampered reading profi-
ciency in English?

Mr. ArnmasoN. I will venture an opinion if you clearly under-
stand that this is not a speoial expertise of mine. I think the Secre-
tary made a correct conclusion. If 3rou just throw all of the studies
in together indiscriminately and ask what's the average result, the
average result is confusing. I think if you read the newspaper clip-
ping, an assistant of the Secretary'sI think her name 18 Whit-
tenpresented what is actually closer to the truth of the matter.
That is, quality bilingual, bicultural programs which take as their
primary role, or at least a major role, preparing children to under-
stand and join mainstream culture and to become literate in Eng-

that's what makes it confusing. Some of them are y intend-
lishsee, some of these programs have a mixture of . So,

intend-
ed to promote an appreciation for and pride in one's own cultural
heritage, which is a worthy goal. Depending on how the program is
set up and the quality of its execution, that possibly will get in the
way of becoming literate in English.

But it would be my guess that quality programsand we have
quite a bit of knowledge now about what counts as quality school-
ing and auality instruction. In that framework, when you're talk-
ing about a quality program, bilingual, bicultural education does
work, probably works better than immersion experience for chil-
dren who come in with little or no English.

Now, there are questions of whether it is feasible in districts that
have 26 different languages that they might be proposed that they
teach, and so on, whether a well-designed program will work and
whether it will work at least a little better than an immersion pro-
gram, I think the answer is yes.

Mr. FAWELL. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. I was struck when Dr. Gardner this morn-

ing outlined the system in Califorria as be which provides
that one-eighth of the top students would bed ad

that
missible to the uni-

versity system, the University of California, for example. Then the
top one-third would be permitted to go to State universities. Then
the rest of them would go to 2-year community colleges.

It just seems to me that that tends to emphasize a rather unfair
competition, whether or not we can judge the ine.viduals at that
level. If we are really looking for educational reform, perhaps we
are starting at the wrong end and should start much earlier. And I
think Dr. Sticht indicated that all children are illiterate to begin
with. So, they are in that sense equal. But then we begin to build
in unfairness or inequality. There has been some implication that,
if the parents can't read, then the child is doomed and that the
school makes very little difference.

It would seem to me that in 1965, for example, we attempted at
the Federal level to do something about this by providing pre-
school education and compensatory education so as to eq in
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some way this fairness, so that when a child gets to the age where
they may be thinking of going to university, they would be compet-
ing fairly for that one-eighth top spot. But we don't do that.

Keep m mind that, while these early childhood development pro-

filiahave
proved to be successful, Head Start reaches only about

reIrcent. So, 82 percent of the children at that age don't get a
fair chance because they are among the 82 and not that select 18.
So it is with compensatory education. Again, they don't get a
chance because, if they have weaknesses due to their economic sit-
uation, they don't get a fair chance to compete again. So, they go
through school, they are passed from one grade to another, if they
stay in school. And those who for economic reason find it necessary
to do something dong the way, they just simply drop out. So,
again, you eliminate a large group.

So, you get to the point where we are talking about that top one-
eighth, having eliminated some of the best students, the potential
ones who perhaps would do better than the top one-eighth. But we
have eliminated them through the system.

It just seems to me what we have is a lack of a policy whereby
we address these problems where they should be addressed. We test
along the way so that we don't just advance a kid but we find out
those that are failing, those that are likely to drop out, and that we
should place the emphasis there.

I think, Dr. Anderson, you referred to making sure that reading
gets the priority. But how do you make reading the priority under
such a system? Someone else said we need to make a commitment.
I guess Dr. Banks said that. But are we truly making a commit-
ment or are we simply turning our back on the problem and jazz-
ing around here in these hearings, talking about excellence with-
out at the same time making sure that we have equitable treat-
ment of individuals so that we don't fail them because of family
background, fail them because of geographical location, or fail
them because they come from families whore English isn't spoken?
Who's failing? It seems to me that someone somewhere else is fail-
ing _and not those that we deem to be the failures.

Mr. ANDIIIRSON. Mr. Chairman, I think your observations are ab-
solutely correct. What we ought to figure out is how we are best
going to intervene to break this terrible cycle.

I have alread_y mentioned early childhood emphasis. You brought
up Headstart. Those sorts of programs deserve emphasis. The more
successful ones are now being widely emulated. So, we can expect
greater benefits from Headstart.

Another way to break the cycle is, relatively simple things can
be done, even with parents who aren't very literate, to help them
do a better job in preparing their children for school and sustain-
ing children in school. And then we need second chance opportuni-
ties along the way.

Those are three things that can be done.
Chairman HAwKuis. Dr. Banks, would you care to comment?
Mr. Basics. Mr. Chairman, I think your comments are eminently

sound and pertinent. I come back to the point of commitment. I
think as we sit here in this salubrious environment, we have a na-
tional administration that is prepared to pull back on the concept
of equity and excellence in education. I won't dare mention the
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Brown decisions, which, of course, pre under attack and subsequent
Federal court orders.

But I think, Mr. Chairman, to be specific, the Ypsilanti, MI
schools, a longitudinal study was done of the Headstart effort over
a 12-year span in that school district, which indicated success for
those who went through with Federal assistance. That particular
success has been maligned by the national administration and
those who are not prepared to make a commitment to those who
are viewed as the losers in our society. And I speak here basically
blacks, Hispanics, and the poor.

Until, Mr. Chairman, we face up to that fact, we are not going to
have literate citizenry, we are not going to have in fact excellence
in education. It is a mockery of truth to talk about excellence in
education, with over 9 million black youngstersand if you talk
about Hispanic youngsters, the number is even greaterwho are
denied the equal access and opportunity that Mr. Good ling makes
- reference to in an earlier question and that you addressed very elo-
quently here

The final point, I come back to the Marshall plan. We made a
n 10-i' nal commItment that we would rebuild Europe. We spent over

billion tc do that. We have not made that commitment, Mr.
'..lhairmsoi, as every literate, rational person knows full well, to
saveand I use that in a literate senseblack end poor and His-
penic youngsters across this Nation, sequestered in large urban
school districts or in rural areas. Until we make that commitment,

ate best demonstrability of that commitment would have to be
an and monetary resources.

Dr. Brown has a very cogent point. I wish he would be permitted
to speak on that point

Chairman HAwxna. May I interrupt, however? We have a vote.
Mr. and I both are too late. I don't know whether we will
be e to make it or not, but we are going to try to make it. In
order not to hold you up, I am afraid that it would be best just to
adjourn the meeting at this point and hope that we can call back
the witnesses or at least communicate with the witnesses so as to
follow up on some of the points that we cannot make this morning.

Thank you again, gentlemen.
Mr. BANKS. Thank you very much.
Mr. &tows. Thank you.
Chairman HAwIUNS. The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-

ject to the call of the chair.]
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ILLITERACY IN AMERICA

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1985

U.S. House OF REPRESENTATIVES, HOUSE &mown TrEz
ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCA-
TION AND SENATE Suscomatrern ON EDUCATION, ARTS,
AND HUMANFITES

Washington, DC.
The joint committee met, pursuant to call, at 10 am., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
(chairman) presiding.

Members present from the House Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education: Representatives Hawkins,
Williams, Martinez, Goodling, and Gunderson.

Present from the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arta, and
Humanities: Senator Pell.

Staff present from the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education: John F. Jennings, majority coun-
sel; Nancy Kober, letive specialist; Reta Lewis, research Assist-
ant and Dr. Andrew tman, Republican legislative associate.

Staff present from the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arta,
and Humanities: Elizabeth Hackett, legislative assistant.

Chairman Havigngs. The committee will come to order. Mr. Wil-
liams and Mr. Goodling are on their way. Unfortunately, Senator
Stafford is ill today and cannot attend. We do have as the first wit-
ness a distinguished Member from South Carolina, the Honorable
Robin Tallon.

Mr. Tallon, we welcome you to the hearing today, and we look
forward to your testimony. May I announce for all of the witnesses
that every statement, every prepared statement, will be printed in
the record, and we would appreciate, to the extent possible, that
the witnesses summarize from the statement so as to leave room
for questioning. I think, in that way, we can focus in on the subject
much better.

We leave it up to the discretion of the witnesses, and to you, Mr.
Tallon. We obviously do not intend this in any way to reflect on
you. Your statement is very brief anyway. But in any event, we're
delighted to have you. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBIN TALLON, MEMBER OF CONGRESS,
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SOUTH CAROLINA

Mr. TALLON. Mr. cLairman, thank you very much. I'm delighted
to be here. I thank you f51 allowing me the opportunity to testify. I
will have a more detailed Statement. for the record.

(188)
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Again, Mr. Chairman, and members of the two subcommittee 3, I
commend your efforts in addressing adult illiteracy. I appreciate
the opportunity to speak to you on an issue that is critical to the
continued well being and productivity of our Nation.

Through these and further efforts, I hope we can call attention
to this unacceptable problem, and encourage public and private ef-
fcrts to reduce illiteracy in America.

Although education has always been a strong concern of mine, I
was unaware of the scale, severity and implication of illiteracy in
our country until I read Jonathan Kozol's book, "Illiterate Amer
ica." From its first startling sentence, I was jolted into the aware-
ness of the threat illiteracy poses economically, politically and so-
cially.

Subsequent visits to my district in South Carolina confirmed
importance of literate citizens to South Carolina's future.

In my longer statement for the record, I point out the enormous
eco.iomic, political and social cost of illiteracy. Today I would like
to examine how we can begin to overcome this problem through
combined public and private efforts. I am proud to paint to my
State of South Carolina as a successful model of a cooperative ap-
proach toward reducing illiteracy.

In South Carolina, the department of education, the South Caro-
lina Literacy Association and the financial community have pooled
th:ir efforts and financial resources to produce an effective and ef-
ficient literacy campaign. This tremendously successful campaign
is directed by a reading advisory council chaired by the wife of
Gov. Richard Riley and comprised of legislators, educators and rep-
resentatives of business, church and social welfare organizations.

Integral to the success of the South Carolina Literacy Associa-
tion, a private, nonprofit organization funded by a combination of
State, Federal, corporate, charitable and community donations.
This association administers to the most basic educational needs of
illiterate adults largely through autonomous local literacy councils.
Under the direction of the association, the student is coached to
the level where the government program, Adult Basic Education,
can assume teaching responsibility.

In obtaining funds for both public and private literacy efforts, it
is necessary to identify and coordinate the many resources avail-
able. For example, in my district, contributions from corporate citi-
zens such as Sunoco and DuPont, the Business Council for Effective
Literacy and B. Dalton Books, along with support from the de
ment of education, the Job Training Partnership Program, VISTA,
and the United Way, have enabled both the public and private lit-
eracy organizations to produce outstanding results.

Now, as a businessman, I understand there are four essential
components for establishing a successful business: raw material,
labor, capital, and effective management. I believe the same theory
applies to a successful literacy effort.

The availability of raw material, the student, has been repeated-
ly pointed out during these hearings. The laborers needed are ener-
getic, articulate, companionate volunteers and professionals. The
third ingredient of capital, in the form of public and private sector
support, as I have noted, is available and needs to be identified and
maximized.
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The final ingredient of management is critical. In examining the
literacy efforts in South Carolina, two factors stand out, the need
for professionalism and the need for flexibility. A professional will
be able to devote the necessary time to ensure visibility and organi-

. zation. Flexibility ensures that the literacy organization can meas-
ure and meet the community's needs and potential.

I have come before you because I believe this is a problem that
demands immediate Federal, State, local and individual attention
and action. The American dream is the promise of opportunity. I
hope we can work together to ensure that 27 million illiterate
Americans are able to realize this promise.

I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Robin Tallon follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. Roans TALLON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and
the Humanities and the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Voca-
tional Education, I commend your efforts, in past and here today, in addressing
adult illiteracy. I thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak to you on an
issue at is critical to the continued well-being and productivity of our nation.
Through these and further efforts, I hope we can call attention to this acute and
unacceptable problem and encourage public and private efforts to reduce illiteracy
in America.

To begin to address adult illiteracy we must first make the public aware of the
magnitude of the problem. I am aware of the importance of publicizing the issue
from personal experience. Although education has always been a strong concern of
mine, I was unaware of the scale, severity and implications of illiteracy m our coun-
try until I read Junathan Kozol's book "illiterate America". Frcm its first, startling
sentence I was jolted into awareness of the threat illiteracy pales ecocornically, po-
litically and socially. Subsequent visits to my district in South Caroline confirmed
the importance -"-+erate citizens to South Carolina's future.

I believe it is important that America's citizens and leaders are also jolted into an
understanding of the economic, political and societal costa of illiteracy. A brief
review of the statistics on illiteracy reveals that it is a crisis of frightening propor-
tions. Specifically, some 27 million Americans lack the brie skits needed to func-
tion in their everyday lives and workplace; another 45 million have only marginal
skills. These numbers are even more alarming when viewed on a state basis. In
South Carolina, nearly half a million persons, roughly 25 percent of all adults are
functionally illiterate. But of all those who need help, only 16 percent are receiving
it.

The impact of this problem reverberates throughout our state, causing extensive
economic, patical and societal harm. Illiteracy has been indentified as a significant
determinant of poverty, welfare, crime and numerous other social ills. It is general-
ly understood income is directly related to education. Therefore, it is not Nur-. prising that among welfare recipients, the proportion of those who have obtained
less the- six grades of school is more than double those who have six to eight years
of education. Further, the cycle of poverty, poor education, and criminal activity is
well established. Statistics have shown that pe-sons who have been imprisonJd have
lower levels of educational achievement than the population at large.

In general, the cycle of poverty, poor education, and criminal activity is well es-
tablished. Translated into mdivz dual terms, the illiterate individual tend to be so-
cially isolated, politically powerless, unprepared for work, and plagued with family
and personal problems.

The economic costa of adult illiteracy are enormous. The great advances in Ameri-
can technology have dramatically changed the nature of work and the definition of
work competence. The menial tasks formerly available to illiterates have been re-
placed by more technical and complex positions. There are coats to the business
sector as well. Mistakes caused from poor reading and writing skills are extremely
cost' to business end industry. Not only are undereducated workers less proficient

rying out their duties, but they can also be dangerous to themselves and
.a.
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Other economic costs are the extensive fiscal resources expended to provide for
the maintenance of the illiterate in such areas as criminal justice and welfare. It is
estimated that approximately $13.5 million are expended for prison costs annually
in South Carolina for inmates who do not have the equivalent of an eighth grade
education.

In contrast, the economical and social benefits of a literate society are multiple.
Increased literacy promotes employment, a more equitable distribution of wealth,
and better utilization of talents. As a democracy, America's political health is di-
rectly related to the level of education and information held by its citizens. For ex-
ample, a high correlation exists between educational attainment and voter partici-
pation. In South Carolina, 723 te in Adult Education programs also voted
for the first time. However, per most important benefactor of literacy is the
individual. By acquiring the ability to read and write, an individual gains access to
employment, increased communication skills and self-confidence.

The economic, political and social benefits of a literate population are dear.
Equally clear is the need for a concerted and coordinated effort among the public
and private sectors. Only through the cooperation and active participation of feder-
al, state and local governments with business and existing literacy organizations,
can the dream of a literate America become a reality. I am proud to point to my
state of South Carolina as a successful model If a cooperative approach toward re-
dudng illiteracy.

In South Carolina, the Department of Education, the South Carolina Literacy As-
sociation and the financial community have pooled their efforts and financial re-
sources to produce an effective and dent literacy campaign. This campaiv is di-
rected by a Reading Advisory Council, chaired by the wife of Governor Rithard
Riley comprised of legislators, educators, and businea, community, social wel-
P

and
re, and church representatives. This campaign has proven to be a tremendous and
...alytic success.
Integral to this success is the South Carolina Literacy Association, a private, non-

profit organization funded by a combination of state and federal, corporate, charita-
ble and community donations. This Association administers to the most basic educa-
tional needs of illiterate adults through autonomous local Mandy councils. Under
the direction of the South Carolina Literacy Ansonia:ion thd student is coached to
the level where the government program, Adult Basic Education, can assume teach-
ing responsibility.

In obtaining funds for both public and private literacy efforts, it is necessary to
identify and coordinate the many resources available. For example, in the Sixth Dis-
trict, contributions from Sunoco, Grove Manufacturing and Dupont, the Business
Council for Effective Literacy and B. Dalton Books along with support from the De-
partment of Education, the Job Training Partnership Program, MIA, and the
United Way have enabled both the pair and private literacy organizations to
produce outstanding literacy services.

I have stressed the importance of our adopting literacy as a civic priority. I with
to also emphasize that this is a goal that Is as achievable as it is critical. As a busi-
nessman, I understand that there are four essential components for establishing a
successful business: raw material, labor, capital, and effective management. I be-
lieve the same theory applies to a successful literacy effort.

The availability of raw material, the student, has been repeatedly pointed out
during these hearings. The labor needed is the force of many energetic, articulate
and compassionate volunteers and professionals dedicated to giving the valuable gift
of literacy. Through public awareness, business and government support and com-
munity endorsement an effective labor force can be attained. The third ingredient of
capital in the formblic and private support, as I have noted, is available and
needs only to be tapped and maximized.

The final ingredient of management is critical. In examining the literacy efforts
in South Carolina, two factors stand out, the need for professionalism and the need
for flexibility. Experience has demonstrated the necessity for at least one profession-
al per literacy council. In South Carolina, those local organivitions that have a full-
time or part-time

umber
paid professional coordinator are the ones that attract and retain

the largest n of students registered and largest number of available tutors. A
professional will be able to devote the necessary time to ensure visibility and organi-
zation. Flexibility should also be maintained in soliciting funds and students as well
as in instruction. Flexibility ensures that the literacy organization can measure and
meet the community's needs and potentiaL

I have come before you because I believe this is a problem that demands immedi-
ate federal, state, local and individual attention and action. The American dream is
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the promise of opportunity. I hope we can work together to ensure that 27 million
illiterate Americans are able to realize this promise. Thank you.

Chairman HAWKrTS. Thank you very much, Mr. Tal lon. The
Chair certainly wishes to commend you on this experiment in
South Carolina.

With respect to the funding of the project and the numbers that
are reached, could you be a little more specific? In other words,
have you amassed enough financial resources to really reach a siza-
ble number of those whom you have attempted to reach; and do
you believe that this idea could be expanded so as to involve all of
those who may be in need of such a program?

Mr. Ulmer. Yes, sir. I would certainly hope that the p
ccould be expanded. Frankly, through only the support weICT:

now, we cant reach the many thousands of South Carolinians and
millions of people across our Nation. It's going to take a commit-
ment from the Federal Government.

Chairman HAWKINS. You say a commitment from the Federal
Government. In what way do you think that commitment can best
be made? Do you have any particular Federal rogram with which
these efforts are combined, and is this a part of the educational
system of the State or is it outside of that system?

Mr. TALLON. Mr. Chairman, it's actually outside of the system.
The VISTA Program has been very helpful. I don't know that we
can take an existing program and expand it, or through your hear-
ingrsou may determine that we need to develop a new program.

should be a national priority.
Chairman HAwangs. Thank you. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you. V/hat I would like from my colleague,

since I'm trying to do something similar to this in my district, is a
name and an address so I can contact them and find out what their
pitfalls were or what the strengths were, so that we don't make the
same mistakes and we capitalize on what they're doing well.

So if your office could provide us with that information
Mr. TALLON. Thank you very much. I'll be happy to do that. I

think that some coordination of these efforts, looking at the strong
points and where we've made mistakesI know we're all very in-
terested, and would be happy to share information that we have in
South Carolina with you; and we'll be it touch with you.

Mr. GOODLING. We're trying to combine the chamber and the
Manufacturer's Association and the education community and the
volunteer organizations, to see if we can't attack it from two
angles, youth and adults at the same time.

Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. TALLON. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Martinez.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, certainly, Mr. Talon, I wish to com-

mend you on this project in South Carolina. It's y possible
that in some of the field hearings we will be visiting t rwon, in
which case we certainly will keep in mind your interest in this sub-
ject, and may include South Carolina as one of those field sites.

Mr. TALLON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We would
welcome your committee to South Carolina and very much encour-
age you to come. Thank you.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
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The next witnesses will consist of a panel composed of Mr. Wood-
row Evans, an adult education student from Baltimore; Ms. Renee
Poussaint, WJLA-TV, Washington, DC; Dr. Donald McCune, direc-
tor, adult, alternative, and continuation education, the California
State Department of Education; Mr. Jonathan Kozol, the author of
"Illiterate America"; and Mrs. Sidney Savage, president of the Lit-
eracy Council of Northern Virginia.

Would those witnesses please be seated at our table, and we cer-
tainly would like to welcome you en bloc as the committee looks
forward to your testimony.

All of the witnesses' statements will be obviously printed in the
record, and we look forward to a very lively session.

Ms. Poussaint, may I personally welcome you, because we have
admired so much your contribution through the TV on this subject,
=Id for you to take time out of your very, very busy schedule to
come before us, we certainly appreciate that, as well as the other
witnesses.

I guess, Dr. Kozol, we have quoted you so much, so many times,
that it almost seems as if we know each other. However, this is the
first privilege we've had of that, and I think I speak for the com-
mittee when I say we look forward to your testimony.

We will take you in the order in which you are listed, beginning
with Mr. Evans. Mr. Evans, I understand that you do not have a
prepared statement, but you are speaking from experience. Cer-
tainly, we welcome you before the committee. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF WOODROW EVANS, ADULT EDUCATION STUDENT,
BALTIMORE, MD

Mr. EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm from Baltimore, MD.
Chairman HAWKINS. Could you pull the microphone closer.

Thank you.
Mr. EVANS. I'm from Baltimore, MD, and that is where my pro-

gram is at for adult teaching. But before I started going to adult
teaching, I was completely illterate; and I couldn't really function
in life. It stopped me from doing just aboutlittle things that
people take for granted. For instance, reading signs, going into
buildings, trying to find places, and even just playing a simple
little game with my children, Trivia.

Then I started ing to an adult program 1 year ago, and it has
made enormous c : es in me. I could start reading my own mail,
and I can start fin places and start reading letters. It's a
wide things that I can do now that I never could do.

out that without the program I am completely lost.I am fin
Thank you.
Chairman Hswznis. Thank you. We'll question the witnesses

when all have completed their statements.
[The prepared statement of Woodrow Evans follows:]

PRZFARZD STATDIZWr or WOODROW EVANS

On October 3, 1985, I was given the honor of being on a panel to speak to you
about adult illiteracy. Unfortunately, never having done this -before, I did not come
with a prepared statement nor did I give the opening statement that I would like to
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have given. I have now gotton over my initial "stage-fright" and would like to share
my_ thoughts with you for your consideration.

o one but an terate can understand the stigma attached with being illiterate.
You cannot possibly know how it feels to have someone comment "whets the matter
can't you read" when you ask directions and a sign is in front of you. I cannot begin
to count the times I've had to ask my wife to order for us in a restaurant. Because
of this, we do not eat out ve-y often. I spent many yam of playing "cover-up". I've
watched television talk shows, news programs and documentaries to gain as much
knowledge as I could on various subjects just to be able to carry on intelligent con-
versations at social gatheriggs. I've never been able to read to my children or help
them with homework. When papers were brought home from school the standard
answer from me became keep them until your mother gets home. My wife took care
of everything from the house, keeping a full-time job, our finances, homework,
parent teacher conferences, etc. I covered up so well, that today my son who is 18
years old and a recent graduate from high school, barely communicates with me at
all. We have a very strained relationship. Our relations* is strained because all
my years of cover up were viewed by my son as indifference to him and his

Everytime anything important came up it was my wife that took care of it.
OrreespOrt cards were checked by my wife and when he had problems in school it
was my wife that went to school for him. I was illiterate and he did not know it. He
felt I didn't care to go to school for him or check his progress. All of those years are
lost for my son and I. I cannot bring them beck or change them. But, it seems so
unfair that I could never bring myself to tell him how proud of him and his scholas-
tic progress I really was. To him I seemed such a hypocrite telling him to do his
homework while never looki at a school paper or going to a PTA . I can
only hope now that :nu r:oolem is out in the open we can build a good f 4ion
relationship and that -he now can try to understand that I was not indifferent or
uncaringonly embarrased at being illiterate.

I've never been able to hold a job for any length of time. I not only came from a
broken family, but an indifferent one as well. I was never made to do my home-
work, no one helped me or even tried to. I was left to my own devicse and since I
was having problems in school, I just gave up. I did complete 6 years of school, how-
ever, I could not read beyond my name. I was simply pushed from class to class just
to get me out and finally, I quit. I have been called a drifter and a bum, not only my
so-called friends called me this, but my so-called family as well. I started to drink
because after all if your family says you are no good it must be true. I thought
drinking could make me forget my misery but it couldn't. I wanted to be somebody.
I felt that I had thoughts in my head that were useful but I couldn't read so I
couldn't get the education necessary for me to "be somebody". My wife tried to
teach me to read but with a full-time job, a home to run and 8 children to raise
there was not much time. Finally, my 16 year old daughter who I did not know
knew my "secret", kept bringing home fliers from her school 'about adult basic edu-
cation claws. My wife and I discussed it and I decided to go. I was embarrassed and
felt degraded when registe because my wife had to fill in the forms. At my first
class I was sent home tely became we were given a teat to see where we
were and of course I couldn't take the test. I felt lower than I had ever felt before,
but I still went back for my second class. I was relieved to see a whole class of
people in the same category as myself. After 1 year, I have progressed to a 4th
grade level of reading and I'm back again this year more determined than ever to
finish elementary school and get my GED. Adult Basic Education has not only
changed my education status, it has changed my life. The first thing I realized is
that my family consists of my wife and children I don't need a family that thinks
I'm no good, a drifter and a bum. I found that I don't have to avoid people and res-
taurant& I do look at my children* papers from school and I even play games with
them. I can read signs, my mail and for the first time I'm able to write a c.hack from
my own bank account. I've decided that never again will I be humiliated, degraded
or have the feelingof utter desolation that goes hand in hand with illiteracy. I am
going to get my GED and I want to take some college courses. I know its going to
take time. I have to master writing as well. This letter, although I have dictated my
thoughts to my wife, has to be written by my wife. I cannot as yet write a letter. For
now, I'm satisfied knowing that I can read a letter.

My progress will be a success story for me due to a good basic education class in
my area. But, what of the hundreds of thousands of adults who do not have a basic
education class, or what if the Federal Government does not feel this problem is big
enough or important enough to give the proper attention to it? You are in a position
to do something about this problem. This country spends large amounts of money on
projects that do not affect as many people and I cannot believe it would desert such
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a huge number of our population. I beg you to please look beyond the dollar signs
and into the degradation that your funding would save them from. Again, I want to
thank you for allowing me to attend your Senate Hearing on October 3rd, and also
for taking the time to read this letter. Please, be generous withyour support on the
issue of Adult Illiteracy and the Basic Education Class in our country.

Chairman HAwKINS. Ms. Poussaint, we welcome you as the next
witness.

STATEMENT OF RENEE POUSSAINT, WJLA-TV, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. Pouss Ana. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and committee mem-
bers. I appreciate the opportunity to speak with you today.

My name is Renee Poussaint, and I am a reporter and anchor
with WelLA-TV here in Washington. But I am here today solely in
my private capacity as a volunteer tutor for D.C. Public School stu-
dents under the Operation Rescue Program, a program that I've
been with for about 4 years.

I've been asked to give a brief, basic perspective on the nuts and
bolts experience of tutoring a child. So there will be no statistics in
this testimony and no attempts at larger concepts and conclusions.
I do not pretend to be an expert on the subject of illiteracy, and I
bow readily to those who are. I look forward to hearing the rest of
the panel members.

I am simply an individual who has been concerned about the
problem for a number of years, and have tried to take what small
steps I can in chipping away at the difficulties.

I think it might help to give you a brief idea of how the problem
came to have such a central place in my own life. Before getting
into journalism, I was working cn a doctorate in comparative liter-
ature at Indiana University, and I was helping to teach a course in
African and Afro-American Literature to freshmen and sopho-
InOreS.

I discovered in the process of teaching that course that about 10
percent of the students in my class were functional illiterates. They
could barely read the books, much less the kind of complex literary
works they were supposed to be concerned with.

In talking to them, I was stunned to discover that many of them
did not anticipate any major problems in their lives because of
their reading difficulties. They had been promoted through various
public school systems over the years, and felt that somehow that
momentum would keep them going.

Several of them said that, yes, they were embarrassed about the
possibility that someone would find out, but they were convinced,
they said, that they could make it through life reading simple signs
and forms and television, they said, took care of the rest, giving
them whatever information they might need about their communi-
ties and the rest of the world.

They were indeed the products of a visual generation. Most of
those students expressed very little interest in. tutorial or remedial

trydtionfilgr
programs. It was too lateanfdornotinhaJi, they said. They would

Since then, as a reporter I've covered any number of stories on
illiteracy and the often resulting waste of lives, the thousands of
illiterates who crowd the jails and the unemploymen' and wet' :e
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lines, and the others trapped in low paying jobs, frightened that
someday their inability to read will be exposed.

Those experiences, plus subsequent readings, convinced me that
the most useful thing I could do as a private citizen was to join
others working with children in the very early stages before those
children began to feel that it was, in fact, too late for them, and
they acquiesced to a lifetime of illitracy and the crippled future
that so often entails.

I became a tutor with the Operation Rescue Program in Wash-
ington, DC, run jointly by the D.C. Public Schools and the Wash-
ington Urban League. In its 5 years of existence, some 3,000 ele-
mentary students have been tutored in math and reading with the
help of some 700 volunteers.

The program screens tutors, gives them options for voluntary
workshops on how to tutor, and matches them with a student or
students in need.

As one of those volunteers, I report weekly to a local school I'm
assigned to. In my 4 years with the prrooggrr I have tutored seven
children, most of them in the third grade, each of them with read-
ing problems.

The program's appeal for me is that it is straightforward and
direct, one-on-one contact with the child on a regular basis. I have
periodic talks with the child's teacher about his or her progress
and specific areas to be worked on each week, but otherwise it is
just me and the child.

Rather than setting into generalizations, let me use a specific ex-
ample of one little boy I tutored during last His
name is Donnell. He was in the third grade but-reit& on the first
grade level. Like many kids who need tutoring, Donne was not in-
herently incapable of learning. He was not stupid, nor was he eco-
nomimlly deprived.

Most of the kids at his school come from working class families
who see to it that their children have the necessities, but Donnell
needed a lot of individual attention, the kind of attention a teacher
with a full classroom often cannot give.

Somehow, early on, Donnell had gotten out of synch with his
peers in terms of reading, and he had never rotten back on track.
That is why he was one of the students assigned to the tutoring

rgeni we first start working together, it was virtually impossible
to get Donnell to sit down long enough with me to concentrate on
any kind of organized lesson plan. He was high strung, energetic,
and seemed to have a very limited attention span.

Understandably, he wanted to do everything but sit down and
labor through the mysteries of letters that made tittle sense to
him. I later found out from Donnell that part of that racing around
and apparently short attention span had to do with his own embar-
rassment. He was only in the third grade.

Donnell was convinced that there was something tae matter with
him, that he lacked some magical talent that mast of his class-
mates had that enabled them to make sense out of words; and he
had worked out a behavior pattern which I found not uncommon
with similar kids, of acting out behaviorally in order to distract
teachers and other people from focusing on the problems.
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In other words, if he could keep me busy trying to discipline him
and chase him around the room, I wouldn t have time to make him
try to do something, read, that he was convinced he couldn't do.

Eventually, we worked through that stage and moved on to the
first tentative steps in the learning process.

Initially, I think the most important thing for Donnell was be-
coming convinced tint I was serious, that I was serious, about this
whole thing; and part of convincing him was the regularity with
which I showed up. I think, in such voluntary tutoring programs,
establishing that regularity is critical to establishing the kind of
trust that's necessary to make the relationship work.

The child must be able to depend on the fact that the tutor will
be there regularly for him, no matter what. We used his regular
schoolbooks with special lessons marked off by the teacher.

Donnell's reading difficulty was that he saw no pattern, no con-
nection between the letters in one word and the way they appear
in another. Every word was a brandnew puzzle. If his class worked
on reading a story, Donnell would memorize certain isolated words
in that story, like hat; but if he later saw the word cat, a seemingly
equally simple word, he would not have the vaguest idea of what it
meant, of how the sounds of certain letters could give you consist-
ent clues to reading any word, even if you had not seen it before.
To Donnell, such an idea was totally incomprehensible.

So once we established the idea of trust, I began working on
basic letter sounds, phonics, over and over again, making sure that
we never went on to new words or stories until I was certain Don-
nell really understood and had not simply memorized isolated
words, trying to bluff his way through as so many illiterates do.

That meant that we went very, very Jowly. Sometimes we would
never get to the teacher's lesson plan, because we would spend the
entire time concentrating on just a few words. I would follow up by
giving him small homework assignments, trying to get him to use
the words in sentences that related to his own life, to write and
then read about his own family, his brothers and parents.

I found that he was better able to understand the reality of the
words in that context than when they were included in some of the
fanciful tales outlined in his schoolbooks. If there was a so-called
breakthrough for Donnell, it seemed to come when I returned from
a 2-week absence for a reporting trip on the famine situation in
Africa.

Before I went, I told him exactly where I was going and why. We
poured over maps and pic'ures, and using sheer, unadulterated
bribery, I told him I wouH wring him a little present if, when I got
back, he could give me a little report on information he had found
out on his own about the country.

He did, and I gave him a small book I had brought back from the
country and a piece of that country's paper currency. He was fasci-
nated by the idea that he had real money in his hands, and his cu-
riosity led him to try to read what was on the bill.

Much to his surprise, despite the foreign sounds of the words, he
managed to get through most of them. After the struggle, he
turned to me and he said, I really can read anything, can't I.?

In the final analysis, of course, Donnell's reading problems are
not over. it will take a lot more work to get him to the level of his
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peers, and I feel very strongly the sense of unfinished business and
obligation. But what was accomplished, I think, was the fundamen-
tal task of getting Donnell to believe that he could do it, that it's
not magic, that he's not dumb, that it is not too late to try, and
that there are people who will help him.

Volunteer tutoring programs on the elementary level, I'm con-
vinced, can be important supplements to the schools in giving indi-
vidual children that kind of confidence. They need it so desperate-
ly.

I am also convinced that, if the overall problems of illiteracy in
this country are to be seriously addressed, the process must start in
the earliest stages of a child's educational career. I do not want to
see Donnell fall through the cracks of the educational system to
eventually join the frustrated mass of adult illiterates, the corps of
the semiskilled underclass in this country.

In closing, I'd like to share with you a brief letter I received at
work a few weeks after the end of this past spring's semester. It is
from Donnell, and it reads simply: "Dear Renee, I'm going to
summer school now, but it's OK. My summer is not so bad. I have
been to Wild World and King's Dominion so far for the summer. I
miss working with you very much. Hope to see you soon. Have a
nice summer. P.S. Your friend, Donnell."

That letter, committee members, was perhaps the best present I
could ever have received.

I appreciate your attention. Thank you.
Chairman Emma. Thank you, Ms. Poussaint.
The next witness is Dr. Donald McCune. Dr. McCune.

STATEMENT OF DR. DONALD A. McCUNE, DIRECTOR, ADULT, AL-
TERNATIVE, AND CONTINUATION EDUCATION, CALIFORNIA
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Mc Cum. Thank ;ou, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate this oppor-
tunity very much.

I'd like to bring to this hearing today a sense of practicality, if I
could. We in California are concerned with a problem that is here
today, measurable, large, needs response; and we're doing what we
think is the best job we can under the circumstances at this point.

I'd like it clear in the very beginning that we, too, feel that the
prevention of the problem, of course, is a very, very fundamental
thing that must be done; and I can assure you that, in our depart-
ment of education, our superintendent, Bill Honig, is working hard,
together with the State board of education and our legislature, to
move into improving the quality of our product coming out of the
public schools.

I must speak, though, today t3 the other side of the equation, and
that is the fact that we do have a large number of illiterates in our
State, and that we are marshalling programs to respond to that.

When I talk in terms of practicality, I'd like you to know that in
California in our Adult Education Program, we have over 1.5 mil-
lion people. That's a sizable educational system. Of that 1.5 million,
we have 650,000 or more in our Adult Basic Education Programs.

I want to make very clear that we have never used any of our
Federal grant under the Adult Education Act to fund anyone at
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the secondary level. All of our Federal grant money goes into the
lowest, those most in need; and that is a point that needs to be
stressed, that the Adult Education Act does provide for that.

In the capacity that I'm here today, I am representing the State
of California Department of Education, but I also have support
from the National Council of State Directors of Adult Education,
and they are also facing the practicality of how do we reach and
how do we teach and how do we help these people through to a
level of success.

We find, very honestly, that what has to be done is to immediate-
ly begin to expand the system we have. And as we have come
through to this point in this problem, one of the things that has
possibly motivated these hearings is a sense that those who are in
need come from a wide, diverse population.

It's been said already here today that it's a political, social, and
economic problem that is affecting this country and this Nation in
magnanimous terms with costs to our society. We find that's true,
too; and we find that those people are coming from every segment
of that political, social, and economic system.

Therefore, what we are pursuing in the way of practicality is to
develop a response system that is equally diverse. I am speaking
against trying to come toward any one system. We are veryig
aware of the role that each of the current providers of literacy
services are playing, ranging from volunteers to State ABE pro-
grams to busmess and industry efforts to that which is going on in
the military, all of our public schools and all of our volunteer orga-
nizations are attacking this problem from that point of view where
they are best qualified to reach that particular client.

We do not think that should be damaged. We think that it
should be maintained. The quickest way to get to this problem, we
feel, however, is to use the existing systems. By far and away, the
system that serves the largest number of people with these services
is that system which is funded under the Adult Education Act, usu-
ally referred to as the ABE programs within a State.

Every State and territory has this I look upon this as sort of the
base system that must exist to serve and help those other systems
within this industry that we have of literacy services, so that they
can make their contributions.

To be very specific, what I would call for is an increase in the
appropriations that are being made toward the Adult Education
Act, as a starter. I would submit that $100 million in the budget of
this country for lit services is totally inadequate.

In the State of CaliforniaC our legislature has provided approxi-
mately $60 million specifically for this part. You can see where I'm
coming from. You might say, well, if you've got that much money,
how are you doing in California?

What I would respond to is by saying we have 650,000 in that
program. I can tell you that I talked to the director, the assistant
superintendent of Los Angeles City Schools for Adult Education
last week. He informed me that in their schools alone they have a
waiting list of 10,000.

I would submit that what we need is to be able to serve those
people, and to do that we simply have to have an expansion of re-
sources.
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I'm fully aware the criticism is, oh, you can't solve every problem
with money. I suppose I would have to agree, except once again in
the realm of practicability. I think that we must set a higher prior-
ity for the resources that are needed to get this program moving in
response to the

sI have made tLetenetiatement. I would like to make it again here
today, that I think in terms of the efforts that we're currently
doing today with the limited resources, the lack of articulation
among program deliverers, the increasing demands that we're
having for services, whether there should be or not, they arewe
don't have any recruitment problems. I can tell you that right now,
and we're not really interested in spending any money on recruit-
ment when we're having to turn people away. Those people are
those least educated and most in need.

With all of that, the system is really doing pretty well, all things
considered. So what I'm suggesting is that we do need to expand
that system and its capability and its capacity.

In a study that I conducted with Judy Alamprese with the Busi-
ness Council for Effective Literacy, we looked at what was going on
in this country, what were the needs of those progr in industry
and volunteer organizations, in community based organizations, in
labor, everything in those areas. What we found was, yes, they are
doing pretty well with what they've got. They just simply don't
have enough to meet the demand. They need to train teachers.
They need to do these other things.

If I could conclude with some specifics, and I'm looking forward
to questions, I ho'e, subsequently. I would suggest that the commit-
tee needs to consider very carefully one section of the act that has
not been funded. That is section 309 which would provide to the
Department of Education moneys to be used to develop and im-
prove this system, specifically in three or four areas that are men-
tioned in the act such as technology, to look in to a.* how can we
utilize technology better. Frankly, I don't think we know much
about it. Frankly, I don't think we're using it very well, and I don't
have the answer to that. We need some help to find out how best to
use technology.

We're looking for some leadership in working with the elderly
and the handicapped, the immigrants population. And certainly,
we want to explore more fully the cooperative efforts of adult edu-
cation with business and industry.

Those things could be provided.
Finally, in my written testimony I suggested that we need to coa-

lesce what is going on in this country. I have recommended estab-
lishment of an adult center, or an institute, adult institute, a na-
tional center, if you will, that would bring together leadership that
is around in this country, focus the efforts and the energies, try to
give the technical assistance and so forth, support the Department
of Education.

By funding section 309, the Federal Government could assist in
that. I would champion that it should not be a Federal enterprise,
that it should be a partnership venture with those of us in the
States, with business and industry and foundations, and could be
jointly put together to operate relatively independently in serving
the information and support need of this problem.
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Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. McCune.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Donald A. McCune follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. DONALD A. MCCUNE, CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairmen and other distinguished members of the subcommitteesI am
Donald A. McCune, Director of the Adult, Alternative, and Continuation Education
Services Divisiou for the California State Department of Education. My professional
activities also include positions of responsibility in both the American Association of
Adult and Continuing Education (AAACE) and the National Council of State Direc-
,ors of Adult Education. The statements shared here today regarding illiteracy will,
hopefully, reflect the thinking of these groups who are actively involved in this
issue as well as the California State Department of Education, in cular.

The recent series of hearings on illiteracy conducted by the subcommittees repre-
sented here demonstrate the growing recognition of this problem and its impact on
society and the individual. I have, therefore, chosen not to direct my remarks to re-
stating the need to seriously address this problem at national, state, and local levels.
Rather, the following is a brief attempt to identify some of the critical factors which
must be considered m any strategic planning for reduainginglevela of illiteracy. I will
conclude with recommendations for initiating actions ling to supporting existing
literacy services and developing new approaches of response.

THE NATUFIt OF THE PROBLEM

Illiteracy has gained in att%r tion in the last few years because of compel-
ling evidence that the number of adult illiterates is large and steadily and
also because of a recognition that people lacking literacy represent almost
every level and segment of society. Although the increased level of demand for liter-
acy services is very important and must be addressed, the developing awareness of
the diversity of the illiterate population is a relatively new factor calling for the
attention of those developing and implementing policies that will facilitate respon-
sive literacy services. With those in need coming from such diverse backgrounds, it
is imperative that we develop and maintain parallel diversity in the delivery of lit-
eracy services.

Another observation on the nature of the problem of illiteracy is ,sat it is not an
issue which is like? 7 to resp'nd to short-term solutions. The numbers of those now
needing literacy services, the rate at which illiteracy seem to be growing, and the
complexity of motivating and maintaining client-interest and involvement in the
learning process mitigate against any immediate resolution of illiteracy in the
United States. Illiteracy is part of a much larger socioeconomic problem Sticht
(1883) for example, comments that illiteracy is transmitt :1 from generation to gen-
eration through the process of illiterate parents and their children.

A final factor which must be noted here is the recognition that illiteracy is an
issue which must be considered on a national level as well as at state and loca.
levels. The impact of illiteracy upon this nation's economic, political, and social
well-being is unquestionable. Being literate is an empowerment of an individual
that helps to remove barriers to achievement and contributes to our future as a free
people. Both public and private sectors must accept responsibility for providing re-
Bout zee and leadership at the national level.

CURRENT EFFORTS TO PP:ATIDE LITERACY SERVICES

The infrastructure supporting the delivery of literacy services is characterized by
a wide range and variety of providers and conditions of accessibility. Harman (1985),
Kozol (1985), and McCune and Alamprese (1985) have considered the pnvision of lit-
eracy services and identified those that appear to constitute a national effort in this
regard. There is general agreement among their reports and studies that this effort
includes the services and programs of (1) the federal go, ernment through the Adult
Education Act, programs for military personnel, and activities related to job train-
ing and employment preparation; (2) public school and community colleges; (8) vol-
untary organizations such as Laubech Literacy Action and Literacy Volunteers of
America; (4) libraries; (6) business, industry. and organ's-2. labor, (6) commuaity-
based organizations, and (7) correctional institutions and systems.

The success of these efforts can only 1.3 measured against the level of limited re-
sources available, their separateness and the lack of articulation among the pro-
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grams, the increasing demands for services, and the limited availability of those
with expertise and experience in organizing and providing literacy services I be-
lieve that under these conditions our current efforts are doing very well.

An overall assessment of the existing efforts as compared to the extent of the
problem clearly reveals the inadequacies that must be overcome. Quite simply, more
people need to be served; the scope of service needs to be expandal to serve a broad-
er range of clients; there is a need to articulate existing services to maximize effec-
tiveness, training, and staff development are needed to improve the quality and
quantity of services; and we must have an appropriate statement of national policy
on this issue to guide the establishment of priorities and the allocation of resources
which will assure a future commitment to the development of a literate nation.

iNCOMMINDATION8

The preceding discussions of the nature of the problem and the :invent status of
literacy efforts form the basis for proposing the following for your co sideration.

The most immediate need is to expand the capacity of those now ormiding liter-
acy services. This will require a significant increase in funding. The Adult Educa-
tion Act in its present form is en appropriate mechanism for quickly responding to
this need for rapid growth. It has provisions for the support of community- based,
voluntary, and institutional programs as well as the efforts of public schools and
community collftes. The diversity of program providers must be encouraged to
assure the availability of a mutiplicity of programs that will attract and retain a
variety of client groups.

Section 309 of the Adult Education Act should be funded to enable the U.S. De-
partment of Education to support specific activities in program development, dem-
onstration, dissemination, research, and evaluation leading to more effective and
comprehensive literacy services.

Support is needed to establish a national center or institute for adult learning.
Such a facility would be able to provide a wide-range of functions and services nec-
essary to focus on the needs of literacy programs and providers. Fostering _communi-
cation among the provider systems, gathering and disseminating know l.Wp about
adult literacy, articulating needs for research and development, and amassing infor-
mation and data vital to the formulation of national and state policies would be
some of the most important contributions.

Encouragement is needed to expand the technical assistance services of the U.S.
Dep::rtment 3f Education and the departments of education in the states. Guidelines
for the typft of services and the extension of their availability to non-traditional
delivery systems should be provided and emphasized.

an&Z ADDITIONAL OBURVATIONS

Rather than summarizing this discussion on illiteracy, I would like to conclude
with some observations that stand apart and need to be taken by themselves as they
might apply to this issue.

1. The importance of the illiteracy cycle calls for renewed efforts to emphasize
programs for illiterate parents. Attention to specialized recruitment techniques and
the development of unique curriculum and instructional approaches should assist in
this focused effort,.

2. Mechanisms are needed to provide for the transference of information on effec-
tive literacy programs and materials from oue delivery system to another.

3. Quality education in our elementary and secondary schools continues to be the
eLegle most important intervention in reducing levels of illiteracy in our adu:t, pcim-
lations.

4. The role of technology in promoting literacy remains unclear. We are beginning
to gather experience with this potential', effective tool in the acquisition or literacy.
There is much to learn about the effects of our present technology on the individual
as well as on the development of literacy skills.

5. We still need to consider the fact that the basic literacy skills of reading, com-
position, and computation need to be placed in a context of usefulness in an adult's
daily life. It is the ability to apply these skills that ultimately determines success.
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Chairman HAWKINS. The next witness is Mr. Jonathan Kozol,
author "Illiterate America." Mr. Kozol, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF JONATHAN KOZOL, AUTHOR "ILLITERATE
AMERICA," BYFIELD, MA

Mr. Kozo'. Mr. Chairman, because of my concern with the fact
of parent iii;toracy on children, on the children of those parents,
I'd like to start with 2 minutes of history.

Twenty-one years ago this fall, in 1964, I entered a classroom of
fourth grade children in a slum neighborhood of Boston. It was my
first year as a teacher. The 8-year olds who were entrusted to me
had been virtually demolished by the time I met them. Only a fs.-7
could read beyond the level of the second grade. This was in the
autumn of their fourth grade year. Many couldn't read at all.

By and large, they were bright children. Why is it that their
lives had been demolished by the age of 8? There are two answers.
In school they had been the victims of an underfunded, over-
crowded system, a system in which the textbooks were 2 decades
old, in which there were 20 textbooks for 30 children, and in which,
like many children in urban schools today, they had had a run of
substitute teachers since the age of 5.

I was their first permanent teacher in 4 years. When I sent home
letters to their parents asking their parents to come up to school to
talk about the situation, I got very few replies. Like many teachers,
I first complained the classic phrase. We say, why is it that the
parents of the kids who are the most troubled never come to
school? I soon discovered why. A shocking number of their parents
couldn't read the letters I sent home.

They, too, had gone to schools like this a generation earlier, and
they, too, had never learned to read. So this was the second reason
why my students were in serious trouble. Their parents couldn't
read to them before they entered school, nor mild they help them
to make up at home for what they missed in school.

I used to wonder whether those kids, too, would grow up to
become another generation of illiterate adults. If so, what would
happen to their 'hildren? Well, 21 years have passed, and now we
have the answer.

Let me speak of only three of those children. I call them Steven,
Frederick, and Angelina. Frederick is on the streets today. He's a
pimp, barely literate. He has children he has never seen.

Angelina has three children, is illiterate, and lives on welfare.
She can't read books to her youngest child. She eqn'c read home-
work papers brought home by her older children. She won't read
the book that I've written to describe her devastation.

Steven, whom I remember as a gentle, tiny little 8-year-old, the
child and grandchild of nonreadersSteven is 29 today. He's no
longer gentle. He killed a man 2 years ago. The man insulted hi'
as an illiterate subhuman.
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He's in priso He'll be there 20 years. It will cost us $25,000
every year to keep Steven in prison, half a million dollars in the
next two decades. That's one steep price society must pay; but
then, of course, there's a price that was paid by Steven's victim.

Mind you, all of these children entered school during the period
long preceding any of the_protests of the 1960's and the supplement
implementation of Head Start and title I. Those, in short, were the
good old days for which some of our national leaders are nostalgic,
a time of excellence and basics.

Basic excellence for the children of those who are literate and
middle class, basic heartlessness for the children of the silent and
the poor. There are millions of adults like Steven and Frederick
and Angelina, as many as 72 million, according to the estimate of
Barbara Bush and former Education Secretary Bell. At the very
least, 60 million, the more cautious figure I've used in my recent
book. About half of those people read below the fifth grade level,
the others below the ninth.

Hundreds of thousands against all odds do overcome their terror
of humiliation and come forth to ask for help. I agree very much
with Dr. McCune; but only 4 percent, less than 3 million, have
been served by all existing programs.

In Illinois alone, 140,000 have requested help and have bean
locked on waiting lists for lack of Federal funds. Eight hundred
thousand people in New Jersey are illiterate. Four in 10 Bostonians
can't read the Boston Globe. Over 5 in 10 New Yorkers cannot read
the news the New York Times sees fit to print.

In the fourth grade I used to teach children a lesson in how de-
m Here's how the lesson plan goes. What do you do,
kidsen you're facing a problem which can't be solved at the
local level? And the answer? Write a letter to your Congressman,
or as we would say these days, Congressperson.

I taught that lesson many times. I feel a bit ashamed. Even the
most decent Congressperson cannot answer letters that illiterates
can't write. You will receive no letters from the children I've de-
scribed.

If all this was tragic 20 years ago, it's more alarming now. With
high tech transfer of ovr industry, even those who might have
earned a living 20 years ago by filling the rock bottom jobs in in-
dustry will find those jobs exist no longer. Blue-collar manuals re-
quire over 10th grade reading level. More sophisticated industries
require higher literacy levels for retraining. Over 60 million adults
cannot read above the eighth grade level.

Those who cannot read a manual cannot be retrained. Now with
low level labor being exported to nations like Taiwan and Mexico,
domestic industry will face disaster. By 1990, according to the
AFL-CIO, anyone who reads below the 12th grade level will be ab-
solutely loc..

Despite the rhetoric in fashion nowadays, this is not exclusively
a local problem. Illiterates cross State borders in the search for
jobs. Nor, of course, do criminals respect State borders. If, as we
were told 2 years ago, the Nation is at risk, it would seem that we
could find a national response.

We're told that private industry can do the job, but only. 1 per-
cent of corporate training funds are used for literacy. We're told
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that local libraries can do the job, but even the most sweeping li-
brary campaign launched by the State library in California serves
5,000 people in a State in which 3 to 5 million cannot read.

The administration has requested cutoff of the funds used to
begin that program. We are told that colleges can do the job, but
even the spectacular program launched this month by the commu-
nity college in El Paso hopes to reach at most 4,000 or 5,000 out of
100,000 illiterate people in El Paso.

We are told that volunteers can do the job, but even the largest
volunteer groups, both of them superb, serve in all 70,000 people.
The largest Federal program, Adult Basic Education, serves over 2
million. But, as you have heard, because of limited funds, it is
forced to lock hundreds of thousands on the waiting lists.

I find the waiting list particularly tragic. We often hear rhetoric
nowadays, how can we get illiterate people to overcome their anxie-
ty and come forward and ask for help. There is something cruel
about turning the taLles on those whom we refuse to serve, and
asking why is it they don't come forward, when hundreds of thou-
sands have come forward and been told to wait.

I wonder how many will ever try again. But let me lead to my
recommendations in a couple of words. The Federal literacy initia-
tive announced by the White House 2 years ago in 1983 was about
as timid as the word initiative suggests. It's reached about 3,000
people. The President's words, however, were not timid. They were
eloquent. In launching the initiative, the President said this:

Let the lights burn late in our classrooms, our church basements, our libraries
and arour4 our kitchen tables, wherever we can gather together to help others. It is
a wise and stimulating challenge.

If we had the funds to keep the lights on, we would have a
chance to answer that challenge. But even the best volunteers
cannot teach reading in the dark.

What should be done? Well, in the statement I have submitted to
this committee, I've suggested a three-prong approach. The three
main features are these:

One, target first, if we must limit our scope, target first those
young adults who are most likely to be parents of small children.
Establish adult/child literacy programs

You've heard a lot this year about job related literacy and mili-
tary related literacy. I propose we act upon the only motivation
stronger than the longing for a job. I mean, of course, the love of
parents for their child. Child-related literacy, a literacy of love,
would not exclude job training, but it's major focus is empowering
the parent to protect the child from the ravage of illiterate exist-
ence, by being able to read to that child in the crucial years from 3
to 5.

Two, tie these programs to existing groups that function not out-
side but in or near communities. Spare the parents hours of travel,
the fear of getting 1c3t amid a maze of street signs that they can't
read. Spare them the discouragement of ring to school buildings,
scenes of former failure. Put the centers in a local church, branch
library, storefront, or the vacant unit in a housing project.

Offer not just concurrent babysitting for their children, but con-
current early learning programs such as Head Start in which paid
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professionals and unpaid volunteers read stories to those children
while their parents learn.

The ultimate success will come when parents can sit down and
read those stories to those kids themselves; even better, when the
parents can write down and then read their own stories to their
children, a tradition as old as the Bible and as native to our history
as winter nights in Colonial New England.

I note that Mr. Good ling has proposed something very similar to
this.

Finally, three, create a teaching force built on a mix of paid pro-
fessionals in programs such as ABE, volunteers, students on work/
study, retired persons, an enormous resource we have failed to use.
Add one further and essential group. Find the funds to hire neigh-
borhood people, literate but unemployed. Take those people off the
welfare roles, train them as tutors of people in their neighbor-
hoods.

Then, too, they'll have another interesting role. They will know
who in their neighborhood can read and who cannot. They, unlike
outsiders, can go down to people's homes, g s door to door, without
intimidating anyone.

One woman in Ohio said this to me. She said, we can do all your
recruiting for you. A wise bootstrap operation would remove that
woman from welfare and hire her to be an organizer, a recruiter
and an educator for her neighbors.

How could this be done? One means has been suggested by Con-
gressman Williams: Create a National Service Corps. Use the
young, use the old as unpaid volunteers, but also find the funds to
hire people in the poor communities to do the most important job
themselves.

One woman in Ohio summed it up beautifully like this: I said to
her, what could you do to help your neighbors? This woman never
graduated from high school, but she's literate. I could sit down
every night, she said, and teach my neighbors right here in my
kitchen. Just you show me what to do, and tell me what day we
begin.

That was a woman who has almost nothing in the world except a
whole lot of decency. There's a lot of decency like that untapped in
America. Just you show me what to do, she said, and tell me v-hat
day we begin.

There are a lot of us, like myself, who can help to show her what
to do, but only Congress can tell her what day we begin.

Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Jonathan Kozol follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JONATHAN KOZOL

=ram ANERICtu Nhat is the problem? tint needs to be done?

The document attached to this nate:mint laaletterIreceived fronawman

who scenow graduated high school and went on to college but failed at length

for reason:Iv:kick her writing :aloes self-evident. I found this letter painful

and have shared it with you for three reasons.

Tim first reason is that scarcely literate people like this women are selckm

asked to testify in public settings cc, if so, only after they have largely

solved their problems and can speak to us of a remembered challenge proudly over-

came. Nest illiterate people I have set have not solved their problems and have

little chance of solving then in years ahead without your most enlightened and

compassionate intervention.

This women, for all her difficulty, speaks in an imploring voice: "Me afrade

to run out. I dent know if I can settle for noting." For 96 percent of the

illiterate and semi-literate adults in our society, there is presently no ocher

choice than settling for nothing. All state, local, volunteer and federal programs

serve at present four percent of those in need Millions are locked out or else

assigned to telling lists. All new programs instituted by the cities, states

and private sector in the past twoyears serve at most another two percent. Meer

while, nromillion new illiterates are added to the numbers yearly.

My second seaman is a little more specific. This women speaks of her child

with a note of longing that I hear within the voices of a multitude of other people

In her situation, although it has seldom been phrased in such poetic walls:

"I came to mei a child you fail me

/ corneas an adult still fail ne

I bringachild to ym...

I ask please do not do to them what mal have done tone

IlltEtE63i
teach me

I have same thing to offer"

This is a plea which nonmember of Cctgress mould willingly refuse. I will

propose sone mays in which, with your encouragement, kemay enable her to offer

what she longs to give to her own child and to our society.

Tim third reason I have given you this letter is a bit sore personal. I feel
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ashamed that I could not reply to her. Although her letter, after a circuitous

postal journey, did arrive ataysailbox, she neglected or did rot know hoe to

add her own radar:address. Therefore she has never had an answer. I am hopeful

that, in the afteamath of intonation gathered in this hearing, the Congress of

the United States will give this women the answer that I could rot give her.

I will speak only briefly of the numbers that confront us and the measurable

costs to our society. My major =nom is with the costs that are rot neasurable.

I have in mind the limitless price that is exacted free the children of illiterate

adults and the deepening burden that this places on the public schools. I will

propose that only programs cantered in the neighborhoods in which such people

live, and organized in ways that can invite and then reward their rapid and

unhesitant participation, have much dance of making an inportant dent upon the

challenge that we face.

It would be understandable if numbers of Congress were bewildered by the

many conflicting ambers that are cited. It may simplify this use greatly if

it can be understood that almost all of these disputes are arguments of definition

rather than of makers. Over 25 million adults read below the fifth grade level:

a ompetenze essential for survival aid employment of the most conventional kind.

At least another 35 million reed beneath the ninth grade level. Nmespapers are

written at between the tenth and twelfth grade levels. It requires nintligrede

=peters:* to aderstand the antidote inetructions on a canoe kitchen: cleanser,

tenth grade competence to understand instruction:one federal incase tax return,

twelfth grade ampetence to read a life insurer= foot. Blue-oollar manuals: used

in factories require better than a tenth grade reeding level. Nasals for retraining

of employees in the high-tech industries call for much higher levels.

I have argued that all of these 60 million people therefore ought to be

regarded as "illiterate in tenons oftI.S. Industry and print ocessmication an the

19Pft.-

The largest cost in dollars is, of mace, the heightened welfare burden and

the loss in productivity. While this cost defies precise numeration, it has keen

estimated in the tens of billions yearly. More specific its have been documented:

Items reported last My that the Pentagon is fora! to %Tin down' mends of

instruction to be understood by only sari- literate personnel. The cost of daubing

dorm the unman for the 8-1 baker program, for example, will exceed $1 ball=

Mote one other large and rather saddening expense: 85 permit of juveniles

who cam before the oasts and 60 percent of prison inmates reed below the fifth

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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grade level. tbatever this coet -- and, even leaving out the Imam price, we

lints it runs to many billions -- matey note that criminals do not respect state

borders. We are all held hostage to each other in this nation. A national tragedy

would appear to call for nattional response.

The toll taken on the children of nonreaders is my primary concern. There

are several ways in which the children of illiterate adults are placed at dis-

advantage.

Illiterate parents, first of all, carrot provide their children with the

model of adults who feel at ease with books; far from being at their ease, they

are likely to regard books with anxiety.

Second, such parents =rot reed to children during the crucial early years

before they enter school.

Third, they frequently cannot afford to purchase books. The likelihood of

perecial embarrassment inhibits them, meanwhile, from asking use of libraries

and therefore holds their children at a distance from the library as well.

Fourth, they find it difficult to overmans uneasiness in =tact with the

public schools (scenes of remembered failure in their earlier years) and, for

this reason, they forfeit their potential role in perent-teacher calmedrations

or in private meetings with their child's teacher. Meg cannot even read the

notes sent home by teachers asking thus to come in to discuss their children's

needs.

Fifth, they have no cpporbmity to supervise their child's studies, to assist

with Mamma*, or to scrutinize curriculum or texts; nor, of aurae, can they

assist their children in the preparation for examinations or in choice of courses

needled for fulfillment of requirements for graduation.

Sixth, they lack the leverage of Informed analysis by Mitch to recognise
the protases of a schcal or to assess the quality of teachers.

Finally, even when they do intuitively sense the warning signs of a deficient

education, they can rarely turn their intuitions into positive and helpful criticisms

phrased in literate and cogent terms that school officials will be likely to respect

or even understand.

While all these factors undennine a child's opportunities for educationl

swami, it is the parent's inability to take a role during the pre-school years

which seam to Inmost keenly recognized and frequently discussed by the illiterate
adults that I have known.

I have spoken in the past five years with bradreds of nonreaders in at least
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two dozen cities. Again and again, I ask the ample question: "Why do you went

to read?" The three most common reasons that I hear reveal parental longings

of a soaring eloquence, tied closely to a recognition of the cultural starvation

which their children undergo.

"I went to reed the Bible " That is repeatedly the first reply.

Almost as commonly, I hear this explanation: "I'd just like to understand

good hooks.'

Finally, and related closely to these reasons, I hear this: "I would like to

happy children. I don't went to see then doomed to lead the life that I have

had to live."

One mother worded it like this. "I can't reed to then. Of cornea that's

leaving thee out of something they should have. My youngest., Donny, wanted an
to reed a book to nie. I told Donny: 'I can't read.' I tried it one day, reading

from the pictures. Donny looked at me. He said, 'Mow, that's not right.'

He's only five. He knew I couldn't read.. She sighed and then the said: "Oh,

it matters! You believe it matters."

Another nether spoke these words: "I look at my seventeen-year-old son and

my twelve-year old daughter and I went to help them with their homework, but I

can't. My son was amposed to repeat the nin6h grade for the third time this

year... He finally said he wonted to drop out... I see my handicap being passed

on tow son... I tell you, it scares ma."

Prayers like these emit not remain unenewered. Certain people tell us in

censorious teems that cur literacy problems would be helped if parents would ful-

fill their obligation to sit down and read book' to their children. They do not

enmolain how parents who carrot read for themselves can Feasibly assist their

I don't anted to bury you in =hers, but one body of statistics any be

wortittelef section here. Illiteracy cuts acmes all ethnic lines. It is identified

with pannety, not race. The vest majority of illiterate !americans are white and

native -horn. In the State of Utah, where the population is abort entirely white

and neW.bee4ren, 200,000 adults cannot reed and write. Pte those who arena:white,

however, and for this roman farmers libey to be very poor, the percentages

are disproportionately alarming. Sixteen penoent of whits adults, 44 patent of

blacks, and 56 percent of all Hispanic adults, are either total, !Motional, cc
marginal illiterates. Forty-seven peenoent of all black 17- year-olds are functionally

illiterate. That figure is expected to rise to 50 lament by 1990. Womenare ease
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likely to be illiterate then men. Young nwellite mean for this return remnant
the highest single concentration of =Urea: adults.

With over halt of nonwhite children growLq up in single-parent, feeele-headed
homes, it is realistic to expect that those who are their children stand in greatest
jeopardy of entering that cycle of dependence which perpetuates itself from one
illiterate generation to the next. If this druid be the case, then far the first
time in our modern history we may see the growth of a herditari aid illiterate
underclass in the United States. 1b say that this would be a tragedy for our
dmccracy world be a comonplace. lb indicate how Cargress say divine the meats
by which to fad off much a tragedy is far "Cm useful; this I will attempt to do.

Sam years ego, in the wake of the release of the Wort of the Caomiesial an
EllOellenoe in Education, the White House announced an Adult Literacy Initiative.
'Let the lights burn l ate,' said the President, "in as classrooms, as church
basements, our libraries and around our kitchen tables, %buena we can gather
to help others help themselves to the American drama." Thu of the major upsets
of the initiative were a Federal Thioloyess Literacy program and a College Its*
Study program. Tho years later, the first prawns has yet to be implemented.
The sected has processed about 8,000 people, hit provided literacy services to
less then 3,000. The President's wads represent a vise aid stimulating challenge
If we could afford to lamp the lights on, we would stay up all night lag to teach
kamica to read.

The major private sector effort, instituted in 1983, The Coalition for Literacy,
has lid generous ad consistent backing from the nation's largest W.:healer,
B. Dalbut it is, however, purely a referral and awareness service. Emoellent
state, municipal, and volunteer program have been initiated or expended in these
years. California's State Library has launched a library-based literacy effort
with a strong community component. The California program has provides services
to 5,000 people out of five million needing help. A recent and high-spirited
effort has been started in El Paso, lured in the craismity college of that city.
The El Paso struggle, led by a readable °allege president Bob Slisceck, is
e xceptionally promising because of the diversity of perticiFetion. College teachers,
causality leaders, and comeercial interests have been given unusually outmuiren
backiag by a civirminied journalist, Jay letters, editor of the Scrims Huard
paper in E1 Paso. Declaring the next twelve months The Year of The Printed
Ward* in the El Paso area, laborse has advanoed the literacy issue to a strorg
front-burner story and has joined with other civic heelers of El Paso by his

a
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personal commitment as a literacy volunteer. students in the college imearmhile

have bean coked to fill the role of tutors and remitting agents in low income

neightcatoods. The atmosphere is energized and optimistic; but the odds this

newborn coalition faces are incense. The program hopes to serve as many as 5,000

people. The illiterate population of El Paso has been estimated at as many as

100,000 people. Can this progress persevere without same foam of national support?

I will leave this question open; but the difficulties here, as in all major cities

of the nation, are self-evident.

me SHOULD BE TOW

The key ingredient in California and El Paso, as in all of the best program

I have men, is a commitment to authentic, grass-roots neighborhood involvement.

The teas camentionally applied to program rooted at the local level is "coneunitr

based.* The team is easily misimderstood and just as easily mistrusted. The

word 'comanity" is equated, in the minds of same observers, with an adversarial

or bellicose approach. This misconception warrants brief correction. Whether

the initiating agency should be a library, a college, a national organization

such as WA or Laubach Literacy, or one of the thousands of small neighborhood

pregame financed by tiny hand-outs, herbed by churches, staffed by low-paid

organizers ce by volunteers, the shared ingredient is one that stands ri¢ft in

themainstressm of toarican tradition.

What is it that is so important about programs of this kind?

May tend, first of all, to win the loyalty of people with the lowest reading

levels who are seldom drawn to formal, institutionalized and distant settings. They

also tend to deal with reading problems in a broader contact of the needs of children

and of neighborhood regeneration. Their learners tend to have much better records

of ompletica. Finally, these locally based programs tend to operate witilminimal

overhead, little bureaucracy, and therefore accoupliah acre at lower cost than

other program.

Illiterates have a difficult time overcalling their anxiety and terror of

humiliation. Connunity programs overOore these fears in several ways:

(1) The programs are most often near the hams of those they serve. The

fear of distance, of an unknown street, the fear of being lost ancanst atone

of bus or subway signs one =mot read, is instantly diminished.

(2) The cost of travel and the loss of hours -- two hours' transportation to

receive an hour of instruction -- are removed.
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(3) Weather net other urpredictables (a child's illness, for example) cease
to be deterrents when the program is across the street or darn the block. In
public housing projects, where there frequently are mpty units, neighborhood
programs can create a learning center in the buildings where the largest =hers
of potential learners presently reside.

(4) Recruitment became infinitely simpler and far more human Wean initiated
by a person who is known, as friend or neighbor, to those adults in the greatest
need. the stranger with a clipboard who cams into a poor neighborhood is not
likely to be trusted. Similar distrust accrues to the recruitment office in a
distent public building (Schools are particulerly intimidating places for recruit-
ment. they are the same of childhood fear and former failure for illiterate
adults.) A neighborhood center also has the opportunity to draw upon the insights
of those people who already bow which of their neighbors cannot read and who,
Nether as vahmtears or hired organizers, can provide the bridge between the
learners and potential teachers.

*bow do you retch than? One poor waren in Ohio asked, then answered her
an questions "You cannot do it by sitting downtown and mailing out brochures.
You need to find the kind of person who can talk the neighborhood soma*
with a heart and sail. A foot-walker. Somme like that would blow very quickly
who was illiterate and who 10111 not. That parer "as got to be able to overt:are
the illiterate's terror of the outside world Sojourner Truth said: 'I cannot
reed, but I can read people.' So, too, can many of the poorest people in their
am communities.*

An enlightened fiscal policy would profit from this good advice by hiring
unemployed adults, taking them off welfare, and assigning thee the dignity and
inrxese of :gaged participants in what would be a most &emetic and authentic
tootstrap operation.

(5) The learning process in itself beanies more optimistic den neighbors
learn and study in moll grape of six or eight, drawing strength frau those around
thee, helping am anther, and receiving reassurance that their difficulties
aren't unique but shared by those beside than.

(6) instructors often are recruited from among the residents of neighborhoods
this these. in neighbortrcds Were even as eery as 40 percent of residents need
literacy help, it is easy to forget that 60 percent remain as a potential pool of
tutors. Program like these will still need outside teachers and professional
direction. at good instructors also will emerge out of the neighborhood itself.
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Same of the most effective and devoted teadmrs are precisely those who came

as students MO years earlier.

A young men named Ferramb at a literacy center in San Francisco told me

this: 'I came in four years ago because I needed help to reed and write. I still

don't write as well as I'd like. But I knomruell enough to teach. So I'm teaching,

but I'm learning still at the sane time. One day they said they had a job for a

pert-time director. Thee:any job. I'm getting paid. It's slam:chimney, but

it pays the rent."

Mere are thousands of people this Fernando. Few have had the opportunity

to give as well as to receive. Per caerunity programs have the funds to channel

decency and loyalty in such constructive ways. Financial incentives to make it

possible for former learners to grow into teachers of their own communities would

enhance the stirring character of neighborhood regeneration at its best. This,

in turn, would help to it down on the settlement house mentality which plagues

even the finest literacy programs. "People doon't like you to 'do' for them,"

one women said. "They need to learn haw they can do it for thamelves." This,

again, seems at the very heart of bootstrap tranaforaation in the mai:Intros, of

American tradition.

(7) Illiterate parents most provide for somebody to take care of their children

:tile they learn to reed and write. Daycare is provided with the greatest ease

in literacy programs close to home. Far more important, children of illiterate

adults can be provided early - learning opportunities in the same locations :awe

their parents learn to reed. Adult literacy centers, in an optimal situation,

ought to be attached to pre - school programs.

Muth has been said of "job-related literacy." While not disparaging am jot

the value of this emphasis, I will suggest another concept here. I call it "child-

centered literacy" -- a literacy that draws upon the deepest motivation that mart

parents know: the love for their me:child. flea two motivation: (work opportunities

and parental love) should not be regarded as if they werematually exclusive. In

orammity programs, tooth can be incorporated in a single stroke.

(8) here parents do not need or are not able to participate in literacy

work, it is frequently grandparents (or another relative, an older sibling for

example) who may join in child/adult program. When grandparents are involved

in the sem programs as grandchildren, certain possibilities of story-telling by

the very old to earl Who are the very young begin to summon up sane of the most

exciting memories of our American colonial tradition. Story-telling is, of course,
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a Biblical tradr--ion too. Experts have some ocaplicated theories a-1ost adult

motivation. I beltave that lave is the most potent motivation in car souls.

Mee goarnment policy, tooling towards a Family Literacy concept, might enable

us to draw upon the longing of the old to sham their mambas and heritage with

home they love the sort.

(9) Finally, a neighborhood literacy f02111 helps to guarantee that those

1 o learn will do an in a spirit of collaboration and of awed concerns. Institu-

tic's/ programs Wilt excbisively upon the individual and ecaraaic aspiration

of the learner tend to foster the desire to eempe one's neigtbahood and awe
intn a separate realm of life. Iheccaseepence is something those grain-drain`

on those :neighborhoods leach can't afford to lose their most secoessful residents

Ctenunityprograss, by recycling successfol learners into organizers, Glaciers,

and recruiters, help to Wild ecre closely knit, wore prosperous, and less dependent

populations.

SPOMPICRICOMPESEATICVS

This coesittee will by MAI have heard advice iron other witnesses with a

variety of specialized approndies -- job-related, military, volunteer, and private

sector -- all of which cos and attention. It is important to add one caveat,

however. All of these program now mist and all together serve at soot two million,

or appreedmately three or !Gm percent, of those in need. If Bud% approaches

alone had been sufficient, we would not be meeting here today.

In arguing for oossunity-based ddld/adult action, I as Proposing scosthing

new and sonethirg Wet offers us the opportunity to rescue theme who are adults

from present suffering and to help prevent the likelihood that we shell sea another

generation of illiterate losricans leaving public schools two *Noah!. hence.

These are sane specific action width I urge you to consider:

(1) Ctexyressidght disoover methods to expend the Heed Start crimapt to a

Family Literacy Parente, older sibl' a, and gramipararts lacking literacy

skills might in recruited, through this plan, to learn both for their own sake

and to reinforce the early earation of the young.

(2) Congress might assure that public housing projects built with federal

funks provide space for establishment of Family Learning Centers, sparing organizers

in this way the cost of rectal, heat, and upkeep for a literacy program. These

are precisely the kinds of trivial costs which wartimes occupy about one half

the time of organizers in the beet (and always underfunded) local programs.
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(3) Congress might explore the means of implementing the two previous sugges-
tions in a number of demonstration models. These might be adapted from mdsting
programs which already have established strong community support. In other instances
(El Paso, for ample), such a demonstration model might well be developed as
the cornerstone of a high-energy project which is just row roving into operation.

(4) I:ogress might assist in breaking down the incorrect ingression that
volunteers alone can meet the problem. This is not to underestimate the volunteer
potential in Yerericen society. (Retired persons, to give only one example, are
a natural ard rich resource Mich we have foolishly neglected.) But volunteers

cannot be trained, assigned and supervised nor can they find the neighborhood

allies, the "foot-walkers- I've described without skilled, stable, and paid
sta:f. The choice is not between the federal dollar end the local volunteer
Without paid organizers and professional advice, we cannot tap into the volunteer

potential.
In the interest of broartiaan coemmus, I will refrain for a charge from

oszamending vast expenditures. It seine only honest to say just this such:
Utile it is clear that we can never be assured of getting what we pay for, it is
certain we will never get what we don't pay for. With over $100 billion lost
each year bemuse of the dependent status of imerim's illiterates, it would seem
self-evident that any investment in the demonstration projects I have =amended
would be returned to us in unimagined savings. It is unusual to find an issue
no. re the claims of Avir; decency so closely coincide with be most clearcut
ecru is interacts *.f our nation. Federal support for local literacy action may
well represent the one goad cause of 1985 on which conservatives and liberals,
rich and poor, the busineseminded and the socially committed may wholeheartedly

agree.
One approach which might male sense to Congress is the possible establishment

of a 'Literacy Service Corps." For yam and literate adults, such a progress
might be a national alternative to military service; it would be unfortunate,
however, if mid. a one were to be limited exclusively to young people. Older

persons, as we have seen especially retired people ought to be encouraged

to talcs part. Ca the basis of 20 years' eoperienze in organizing volunteers. I
an confident that the response would be spectacular.

Congress might consider whether such a literacy corps might be incorporated
into an emended VISTA organization or developed as a separate program altogether.

(5) Finally, serious thinking should be given to the hiring of literate people
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who live in those neighborhoods of high illiteracy in order to arable then to

serve as the recruitment am and, wherever possible, part of the teaching force

for the instruction of their neighbors. People who are willing to participate

in work as difficult as this ought to be given high incentive to remove themselves

fm welfare programs and to form part of a bootstrap effort that will reinforce

our economic and political well - being.

I have in mind a women wham I interviewed in Cleveland, a very poor but

undefeated woven 4101418 living in a public housing project. I asked this wean,

barely literate herself, whether there was sarething she could do to help those

of her friends who could rot read or write at all. "Wit could I do? I could

sit down every night and teeth they right here in this 'tibiae. Just give me

help. JUst .how me what to do. And tell me what day we begins"

Her voice tells us of enormous energy and decency untamed and mated in

American society. There are thousands of us at the grass -roots level who can

help to show her what to do. But only Congress can tell her, and can tell America,

on what day we begin.

Jonathan Famol graduated from Harvard in 1958 and attended
Oxford on a Rhodes Scholarship. In the fall of 1964 he
began teaching in the Baton Public Schools at the elemen-
tary level. Out of his experiences came Death At An Earl

wtdch won the National Book Amami in
6 Religion. He is the author of several other books which
draw upon his 20 years of beaching. His work with high
school seniors in South Boston led to his interest in
adult ill teracy, a ccenern which has engaged him for
the past *ix years. Supported by the Rockefeller and
Guggenheim foundation, he wrote Illiterate America, pub-
listed thi; year by Doubleday.
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(Letter received from an unknown adult)
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(Exact typed copy of handwritten letter]

JC

A fure nights ago I happen to chuch the last

10.min of your show. And I think you were talking

about people like me. You keep talking about reading

AND writing. Well I have a spelling problem. I

say spelling because when you try to fine help in

spelling you dont fine it in a writing class.

Since grade school my teacher would say you

need to leard to spell. AND yet they never been

able to teach me. So they'll say maybe youwl

leard next year. I took english and writing

classes and they dont teach you anlything.

So as the years gone by the more one has to

hide once problem as you mention. As one try to

fine ways to improve.

When I finsh hight school I thought I wasnt

good enife fo college. But I didn't want to be

a nobody -- They say education is the way to anly

thing. So I went to college AND found there were

quite alot of other people like me. But geting

through college wasent easle. Some time you have

to repeat a class. I repeated classes 3 time. be

for giving upon making it.

You hear people say nc you cant take this

because you dont make the grades. You never

make it. But I keep trying because I want to

be a better person. Im not ready to settle down

to a factory job. I have hight intrest. I know

I can do the job -- but the spelling trows a

lot of problem.
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Im 33 now and finly have made a go. But

the walls are up agent. and this time I dont

think I can go around them. What Im I to do

I still have some engeny left. But runing

out. Im afrade to run out -- I dont know

if I can settle for noting.

Whets the problem -- I finly graduated

as a surgical Tech. I can do the job well

I know what Im doing. But If I have to put

anlything down on papper Im lost. I repeated

my medical Term 3 times becalise of spelling.

And work very hard to make it through my testes.

Now Im agraduate it is best that one take ther

certifacation test. Im afrade to take it and

would preferd not too. The chances of geting

this job would be to take this test. But not

for me. It cost $200 to take it on top of

other things. One still can get a job with

out it but very slim now days. Even thought times

are hard they still ask to take it.

I feel its just another way to block us out.

We belive in ourself we try to improve there

mist teaching -- we suffer now by putg money

after money in to try to improve ourself. But

thats all we do is spend what little we have in

hope for a dream.

People like us belong in a factory or cleang

or table jobs. But Im not happy with these job.
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Sure there perfet one dont have to prove introlet.

But its not for me -- I finly found some thing

after two other major. But the walls are up.

Its hard every time a wall turns up its

like living when one loses reason for beig alive

he dies. So every time a wall apear one has to

finger what to do. I alway been able fo go

around as long as I had a reason or a go. But

now Im at a stand still.

The school has a spelling class that I

would like to take. But the timeng hasn't

been right at the moment. Im not sure this

class will ::each me what I need.

You said to write you. You didn't say

what. So what do you have for me. How can

you help me.

My spech teacher once said to me If you

cant spell how can you teach your child. This

is true if you dont belive in yourself how can

you teach your child. Some mange to make it

and some dont. We dont know why but we need

help.

The teaching system is importion --

I came to you as a child -- you fail me

I come as an adult -- you still fail me

I bring my child to you -- For I can not

teach than

I ask please do not do to them what

you have done to me -- we are crying

teach me I have some thing to offer

but first I need to leard.
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Chairman HAWKINS. The next witness is Mrs. Sidney Savage,
president of the Literacy Council of Northern Virginia.

STATEMENT OF MRS. SIDNEY SAVAGE, PRESIDENT, LITERACY
COUNCIL OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA

Ms. SAVAGE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I
thank you for the opportunity to appear here this morning. I am
Sidney Savage, a volunteer tutor and president of the Literacy
Council of Northern Virginia, a volunteer literacy group headquar-
tered in Arlington.

Orr council is a grassroots, nonprofit organization which was
started 23 years ago by one woman, and has grown to 500 mem-
bers. We recruit volunteers from the community and train them to
tutor one on one with the adult nonreaders who come to us for
help.

We also help the many foreign born who come to our area to
speak, read, write, and understand English. We help students who
can't get help from other sources and agencies. Car goal for all of
these students is to provide tutoring until the student develops the
confidence and skill to help himself.

Reading is magic in that it gives one access to a world cr'' wonders
and expanded horizons; but from a less idealistic point of view,
reading is a fundamental necessity. A study commissioned by the
Department of Education in 1975 states that the reading level re-
quired to read the labels on three different industrial cleaning
products is an 8% year grade level, and a 12% year grade level to
read an i.verage daily newspaper.

Almost everyone can be taught to read. Why have so many
adults failed to learn to read? We can best define the nature of the
problem by conveying to you what our students tell us.

They sat in class, did not understand, got lost, were shy and em-
barrassed, afraid to ask questions. They went to school seldom. No
one at home cared or made them go to school, study, or do home-
work. No one at home read to them.

The further behind they became, the more embarrassed they
became. The classes were large. Teachers were busy. Some students
had learning disabilities, physical problems, sight and hearing
problems, that went unattended. Some were hyperactive and
became behavior problems, spent time being punished and de-
tained.

Some had speech problems such as stuttering which intensified
+heir shyness. Some had bran abused, ran away or spent time in
detention homes. Some moved around and changed schools often.

The most obvious characteristic of these people by the time we
meet them is lack of self-esteem. They have usually spent a pod
part of their lives hiding their problems by one evasion or another.
They come to us, because something at that point in their live a has
triggered the need to learn to read.

The increasing literacy skills required in a highly technical socie-
ty demands that they read to get a job or a better Job; or they want
to read to their children, understand their chilthen's homework,
and notes from teachers. They get tired of being perceived as dumb
or being left out of things.
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We interview them, assess their level of literacy, and go to work
with them. The most significant change in the student after he
starts working with us is increased self-esteem. We feel that th a
compassion and response of the 1 -to-1 relationship yields this bene-
fit.

Studies show that learning takes place when a significant other
is involved and interested. Of course, as a student feels better
about himself, he can do better in his studies and in coping with
life. Twenty-nine of our unemployed students last year got jobs as a
result of being tutored by our volunteers.

We need volunteers. The country needs volunteers. The role of
the volunteer is well grounded in our national life. From firefight-
ing to FM's, the Red Cross, and United Way, volunteers have been
mobilized and used effectively.

What would political campaigns be without volunteers? The situ-
ation is no different in our battle against illiteracy. In our council
we have men and women of varied backgrounds committed to this
cause. Volunteers can teach adults to read. Volunteers respond to
the needs of their students.

We do not need more studies to define illiteracy and its causes.
W e do need many small, well organized outreach programs with
communications and network at every level. We need coordinated
partnerships with local schools and human service agencies and
local business leaders. We need access to grants and funds from
local, State, and Federal sources.

Volunteer literacy programs are extremely cost effective. In the
last fiscal year our Literacy Council tutored 366 students for less
than $150 each. But even volunteer programs cost money. Office
space, telephones, postage, recordkeeping, all are necessary ex-
penses.

In our council we have a small part-time paid staff to ensure the
organization's cohesive, ongoing effectiveness. Our students attest
to our effectiveness.

I would like to close with two letters the students have sent to
us:

Dear Pat, I am very happy that you are my teacher. I hope that nothing will
happen that you will not be my teacher anymore. Sometime I feel like giving up,
but when I see you on Sundays the first 2 minutes after I am there you give me the
confidence to on. I will keep on trying to do my best. Your student, Marvin.

Dear Mrs. Sweeney, my father, a 72-year-old man, came to the United States with
practically no English. He spoke Vietnamese and French. He spent most of his dm
in the house doing nothing, going nowhere. Since he could not converse with people,
he was afraid of getting lost, could not ask anybody for directions to get home.
Could not communicate. Therefore, did not dare to leave the house. We called flu..
Telephone Assurance Program and, through that means, we learned about the Lit-
eracy Council of Northern Virginia. Through your program, my father, no longer
Nligvingoc ,

at ap 80 passed his citizenship interview 2 years before he died. Sincerely,
Dung Trmh.

Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. We thank you.
[The prepared statement e. lidney Savage follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SIDNEY SAVAGE ON BEHALF OF THE LITERACY COUNCIL or
NoantzaN VIRGINIA, Inc.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to
appear here this morning. I'm Sidney Savage, volunteer tutor and President of the
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Literacy Council of Northern Virginia, Inc. headquartered in Arlington, Virginia.
We are a volunteer literacy organization affiliated with Laubach Literacy and part
of a network of almost 600 volunteer Laubach literacy councils throughout the
United States. The other national network of literacy volunteers in Literacy Volun-
teers of America, with 201 affiliates. Our Northern Virginia Council is a grassroots
organization which was started 23 years, ago by one women and now has grown to

members. We are a non-profit organization that recruits and trains tutors from
the community and then matches them with students who have come to us for help.
Our tutors work mostly onto -one, or with small groups of students.

We have two programs. In our basic literacy program we tutor native-born Ameri-
can adults who need help with reading and writing at or below fourth-grade level.
Through our English for Speakers of Ot.r program, we tutor the for-
sign-born to comprehend, speak, read and writeLeir:C. We are currently teaching
more than 120 students in each of these programs.

We are all aware of the staggering statistics regarding the degree of illiteracy in
our society. We feel there is still a hidden, unknown quantity. How do we know?
When Johnny Cash appeared on T.V. our phones became very busy. When a non-
reader speaks of his problem on radio or T.V. we receive many calls from other like
him. The person sees his problem described by another and it gives his the courage
to seek help. I would like to swam the concern that our Council feels about this
problem and that we are trying to do about it. Our mission is to help the student
who can't get help from other sources or agencies.

Reading is magic in that it fives one access to a world of wonders and expanded
horizons. But from a less idealistic point of view, we firmly believe that reading isa
fundamental necessity. An Adult Performance Level (APL) study, commissioned by
the U.S. Department of Education in 1976 tested adult literacy skills in five func-
tional areas. From that study reading skill levels required by adults as indicated by
the Gunning Fog Index are as follows: 11.1 grade reading skills to understand the
owner's manual for a popular American car, 8.6 level for three industrial cleaning
products, a guide to Social Security benefits 9.9, and for nine news articles picked at
random from a daily newspaper an average of 12.5. Reading is a learned capability
which unlocks a sense of potential choices for the individual to enable him to cope
and succeed in life.

Learning to read involves the process of deciphering and deriving meaning from
the printed word. Almost everyone can be taught to read. Why have so many adults
failed to master this process? We can best d the nature of the problem by con-
veying to you comments from our students made during initial interviews. "I sat in
class, did not understand, got lost, was shy and embarrassed, afraid to ask ques-
tions." "I went to school seldom, no one at home cared, no one made me to go to
school or made me do homework." "The further I fell behind the more embarrassed
I became. The classes were large, the teacher was busy." Some students had learn-
ing disabilitiesphysical problems such as hearing and sight defects that went un-
attended. Some were hyperactive, became behavior problems, and spent time being
punished and detained after school. Some had speech problems such as stuttering
which intensified their shyness. Some had been abused, ran away or spent time :n
detention homes. Some moved and changes schools often.

As a result of the above physical, emotional and developmental problems, poor
communication between home and school, crowded classrooms with overworked
teachers we have adult non-readers.

The most obvious characteristic of these ple by the time we meet them is lack
of self-esteem. 'they have usually spent a part of their lives hiding their prob-
lem by one evasion or another. Perhaps have miminal reading skills and can
tsrely get by. Frequently even a husband or wife does not know that his or her
partner cannot read.

Why do they seek help? They tell us it is because something at this point in their
lives has made them want to learn to read. They want a job or a better job. rosy
want to read to their children or understand their children's homework and notes
from teachers. They get tired of being called "dumb" and being left out of things.
They hear about us by word of mouth, from T.V., radio, newspapers, and from their
churches, or libraries. Sometimes they are referred to us by other agencies. They
need the onaou-one tutoring and u compassion and the response that such a rela-
tionship of ids. Studies show that learning takes place when a "significant other"
is involver** and interested.

What dies our Crawl i do? We interview prospective students, assess their level of
literacy, and go to work with them. Students reading at higher than fourth grade
level are referred to ,timer programs and agencies.
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We have many case histories in our files of the successes and achievements of our
students. I have enclosed several for this committee's record. The most significant
change in a student is one of self-esteem. It improves immediately. Of course, when
one feels better about himself he feels better about the world and the world is easier
for him. Sometimes students have limited goals, and sometimes they war. their
high school equivalency diploma.

Whatever their goals and needs, we feel that we give them a leg up toward that
achievement. We endeavor to give the adult student a chance to participate in the
life of the community more confidently and effectively, and thus return to the com-
munity its investment in the form of increased productivity and tax revenues. There
is a ripple effect at work aim our students tell us they are more interested in their
chiii1.-en'o school work, now that they are able to understand it. And they urge their
children to strive for excellence in school.

The country needs volunteers in this effort. The role of the volunteer is well
grounded in our national life. From firefighting to barn raising, PTAs to such orga-
nizations as the Red Cross and United Way volunteers have been mobilized and
used effectively. What would 'political campaigns be without volunteers? The situa-
tion is no different in our battle to fight illiteracy. Volunteers offer a ready commu-
nity resource. Margaret Mead said: "We live in a society that has always depended
upon volunteers of different kindssome who can give money, others who can give
time, and a great many who give freely of their special skills. If you look closely,
you will see that almost anything that really matters to us, anything that rm14
embodies our deepest commitment to the way that ir-iian life should be lived and
cared for, depends on some form of volunteerism,"

Volunteers trained in using appropilate materials can teach people to read. Vol-
unteers respond to the needs of their community. We do not need more studies to
define illiteracy. We need small, well organized programs to attack this problem.
We need coordinated partnerships with other public, private and non-profit groups
within the community with local schools, human services agencies, and local busi-
ness leaders. We need communication and networking at every level. Our Council is
ready to share its 28 years experience and expertise. But to do so, we need access to
grants and funds from County, State and Federal sources.

Volunteer literacy programs are extremely cost effective. For instance in our Lit-
eracy Council's last fiscal year we tutored 866 students for under $150.00 each. This
is a modest sum. But even volunteer programs cost money. Volunteers must be re-
cruited, trained and placed with students. Students must be enrolled and inter-
viewed. Although these activities may be performed by volunteers, funds are neces-
sary for the office space, materials, mailings, telephones and record keeping that
these eataiL Our council also has a small part-time paid staff to provide the conti-
nuity, cohesiveness and program evaluation to ensure our organization's ongoing ef-
t. diveness.

Although we are mainly tutors working with students one-to-one, we are not in-
flexible. We also send tutors into jails to work with small groups, and train tutors
who work with church group assisting the foreign born. Some of our tutors are
classroom aides in county Adult Basic Education and English as a Second Language
classes. We would also like to be able to send our tutors into apartment complexes
and housing projects for small-group instruction or out into other areas to help start
new volunteer literacy efforts.

I close with a quote from Peter Waite,' Executive Director of Laubach Literacy:
"We need to make a hard choice. If we hope to make a significant impact within he
next ten years, we need to commit ourselves to massive utilization of volunteers. If
we want the same level of activity or onV a slight increase, we need not utilise vol-
unteers. If we make this commitment, then every discussion involving Legislation,
regulation, program development and research must address the utilization of vol-
unteers. The battle with illiteracy can be won, but the use of volunteers in &le fight
must become a national priority. . . .

If volunteers are to play a critical role, then national policies must reflect a com-
mitment to this human resource. Volunteers crnnot be used as an excuse for mini-
mizing or omitting core funding. In fact the effective use of volunteers will require
additional funds designed specifically for that purpose."

[The following was received for the record:]

' 'The Role of Volunteers in Adult Literacy Program," Peter A. Waite, January 19-20, 1984.

3.18Ai1AVA VIOD
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TIM ROLE OF VOLUNTEERS IN ADULT LITKRACY PROGRAM; BY Per= A. WAiTE, Enc.
UTIVI DIEWTOR, LAUBACH LITERACY t.:7190N, NATIONAL ADULT LITERACY CONFER-
=CZ

The Rol., of Volunteers to Adult Ltteracy Programs

"We Live In i i,,ctety that his always
depended upon volunteers of different
kindssome who can itve money. otlers who can
give time, and a great many who give freely of
their special skills. If you look closely, you
"rill see that almost anything that really
matters to us, anything that really embodies
our deepest commitment to the way that human
life should be Lived and cared for, depends on
some form of volunteerism."

Margaret Mead

If we accept the validity of Margaret Mead's statement,
then we cannot avoid addressing the role of volunteers in
solving the problem of illiteracy in the United States. Vol-
unteers have been fundamental in P wide range of national,
and social causes. Organizt.tions such as United Way and Red
Cross have developed serious, purposeful work for volunteers
and have structured their organizations to capitalize on the
effective mobilization of large numbers of volunteers. The
sItuation is no different in our battle to fight illiteracy.

First, it is important to note that learning to read is
not magic and the ability to assist someone in that process
does not require an intimate knowledge of voodoo. Recently,
at 4 presentatio, which occurred inside a maximum security
prison, I :oi a slogan, "Reading is Magic." Indeed, reading
Is magic foi these inmates, as it was a key to a life many of
them )ad never experienced. Iloweveri_reading_is not magic. It
LS e learned capability which unlocks_a series of potential
thotcel Eor the individual.

One ,spect reading which does remain a mystery,
however, is the actual decoding process. While a step-by-step
expobe of decoding is yet to be developed, we do know that
ilven three fundamentalcompo.,:nts 3 potential reader is
capable of deducing the decoding process. The components
41'01

I. A comfortgble environment. Physical surroundings
must be comfortable to the student and suitable for
learning.

2. Relevar.treading materials. Reading materials must be
appropriate to the students goals, abilities and
interests.

3. Supportive relationship. The teacher, tutor, mer
friend, pastor or other individual must be commi 'Led
to assisting the person in learning how to read and
have some knowledge on how to proceed.
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Given this basic str.xtare, thr otiviaqi
.pitta cipabl )f assiitiau l.vone to 1.1rain; ,)ow roc :.
nl, whether thr ,eacher4 try :ertifiel Alai' qacatton
teachers or trained volunteers, if_anyof_the three compon-
cnts ire lacking, the nroress of learninl how - ) will
likerl, fail:

Considering the growing commitment to solving the illit-
eracy problem in the Milted States, the questions arise: How
can we make a difference? How can we direct resources to
effectively solve this problem? dow can we guide the policy
makers so that national direction will assist as?

If we expect to significantly reduce illiteracy in the
United States, program development must address the
following.

1. Pros ims must be community based. Specifically,
programs musl_ he rooted in the community they propose to
serve.

2. Programs must develop coordinated partnershins with
other public, private, and non-profit entities within the
community. This role requires serious memorindums ,)f agree-
ment targeted at specific action.

3. Programs will need to use large numbers of trained
volunteers. This aspect of programming requires a massive
mobilization of thousands of volunteers

The focus of this paper are on the progra)t aspects of
these components. It is important, too, that research and
policy making focus on these program bases. We do not need,
as some suggest, a redefining of the problem of illiteracy.
got' do e need additional research in the area of specific
Literacy needs.

Community Based Programs

The term, community based programa, has become a catch-
all for a wide range of social programs. As a_compoilept for
adult literacy programming, it refers .to programs which 'have
specific roots in the community. These roots extend foremost
to the proposed population of service--stueents. Also
included is the greater community which defines the general
living environment and which rrovides teachers and tutors.

It in not always possible for programs to start from
within the community they propose to serve. Ev'n Jonathan
Kozol, long a proponent of community based organizations,
suggests that "the outside spark."_ is sometimes needed ...to
develop a truly community_based organization.' once an
individual or a group initiates this outside spark, he
suggests it is possible to share the initiative in the
ongoing program development. These cornunity based literacy
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4aving deep roots Lit the oommuncty means ltvtno.
4orking, funding and establtshtng relationships within 3
particular area. Hunter and Harmon suggest that we need broad
Oasd input 'Lrom communities to define what is nes.led in
literacy programming.2 However, they leave a serious gap
at the program level with lack of recommendations on how we
might seriously address this need. Regional conferences will
not help address this problem. But ratherwe_need to study
model local programs which have successfully integrated local
input and control.

We n ed to make full use of the community, not just the
educational aspects. Programs must be housed not only in
schools, but also in homes, churches, fire stations, and even
the backrooms of local taverns if we expe7t to en4are that
the entire community is served. Furthermore, it is important
that the perhonnel who assist in this development process
reflect the broad based community.

A quote taken from a UNESCO report sums up these issues.

"Educationsuffers.asicallyfrom the gap
between its content and the 1T4ing:eilierience"
of its pupils, between the systemi61 values
it preacheiand the goals set up by society,
between its ancient curricula and the modernity
of science. Link education to life, associated
withconcretegoals, invest or -iiar-scover an
education system -that fits its surroundings.3

UNESCO-W[1-61E FM

Coordinated Partnerships

A classic story of Charlie Brown helps to underscore the
issue of coordinated partnerships. This cartoon shows Lucy
asking Charlie to change the channel of the TV he is watch-
ing. He asxs of Lucy why he should change the channel for her
and she shows him an open hand. Closing it sl^wly, she
reminds him, that spread apart the hand is nothing, but
clenched together it is a weapon that is fearful to look at
and worse to experience. Charlie's response is to ask which
channel she would like to watch. In final drawings Charlie
Brown stares at his open hand and asks, "Why can't you guys
get organized and act like that?"

That kind of coordinated effort is nestle' today. Every-
one is "willing to coordinate", but few stan, ready to
seriously cooperate. Numerous letters for grants and propos-
als of national literacy efforts expound on coordination
commitment; however, we see few concrete'examples of coordi-
nation. Coordination, in this regard, means commitment and
commitment requires sacrifice. It is this type of commitment
and sacrifice that we lack in our attack on illiteracy.
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Speciftcally_, wemest require more to er.nal ltnkags with
tnan-iaa lttonal arganizins. Mats must accur at the local,

an nattonal level. Specific memorinlume of Agreement
dtth clear action- oriented alenaas must be forged. These
aireements should he male wtth service and fraternal organi-
zations, community action agencies, and religious, corporate
ir.i political organizations. These agreements must address
the establishment of literacy programs and deal with lssues
of funding, public relations and human resources.

Formal prcgrammatic linkages have been suggested by
many. These linkages must become a part of all future
efforts. They can take various forms from simple transfer
linkages to developing joint assessment techniques. The key
is that people must begin working together on specific
projects. It takes courage to insist that we begin this
cooperation. It isn't easy to admit that the other guy is not
so bad after all.

Mobilization of Volunteers

As Pogo has so aptly suggested, we have met the enemy
n,i he is us. This reality, which is true in many situations,
iq also true f431: the problem of illiteracy. We must face the
reality that the problem is too great and the dollars are too
f..,,. We cannot expect success if dollars are going to he the
requirement. Jean Paul Getty once said, "The road to success
is easy. Rise early, work hard, strike oil." We are not win;
to strike oil, therefore, we need to rise early and work
Lird. And we need a lot of "us." We need a massive number of
trained volunteers to achieve our goal.

Research and experience have proven that volunteers can
be effedtiv4.4 Effective and proven volunteer programs
aro found in a wide ringe of settings. While additional
r2search may be helpfll, at this time it is only an excuse if
we allow the constant assessment of programs to stand in the
way of implementing worthwhile proven projects.

We must be realistic about the utilization of volun-
teers. Alone, they are not the answer for all problems. We
must build on existing Adult education ftructures to ensure a
network of professionals and volunteers working together.
United Way raises hundreds of millions of dollars every year
through a sophisticated network of trained volunteers. Many
Individuals commit substantial portions of their time to this
t:ause. Our challenge is to become more sophisticated in our
use of volunteers. We have not yet developed mechanisms to
ensure effective utilization of this untapped resource. With-
out national commitment to address this problem, we lack the
ability to use the stngle most important resource available
in the fight again. illiteracy.

We need to make a hard choice. If we hope to make a
significant impact within the next ten years, we need to
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comic ourselves to massive utilization or volunteers. if we
went the same level of activity oe only 4 sliht increase, we
need not tilize volunteers. If we make this commitment, then
every discussion involving Legislation, regulation, program
development and research must address the utilization of
volunteers. The battle with illiteracy cap he won, but the use
of volunteers in this fight must become a national priority.

Natio,ial Implications

Some national implications of the commitment to volun-
teerism in literacy are clear while others are not. Certain-
ly, one of the most important is in the area of research.
Wide areas of research on illiteracy could be conducted with
interest and vigor. However, it is clear that we have neither
the time nor the resources to do all that we would Like. This
means we dcn't need to redefine the problem, nor spend large
amounts of time addressing which literacy skills are better
and which are needed the most. Basically, we must offer
potential students the opportunity to learn communications
and survival skills. These individuals will then be able to
make choices effecting their own lives.

it is frequently easier to obtain money for new studies
han it is for continuation and expansion of proven pilot
projects. We clearly need to reverse this trend and begin to
assess what works well and how to build on it.

The allocation of existing and new resources must be
xamincd. Dollars shoulr: be directed at development and
implementation of programs which serve the client. Communities

great need must be targetted and be given priority.

If volunteers a ..e to pkay_a_critical role, then national
reflectmust reflec a commitment to this human resource.

Volunteers cannot be used as an excuse for minimilting or
nutting core funding. In fact the effective use of volun-
t_,rs will require additional funds designed specifically for
that purpose.

These national implications point to one overriding
issue: a lack of national commitment. The creativity
exists. Now is the time for hard work and commitment to
ensure that we can develop the programs and policies which
will signifiJantly reduce illiteracy.

Summary

We are at a critical juncture for literacy. IncreAsed
interest, increased exposure and a growing national awareness
have begun to make literacy a national issue. We must not be
afraid to attack the problem. Solutions are at hand. We can
spend time avoiding hard work and commitment and address the
problem by studying it or we can roll up our sleeves and get
to work.
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cwinuniLy-besod cmgrilnar,!1 programs ahi.11 utLlize

m.issive numbers of volanteers can and will rein to solve L30

gr,a11.m of tllitenicy in the United Stat?s. Proorams with

these elements will be stable and will meet the diverse needs

,f ommunities by assist.inu then in setting up anal directing

their ran programs.

The time has past for broad national or regional

eionforences to he convened to discuss the problem. It is time

now for the development of local programs that are started by

convening local community "conferences" of identified

leaders. If we want stable self-sufficient programs, we will

need to build from the bottom up and not trickle down.

Communities stand ready to accept this challenge so long

la they are assisted and supported in the initial steps. We

,aust stop debating what type 'Jf support and assistance, and

start providing what we can, and guick_y.

We cannot insure that we will solve the problem of

illiteracy in the United States with these approaches, but we

can guarantee that we will make a very significant impact on

the problem. Prograns which are designed with these compon-

onts will oe successf2l. We will need to rise early, and to

w,,rk hard, but we will not need to strike oil.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This paper addresses the role of volunteers in adult
literary programming. Linkinf, the critical participation of
volunteers with coordinated community -bared programs, it
suggests that these components can provide the framework for
a sucoessful attack on the problem of adult illiteracy in the
United States. It is underscored that this approach is not
without cost and organizational sacrifice. Finally, the paper
suggests that serious inroads can be made with a greater
commitment to action and less to study of the problem.
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LITERACY COUNCIL OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA, Inc

Some case histories taken from tutors' quarterly reports:

A woman in her early thirties was referred to us by the Department of social
Services, Child Protective Branch. Hcr two small babies kcpt her nomebound.
The tutor began working with her. The student's )one was chaos--dirty,
unorganized. The student began in Skillbook 1 and l.'s finishing Skillbook 4
'n a little over a year. Her self-confidence increasea enormously. She began
to be angry at all these who had told her she was "dumb" during her early years.
The home began to look better. She reads to the children now, is reading the
notices that come home from school with her older chl'Oren, and has begun to
look at he newspaper "News For You", to find articles that refer to items she
has heard about on TV.

A young man of 23 was referred to us after his mother read an Ann Landers letter
on illiteracy. He had gone through a couple of years of college but in our
Interview, it seemed clear that there was some kind of learning disability.
The tutor began in Skillbook 1. The student progressed to Skillbook 4 in sevenmonths. There has been progress in his ability to hear and sound out the short
vowel sounds. His word-attack skills are immensely improved. This case affirmed
that working with learning disabled people can be fruitful. The Laubach methoo
is helpful to some of these students.

A tutor began working with a student who heard about us through her Vocational
Rehabilitation counselor. The student was 30 years ob. and had d 7th grade
education. Because she had been sick, she had missed school often. Her family
situation added to her problems. She came to us enbarrassed by her lack of
reading and writing skill, but hoping to train for a clerical nob in the future.
She progressed to Skillbook 4 in one year. der tutor writes how thrilled she
was to be able to loin the charch choir because she could now read. Her aim is
to go on and get her high school diploma--and her clerical nob.

S. J. is a Mexican American student who dropped out of school at the age of 6 to
work in the fields alongside his family. That was 50 years ago. He has always
worked with his hands and managed to support his own growing family. Last year
he injured his back and coula no longer uo manual work. He began taking reading
lessons from one of our tutors, on the advice of his rehabilitative counselor.

He has progressed through Skillbooks 1 and 2 and is now looking toward what I
tall "Job Literacy" to get off assistance and forge a new career for himself.

H. W. is an athletic Slack son in his mid 20s. In the middle of his senior year
of high school his family moved and he never re-enrolled. A special education
student, he found it difficult to set a job with his limi Jading ability
and lack of a high school diploma. When he came to us, a 'leering about us
through a local newspaper article, he was working as a janiuor and earning less
than $2 an hour, part time. After several months of tutoring, and with the
encouragement he felt at seeing his own progress, this shy young man sought cut
and /waded a fulltims custodial job with a local school system where he eaens
a good pay and has health benefits.
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MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
April 1, 1984 - March 31, 1985

GENERA?, INFORMATION LITERACY PROGRAM ESOL PROGRAM TOTAL
Genera) Membership 500
Tutors trained 99 94 193
Presently tutoring 123 110 233
Tutoring at Jails,
Churches,ABE Centers 5 20 25
Tutoring ended during
year 81 27 108

LITERACY TUTORS 209 ESOL TUTORS 157 ALL TUTORS 366

EDUCATION LEVEL OF TUTORS
High School degree 16% 9%
College eegree 67% 68%
Graduate School or

more 17% 23%

SEX OF TUTORS
Female 91% 85%
Male 9% 15%

EMPLOYED 60% 43%

AGE OF TUTORS
Under 30 21% 15%
30-45 39% 35%
45-60 25% 30%
60 16% 20%

RACE
White 99% 94%
Black 1% 6%

GEOGRAPHIC AREAS
OF TUTORS
Fairfax (includes
Falls Church City) 59% 54%
Arlington 31% 30%
Alexandria City 10% 16%
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STUDENT INFORMATION
April 1, 1984 - March 31,1985

GENERAL INFORMATION LITERACY PROGRAM ESOL PROGRAM TOTAL
Placements 106 108 214
Referred to other
programs/services 46 69 115

Presently being tutored 133 121 254
Tutoring ended during

year 60 52 112

LITERACY TUTORS 193 ESOL TUTORS 173 ALL TUTORS 366

EDUCATION LEVEL OF EDUCATION LEVEL
STUDENTS COMING INTO IN OWN COUNTRY
PROGRAM

0 12% 0-6 45%
Elementary 27% 7-12 37%
Jr. High 20%
High School 40% College 18%
College 1%

Known learning
disability 5%

Mentally retarded 1%

SEX OF STUDENTS
Female
Male

54%
46%

77%
23%

AGE OF STUDENTS
Under 30 32% 33%
30 - 45 49% 38%
Over 45 16% 20%
Over 60 3% 9%

COUNTRY/RACE
US/White 32% Indochinese 25%
US/Black 251 Central/S.A. 22%
Oriental 21% Afganistan 16%
Hispanic 9% Korea 12%
Other 14% Mid-east 8%

Europe 7%
Asian (other) 5%
Africa 5%

GEOGRAPHIC AREA
Fairfax (includes
Falls Church)
Alexandria City
Arlington

EMPLOYED WHEN ENTERED
PROGRAM

721

15%
13%

53%

17%
30%

53% 27% (continued)

4
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LITERACY STUDENTS
Progress noted:
Skill Book level

ESOL STUDENTS TOTAL

Book 1 20% 47%
Book 2 31% 31%
Book 3 26% 11%
Book 4 9% 1%
Book 5 6;
Other materials 8% 9%

Skill progress noted: (the following information was taken from Tutor
Quarterly Reports)

Got jobs 17
Job advance or
better performance 14

Driver's license 4

Improved telephone use 9

Self confidence and

12 29

6 20
5 9

41 50

self-esteem (Two hundred reports))

New Materials reed /wrote:
Road signs 41
Ads 30
Newspaper/magazines 43
Labels 30
Work material 35
Checkbook 23
Letters 19
Forms 19
Menus 20
Kids' school
information 16

3.18kilAVA Yqf) Te38 1.02
55- 587 0 - 86 - 7

27 68
33 63
12 55
24 54
16 51
18 41
19 38
11 30
8 28

11 2i
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FINANCIAL REPORT
April 1, 1984 - March 31, 1985

DONATED SERVICES

More than 20,000
volunteer hours support
the work of the Literacy
Council. An estimate of
the value of these
services and inkind
contributions donated to
the mission of the
Literacy Council follows:

Rent/Utilities donated
(at John Calvin
Presbyterian Church this
last year).

$ 1,600
Tutoring time volunteered
(based on 250 tutors $8
per hr.) $200,000

Staff time volunteered
(interviewers, trainers.
placement, board, office)
writers, fundraisers,
bookkeeper)
based on 45 volunteers
$8 per hr.) $24,480

Printing at cost
(paper donated by A-R-T,
McLean) $1,000

Church space/workshops
and inservice donated
($25 per session)

$ 950

Audit
(professional service)

$ 600

Estimate of inkind/
service donations

$228,630

Churches
74% Contributions Civic groups

'Individuals

"4, TZ 14N

LCNV Corp'.
Miebers

EXPENSES

Ibtal Moms
01,521.62

5%
Erni

rctment
of Su' 't

Fund-

Taal Egponses
$52,236.69
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Mrs. Sweeney
Executive Dir.
Literacy Council
of Northern Virgiria

Dear Mrs. Sweeney:

3223 S. Utah Street
Arlington, Virginia 22206
December 5th, 1984

would like to tell a success story for your organization
and let yo,, decide whether you can use it in any of the Literacy
Council Newslatter issues or anything at your disposal.

My father, a 72-year old man, came to the U.S. with
practically no English. de spoke Vietnamese and French. He
spent most of his time in the house doing nothing, going nowhere.
Since he could not converse wi4-h people, he was afraid of getting
lost; could not ask anybody for direction to get home; could not
communicate, therefure, di not dare to leave the house.

We called the Telephone Assurance Program and through
that means we learned about the Literacy Council of Northern
Virginia. Through your program, my father (no longer living)
at age 80 passed his citizenship interview two years before he
died. The tutor was Charles Mast, and he did a wonderfully
patient job.

We would like to credit your agency's effort and also
Charles's assistance and dedication.

Ngoc Dung Trinh

1p4
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Chairman HAWKINS. The Chair notices one other individual at
the table. Were you accompanying one of the other witnesses?

Mr. EVANS. This is my wife.
Chairman Emma. I see. I just didn't want to ignore any other

witnesses.
Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me first ask

Woodrow a question, and I ask this as an educator for 23 years.
We often say that an alcoholic can't be helped until they realize

they have a problem and they seek help; the same with other drug
abusers. My question to you -ne be: Was there something differ-
ent, something more, someth ie, that could have been done
while you were in school so tha a didn't go through this painful
period, or was it a case of havi...g to wait until you saw the need?

Mr. EVANS. I think schools were entirely different then than
they are now. It seems that they have more programs for kids
today that they didn't have when I was a child, and they can detect
things on children where they didn't when I was a childfor slow-
ness. No childnot all children learn the same. Back when I was a
child, they only had one method and one method only. Today they
have several different methods, and they have usually a psychia-
trist or whatever that will test the children and find out if they
have any faults also.

It's just changed since I was a child I didn't have the benefits
then that they have today.

Mr. GOODLING. May I ask you one other question then along that
line. If you can remember back to age 1, 2, 3, 4, and so forth,
within the home was there a lot of reading stories to the children,
going places, seeing sights, those kind of things?

Mr. EVANS. No. It wasn't. My parents separated wb an I was
young, and I was switched back and forth and with other relatives.
They seemed to have an educational problem also, and I was just
left alone. I was not helped, and up to the point that I thought I
couldn't be helped. I thought I couldn't read at all.

Then my wife for me to join this adult program, and I
had doubt when I first joined. But after joining, I started finding
out things that I never did when I was going to school, to begin
with. For instance, I never was taught the sounds of letters or
vowels. I knew nothing about it. So if you can put a word in front
of me, it was impossible for me to read it.

I'm finding out more things than I've ever found out from when I
used to go to school from the difference, the changes from when I
was a child, to what's going on today in schools. Now I know that I
can read, and how far I'm going to go, I don't know. The sky's the
limit. I just know I'm going to have something I always wanted.

Mr. GoomniG. I want to congratulate you for your efforts, and
the sky is ti' limit. I hope you get to the sky.

Mr. EVANS. Thank you.
Mr GOODLING. Renee, I'll turn to you next. I probably shouldn't

say this in public. I'm in my office usually from 5:30 or 6 in the
morning until midnight, sometimes, if I fall asleep, st t
through; and I spend a lot of time with you. You make my
much easier while I'm in that office setting.

.
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I'd have two questions that I'd like to ask you. Were there plan-
ning sessions for the volunteers? In other words, was there some-
one in charge, and was there some program the volunteers were
given?

Ms. POUIDIAINT. Yes. Operation Rescue does provide for that.
Each school has a coordinator who is a D.C. staff person who is
there all the time and makes sure that you are matched with an
appropriate student in terms of the kinds of things that you have
to offer and the kinds of needs the student has.

Also, Operation Rescue provides for periodic training sessions to
ihelp tutors learn how to, in fact, tutor, and make sure that they're

using the most effective methods and that they understand what's
available to them.

So you can avail yourself of that periodically, as you go along.
Mr. GOODLINO. The other question I would ask: Was there a r-

ing readiness program in that home before the child came to
school?

Ms. Pousssurr. It varied with the children. I would say, for the
most part, each of the children that rve tutored came from a home
where he or she was loved, but most of them came from homes
where the parents were so caught up in the daily struggle of trying
to earn a living that they really didn't have a lot of time to work
on their children's reading, roblems, or even necessarily to be that
aware of where they were, in terms of those problems.

I remember the first young boy that I tutored. We had a terrible
time trying to get his mother to come to school to talk to us about
some of his difficulties. And as it turned out later on, after a full
semester had gone by, it appeared that she also had some reading
problems and was embarrassed to come in, and could not in fact
read much of the information that came home about her son.

That is still a process that's being woe-Ad out, because she's not
gotten beyond being embarrassed about that, and doesn't know
how to deal with it and doesn't feel confident enough to avail her-
self of any of the adult literacy

So the attention now is on ErZgrchild and trying to make sure
that that cycle isn't repeated with him.

Mr. GOODLINO. So many times we take from this society, and we
don't give back. Thank you for your volunteer efforts.

Ms. l'ousssiNT. Thank you.
Mr. GOODLINO. Dr. McCune, you said you don't use any of your

adult education money for any of the students who are at elemen-
tary, secondary levels.

Mr. McCuNz. Who are secondary. Yes. We have State money
that we use for that, but we reserve our Federal funds for those
most in need. I might add that, through the flexibility of the Adult
Education Act, we fund the community based organizations, we
fund institutions. For instance, the department of corrections and
State hospitalswe have programs in those facilities. We fund
community colleges, and that is a separate administrative system,
as well as a large number of public school programs also.

So we are reaching down into the communities with organized
trained programs that are in the neighborhoods, as Mr. Kozol com-
mented. That has been our point of view also, to got that education
as close to the people as possible.
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Mr. GOODLING. The reason I'm pp uing that: It really fits into
part of your testimony, Mr. Kozol's any d Mrs. Savage's, because I
would probably ask all the same. As Mr. Kozol mentioned, I'm

to come up with some program that will tie the adult and
the child together so that we can really solve this problem. It
seems to me, we have to solve from both ends at the same time.

When Mrs. Savage talks about the other, sometimes the other
probably could be the parent, as a matter of fact, if we tie the two
together and work with both the parent and child at the same
time. This is nothing brilliant, you know, from off the top of my
head. I had an early childhood education director who took our
title I money and did just that, went out in the homes and worked
with the parent at the same time we were working with preschool
chikl.

So I was just wondering whether you are trying that in your
State, trying to tie the two together, working with the parent and
the child at the same time?

Mr. McCum. Let me be more speoific with that particu:ar aspect
because of your interest. You might find this somewhat ng.
In California, as I mentioned, we have over 1.5 million ts in
our adult education programs operated by high school and unified
school districts, the public schools.

There are 10 authorized areas in our legislation for which we can
utilize part of the $192 million that I have allocated for the pur-
poses of that program. One of those areas is parent education. Now
we do not spend our Federal moneys in the parent education cate-
gory. We spend our State moneys, and that is a priority that we
have had.

The kind of help that you're talking about, which is more orient-
ed to parent/child responsibilities and procedures, approaches, un-
derstanding, comes into those classes, which is about 6 percent of
our total program. So it's a fairly sizable effort.

That's over and above and beyond where we're trying to work
with illiterate parents in actually teaching them literacy skills and
helping them develop it.

The other response that rd like to give to that particular ques-
tion is the approach that we have taken in California of working
on a competency base; and those wmpetencies are not dictated by
those of us at the state level, but are determined by those in the
local communities and down where they be

What are sometimes referred to as life skills, which covers a
wide range of things; but certainly parenting is one of those life

that are of immediate in-skills. We use as content various
tenet to a parent. If I could give just one example which may be
the easiest one to give:

Supposing a mother is out in the yard and her young child falls
out of a tree and breaks his arm. That does happen with some reg-
ularity, I am told. That parent needs to know how to get emergen-
cy aid right now. They need to know principles of first aid. They
need to know perhaps how to use the telephone.

All of those thinp are appropriate content matter for what we
call a competency bowed instructional approach in which we deal
with the t that concern people in their daily lives on an im-
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mediate basis; and we teach the skills of reading, writing and com-
putation, as they relate to something that the parent needs.

How do you look up in a phone book and find out what number
you dial? 911 or whatever. %at do you say when the phone is an-
swered? Those are very real things that are taken up in our ABE
classrooms in the neighborhood.

Parenting is another one of those things that would go.
Mr. GOODUNG. Thank . I'm sure my time has run out. Let me

just say to Mr. Komi, I'm sorry that I'm not going to be at your
talk in my district. I understand you're goiw to be in Pennsylva-
nia, and I would love to be there. I think they already have me
scheduled in two other counties at the same time.

You will be able to help me dramatically by being there, because
my hope is to make the 19th District the most literate district in
the United States; but it's going to take a lot of doing, getting the
educators, the parents, the business community and all working to-
gether. So you can sow a little seed.

Having said that, let me just make a response to one thing you
did say. You talked about nostalgic leaders. In my lifetime, and I've
been around a long time, there -have only been two leaders in the
White House that I can remember that really focused the attention
of public education, as far as the public is concerned.

They have done it in different ways. Lyndon Johnson with pro-
grams that he spoke of and that nostalgic leader that I imagine
you were referring to who is there at the present dine. Perhaps
more than anybody, President Reagan has used his pulpit to tell
the American people that education is important, and that we'vo
been taking it for granted a long, long time. It seems to me now it's
the responsibility of the educators, the legislators, the local offi-
cials, to really take the ball and run with it, rather than feel that
we're s - punished because things haven't gone as well as some-
body 1 it they should have.

I is it I would have to make that statement, sitting on this
side of the aisle.

Thank yai, Mr. Chairman.
Chair man HAWKINS. Thank you. Mr. Williams.
Mr. FuLutzxs. Thank you. And I add my thanks, along with my

colleagues, to each of you for your good counsel today. Those of you
who have made specific recommendations have been particularly
helpful to us, and we're grateful.

I want toa particular note to my friend Jonathan Kozol. Jona-
than, it's nice to see you again. Since we last had dinner and dis-
cussed this matter, we've continued to storm the problem, includ-
ing trying to examine the definition of illiteracy in America and to
plumb its depth and ex tent. The more we find, the more we realize
the enormous, human and dollar costs to this nation of illiteracy.

As you were kind enough to mention in your testimony, Jona-
than, we are developing what we hope will be workable initiatives,
',egislative initiatives; and that brings me to a question of some of
you. We find a dilemma. We are not in the political era of active
Federalism in America today, and yet the wave is cresting on this
problem, and it seems to many of us that it requires a Federal ini-
tiative which would include, of course, as it always has, cooperation
with State and local and privateState and local government and
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the private sector of our economy, but 'ertainly a Federal initia-
tive.

So our dilemma is: How do we get a new ye Federal initi-ative this Congress and across the President'st's desk withhis signature? And it's a real dilemma. I'm not being partisan
about it. The fact is, the majority ofvotes on either side of the aisle
aren't there for the creation of a significant Federal initiative to
attack literacy. You can't get it through the House, and you can't
get it through the Senate, in my judgment, despite the breadth ofthe problem.

So let me asklet me ask first, you, Dr. McCune. What is thea
tlheppropriate

Federal role in trying to develop initiatives to assist
local folks with this problem?

Mr. MoCura. I've long considered that, and I can deal from a
more theoretical position, that 1 think the prima role of the Fed-
end government should be to set a national policy. I don't think we
have a national policy, however you want to define that, right now
which addressee the concept of literacy.

I, too, was in the White House when the initiatives were an-
nounced, the last set of initiative's; found them to be primarily pri-
vate sector in focus. Again I hate to keep repeating. I'm as practi-
cal man. I have to be. We can talk about prevention of illiteracy. I
have responsibility for intervention. We have a problem. We've got
to find some way to respond to it, in a scope, a program, that wecan.

I think the Federal role for the short term has got to find within
itself the fortitude to provide adequate funding for the act that

ithey have put in place which is perfectly appropriate to carry out
that portion of the Federal role.

It has the flexibility of funding local providers of a wide variety,
both profit and nonprofit, at this t. It has those capacities in
the section 309 to provide just a led amount of funding that
could offer some leadership in bilping these things to go.

Mr. WnLtams. Dr. McCune, dc me interrupt to ask you this: Ifthe acts that are currently in statute are workable but there
simply isn't enough Federal money

Mr. MoCernz. To go around.
Mr. MILIN; [continuing). To allow each State to adequately

take the initiative, why don't the States and the localities, seeing
the need and understanding the way. to attack the problem which
is in the Federal statutes, simply do it on your own? Why don't you
increase rroperty taxes out in California and do it on your own?
We can't get you anymore money from here, but the problem is
still there.

Mr. McCune. We're .putting $192 million into our adult educa-
tion programs now, strictly at the public school level, to say noth-
ing of community colleges and others that are doing that. I think
that is responding. I think the size of the problem is such that it
warrants and meritsit has to take a national ve.I'm not in a position to say what every Stateisdoing, but I cer-tainly, with some degree of = will point to CaliZornia and the
amount of resources that re pouring into this thing. And
they're saying, help. The fact e get, I'm told by the Immigration
Service, 40 percent of all immigration that comes into this country.
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That has nothing to do with our failure of our public school sys-
tems, as we've heard here today. Forty out of every 100 pie that
come into this country on an immigrant basisand I n t think
that includes the illegalsend up in California eventually.

That is a burden that's placed on our State that's incredible. I
just have to tell you. And we're no longer with the ESL .population
that is literate in their own language and simply looking for the
English language skills so that they can put their knowledga to
use in our country. We're talking about people that don't even
have an alphabet or a written language, that are totally illiterate
in their own language.

We have those problems at the State level, and they are taking
our resources, because we have a commitment to those folks. We
can't do it by ourselves.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I understand. Mr. Kozo', Jonathan, what is the
appropriate Federal role? Given the piffles' realities, now.

Mr. KozoL. Well, I try to be realistic, and it's clear thatthe
plea I made in my book for a multibillion dollar Federal invest-
ment, even though I phrased it is very hardnosed terms, as a good
dollar bargain, in terms of saving money, for example, in the case
of a student like Steven, I still know that's not going to fly this
year in Washington. Perhaps not next year either.

What's pomade now? Well, first of all, I agree from what I know
in California that the Adult Basic Education Program is very im-
pressive. You said 650,000 people you're reaching. EitillI mean, we
know there are millions unreached, whether it's 3 million or 5 mil-
lion. It's just scratching the Lurface, and that's probably a lot more
State money than most States put in. I think it's quite a spectacu-
lar sum.

The question is, What about raising property taxes? Why doesn't
a local school board say, well, it's our problem, let's deal with it? I
don't see how that can be done. Just take my own hometown of
Boston. Good Lord, they laid off a fifth of the teaching force in the
Boston public schools since 1980. Where are they going to find the
money to do that? The property tax base in Boston is diminished
greatly by the flight of middle-class le to the suburbs.

In Massachusetts the discrepancy per pupil allocation in
public schooling ranges from a high $6,000 a year in the wealthiest
suburbs to $1,500 a year in the poorest school district; and it's the
poorest school districts which also probably have the highest
number of illiterates.

So I suppose this is one year, the first time in my life when I
ever felt fortunate not to be in Congress, because I don't have to be
realistic in the painful way that you must. So I don't see any alter-
native to some, even mcdest, amount of Federal money. Perhaps it
can be found in existing programs . Perhaps it can be shifted from
one program to another. I see no way toI see no way that we're
going to get it exclusively from the private sector, from all the
church group that do volunteer money: from the States and cities.

The point is, I wholly agree with the idea of Federal, State, local,
private sector, volunteer partnership. I agree. The thing is, the vol-
unteers have been great partners. The State of California is a great
partner. The city of El Paso is a great partner. B. Dalton Booksell-
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er's a great partner. It's the Government which has beenthe Fed-
eral Government, which is a bad partner right now.

I don't mean, by the wayMr. Goodling, I was notI did not
mean the President was not a goo&was not throwing good passes.I just felt that Mr. Bennett was having trouble catching them. I
would not say that of the President.

Congressman Williams, I feel fruarated because I've spent the
past week trying to figure out what could be done without a cent of
money. And I can't think of much, but I can say this: I think Dr.
McCune is right, and I think Mrs. Savage is right. A small invest,
meat of money can bring a big return in all aorta of decency whichexists in America.

There's a tendency in Washington to say, well, is it the Federal
dollar or is it local goodwill? Well, in fact, you can't mobilize local
goodwill with some dollars. I've spent twenty years organizing vol-
unteers, and I've probably spent half of those 10 years trying to
find the money to pay for the five or six staff people who could
train the volunteers without that initial seed money we can't do it.

Is it conceivable that there might be Federal money at least to
set up a couple dozen demonstration projects along the lines of
your proposals and those of Mr. Goodling?

Mr. Wn.uases. Mrs. Savage?
Ms. SAVAGE. We are doingwe're self- generated, our organiza-

tion is; and we're doing little things. We could do more, but Mr.
Kozol makes a very good point. We can get more students, many
more students, and we can get more tutors; but it takes staff people
and organization and coordination within the group. We are al-ready doing little thinp.

We started a small pilot program in Alexandria to go into a
housing project and tutor the people in that project to learn to
tutor their children. We train the tutors so they can help them-
selves and help their children and other people within that housing
project.

We also already send peopleour tutors go into jails and tutor
individuals in small groups. Our tutors also work with adult basic
education people. We do all the little things we can, and we have
two wonderful human resources in our area We have tutors avail-
able and students available, but it still takes a lot of doing to pull
all that together. And the doing is money.

I'd like to say thank you. One of the beet things that the govern-
ment is doing for us is giving us this kind of a forum today.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would just
note that I understand Mrs. Savage, why you refer to those as the
little things, but we've learned through the years in America that
progress in education is geometric; and when one tutor teaches one
parent who teaches one child, the explosion of good in this countryis far from little.

R
Ms.

ight?
SAVAGE. And what's wrong with a little bit of goodness.

Mr. WIILIAMS. Absolutely. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Hammes. Before calling on Senator Pell to uphold the

Senate contingent of this joint hearing committee, may I request
unanimous consent that a statement Joy Senator Dodd be included
in the record at this point. Without objection, it is so ordered. Also,
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I would like to convey the regrets of Senator Kennedy, who is at-
tending a funeral service and cannot he here today. He wanted to
indicate his interest and concern and nis regrets at not being able
to attend the hearing today.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Christopher J. Dodd follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHER J. DODD, A SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
Cranacncur

Mr. Chairman, this morning's hearing is to focus on one of America's most diffi-
cult problemsilliteracy. The illiteracy problem is not new in America, but it re-
mains misunderstood and neglecteda closet social problem. I applaud the hearings
this morning because they will shed light on this intractable Wm. Understanding
the causes and magnitude of the illiteracy dilemma is the first step in rectifying the
problem.

While I am pleased that Connecticut illiteracy rates ere not the highest in the
Nation, our State is nonetheless beset by serious problems, particularly with regard
to the availability of services for illiterate neople. Currently, publicly supported pro-
grams serve some 40,000 Connecticut illiterates. This sounds like a sizable number
until it is contrasted with the estimated 600,000 illiterates who need cervices. This
means that for every served person, 15 more are not receiving attention. Although
private and volunteer sectors hare attempted to fill the gap, they too serve only a
small fraction of the population in need.

This lack of services has become particularly worrisome as dropout rates among
Connecticut's urban high school populations escalate. Businessmen and corporate
leaders are deeply concerned. They fear that avoidance of the illiteracy issue will
corrode an already increasingly incompetent workforce. To this end, some larger
corporationsAmerican Can and Pratt Whitney for examplehave made strong
commitments to alleviating illiteracy.

Unfortunately, though, small companies, of which Connecticut has many, simply
do not have the resources for training, so hundreds of illiterates never make it
through the work-place door, thereby adding to Connecticut's growing underclass.
This lack of an adequate workforce may well become a disincentive to corporations
considering relocating in Connecticut, in spite of a favorable corporate tax structure
in the State.

Lest we concentrate on illiteracy as solely an economic problem, we can't forget
that illiteracy is an intensely personal problem, one that keeps of the Nation's
population from leading fully productive lives. Hiding behind the cloak of illiteracy,
parents can not guide their children's academics nor can they read prescription dos-
ages or nutrition contents of food being purchased. Illiterates' daily lives are filled
with frustration, confusion and shame. To avoid embarrassment, illiterates mask
their handicap, many for years. Too often, overwhelmed by daily life, illiterates turn
inward, or worse, to the underworld of drugs, crime, prison. Fully, 25 percent of our
Nation's prison population are illiterate.

But the most striking consequence of illiteracy is that it sullies the very integrity
of American democracy. When one-third of the Nation is virtually excluded from
participating in the democratic process because they can not read well enough to
vote, the basic principles of this Nation are in questie ^an we be two-thirds a de-
mocracy?

The negative consequences of illiteracy are as three.. sning to our fundamental
way of life as they are pervasive. While scholars debate definitions, and statisticians
assess incidence, we know that existing programs don't begin to meet the popula-
tions' needs: We know that as commissions ponder, as legislation lingers, illiteracy
corrodes.

Swift, yet wise, action is badly needed. The focus must be on preventive approach-
es, particularly approaches that deal with young children before they are tainted by
failure, approaches that intervene to stop the illiteracy cycle. I hope these hearings
will
this

be
ubiquitous problem.

Chairman HAWKINS. Senator Pell, we're very delighted to have
you join us.

Mr. GOODLING. Could I have Senator Stafford, included in that.
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Chairman HAWKINS. And Senator Stafford. Without objection,
Senator Stafford's regrets, as well as a statement which he may
wish to have included in the record, will be granted.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Robert T. Stafford fullows:]
PRIMO= STATSMINT OF HON. Rosier T. STAFFORD, A SZNATOR FROM MR STAIR OF

Vaamorn

Today the Subcommittee on Education, Arts end Humanities joins the House Sub-
committee on Elementary, Vocational Education for probably the
last in a series of hearings on the of illiteracy in our country. It has been a
pleasure to work with Chairman wkins in such a relaxed atmosphere, and I com-
mend him on his leadership in this area.

The Subcommittee has been pleased with the results of the last hearings. We
have heard from a variety of distinguished witneessa Their testimonies, put togeth-
er with the testimonies, heard today, will bring us closer to understanding the illit-
eracy problem in our country at present.

We are pleased to have an excellent panel of witnesses coming from a of
perspectives. I would first like to welcome Congressman Talon and commend
for his interest in this area. We welcome Mr. Woodrow Evans, an adult educa-
tion student, the anchonro tor WJLA-TV, Renee Pouissant, Mr. Donald
McCune who is the director of adult, alternative, and continuation education for the
California State Department of Education, and Mr. Jonathan Kozol, author of "Illit-
erate America." I would especially like to welcome Mrs. Sidney Savage who is the
president of the Literacy Council of Northern Virginia. The subcommittee looks for-
ward to hearing all of your testimonies.

Chairman HAwiribrs. Senator Pell.
Mr. Para. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I surely com-

mend both you and Chairman Stafford for holding these very sig-
nificant hearings on the problems of illiteracy. I regret, too, that
other Senate duties have kept me from being, at this joint hearing
as much as I would have liked. And I share the deep concern of my
colleagues over the monumental human and economic costs result-
ing from our present dreadful illiteracy rate.

In economic terms, this Nation is greatly shortchanged simply by
the loss of productivity and generated taxes when 26 million of its
citizens can't read. In human terms, the inability to read forces an
individual into perilous battles, with prescription labels, poison
warnings, and street signs.

To my mind, we can't afford not to take action on this problem.
The economic and social price incurred by illiteracy is much too
severe. Several months ago, some colleagues of mine in the Senate,
including Senators Staftbrd, Dodd, and Kenne0, announced the in-
troduction of the Dropout Prevention and Re-Entry Act, legislation
which Congressman Hayes has introduced in the House.

Because one of the major reasons for functional illiteracy is drop-
ping out of school, it's my belief that the way of this legislation
could be a vital step 'in addressing this issue. I think these hearings
will help focus on that point, and in that regard I would like to ask
particularly Mr. Kozol, whose works I have had a chance to peruse
in the past, whether he believes that dropping out of school con-
tributes to our illiteracy rate, or is it more often the case that the
inability to read pushes the student out of the high school. Which
is the answer, do you think?

Mr. Kozor. Well, I'm sure both are true to some degree; but my
suspicion is your latter hunch is the operativ4 one. It seems to me
that a studentjust from my own experience, a couple of years ago
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I went back 'and taught at South Boston High School one semester,
so that I would remember what I'm talking about.

It seems to me the students who drop out are those most likely to
!le in serious reading problems and, therefore, already suffering a
sense of boredom or fear or humiliation. Just as a footnote to that
question, Senator Pell, it seems to me there's been a recent focus in
the past year or two on stiffening up standards in high schools. The
code words have been excellence and standards, tougher tests, com-
petency tests to graduate high school.

Having taught both lith school and at the college level, and
youngsters in third and thurth grade, I can't help feeling that the
recent tendency to stiffen high school requirements is relatively
eirpty and meaningless. It has one result. We can be tough, but
what does the toaghnees mean? It just means more people will fail
the test, and they will either drop out or they will get a meaning-
less piece of paper.

The real thing, it seems to me, is what do you do with those chil-
dren from the time they are 3 or 4 years old until the time they
leave elementary school. I even feel that after fourth grade, you
can almost see the warning signs of failure. That's why I keep
going back to those early years, and it's an irony that, after I fin-
ished a book on illiterate adults, I find I'm drawn back again to
those 4--olds.

Mr. Pati.. What's that old Jesuit proverb? Give meyou remem-
ber it?

Mr. Kozo'. Yes.
Mr. Pau. I can't quite recall it.
Mr. Kozo'. Give me a fishis that
Mr. Pau.. No, no. Give me a child before 7, and we will educate

him from- -I can't rememberwhich one of you believes that our
illiteracy rate orto hrase it better. Do you any of you know the
statistics with to how our illiteracy rate comparas with
other technol y industrialized nations?

Mr. Kozo'. only recent I haveand I'm taking this
on faith from researchers at ABC news and ABC television, but
I've checked out the source. The United Nations in the past year
placed the United States in terms of male literacy at 18th in the
world; female, a little better average, about 15th. Fifteenth out of
the member nations of the Ô.N.U Among the to five were Austra-
lia, Finland, the Netherlands, Luxumbourg, and the Soviet Union.

I see that not as a reason to praise the Soviet Union, but a
reason to be alarmed for our own sake.

Mr. Pau. It's a fact of life. Incidentally, my excellent staff gave
me the phrase I was groping for before. It's: "Give us a chile before
the age of seven, and he's ours for life." I think that's what you're
saying. If you can make him literate before he's at that age, ap-
proximately, you will have an effect on him throughout his life.

rural areas, or is it roughly the same?
Now is there any com between illiteracy in urban and

Mr. McCtrx-,. I'm not sure 1 we have any really definitive infor-
mation on that. It's being developed in our State. Our assembly
office of research has just completed a study of the attrition rate of
the class of 1983, and I'm not real sure that they have broken that
out into urban and rural.
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The comments that I have heard is that we will find in urban
centers P higher percentage of problems. We do know that the
dropout rates or the attrition rateslet me be careful uf my defini-
tionsthat the attrition rates are higher in the inner-city schools
where there are a series of other socioeconomic problems that
impact upon that student.

That's the beet information that I can have, is the fact that we
do have those figures for the various schools, and we fob thahigher
rates on the inner cities.

Mr. Pam. Attrition means when one is forced out. Dropout
means when one drops out voluntarily. Is that the difference?

Mr. McCurni. I'm sorry. Would you repeat that?
Mr. Para. What's the difference between attrition and dropout?
Mr. McCuice. Well, that's why I was being so careful. What ve

call attrition is, for example, we know exactly how many stu&
were enrolled as freshmen in 1979. Wg, know exactly how many
people completed their senior year in 1983. The difference is attri-
tion.

There r.ze many, many kinds of reasons why the t attrition is
there that may be other than people dropping out of school. We
have people who die. I'm not saying that's very large, Nit that's an
example of the kind of thing. We have peoplethere is a move-
ment in and out of the State that has to be accounted for, and
there have been some changes in those years in the patterns; but
primarily we're looking at unwed mothers and pregnancies, where
people drop out of school and don't return.

We're trying to identify and track what those dropoutwhere
those dropout people are going and why they're leaving.

Mr. Para. I thank you, and again thank the chairman very much
indeed for running tfieee joint hearings.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, thank you, Senator. May I indicate to
the witnesses, there is always a certain timidity on the part of ev-
eryone who seems to say that the solution cannot be discussed be-
cause of the current mood of Congress or because the majority of
the Members will not support a particular program because of the
funding concept.

I think, if we get into that positron, we may as well leave these
hearings and not even discuss the subject. So I would certainly sug-
gest that we need to be talking about what should be done and not
what we think is doable, because everybody begins talking with a
certain degree uf reservation and timidity, and the idea is built up,
therefore, that we don't get any good ideas or we don't talk about
what should be done.

It's pretty obvious we're spending well over $200 billion on the
residual costs of illiteracy, and I think we've got to begin talking in
terms of how we can invest some of that money more,wisely and
more economkally, looking at it strictly from an economic point of
view.

We always have Members, obviously, who say, well, we can't do
this or we can't do that, because of the 1-.41get situation. Well, the
fact is that a large amount of that budge' deficit is due to illiteracy
and to the problem it inflicts us with.

I just wanted to make that statement, because I didn't want
anyone to think that we've gone to the trouble of joining these two
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committee; in the Congress together merely to come out with a
pessimistic conclusion that all that we have said and all the testi-
mony we have gathered doesn't mean too much, because this is not
the time to do anything about illiteracy.

Dr. Kozol, I would like to ask you something which stuck out in
the reading of your recent book, "Illiterate America." If I can
quote it, and I Lope that you will correct me if I don't quote it cor-
rectly: I think you said that illiteracy is the logical consequence of
the kinds of schools we operate. If I have quoted it correctly or
nearly correctly, could you amplify on that, because it tends to in-
dicate that there is something that we are doing in the school
system today. While I recognize the very fine work of volunteers
such as Ms. Poussaint volunteering to help the Donnell's and the
fine work done, certainly, in the literacy council, the fact remains
that we have a school system to which we compel individuals to go,
and we are to start at the age of 8 and 4 now.

If that system is then we can have all of the fine volun-
teers such as Renee Poussaint around, and we're not going.to reach
enough individuals to make a real substantial difference, since Mit,
(wan, is not only high but it's increasing.

Would yon amply on that statement, because it tends to say
that there is something we're not doing right in the public school
system; and if we are actually failing, it seems to me, that's one
place that we can begin to and that children be taught. We
know that any child can be taught. That's the place to insist that
they be taught, that they be taught early, and, that they not be
passed

corm
one grade to another unless they are taught

Mr. . Well, Congressman Hawkins and Senator Pell, this is
a good note tofor me at least to end my thoughts. I'm especially
glad to be able to share this with both of you, wt.° have been in
different ways closely identified with some of the best education
changes we've had in this country, in my adult life.

There's a tendencyWhen I say it's not by accident, it has to do
with the schools, it's a tendency for people to scapegoat the teach-
ers and say, well, it's their fault. Teachers seem to be everybody's
scapegoat the past couple of years.

I don't really mean teachers. Teachers are the victims as much
as the kids. It does have to do with the way teachers size treated
and the types of people we entice to be teachers, or more accurate-
ly, the reasons we don't entice those we would like to be teachers
to stay as teachers.

Let me give an example from my own experience. When I was
eaching fifth grade after fourth grade in Boston where I was not
..1zed very I119 h.by. the school board, to be quite honest, where I
was fired for in subversive material, Robert Frost and
Langston Hughes, I was hired by a rich school system, suburban
Newton, MA, on the basis of my dismissal from Boston. It's a very
good way to get a better job.

I noticed really in both systems, but more in the city, the follow-
ing: First of all, teachers gotpay -vas so ludicrous, and still is;
that anybody like myself who had gone to a liberal arts college had
to face the constant embarrassment of running into classmates who
would look at you as though you wereyou know, they would refer
to you the same way they would refer to people who were in hospi-
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this for extended periods of time, sort ofit's sort, of an odd phase
he must be going through.

So it was not just the low pay. It was the total lack of esteem
attached to the profession. To this day, people ask me what I'm
going to do when I grow up. They say, this isn't a real thing. In a
very fine suburban school of Newton, a principal once said to me
something which I think is the clearest answer to your question.
She liked what I was doing, and she said to me this. She said, Jona-
than, you're doing a good job. That's because I was fortunate. She
only came to class on the right days. Then she said, you don't want
to spend the rest of your life with fifth grade children; why don't
you take some courses. You could be an administrator someday,
like me.

It suddenly occurred to me that teaching in the United States
the way it's structured today is one of the few careers, perhaps the
only profession, in which the only reward for being any good at
what you do is being denied the chance to do it ever again.

If you're a good doctor, you can look forward to 40 years of
a better doctor. Same, I assume, in Congress. But if you're a
teacher or if people think you are, the only reward is to become a
principal, a superintendent, or perhaps someone who goes and
writes books about teachers and educational problems.

Now I think that we've got to alter the reward structure in the
teaching profession, and have to put a high prim ity on the teach-
ing that counts most in a democracy, which is the teaching that
takes place in ordinary public schools, in poor neighborhoods as
well as wealthy, for the youngest children.

I've taught 3d grade, 4th grade, 5th grade, 12th grade, and I
spent 1 year slumming teaching in New Haven at Yale University.
That was the easiest year of my life for the best pay, and the
toughest with the worst pay was teaching fourth graders.

I know you can't always get what youI hear this all the time in
Washington. You can't be guaranteed of getting what you pay for.
So they say why throw money at it. But it sureit's sure as heck
that we never get what we don't pay for. I thir ,. that's one area.
We'd get good rewards if we paid for _it properly.

As a footnote to that, I find it frightening to open the paper
every few days and read that another decent program which did
make some good impact in the past 15 years, such as title I or
Head Start, appears to be in peril. I don't mean this week, but
every season for the past few years it appears that Congress is de-
fending these programs, always on the defensive against a deter-
mined attack to reduce programs which seem to me to be the es-
sence of enlightened Democratic policy. And those are the best
things that I've seen in my lifetime.

There's nothing maudlin or sentimental about a program like
Head Start. That's one of the best acts in a democracy. I might say
the recent NAEP study which came out 2 weeks ago, National As-
sessment Study, showed excellent acmes for 17-year-olds. The one
newspaper, USA Today, appeared to attribute this to toughened
standards in the past 24 months. I doubt it had anything to do with
that. I don't think that all those high school kids in the past 24
months did this in response to statements from the White House.
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I think that the reason they scored well is because they went to
school. They entered school in 1972, 1973 when Head Start and
title I and good programs like that were mushrooming; and the 9-
year -olds who entered school in the past 5 years showed the lowest
scores.

I'm grateful that you're in Congress to resist that trend.
Chiurman Remain. Thank you. Ms. Poussaint, what can we do

to get more volunteers? Have you any idea?
Ms. Poussana. One of the basic things, I think, is certainly pub-

licizing it as much as you possibly can. Also, I think that there
needs to be more development of volunteer programs that allow
peopla to volunteer during out of school hours.

The program that I'm involved in really means that they're de-
pendent on people either who do not work or who work at night, or
retirees, college students, and so forth. I think that there has to be,
again, more neighborhood programs set up in hours that are con-
venient to people who, in fact, work for a living, but have some
time that they would like to give on their own.

That means a lot of coordination, and it also means, unfortunate.
ly, money, which is the subject that we're saying we have very
htt- of here.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, thank you.
Ir. McCune, several of your questionssorry. I had several ques-

tions for you, but I see there's a vote pending in the House. I'll
have another opportunity to reach you when we both return home.

Mr. McCune- I'm sure.
Chairmen HAWKINS. Again, the committee would like to thank

the witnesses for the very excellent testimony today. I think you
have contributed greatly to the work of the committee. We seem
now to be getting down to the basics, and I think the views that
have been expressed by all of you. Mr. Woodrow Evans, I think it
does take a certain amount of courage to come before a committee
and to show how you've overcome an earlier frailty, but we certain-
ly itppreciate that. I think that is what it's all about.

All of the witnesses, I think, have done an excellent job, for
which we're deeply thankful. Thank you.

That concludes the hearing today.
[Whereupon, at 12:08 p.m., the joint committee was adjourned]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]

PRNPARID STATENENT or POWS A. WAMI, ENNCUTIVN DINICTOlt, LAIMACH LITZRACT
ACTION

Now 1.1 the time for the Congress of the United States to boldly address the issue
of illiteracy in America. The extent of the problem is weldocumented: 27 mil: ion
fuLctionally illiterate adults in a country that prides itself on woviding equal oppor-
tuz:ty for all. What does this number mean? It means MI6 of the adults in the
United States can not read well enough to read a newspaper, understand the in-
structions on a bottle of medicine, ell out a job application or a social security form,
decipher a lease or a phone bill, or understand and exercise their rights as &Inns.
Their illiteracy is a legacy of dependence and exclusion; dependenoe on Mends and
family and government to guide them through the daily pitfalls that await the non-
reader, and exclusion from thensiLortimity to fully participate in the economic, cul-
tured, and political life of this

To an individual, illiteracy is a tremendous handicap; one that breee's frustration,
awe., apathy, and alienation. Tu the nation, illiteracy poses a staggering burden. In
an waraubigly complex society, clear communication is fundamental to success in
most jobs. Yet more and more employers are finding that their employees and job
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meat and supervisory personnel needed. At the beginning of the industrial era on
the bland, most businesms and companies were run by persons transferred to
Puerto Rico from the mainland United States. A recent, yetto.be published study
shows that currently 95% of the managers and supirvisors are Puerto Rican.

The population has been prepared to adapt to thins wrenching economicchanges
and the accompanying _social shifts through education. Already we have mentioned
the jump in average levels of school by as grades from 8.9 in 1956 to 9.4 grades in
1980. During the past three decades the number of young people pursing university
studies has increaesd tenfold. In 1966 16,208 students were registered at public and
private universities on the bland. In 1985 this was up to 165,726. Thousands more
study at postsecondary institutions in the mainland United States and Europe.

Devito these rapid and important achievements in education and the
Puerto Rico, illiteracy remains a problem. It is not me= individual
The illiterate person tends to depend more on public or sbe
tends to be a consumer rather than a producer. Miteracy has =kid to crime.
In April, 1985 the Puerto Rico Corrections Administration stated that the averagelevel of col of the penal population serving sentences was eighthaitalower
than the population. Ten percent of the prison population was

The illiterate parent is unable to nap his child in school. This is considered a
major factor in the high dropout rate of school-aged children. Between 1980 and
1984 in Puerto Rico 106,186 students left school before paduation.

The programs of the Puerto Rico Department of Education have worked to
combat these profits= while improving the literacy level of the adult population.
During the past three years 214,588 ults have participated in one component or
another of the Educational Extension Area. Among these and
are alternate high schools for 16 to 21 year old dropouts; High for
adults; The Adult Boric Education Progriunfor adults with an eighth grade
education; conversational English for adults;.the Placement Teets Program; the tele-
vised "Opening Paths" Program for completion of the final year of high school; the
public :liwary system; community education progromo and others.

During these past three years 26,271 or 12% of obtained
high school equivalency certificates. Another 6.6% oirra =ellitsfrom night
high school. 14,150 adults graduated from eighth grade. In 1984-85 alone 80,000
adult students toward completion of eighth grade through the Adult Basic
Education Program in Puerto Rico. The average expenditure per student, with a
total of about $11.5 million available annually, was calculated at $98.00, with 58%
of the Ponds coming from federal sources and another 42% from the Commonwealth

budAt services are not provided in ideal circumstances. Mistime is severely limit-
ed. Adult education classes meet two hours daily, four days a week for sixty days
each session. As there are 20 to 80 students in each clam, teacherstudent contact
is limited.
adialipteeshysical facilities are the same both for day and night school, so are better

to children in the regular The architecture is simple and takes
advantage of natural lighting during the daytime. The artificial light available at
ni0t often is inadequate for study.

Snce_pockets of illiterate adults are scattered in mountain and coastal zones in
Puerto Rico it is no' feasible to concentrate resources in a few central adult educa-
tion centers.

Special adult education materials have been developed for clam levels through
eighth trade. These address the interests of adult studenb and have been well ac-
cepted. However, high school grades are taught to adult students using the same
curriculum and materials used in regular classrooms. The Puerto Rican program
has the added limitation that, being taught in cipanieli, it benefits little from mate-
rials developed for adult education programs in the mainland United States.

Most program teachers are recruited from the regular daytime teaching staff.
They lark training in bow to work with groups _of adults, individualise learning, and
use special techniques. Counsellors are needed to help adult students focus their
educational goals and deal with personal and family proNms. Students attending
night school for the most part come from marended social and economic
Besides their poor level of schooling. they tend to suffer problems of health,

housing, clothing and basic needs.
Even if we leave those program features as they are, considerably more resources

would be needed just to reduce illiteracy in Puerto Rico by the modest goal of 5%
over the next 10 years. Supposing we use the most restricted definition o illiteracy,
the ability to read or write, 18C626 adults would qualify for these services. If we
broaden the definition to include 18 to 69 year olds with below an eighth grade edu-
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share of education fund is 6.2 percentthe lowest level sicne the 1960's. And
when one considers the Administration's tax proposal to eliminate the deductibility
of state and local taxes, even this paltry federal contribution is in jeopardy.

Encoruage the establishment of cooperative agreements vmong schools, parents,
and business organizations in support of public schools. The importance of these
three components of the community cannot be overemphasized. The schools are a
natural spawning ground for young minds to develop. This process is a natural pro-
gression when parents have nurtured their youn ere mentally as well as emotion-
ally. NEA believes collaborative efforts by the business community and the schools
will help ensure the growth of our national economy.

Enact the Even Start Act (H.R. 2685; S. 1728). This legislation, introduced by Rep.
William Goodling (R-PA) and Senator Chafee M-RI), would establish a pilot
to develop methods for parents who are in adult literacy programs, and wITLITie
preschool age children who may be educationally at risk, to acquire the skills neces-
sary to work at home with their children. This legislation would effectively cure sys-
temic illiteracy which often recurs in succeeding generations of the same family.
The foundations for reading and learning must be laid when children are of pre-
school age. The Even Start bill would teach parents how to effectively work with
their children to help them succeed in school.

CONCLUSION

The National Education Association believes the recommendations outlined in
this statement are achievable. Congressional enactment of the School Excellence
and Reform Act and the Even Start bill, adequate funding of exietinig programs de-
signed to stem the tide of illiteracy and school dropouts, and the development of
cooperative efforts by the public schools, parents, and the business community will
move this nation significantly closer to eradicating illiteracy. NEA believes these
proposals are worthy of the time resources, and commitment necessary to make
them a reality.

William Woodside, Chief Executive Officer of the American Can Company, put it
beet when in testimony before Congress he said, "We must put aside for pool the
idea that there is a cheap and solution lying around somewhere that will
enable us to improve our schools without using more resources, using resources dif-
ferently, or changing the organisation and incentives embodied in our public
schools. I suggest that we view our educational programs and proposals for educa-
tional reforms as investments, and that we focus attention on their future benefits
as well as immediats costs."

Mr. Chairman, NEA believes that as educatiors we have a clear and compelling
obligation to lead the search for answers to the problems cf illiteracy and student
dropouts. We must find out how to prevent illiteracydiscover why some student
are not learning to read. This burden of responsibility led NEA to act on its commit-
ment to combat illiteracy by establishing the Mastery in Learning Prelect. We have
since put muscle in our efforts to reduce the number of dropouts m the public
schools by creating Operation Rescue.

If we as a nation are to eradicate illiteracy, we must work collaboratively in seek-
ing out solutions. This endeavor will requinz all the resources, commitment .1nd
hard work that such an important undertaking deserves. We must harness the
power or our collective will and forge ahead toward the excellence we envision for
our schools.

PRIMARY:13 STAMM:NT or ROUST E. Miztatu., Vices PUSIDINT, VMGINIA TAXPAYMRS
ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the joint committees The task before you commit-
tees is to find the reasons for illiteracy in the USA. That there should be wide-
spread illitscacy in this country with its high standard of living and enormous
amounts is money spend on education is simply amazing. Why is it that there are
so many young jpeopleand older ones toowho cannot read or figure properly?
Yes, why, why? Where have the tax collections of our governments been misspent?

Obviously, there is no one answer to these questions, but a good place to start
looking for a key answer is to see who has been trying to run the educational
emp. One does not look far before finding the National ucation n.
Much has been written about the NEA lately and generally

Ed
the findings are

Aisociat
not

good. In summary, the NEA is found to be an educational mafia which is working to
produce a new character in the American citizen. No lonpr will Americans be
proud of their country, self-reliant and productive, but will be pliant semiliterate.
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who will take orders in a socialistic society. This, we believe, is the secret agenda of
the NEA, and why there are so many iliteratee leaving our government schools.
Thus, the action which your committees must take is clear first, to expose the true
goals of the NEA, and second, to seek dissolution of its strangehold on U.S. publiceducation.

Along with the above actions, the phonics method of teaching reading must be
recommended as a absolute essential. We in the Virginia Taxpayers Association
have testified on this subject for the past two years before the joint budget commit-
tees of the Virginia General Assembly, pointing out that even at the state level, fail-ure to teach phonics has cost many millions. We are of course gratified
that Sea. Edward Zorinsky cited backed before your committees the recommen-
dation of "Becoming A Nation Of Readers" that phonics should be used through the
second grade. But beyond simply passing along the phonics recommendation,
committees should investigate to find out who has forced the other methods of
teaching reading on unsuspecting children and why. Such an investigation would be
one of the most worthwhile endeavors ever undertaken by the Conipasa

Just the very briefest of glances into history, for example, would dig up NEA's
arrogantly false declaration in their 1988-84 Annual Edition of "Today's Education"
that "the ovezemphal.;6 on phonics with beginners" is now "ready for the scrap
heap." Your investigation should not overlook the many significant facts uncovered
by the well-known researcher and author, Samuel L Blumenfeld in his 1984 book,
"NEA: Trojan Horse in American Education," among other helpful sources.

At the same time your committees should begin the of getting the Federal
Government out of involvement in education. The "education" does not appear
once in the United States Constitution. There was very little discussion of the sub-
ject by the framers of the Constitution in 1787. Further, there is no implication in
the Constitution that citizens hr.7e a right to an education, as the Supreme Court
has pointed out on several occasions. Of course, most state constitutions declare in
one way or another that their citizens have a right to an education. Therefore, any
activity by the Federal Government or any money appropriated for the purpose of
education is clearly unconstitutional and Hiegel. Thus, another duty of .wur commit-
tees is clearly set forth. Your committees must recommend withdrawal by the Fed-
eral Government from all activities related to education, and must recommend the
elimination of the Department of Education. The funding for the various programs
should be phased out over two or three This actlh alone will save taxpayers
billions, at a time when our federal bttdgeett and federal deficit are in crisis because
of government overspending. To be sure, such curtailment will cause on uproar;
change is always upsetting. The loudest squawks will probably come from top NEA
officials and from the entrenched bureaucrats of the educational hierarchy. But
these are the ones most responsible for the illiterate graduates, and are the oneswho must step aside.

Finally, the States must be encouraged to return control of the schools to the
local districts. This must be a token gesture, but a sincere move so that local dis-
tricts can determine the educational philosophy and curriculum that the parents
and taxpayers desire for their children.

I make these statements inpart from personal experience and reading. My wifeand I have raised six children. but they were not educated in government schools.
W_ e quickly observed the dispiriting effect on the ones who started school first, and
finally we sent all six to priiate schools. Subsequently, all have done well, gathering
six masters degrees and one Ph.D., and good jobs. And today, I am able to observethe same problem with grandchildren. A grandson, started in government school,was doing poorly and losing interest in , but when transferred to a private
school immediately became enthusiastic about . That school uses the phon-

second
ics method of teaching reading and now my grandson is an excellent reader in the

grade.
Yes, there is a big job for your committees to do. The solution is not to throw

additional money at the problem of illiteracy. The solution is to expose the activity
of the National Education Association, tell the American public that phonics must
be taught, and eliminate the involvement of the Federal Government. The State and
local districts can handle the education of children in this nation. Thank you.
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PRIPARED STAMM:NT Or ANN MACTIRR, MIMEIR, BOARD or EDUCATION, OMAHA
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Dear Congressman Hawkins, I was present at your hearings on October 1. That
day, as usually happens in discussions of education, many factors came up, one by
one, Do that the focus of the hearing became less and lees sharp.

Your committee might consider confining itself to the single question of why so
many of our first grade children read less well than first grade children of other
advanced ountries. Once the reason for this situation is made clear, you could move
on to other issues, if you wanted to.

I have studied the question for many years, and feel sure of what I say in my
enclosed comments on the Summary Report by the Omaha Public Schools Special
Education Department on their Chapter One Reading Program. The material
brought out by the national report "Becoming a Nation of Readers," which you
promised to read, applied here.

It is indeed hard to believe that the teaching of reading has been so much compli-
cated by those who teach it in our schools. And why this has come to be is difficult
to understand. But needless complication does exist and is harmful. The enclosed
column by Ann Landers illustrates the difference in thinking between professional
reading educators and other people.

Why does your committee not consider getting to the bottom of this basic issue? If
you just brought out into the open the idea behind t"e reason why reading is being
so poorly taught in most of our schools, you would be making an enormous contribu-
tion to the cause of good education in this country; because this idea is going to live
on until people do take a good look at it.

When people once see it in all its confusion and complexity, they will understand
the problem this country has and get past it to improve our literacy situation a
great deal and very quickly.

Yours truly,
ANN MAcrant,

Member Board of Education, Omaha Public Schools.

3J8AJIAVA Y903 T238 218
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October 13, 1985

COMMENTS ON THE OPS REPORT, SUMMART--CWAPTER I READING PROGRAM,
AND LIGHT SHED ON IT ET BECOMING A NAT:Alik OF READERS
by Ann Mactier

I sake these comments only in the desire to constructively serve
the cause of our doing better job of teaching our children to
read. I sincerely hope they will do so.

The Summary states: "From its inception, the major focus of the
reeding segment of the Title I/Chapter I instructional programs
has been the improvement of reading comprehension skills. Chapter
I reading programs are designed tc meet the instructional needs of
eligible students in grades kindergarten through nine..."

Right here, in my opinion, is the crux of the nation's reading
problem. Children can not comptehend what they can not read. And
time should not be spent teaching comprehension of materials that
have little substance, like beginning reading materials. We are
putting the cart beside the horse. Comprehension has to follow
learning to read.

In my opinion, a better focus for Title I/Chapter I programs would
be to teach primary grade children to write, spell and read, and
to enjtly reading--to the extent that they can and do read real
world materials; that is, materials that are not limited to
sound-symbol correlations that have been taught. First graders,
all but the obviously very deficient, can and should learn the
code of the necessary sound-symbol correlations in about two
months; a learn to read--anything they want to by the cnd of
first grade. In schools where they do, there is little need for
remediation or counseling programs. There is no need for
remediation through grade nine. And, there is no need later on,
say in grade four, for children to have to make a difficult
transition to real world materialsbecause they have been reading
real world materials from the beginning.

Where does th'- widely-prevailing theory that reading remediation
programs should focus on comprehension come from? I believe it
comes from the idea insisted upon by most reading teaching
professionals that children who learn to sound out words will not
comprehend whit they read.

Attached is a sheet that name's several pieces of research that say
that learning the various sounds of-our language does not
interfere with comprehension; and thct children who learn to spell
the sounds learn to read more easily and quickly than those who do
not.

This research wipes out the reason for OPS complicating the
teaching of children to read by insisting that they study the
individual sounds of our language only in whole words. We should
stop this 2ractice immediately, because what we are doing

1
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complicates and confuses unnecessarily the teaching of reading and
fails a great many children.

The Summary report on Chapter I says that our reading programs
emphasize oral language development. This is fine, of course, but
more ,seeds to done. The most effective methods of teaching little
children to read combine oral language development with teaching
them to write the letters correctly and to memorize the sounds
they stand for.

Becoming a Nation of Readers says these things about teaching
little children to read:

What the child who is least ready for systematic reading
instruction needs most is ample experience with oral and printed
language, *.d early opportunities to begin to write. (p. 29)

"Probably, however, knowledge of-letter names is not important in
itself, as it is a reflection of broader knowledge about reading
and language This conclusion follows fror the further fact, whin
children who enter kindergarten without knowing the letter names
are trained to name them, they show little L.:et advantage in
reading. In contrast, children taught the sounds letters make, as
well as their names, show better reading achievement than those
who know only the letter names." (p. 31)

"Pre-school and kindergarten reading readiness programs should
focus on reading, writing and oral language. Knowledge of letters
and their sounds, words, stories; and question-asking and
answering, are relative to learning to read; but there is little
evidence that coloring, cutting with scissors, or discrimina tug
shapes--except for the shapes of letters -- promote reading
development." (p. 117)

The Summary report on Chapter I says that our reading programs
"are evaluated in terms of participant growth in reading
co.-prehension, growth measured by pretest-posttest measures of
reading comprehension; and analysis of California Achievement Test
data. This data indicates those Chapter I program participants
whose reading comprehension skills have improved to grade level....

"A comparison of the average fall and spring reading comprehension
measures indicates that the prgram participants increased their
instructional reading levels from the twenty-first to the
thirty-second percentile. A further indication of the positive
impact of these reading progams reveals that twenty-seven percent
of the participating students attained a grade-level a,propriate
measure in reading comprehension during the last school 7ear."
While these reports are certainly positive, much better r,sets
than this should be forthcoming. Much better results are possible.
Children older than 5, all but those who are obviously deficient,
can learn to read in a year; and once they do this, they should be
able to comprehend on the printed page anything they can
comprehend orally.

2
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As to the testing methods used, the report Becoming Nation ofReaders says: "A more valid assessment of reading proficiency
than standardized tests are the following procedures: Have the
children read aloud unfamiliar,

grade-appropriate material with
acceptable fluency; write satisfactory summaries of unfamiliar
selections from grade-appropriate social studies and science text
books; explain the plots and motivations of the characters in
grade-appropriate, unfamiliar fiction; and reed extensively from
books, magazines and newspapers during liesure time." (p. 93)

"If the schools are to be held accountable for reading test
scores, the tests must be broad-gauged measures that reflect thegoals of instruction as closely as possible. Otherwise, teachersand students may concentrate on peripheral skills that are easily
tested and readily learned.... Despite their inherent
shortcomings, standardized reading comprehension tests are the
most broad-gauged measures of reeding proficiency now in general
Use.

"The other reading sub-tests provide information that may be of
some diagnultic value for classroom decision making. However.schools should not overemphasize scores on these subtests, because
they only measure skills of subsidiary importance and need very
little attention. For the same reason, schools should not
emphasise the total reading score because it is a composite of
subtests that have little significance.

The reading "mastery skills" tests sold by basal reader
publishers and other vendors attempt no assessment of reading
comprehension. Instead, they cover a large number of subsidiary
skills and concepts. Overemphasis on skill mastery tests
unbalances a reading program and takes attention away from the
integrated act of reading. Increased use of skill mastery testsis probably one cause 2f the extraordinary amount of time devoted
to work books and skill sheet exercises in American class
rooms."(pp. 99, 100)

3
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FURTHER IMPORTANT STATEMENTS MADE BY BECOMING A NATION OF READERS

WHEN SHOULD SYSTEMATIC READING INSTRUCTION BEGIN?

"According to view dating back to the 1930's, children are
'ready' to learn to read only when they reach certain level of
maturity. The typical child was thc-ight to reach this level at
the age of about six and one-half, though the time might be
earlier or later for particular children depending upon their
physical, social and intellectual development. Until a child
reached the requisite level of maturity, it was believed that
systematic reading instruction would be unproductive or even
harmful.

These is a kernel of good sense in the idea of reading readiness
for instruction. Formal, organised instruction may be
unproductive for children who still cry when their mothers leave
them at school, who cannot sit st '1 in their seats, or who cannot
follow simple directions....

"In the past, under the belief that it would develop readiness for
reading, kindergarten children were taught to hop and skip, cut
with scissors, name the colors, and tell the difference between
circles and squares. These may be worthwhile skills for four and
five year olds, but skill in doing them has negligible
relationship with learning to read. There are schools,
nevertheless, that still use reading readiness checklists that
assess kicking a ball, skipping or hopping. Thus, reading
instruction is delayed for some children because they have failed
to master these physical skills or other skills with doubtful
relationship to reading....

"When should systematic reading instruction begin, then? There is
wealth of evidence that children can benefit from early reading
and language instruction in pre-school and kindergarten. Available
data suggest that the best short term results are obtained from
programs that can be characterized as formal, structured and
intensive, though whether these programs have greater long-term
benefits is less clear. Good results are also obtained with
informal, though not haphazard programs.

"Based on the best evidence available at the present time, the
Commission favors a balanced kindergarten program in reading and
language that includes both formal and informal approaches. The
point is that instruction should be systematic but free from undue
pressure. We advise caution in being so impatient for our
children that we turn kindergartens, and even nursery schools and
day care centers, into academic boot camps." (pp. 28-30)

READING GROUPS

The report has much to say about the pr:tice in use in nearly all
schools in the country, including ours, of dividing children up
into reading groups of differing ability levels. It says that some

4
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scholars say that it is not so much ability that determines the
future attainment of young child, as the rending group in which
he is initially placed.

It says there are qualitative differences in the experience of
high and low reading groups that would ba expected to place
children in low reading groups at a disadvantage. Children in low
reading groups do less reading. They more often read words
without meaningful contexts on lists or flash cards and less often
in stories.

Meaning of words or passages are less often discussed in low
groups. Teachers ask simpler, more factual questions of children
in low groups and fewer questions that require reasoning. Low
groups are less engaged with the lesson than high groups. One
reason is that low groups include children who are low in "social
maturity"--that is, children perceived as trouble makers or as
unwilling to pay attention, as well as those of low ability.

In higher groups children often police one another. Children in
low groups may distract one another. Teachers tolerate more
interruptions in high groups than low ones.

It is difficult to change group during year. And changing
from one year to the next is difficult, since teachers form groups
at the beginning of the year on the basis of last year's
standings. It is frequently true that "once bluebird, always
bluebird," and that many birds fall ever farther behind.

This problem is poignantly highlighted by one very important
statement made in the report: "The mean, for assessing reading
ability, particularly the ability of children in kindergarten and
first grade, are often fallible." The conclusion reached here for
this unacceptable situation of separating children into ability
reading groups is that "educators should explore other options for
reading instruction. One option is more use of whole class
instruction." (pp. 90, 91)

This option is used very well by both competent Spalding teachers
and Marva Collins' teachers. They use whole class reading groups
entirely. There are no bluebirds. All children learn to read by
Christmas. OPS should send teachers to take Marva Collins' teacher
course, to see what children can read and enjoy reading. Merit
bonuses for teachers who can accomplish what hers do would pay for
themselves many times over in value,received; because Marva
Collins' children, many of whom are inner city children, are all
ready, willing and able to take strong academic courses when they
get to highschool.

LITERATE CLASSROOMS

"Teachers who are successful in creating literate environments
have classrooms that are simultane,ucly stimulating and
disciplined." (p. 85, 86)

5
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"Learning to read appears to involve close knitting of reading
skills that compliment and support each other, rather than learning
one skill at a time and then adding them together." (p. 97)

"The most logical place for instruction in most reading and
thinking strategies is in social studies and science rather than
in separate lessons about reading. Strategies are useful mainly
when the student is grappling with important but unfamiliar
content. Outlining and summarizing make sense only when there is
some substantial material to be oitlined or summarized. The idea
that reading instruction and subject matter should be integrated
is an old one in education, but there is little indication that
such integration occurs often in practice." (p. 73)

"Schools that are especially effective in teaching children to
read are characterized by vigorouc inetructional leadership....

"Schools that are especially effective in teaching reading have a
high, but realistic, expectation of children and keep attention
focused on what le being read. There is clear articulation of
what will be taught when. Academic excellence is honored as much
or more as are band or chorus or athletic shi eeeee nt. (pp. 111,
112)

WORK BOOKS AND WRITING

"Students spend up to 701 of the time allocated for reading
instruction in independent practice or "seat work." This is an
hour per day in the average class room. Most of this time is spent
on work books and skill sheets. Children spend considerably more
time with their work books than they do receiving instructions from
their teachers.

Publishers say that the demand for seatwork activities is
insatiable. To meet the demand, most publishers supply a range of
supplementary exercise sheets in addition to workbooks which
relate to the basal reading lessons. Many teachers use the
exercises of several publishers as well as one they have prepared
themselves. In the course of school year it would not be
uncommon for a child in the elementary grades to bring home 1,000
workbook pages and skill sheets completed during the reading
period.

"Analysis of work book activities reveal that many require only
perfunctory level of reading. Children rarely heed to draw
conclusions or reason on high level. Pew activities foster
fluency, or constructive and strategic reasoning. Almost none
require any extended writing. Instead, responses usually involve
filling in word in a blank, circling or underlining an item, or
selecting one of several choices. Many work book exercises drill
students on skills that have little value in learning to read. The
exercises sometimes have difficult-to-understand directions and
confusing art work. A serious problem is that some work book pages

6
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and many skill sheets are poorly integrated with the rest of the
reading lesson." (p.74)

"Moreover, in the all too typical classroom, too much much of the
precious time available for reading instruction is given aye*. to
workbook and skill sheet tasks and students invest only the most
perfunctory level of attention in the tasks. For these problems
teachers and administrators are responsible. The conclusion is
that workbook and skill sheet tasks should be pared to the minimum
that will actually contribute to growth in reading." (p. 76)

Writing can be included in the earliest stages of reading
instruction. Research suggests that the finer points of writing,
such as punctuation and subject-verb agreement, may be learned best
while students are engaged in extended writing that has the
purpose of communicating a message to an audience. But no
communicative purpose is served when children are asked to Identify
on a work sheet the parts of speech, or the proper use of shall and
will. (p. BO)

INDEPENDENT READING

"Increasing the amount of time children read ought to be a priority
for both parents and teachers. Reading books and magazines and
newspapers, and even comic books, is probably a major source of
knowledge about sentence structure, text structure, literary forms
and topics ranging from the Bible to current events....
1

"Independent reading is probably a major source of reading fluency.
In contrast to work book pages or computer drills, the reading of
books provides practice in the whole art of reading. Practice in
this form is likely to be particulaily effective in increasing the
automaticity of word identification skills. Avid readers do twenty
times or more independent reading as do less frequent readers.
This means they are getting vastly more practice and helps to
explain why children who read a lot make more progress in
reading." (p. 77)

"Analysis of schools that have been successful in promoting
independent reading suggest that one of the keys is toady access
to books.... In addition to school libraries, 1 projects
have demonstrated the value of class room libraries. Children in
class rooms with librariex read more, express better attitudes
towards reading, and met.. greater gains in reading comprehension
than children who do not have such ready access to books....

"Other features of school programs that are associated with
increased independent reading include activities to interest
children in books, guidance in choosing books from someone who
knows both the children and the books, and time set aside during
the day for independent reading. Research shows that the frequency
with which children read, in and out of school, depends upon the
priority class room teachers give to independent reading."(pp.
77-79).

7
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REPORT ON BECOMING A NATION OF READERS, continued
by Ann Meatier

DISAGREEMENTS

The research reported on probably does not include research on
either of the two methods I consider best for teaching children to
read, since to my knowledge none has been done. I include here my
experiences and observations on these two systems--the Spaldirl
Method and the Open Court method, as adapted by Marva Collins.

The report says: Children enter a typical kindergarten class with
very different levels of knowledge about the printed language,
and instruction needs to be adapted for these differences. (p
31).

When either the Spalding Methodor the Open Court method as
adapted by Marva Collins are used, there is not a great problem of
this kind. All the children can profit by learning the same
things, as shown by the following statements:

First, all kindergarten children learn through these methods good
Penmanship. Oma Riggs, teaching Spalding, is superlative at
teaching penmanship. The work is tremendously useful, for the
following reasons:

1- Children with undeveloped motor skills, as well as those with
good motor skills, write letters beautifully in few weeks, or
months. And, because five year olds are very interested in
learning to write, even the most active of them can be taught to
remain engrossed in the activity for appreciable amounts of time,
thereby developing good concentration and work habits.

2- Practicing writing the Orton/Spalding letters, used by both
these systems, successfully teaches all children to write and read
letters and words from top to bottom and left to right. Many very
precocious children have serious reversal problems.

3- All children can come to enjoy making beautiful papers and get
off to an early start at being proud of good workmanship. Many
good readers do sloppy work.

4- All children profit from good feelings of success and
accomplishment about beautiful work they have done and are
motivated by it to undertake new ventures.

5- The letters used in these systems are especially useful. They
are easy to learn tc print, and can be turned into cursive writing
very simply any time the teacher shows the children how.

A second reason why all kindergartners are taught the same things
in Spalding or Marva Collins kindergarten, regardless of what
abilities they come in with, is that all of them enjoy and profit
by finding the order in the English language, and learning where
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the spellings of words of foreign derivation came iron. They
enjoy learning the phonograms, too, and the process gives many
first tasks in comprehension. Learning the concepts illustrated by
the code is extremely important and useful.

A third reason for working with all comers pretty much together in
kindergarten is that learning to say and write the phonograms in
about two months tine and using then afterward, in writing,
spelling and reading, quite soon makes using the code automatic.
After a while, the child seldom thinks about it.

A fourth reason is that children who learn to read accurately and
easily will read, and enjoy reading, and fora life-long habits cf
reading, especially if they learn to read before the age of seven.
Children choose most of their own books in these kindergartens,
and those who read easily pick books that suit thee.

And a last reason for educating all kindergarten children together
is that all normal children car nave into life equipped with
confidence and skills and pleasurable, orderly feelings about
school. There are no bluebirds.

The report mays: Phonics instruction should be kept staple, and
it should be done by the end of the second grade for most
children. (p.118)

No, I think there is a better way. Dr. Orton's simple, complete
code can be learned in about two months. And learning it is
better than learning many more little bits of phonics information
spread over two years. The latter practice is splintered and
confusing, and leer organized, than learning the simpler code
quickly first. Th' code will have to be reinforced, of course, in
spelling, writing and reeding through the primary grades. Nut by
the fourth grade, the teaching of the skills of penmanship,
spelling, reading and basic grammar can be finished for all the
children.

The report says: In in excess of zeal to get phonics across, sone
programs introduce the sounds of many letters before providing
opportunities to use what has been learned, in reading words in
sentences and stories. (p. 37)

No. I believe it is better to postpone the reading of stories for
two months, until children have a rough idea of all the different
spellings of the sounds. Postponing reading serves to whet the
appetite; and once children have learned the code, they can go
right into reading anything they want. They can skip the insipid,
boring pieces that are written to stay within vocabulary confined
to words whose sound-spellings have been taught.

In the long run, learning the code first gets children into
reading real world materiel much faster and less painfully than
trying to read before they know how. Doing this takes advantage
of the seer eeeee ts when children want very badly to learn to

9
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read, and eliminates later possibly difficult transition into
real world material.

One can hardly say h ly that system that teaches a complete,
phonics code successfully and easily in about two months time, by
keeping it simple and by not adding ext-neous elements to the
process, is an excess of seal.'

On the other hand, children should start to read, write and
spell words and sentences that involve the sounds and spellings, as
they ere learned. This process goes head in hand with learning
the code.

The report ny': When children do not feel too constrained by
requirements for correct spelling and penmanship, writing
activities provide good opportunity for them to apply and
extend their knowledge of letter-sound correspondences. (p. 34)

Tee, but why not teach them to spell and write? Six year old
children can learn to write the le eeeee and spell the sounds in
about two months time. During the same two months they can
establish a basis for good spelling and good penmanship, which can
be reinforced and practiced in spelling lessons and in leginning to
write original sentences.

It is good thing to get children in the habit of accurate,
careful work from the beginning, and in so doing to "apply and
extend their knowledge of letter-sound correspondences.' Careful
work in first grade will help them to write papers for the rest of
their lives that will not require extensive narking by teachers
who have to correct them. Also, most children enjoy learning to do
beautiful, correct work papers at ages four, five and six. It is
harder to get them to do this later.

The report says: The important point is that a high proportion of
the words in the earliest selections children read should
conform to the phonics that have already been taught. (p. 47)

No. This is the error that has led us into giving children
materials in which to begin reading that are hardly worth the
painmaterials that waste the enthusisAm of the moment and that
do not prepare for real world readlnu. Setter to wait until
children are able to read tnings that are beautiful and exciting,
things they want to read.

The report says: Even under the best of circumstances, round
robin reading is not ideal for developing fluency and
comprehension. An alternative technique that has proved
successful in small-scale trrouts is to have children repeatedly
read the same selection until a standard of fluency is attained.
(p. 54).

Well, there are probably good uses of this, but in my opinion,
when children read easily, and so understand what they read, such
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practice is not necessary. It could be quite boring to the other
children, and to the teacher, to have to listen to the same passage
reed over and over again. There is no life in that. I would rather
teach the class to memorise lovely poem every week. Listening to
each child take his turn saying the poem would be repetitious,
too, but would not be as tiresome as having them read it; and
every child in the room would rsmembe- the poem forever. Also,
this is work that leads to emotional d oral development.

For daily reading aloud, I like Marva Collins' idea of having the
class read classical literature together. This is material
children can't handle without help. Mrs. Collins' teachers make
it come alive by keeping up an energetic pace, even when they stop
to enlarge upon the material being read. The children fight for a
turn to read; and if they read well, they get a longer one. The
activity is ;auger:lac for everybody; and since there are no
reading groups, the whole class is involved. No time is wasted,
and no one is bored.

The report says: Large publishing companies invest upwards of
$15,000,000 to bring out new basal reading programs. Within
budgets of this else, surely, it is possible to hire gifted
writers who can create stories far superior to the standard
fare.( p. 48)

No, I don't think so. Great stories are few and far between. A
given writer probably has only a few within him. Usually, it
takes years before real greatness is recognised. You probably
can't hire people to write greet stories. The classic fairy
tales, legends and myths have endured because they ring true and
affect us all in ways we do not completely understand. We should
assign things to read.that have I the most success in turning
children on to reading. Some an ogles are better than others. I
saw an article on the subject 1. the New York Times Book Review
this summer.

There are modern works, of course, that strike everyone as
outstanding almost immediately, as Charlotte's Web did. Good
modern works should be wade available, too. The important thing is
to have whole lot of nourishing books ready-at-hand in the class
rooms, where children can see them and browse through them and
teachers may point them out any time. Good books can be bought
second hand cheaply enough that they need not be catalogued. And
people can be persuaded to donate books.

The point is, start children out with the best while they are
still excited about learning to read.

The report says: In summation, prospective elementary school
teachers should have extensive preparation in reading... (p.
108).

If this .refers to having teachers take more courses than they
already do in teaching children how to read, I disagree. They are

11
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already taking too many. One teacher course in the Spalding or
Open Court method as used by Marva Collins, repeated once or
twice after being tried, is enough teachertraining in the skill.
Once a teacher knows how to teach children how to read, the
emphasis passes to educating them--to content. From then on, the
teacher uses her own knowledge and talents to feed children's
minds and fire natural, first grade enthusiasm.

What teachers need, elementary and secondary both, is a good
general education, such as benefits anyone. Secondary teachers
should major or minor in fields they will teach. Elementary
teachers need extensive experience in literature. These studies
will increase teachers' love for learning, appreciation of great
works, and ability to turn children on to reading. And the
teachers will themselves grow from the literature study as well.

12
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RESEARCH SHOWS THAT LEARNING HOW TO SPELL THE
SOUNDS DOES NOT HARM THE ABILITY TO COMPREHEND

74 babel L. Beck i.

studies previously discussed. they made recommendations favoring a
code-emphasis approach to beginning reading. Williams concluded:

/it seems to me that the evidence suggests thatyou might as well provide the child
with I good decodbig program. de e*. loch iambi-Won teaches basic skills more

/effectively. As far as the ultimate goal of comprehension Is concerned. it hasn't
been dentoseitated that decoding Instruedan belpii but it Certainly doesn't seem to

!hen. 60.91

Resnick concluded in a similar fashion:

First. as a matter of routine practice, we need to include systematic, code-oriented
instruction in the primary grades, no mittii sr fat else in also done. This is the only
;Arai in which we have any clear evidence for any particular practice. We cannot
afford to ignore that evidence or the several instructional programs elreidy in en-

/Is-like that do i pod Job of inching the code. The charge, . . that too early or
too mach ensphisis on the code depresses comprereesToi: ands no ittppori ht the
empirical data. On the other hand . . . there ii no evidence that code emphasis
progranti alone the problem. (p.13)

The independent conclusions of these prominent researchers are re-
markably similar, as they both point out that: (1) there is ev!dence that
a code-emphasis approach teaches the word recogniRiiiiiiii-Of reading
more effectively and (2) while there is no evidence that code-emphasis
facilitatei Comprehension, there is no evidence either that it inhibits
comprehension. Thus, the more meaning-emphasis approachei have not
succeeded in teaching comprehension any better than the code-emphasis

. approaches in that meaning-emphasis. approaches do not result in higher
test scores.

It is appropriate to conclude this section by noting that I am in complete
agreement with Mathews (1966) who, in an excellent historical account

k of reading instruction, noted:

/ No matter how a child is taught to read. he comes soonkr or later to the strait gate
and the kern* he has to kern letters and the sounds for which they stand.
There is no evidence wIdever that be id ithhiliely do mu better from it first
not doh* it it ill. (p.201) .

/ It is my conclusion that children will learn letter-sound relationships
more easily if they are taught some of the letter-sound correspondences

\in an explicit and direct way and if they encounter decodable words in
their beginning reading materials.
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Over the years, it has been my experience that teacher's descriptions
of students' reading problems come in three packages. Package one
contains descriptions of student behaviors such as "guesses at the pro-
nunciation of words." "can't remember his sight words," "doesn't know
her vowel sounds," and numerous other behavior descriptions symp-
tomatic of children who are having difficulties with the print-to-speech
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October 21, 1985

OPINIONS ABOUT A PROBLEM OF OUR Ting: THE EDUCATION OF CHILDREN
FROM LOW SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUNDS
by Ann Nattier

QUESTION: How do we educate children from low socio-economic
backgrounds well?

ANSWER: Teach them to talk, write, spell and read anything they
want to, in that order, by the end of the first grade; and get
them to read lot in the primary grades. Reading builds
vocabulary, develops the emotions, and turns children on to school.

QUESTION: Is it possible to teach first graders all these things?

ANSWER: Yes, if you know how.

QUESTION: How?

ANSWER: Teach them the code of the English language- -teach them to
hear, see, say and write the code before you give them anything to
read. Then, during the ages of six, seven and eight enlarge the
use of the code into extensive writing and reading.

QUESTION: Can you really teach first graders to write?

ANSWER: Yes, if you know how.

QUESTION: Isn't writing difficult for many little children?

ANSWER: Yes, and for some it is very difficult. But it is also
necessary. Teaching a child to control his body leZta his mind is
vital for him.

QUESTION: How do you motivate little children to do this
difficult work?

ANSWER: Children at ages four, five and six want more than
anything to learn to read and write--to communicate with the other
people 4n the world. We should take advantage of this natural
motivation at these ages to teach them these hard skills, calmly
and persistently.

QUESTION: How long does learning to write take?

ANSWER: Most children can learn to write beautifully in few
months time, slowly and painstakingly at first, then more easily
and faster. All normal children can learn to write by the end of
first grade. And many retarded children can also.
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QUESTION: Couldn't you just leave off this writing until children
are older and give them typewriters to use now?

ANSWER: No. Do not do this. Children can learn to control
their bodies at these ages, and need to learn to. By all means, do
not let them skip handwriting. To do so is to handicap them
tremendously. Teach them now, when they are willing to suffer the
pain.

QUESTION: Why is it so important that children learn to write
before they read?

ANSWER: Because, writing the letters correctly and putting them
on lines neatly, with spaces in between the words, teaches children
exactly what the letters look like. They will not then read
backwards or upsidedown.

QUESTION: What else should we teach children before the end of
first grade?

ANSWER: Teach them basic math concepts and health practices.
Teach them to remember by memorising songs and poetry, and by
visualization exercises. Teach them to dance and sing and recite
poetry. Get them to see the beauty all around then in nature--in
the sky and on the ground. These activities will awaken them
ents'ly, emotionally, and spiritually and will contribute greatly
to their getting out of poverty and accomplishing beautiful lives.
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NOI Teach them to read.
You don't teach children "how
to understand what they read."
You get them to read challeng-
ing, beautiful, thought-provok-
ing materials. Then, get
them to thinking about them
and discussing them and figur-
ing them out for themselves.

Ann Mactler
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October 11, 1985

A TALK ON TEACHER TRAINING
Given to the Council of Greater City Schools,
September 28, 1985, by Judith Lanier,
Dean of the School of Education, Michigan State University,
Reported by Ann Mactier

In 1970 a proposed goal of having a gifted, educated, teacher in
every class room was an illusion. We needed 250,000 teachers.
Teaching was huge occupation and still is. It is the largest
occupation requiring a college degree.

Teachers were still mostly women in 1970, and most of them quit
teaching when their children came. Or teachers were men who
remained teachers only until they could do better. Many of them
became principals or superintendents.

In the last generation there was a'major turnover every year in the
teaching field. So why would anyone invest a major amount of
education in such a transient field?

Colleges of Education have been the least important cog in
university hierarchies. Who are the teachers of teachers? They
are everyone, and no one. There are no common requirements for
teachers of teachers. There is even tension in teacher colleges
between between teachers of teachers and teachers of
administrators.

Control of teacher colleges usoally belongs to a university
committee, on which colleges of education have only one vote, so
authority for teacher education is hard to fir. Colleges of
education are off to one side it a university and have little
status, certainly lower status than other colleges in
university. They have changing, often incoherent focus and
programs.

It is almost i:possib:: to describe teacher college curriculum.
Descriptions are usually brief and fragmented, having little in
common among the various colleges, and lacking in depth. There is
great variance across the country in what should be required of
teachers in major and minor subject fields. You can hardly get a
handle on teacher college faculty. Anyone can teach teachers.
Anyone can be consultant. Now there is new, emerging group
called staff developers.

The students of teaching across the cr try know that many of the
courses they take in teacher college ate not worth while.

Popular conceptions in the press say that teachers are not very
smart. This is only partially true. The mass of today's teachers
will fall below the average fur all college graduates. But if you
divided the mass of all college graduates in 1970 into quintiles,
112 of the top quintile in the 1970s pursued teachin,. That is

1
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not bad, when you consider that all the professions were competing
for these people. But now only 72 of the people in the top
quintile go into teaching. And only 32 stay.

But to go back .o 1970, 112 per cent of the top quintile went into
teaching; 162 of the second quintile, 212 of the third, 262 of the
fourth and 382 of the lowest quintile. The range is not
dissimilar to today.

The problem is not that we do hot have enough people from the top
quintile but that we have too many from the bottom one. If we
were to get selective, and decline to accept the people in the
lowest quintile into education college, the majority of the people
entering would be above the average of college graduates.

Another point: the people going into teacher college influence
where the curriculum gets set. The large low group now drives out
curriculum that would interest the high groups and thus drives
high people out. Again, we could remedy this situation by
declining to accept people from the lowest group. And, to draw
from the top 602 of those who apply is not to be overly selective.
Then, if we could just keep the best of these, we would be okay.
We would have some truly interested and good people in the
teaching profession.

But we will have to draw 7' .00 people this year. It was 150,000
in the 1970s. Bow it is 200,000. That means we have to work with
all the average group and above.

What can we offer people to keep them? What is it like to be a
teacher? There is new good data on the influence of occupations on
the way people think. The data says that the occupation of
teaching is apt to have a negative effect on the *Inds and spirits
of the people in it.

It is simply not true, what people say, that in former tines old
maid teachers were teachers because they loved it. Their diaries
show a different sto:y. They show, too, that prolonged work win
young people, and lack of interaction with adults, have a
deletorious effect. So do long hours, low pay and inattentive and
undisciplined students. So do mechanical routines, supervisory
machines, and extensive record keeping. Often allowcd to use no
originality, teachers may become reclusive and powerless. So, to
say, "Teaching is not what it used to be," is only partially
correct.

Teaching is not an easy job. Correcting papers from 150 kids at
five minutes a paper adds up to 12 1/2 hours each time. There are
problematic things about the way class rooms are rug. The work
place itself chases people out. Those who remain, not having any
better opportunities, are apt to be the less interested and less
adept.

2
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So the "tell m, ....It to do" attitudes take over, along with the
less academically able and the uncommitted. Good people are apt
to be driven out by the apathetic.

Inservice is hard to get a hold on. We don't really know what to
do with it. An example: we t sin class room teachers to wait, to
give students a chance to take time to think. But then time on
task is lost, and some kids get bored. First teachers say it
works, then they say it doesn't.

So what do we teach teachers? We tell them to wait longer for some
kinds of teaching than others, and for some children. What is
needed is a professional teacher who knows how to handle class
rooms.

Do we really know how to prepare teachers? It is a question.

Do we know how to teach children/ We have not had a lot of success
with children from. the lower incoli areas.

Yet today we have to teach all the children. There are more
difficult kids. We need better teachers than ever before, better
trained and better qualified. And teacher education institutions
are not geared up for the new times. There are more difficult
kids. Good teachers ere leaving the field.

Massive work and massive development are Ateded, and there is no
more money available for it. But I think we are going to get some
in the end. Because no one is really equipped now to do a good job
of teaching teachers. And the fact is that we can't afford to have
a single member of society become dependent on a dole.

But we do understand the limitations and the problems of teacher
colleges now, and we have a better ch_nc of solving them because
of that.

What we have to do is prepare a professional work force, one able
to make good decisions under uncertain conditions. We have to try
to make about 1/5th of our teachers well-trained and well-educated.

We need career professionals and a work corps. We need national
teaching service. Let it start out in our inner cities. It
wouldn't matter if they had education degrees. We must no longer
permit education majors to be our baccalaureate teachers. We here
to find ways not to turn to the least academically talented to
help us improve out schools.

We do not have ways to turn out good teachers now. And our
clients--our children--can not object to what we do. We do not let
them vote with their feet. Adult learning is different. It has to
be relevant and understandable.

The fact is tIat teachers need more than warmth and caring. They
need to be rigorous and demanding, as well as caring. They need
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rigorous study, examination and demonstrated success. Yet we have
instances of illiterate teachers in some class rooms.

The picture of what is in teacher education is bleak. We have to
understand this and roll up our sleeves and find a way through. We
must not move in any direction, however, without careful oversight
and research.

I always stop at the Jefferson Memorial on the way to the airport,
because I respect Jefferson so much. There is a quotation there I
would like to read to you. It says:

But I know also t it laws and institutions must go hand
in hand with the progress of the human mind. As that
becomes more developed, more enlightened, as new
discoveries are sada, new truths disclosed, and manners
and opinions chaise with the change of circumstances,
institutions must advance also, and keep pace with the
times. We might as well reqdire a man to wear still the
coat which fitted him when a boy, as civilized society
to remain ever under the regimen of their barbarous
ancestors...(*The Roots of Democracy)

Our teacher training institutions are working under situations
that existed under our ancestors. We have to work to improve
their performance.

SUTTLAND, MD, September 27, 1985.
Senator ROUST Srsesoan,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC

DEAR &NATO' Brannan: I am writing in support of S.J.R. 102, a bill proposed by
Senator Zorinsky that would establish a "National Commission on Illiteracy," The
Commission proposed would study the causes of illiteracy. I am requesting that this
letter and the enclosed exhibits be included in the formal record of the hearings to
be held October 1 and October 3, 1985, by the House Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary and Vocational Education and the Senate Subcommittee on Education,
Arts and Humanities.

Briefly, my son, Brian, was not reading in the fifth grade. Under Public Law 94-
142, he was extensively tested with all findings normal except a dislike for school.
(Exhibit 1). His "word recognition" was tested and found to be on the third grade
level. "Word recognition" is not the same as reading. He has exhibited an inability
to read from second grade when I started requesting testing-his Iowa Basic Test
Scorer and California Achievement Test Scores reflect my concern. (Exhibit 2).
Brian was well on his way to becoming another statistic on the road to illiteracy.

By happenstance we met a tutor with only a high school education who told me
that she could teach Brian to read. I didn't belfe her but I was ready to try any-
thing to enable Brian to read. By using intensive phonics, Brian did learn to read
within a few months. Can you imagine what joy it was to hear on the way home
from a session, "Mom, I'm going tb' read every on the way home!"

The educational systems of our nation are failing our children and their future.
The extent of illiteracy is a threat to our national securitya nation of non-readers
cannot produce leaders. The causes of the illiteracy epidemic mtist be found, rooted
out and eradicated.

I hope S.J.R. 102 is mooed so that public and private school teachers are educated
to properly teach reading. If teachers do not realise or do not know how to teach,
they really can't be blamed. Exhibit number three all too blatantly proves this point
when its states, "Sometimes a child can decide what a word is by looking at the
picture on the page. Or a child can skip over the unknown word and by reading the
rest of the sentence can figure out the word from the sense of the sentence." That is
how reading is being approached (I didn't use the word "taught") in our schools
today. Passage of S.J. 102 is essential for all the Brians in our nation and for our
nation itself.
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Thank you for giving me this opportunity.
Sincerely,

Junrrit M. WADY.

Exhibits retained in Subcommittee files.

PREPARE) STATZIONT OF JEAN VAN DIN HINGIL, KINDERGARIMN AND Futon GRAM
TRAUB=

BLOOMING A NATION OF RZADZI8

The Report of the Commission on Reading should be required reading for every
primary teacher and school administrator in the country. It is excellent! "America
will (indeed) become a nation of readers when verified practices of the best teachers
in the beat schools can be introduced throughout the country."

WHAT 1/1 TOUR "sarmezr" WHIN TOU BRAD?

For decades, primary teachers have been expected, nay required, to teach reading
mg sight words and bomb exclueivetenriunatelY for =ersYanwrers, how"

honia
that beginning roam must be taught with a approach.

has been bootlegged into are con-ever,

We, who have been doing thet bootlegging and shouting t phonics, are teach-
ers who understand phonics and who teach it easily. We know what we are doing
and we understand the alphabetic principle because most of us were taught to read
this way. "Sounding out" is automatic with us!

day Samuels of the University of Minnesota talks 'automaticity." He de-
fines it as that state when sufficient practice time has been given so that a skill (or
skills) can develop beyond accuracy to "automaticity." Our reading skill, therefore,
is based on having learned to read through the sound-symbol approach and our
years of practicing it has taken us beyond accuracy to automaticity. "Sounding-out"
worked with us ,. . . we can read well . . . and so, having learned through phonics,
we easily see the logic in teaching this way. It's simple for us to understand why
researchers t o d a y a r e s a y i n g w h a t w e ' v e known all along . . . "Teaching the alpha-
betic principl s is essential in beginning

Indeed, we wonder why the Look-say w% Bowels can still be the prevailing
method in schools today. It seems Inconceivable and down-right unfair to children
that reading would ever be Naught as a guessing gems of memorizing light words!

Now, at hist, we "phonics-, nut" people are making inroads in dmatng more
code emphasis in our primary grades. We and the researchers are convincing more
and more educators (and publishers, too) that a sound.symbol approach is impera-
tive when teaching children HOW to read. What is puw.lift,'however, is that new
converts to phonics join us ever so slowly and then aftei they have experienced
remarkable results from using phonic/. Their conversion has not been overnight and

is:
does it take so long to convince today's teachers that a codeemphasis ap-

proais the way to go. Why don't they just Jig in with phonics after they've been
shown the light?

Excellent, intensive, down-to-earth workshop. and teaching sessions on phonics
are constantly beim given. They show the logical, sequential steps that
must go into reading. This is explained in such great detail that, by the
end of a session, the audience usually agrees that phonics is a sound, practical,
worthwhile way to go. Thjey say they definitely will use phonics!

Why then, when check with them later, it is found that they are not following
throturetiLl aren't comfortable with phonics, or they can't remember how it all
fits

What goe wrong? Wh don't these teacher) find "sounding-out" easy and reward-
ing as way to teach? really very simple, isn't it?

I'm tibt sun I have THE answer, but I do hive an idea rd like to share with you.
It may give you food for thought.

I believe that these teachers . . . as anxious as they are to use phonics . . . slide
bacce

they
k into their old "look and guess" ways of teaching because it is easier for them

sin do not automatically "think" / nics dimon.
Let me explain by giving some examples

in
that

pho
might parallel:

As an elementary teacher, I am expected to teach metric measurements to the
students. I can do this fairly well because I have memorized the charts, but I do it
without conviction because in my mind I always convert the units to familiar U.S.
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Measurements. I frankly admit to you that I would much rather teach yards, feet
and inches because I "think" in those terms. Yet, when I was visiting Aue. Ilia, I
was forced to use metrics. I was submerged in metrics by necessity and found .hat I
did not convert to miles, gallons and so on. I was beginning to "think" in the meas-
urements that were given. At the time, it was easy to see the logic and value of
having an International System of units based on metrics. When I returned to the
United States, however, I quickly fell back into my old ways of teaching because it
was easier and I no lww had a real need to "think" in the dimension of metrics.

Isn't getting used to forAv currency a similar parallel? Don't we tend to be un-
certain until we make that concerted effort to learn the monetary values automati-
cally by concentrating on the new process and by suing it?

And, is there a parallel in learning a foreign language? What proms do you go
through before you can honestly "think" in another language? How immersed do

need to be . . and for how long? Can you be a successful teacher of a foreign
without being able to

how_
in that language?

I m sure many of you will remember the horrendous rethinking and relearning
that went on when "New Math" was thrust upon us. For many, it &mended a com-
plete change in mathematical concepts. It was hard and tedious and, perhaps, never
Nly accepted

numerical
by those who just couldn't change their thinking to sets, regrouping

and different .
How can we expect parents, teachers, and tutors who have a "look-say mindset"

to catch on to phonics quickly and teach it easily?
We know from research studies that most people teach the way they were taught.

Perhaps they reason that if it worked for them, it must be OK, but it's more than
that. It's their automatic way of performing the tasks that have developed through

to
ears of that makes them think their way he best because it now appears so

Today's teachers, who are the products of Basals and Look-say, are comfortable
teaching the way they were to t. We must reline that to get them to use phonics
will take time, gentleness, and slow retraining. It will be hard for them to see that

is not their magic game of memorizing words.
Teaching reading by phonics does not mean forcing a long list of difficult terms

on the children or having them memorize numerous rules. To the contrary, it
means gently helping each child realize from the start that alphabet letters are
symbols that stand for sounds and, if the sounds are known, the child will be the
master of the words on the page and quickly become an independent reader. If we
can just help teachers understand the alphabetic principle . . . the basic idea of
"sounding-out" . and have them begin their teaching this way, they will be on
the road to their students for the "automaticity" of phonics.

"But," you ask, "w t is 'pheaiei automaticity'? How is it different from the auto-
maticity of someone taught by look-say?"

What Fm learning from my experience is this:
In reading a sentence that has an unfamiliar word in it, the phonics-taught

person automatically and subconsciously sounds-out the word as he comes to it.
Going from left to right, he hears the sounds in his head and quickly blends them to
make a word. This gives him a close approximation of the word, then he either
r e a d s t o t h e end o f t h e s e n t e n c e to see if t h e c o n t e x t will give t h e i m m e d i at e c o n fi r -
m a t i o n he n e e d s o r h e e x p e r i m e n t s w i t h the a c c e n t o f t h e s y l l a b le s in t h e word . . .
or he does both. Sometimes looking for common patterns within the word is helpful.
For further clarification he ggooeses to the dictionary. The word that has been sounded-
out in this fashion
razed the neat time it is seen. This reader has an automaticity or mind-set that has

part of his sight vocabulary and is often recog-

been reached by years of practice and has become so much a part of him that he is
seldom aware of how he reads or even how he learned to fwd.

The reader who was taught by "sight words and meaning first" also has attack
skills that have come from years of practice. When reeding a sentence that has an
unfamiliar word in it, the "automa ' of the looker reader seems to be to tem-
porarily skip the unfamiliar word and read to the end of the sentence
to see if it's easy to guess what word could fit in the blank. If a satisfactory word
can't be guessed at, then an attempt is made to look at the troublesome wad's con-
sonant letters and sketchily apply a sound or two. Since vowel sounds were never
learned well because they were not taught, they are of little or no help. Sometimes
looking for common patterns within the word is worthwhile, but when the reader
can't come up with a satisfactory generally is very willing to *kip it alto-
gether if he thinks he is getting the of the story. He seldom spends any time
over a puzzling word because part of subconscious conviction is that reading fast
is important to reading well.
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ILLITERACY: TM Out Issue Our Schools are Reluctant to Face

What's all this phuss about phonics/

Charles M. Richardson
Guts,1034

Illiteracy is like the weather; Everybody complains, but (almost) nobody does
anything about it, not even serious discussion of cause & effect relationships and
meaningful solutions. Jonathan Kozol's book, Illiterate America, gives much detail
on effects, but his rhetoric on causes fails to identify targets for his "all-out
literacy ware and he comes up empty of specifics as to what our "dynamic leaders"
and people should QQ. In Congress, it's like the proverbial pulling of teeth even to
study causes of illiteracy: As of this writing, proposed legisl4tion for such a study
commission is getting ill treatment from the committees involved, even though there
are many co-sponsors. Responsible leaders seem afraid of the issue, and the bulk
of the educational establishment is right there helping them drag their collect to
feet. If problems are to be solved instead of just decried, cause and effect
relationships must be discussed.

Much of the education profession must be viewed as "part of the problem," when you
consider that a majority of our schools are using inferior reading instruction
methods. No one disagrees that the objective of reading is comprehension, or
understanding of what is read. But, beyond the recognition of words, comprehension
requires adequate vocabulary and background information about the subject in
question, plus experience in language and the ability to think and reason. It has
been well said that what a person brings to a reading situation crucially affects
what he can talcs out of it.

A much-debated issue is "phonics," how much and when. Phonics is the skill or
process of "sounding out," or "decoding" a word by using knowledge of letter sound
representations and linguistic rules. These rules cover 85 - 90% of English words
consistently enough that several computer programs have been developed to "read"
from standard text. You will hear it said, "Phonics is OK in its place, but phonics is
not the whole story. While that may be a true statement, it is misleading because
it implies that the "rest of the story" is unaffected by phonics, which is agt true.

The experimental evidence in favor of teaching phonics first and intensively is
consistent in over 124 studies during the past 60 years. Yet, four out of five
schools in the U.S. are doing much the opposite by having children memorize whole
words by sight as inseparable configurations (the "look-say" methods: Dick & Jane,
etc.), without the "foundation" of ohgatut To make some semblance of reading
possible, such schools buy special reading books called basal readers, which limit
the word count to about 300 in the first grade, then gradually increase to 600 - 900
by the end of third grade. The student is encouraged to remember words by length
and shape ("configuration clues"), or to guess from context. Children so taught do
not comprehend as well in upper grades as phonics- trained students; and it is easy
to see why by examining the factors of comprehension mentioned above. *5*

The effect on recognition of words is obvious: The look-say student requires that
the teacher show and tall him each new word so that he can memorize it. This is a
severe literary "straight- jacket" for the average first grader whose speaking
vocabulary exceeds 20,000 words. Seniors so trained have difficulty dealing with
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new words for SAT exams. The next factors, vocabulary, background knowledge and
language experience, require diversified reading early as preparation for tackling
upper- grade science and social studies material. Again, the look-say student is at
a serious disadvantage, even though attempts are made to band-aid" the aboveier
elements as "comprehension skills" or "communication skills.* That comprehension
scores on school tests seem satisfactory in spite of deficient phonics is due in partto the fact that tests have been rewritten to use only the words customarily
included in the controlled- vocabulary basal readers.

The reflex either to analyze (think) or guess at anew word is established early, and
wrongly in look-say students. If thalweg does not produce instant gratification,
the student is at a loss. I have seen evidence of this in remedial students (initially
taught by look-say) who fall back to "I don't remember that word!' even after having
demonstrated appropriate phonic skills. Educators complain that students are poorproblem- solvers, but I have heard none suggest a review of existing curriculum
practices to see which enhance and which dorm thinking.

Despite the research, the leading professional organization, the International
Reading Association (IRA) derides phonics. Otherwise intelligent educators whoshould know better have been swayed from paths of common sense by IRA's
demagoguery.

I

What should thv concerned citizen do? Actions need to be more political thantechnical. Le ;militate and administrators must be contacted with your messages ofconcern. Some schools which have switched to phonics have reduced material
expense per student from 824 down to $8. Grammatical and mathematical skills haveimproved as well as scores in vocabulary and comprehension. Fewer failures inreading mean fewer students being mislabelled "ID" and developing frustrations andbehavior problems. The business community, the armed forces, and higher educationwill all benefit from awareness that successful adult reading programs have foundeffective phonic skills to be necessary in enhancing adult literacy. A bibliography
will be furnished upon request.
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